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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores two intertwined topics of the Russian elites’ emotional culture at the
turn of the 19th century and its role in the failed military revolution in December 1825. The unusual
and tragic outcome of Russia’s first revolutionary attempt has long puzzled scholars, who
traditionally dwell on politics and leaders of the revolt. This project shifts the focus to the sociocultural environment of the protest movements – how dissent emanates from and transgresses the
established norms and ideas. Utilizing the methodological tools of history of emotions, it stresses
the intellectual debt of the “Decembrist rebels” to their fathers and contemporaries as expressed in
the emotional culture of the nobility. The “letters” of the late 18th century reveal the Russian
appropriation of the European philosophy of “moral sentiments” and Sentimentalism. The Russian
Enlightenment equated moral virtues with sensibility and redefined “nobleness” as built on “noble
feelings” of compassionate patriotism, and honor that became a cornerstone of service ethic and a
part of public debate. The Decembrist generation of the early 19th century imbibed these emotional
ideas from their own fathers and public education. The Napoleonic Wars further transformed noble
emotional culture, shifting the aims of patriotism from the monarch to the nation and drawing
attention to the “people.” The Decembrists’ story is also about the transformation of the nobility’s
ethos of service and attitudes towards the throne. The late eighteenth-century discovery of the inner
world of moral virtues and emotional nobleness led Russian nobility to perceive their monarchs as
possessing human emotions and weaknesses as well. The state educational efforts to create a moral
and useful citizen prompted the nobility to expect the same from the monarch and prioritize the
nation and its people as the main objects of service and patriotic devotion. The same culture of
moral “noble feelings” engendered the noblemen’s and officers’ disappointment with policies of
Alexander I (1801-1825), served as a unifying factor for the politically divergent secret societies
and provided a script for a non-violent sacrificial mode of military rebellion.
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INTRODUCTION: CULTURE, EMOTIONS, AND DISSENT

On December 14, 1825, almost one hundred years before the Russian Revolutions of 1917,
noble officers and civilians, along with 3,000 soldiers, rebelled against Russian autocracy at Senate
Square in Saint Petersburg. The insurgents did not try to attack or capture government buildings,
including the Winter Palace. They remained standing the entire day in freezing cold weather, only
to eventually be dispersed by Tsarist artillery fire from close range. A similar fate awaited a second
rebellion of 1000 men in present day Ukraine on January 3, 1826. In the aftermath, five leaders of
the rebellion(s) were executed, 120 rebels were imprisoned and exiled to Siberia, and around 200
persons were administratively punished.
This unusual and tragic outcome of Russia’s first revolutionary attempt has long puzzled
scholars. Historiography tends, in idealizing or critical tones, to conclude that Decembrists
behaved as dilettantes or “naïve romantics.”1 Although revolutions can take a more aggressive
course of action (i.e., 1789 and 1917), presentism fails to illuminate the origins of 1825 – what
“radical” or “protest” means shifts across time and place. The present study proposes two basic
approaches for understanding the 1825 phenomenon. The first approach lies in uncovering the
deeper roots of the socio-cultural mindset and environment of the protest movements – how dissent
emanates from, and transgresses, contemporary norms and ideas. The second approach,

1

Ulam’s work provides the most critical (though thought-provoking) analysis of Decembrists, the title is selfexplanatory. See Adam B. Ulam, Russia’s Failed Revolutions. From the Decembrists to the Dissidents (NY: Basic
Books, 1981), “Ch.1: Hesitant Rebels: The Decembrists,” 3-65; Vasilii O. Kliuchevsky, Kurs russkoi istorii, Chast’
V, sochineniia v 9 tomakh (Moscow: Mysl’, 1989), 428; Marc Raeff, The Decembrist Movement (Englewood Cliffs,
N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1966), 25; Patrick O’Meara, K. F. Ryleev: A Political Biography of a Decembrist Poet (Princeton
U.P, 1984), 13, 23; John L. H. Keep, “From the Pistol to the Pen: The Military Memoir as a Source on the Social
History of Pre-Reform Russia,” Cahiers du monde russe et soviétique 21.3-4 (1980): 312; Alexander V. Obolonsky,
The Drama of Russian Political History: System against Individuality (College Station: Texas A & M Univ. Press,
2003), 76-7.
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organically related to the former, looks into the emotional motivation of the collective action of
resistance, shaped by its participants’ shared mentality of ideas and feelings.
The emotional world of an individual as well as communal norms of feeling form an
important part of the intellectual, cultural, and sensory traditions of the individual’s society.
Therefore, the story of the Decembrists is not their own, but rather one of their generation. One of
the major insights of this project is the rebels’ intellectual debt to their fathers and contemporaries
as expressed in the emotional culture of the Russian nobility. In this sense, Decembrists were both
the heirs of Enlightenment and its last representatives. Their emotional communities did not
abandon their fathers’ heritage but rather transformed the meanings of the inherited discourse for
their “rebellious” needs.
The Decembrists’ story is also about the interconnectedness of the personal and the
political, as transpires in the double transformation of the nobility’s ethos of service and attitudes
to the throne. Starting in the late 18th century, “Decembrist fathers” discovered their personal inner
world of moral virtues and emotional nobleness, which also led them to look at their ruler and
socio-political order through a new lens. The monarch possessed human emotions and, thus, faults
as well. The nobility of the late 18th and early 19th centuries endeavored to be moral and useful
citizens, an attitude encouraged by the state, but they expected the same from the monarch in turn.
Personal moral virtues and noble sentiments became political tools of analyzing the relations
between a subject and a monarch. Based on the nobility’s moral sentiments of patriotism and
honor, the Fatherland and its people became more important than the ruler. Morals enlivened
politics.
The Decembrist emotional communities believed that Alexander I (1801-1825) betrayed
his and their moral feelings and obligations to the Fatherland as ruler and human “friend,”
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delegitimizing the monarchy altogether. When his brother, the future Nicholas I (1825-1855), was
due to inherit the throne, they rebelled based on political ideas, moral sentiments, and purely
personal sources of indignation varying from royal disfavor to military misfortunes. The
Decembrist uprisings of 1825-1826 resembled neither court coup d’états nor revolutions. Their
non-resistant way of revolting was also not a protest in modern terms. Rather, it was inspired and
engendered by the general emotional culture and appropriate ways of noble behavior. The act of
passive resistance was, indeed, “radical” for those times but its dueling mode of moral-civic selfsacrifice belonged to the early 19th century.

Emotions and Ideas
Feelings enliven and drive thought and action. Yet studies of Decembrist movements have
almost never ventured into this highly promising terrain of historical inquiry.2 The major thrust of
the scholarship has always been directed to understanding “Decembrism” as a historical
phenomenon – to grasping its defining and unifying features by uncovering the collective identity
of Decembrists. Hence, the scholarship traditionally focuses on the political views and ideologies
of the Decembrists as “noble revolutionaries,” namely the rebels’ attitudes towards autocracy and
serfdom, and the liberal, conservative, populist, elitist, nationalistic, and revolutionary elements in
their political programs. Naturally, such an approach to the Decembrist identity thrived in the
Soviet era due to Marxist historical materialist methodologies, but it originated in Russian
scholarship before 1917 and pervades modern Western works as well. Notably, while the Russian
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The only exception is Emily Ambrose Wang, “Civic Feeling: Pushkin and the Decembrist Emotional Community”
(PhD dissertation, Princeton Univ., September 2016).
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language scholarship is enormous, the English language literature on Decembrism consists of only
one encompassing and two specialized monographs.3
The one thing scholars always agreed upon is that it is impossible to talk about Decembrism
as one coherent system of political ideas, because the members of this historical movement(s)
possessed very different personal views. This heterogeneity of the rebels’ political agendas creates
a major problem in bringing the Decembrists to a common denominator and thus properly
understanding their collective identity and motives.4
This dissertation explores different genealogies of the Decembrist identity. Looking at
Decembrists as post-factum “revolutionaries” or “rebels” impedes the research of their worldview
as noblemen, officers, and literati, to name the most important components of their social selffashioning. The label of “revolutionary/rebel” implies deviation from the existent socio-cultural
order. Yet the exception reveals itself best through the rule. Without grasping what basic “cultural
artefacts” and ideas meant to the Russian nobility, the Decembrist conspiracy, which grew out of
the noble culture, will remain a mystery. Hence, a cultural-intellectual focus on the worldview and
mentality of contemporaries enlightens our understanding of the given era, the common
3

Soviet-Russian scholarship on Decembrism is vast. On the latest historiographical debates see the following special
issue, “Kruglyi stol ‘Izuchenie istorii dekabristov’,” Peterburgskii istoricheskii zhurnal 2 (2019) and G. D.
Kaz’mirchuk, and Iu. V. Latysh, “Diskussionnye voprosy dvizheniia dekabristov v postsovetskoi istoriografii,”
Izvestiia Irkutskogo gosudarstvennogo universiteta 2.5 (2013): 77-86; The foundational and encompassing
monographs are: V. I. Semevsky, Politicheskie i obshchestvennye idei dekabristov (St. Petersburg: Izd. Pervoi St.
Petersburg. Trud. Arteli, 1909); A. N. Pypin, Obshchestvennoe dvizhenie v Rossii pri Aleksandre I: Istoricheskie
ocherki (St. Petersburg, M. M. Stasiulevich, 1900), M. Dovnar-Zapol’sky, Idealy dekabristov (Moscow, 1907); M.
Nechkina, Dekabristy (Moscow: Nauka, 1982); S. S. Landa, Dukh revoliutsionnykh preobrazovanii… Iz istorii
formirovaniia ideologii i politicheskoi organizatsii dekabristov, 1816-1825 (Moscow: Myslʹ, 1975); V. Fedorov,
Dekabristy i ikh vremia (Moscow, 1992). In English there are only three full monographs: Anatole Mazour, The First
Russian Revolution, 1825: The Decembrist Movement. Its Origins, Development, and Significance (Stanford
University Press, 1961 [1937]); Patrick O’Meara, K. F. Ryleev and Decembrist Pavel Pestel: Russia's First Republican
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2003).
4
G. Vernadsky, “Dva lika dekabristov (1919),” Svobodnaia mysl’ 15 (1993): 83; W. Bruce Lincoln, “A ReExamination of Some Historical Stereotypes: an Analysis of the Career Patterns and Backgrounds of the
Decembrists,” Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas 24.3 (1976): 365; A. E. Presniakov, “Tainye obshchestva i
obshchestvenno-politicheskie vozzreniia dekabristov” in 100-letie vosstaniia dekabristov, Sbornik statei i
dokumentov (Moscow, 1927), 54; V. M., Bokova, “Vstupitel’naia stat’ia” in Dekabristy i ikh vremia, pod red. V. M.
Bokovoi (Moscow, 1995), 7, 9.
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psychology of its actors, and thus their actions. This implies that it is necessary to elucidate, for
example, what the basic concepts of ruler, state, freedom, fatherland, service, etc., meant for the
Decembrists and their noble peers before exploring the rebels’ political views.5
While not novel, the mentality approach has not been sufficiently employed in studies of
Russian nobility. The same can be said for the underdeveloped Russian history of ideas and
concepts.6 While there are good works on the socio-political ideas of the Decembrists, the studies
that touch upon their cultural worldview, in a meaningful way, usually have a more general or
thematic focus.7 Less effort was put into formulating the Decembrists’ identity as nobility’s sons
and carriers of noble culture beyond their education, manners and socio-political status. Iurii
Lotman’s foundational work on Russian nobility’s and Decembrists’ everyday life and worldview
is of exceptional value and inspiration. Marc Raeff’s seminal studies of the nobility’s sociocultural mentality, encompassing the Decembrist generation, demonstrate the value of such
research.8
Lotman also originated the most researched field of Russian culture, which deals with the
nobility’s codes of behavior and manners, and argued that semiotics of behavior, as a cultural

5

See the critique of focusing only on political aspects of Decembrism and an attempt to explore their conceptual kit,
although with a political angle, in Susanna Rabow-Edling, “The Republican Idea of the Nation in Decembrists Poetry,”
Arbetsrapporter, Working Papers No. 107 (Uppsala Univ., November 2006), 1-4.
6
On Russian history of concepts see V. M. Zhivov, “Istoriia poniatii, istoriia kul’tury, istoriia obshchestva” in Ocherki
istoricheskoi semantiki russkogo iazyka rannego Novogo vremeni, pod red. V. M. Zhivova (Moscow: Iazyki
slavianskikh kul’tur, 2009), 5-26; See the call for more history of concepts of Russian 18th century in E.
N. Marasinova, Vlast’ i lichnost’: Ocherki istorii Rossii XVIII veka (Moscow: Nauka, 2008), 99-103.
7
For an encompassing review of the historiographic debates on the formation of Decembrist thought up until the
1990s see: Fedorov, Dekabristy i ikh vremia, 37-51; The major works on Decembrist political ideas and concepts with
a cultural bent are: Semevsky, Dovnar-Zapol’sky, Pypin, Landa, and V. S. Parsamov, Dekabristy i frantsuzskii
liberalizm (Moscow, 2001). The exceptions are historiographical rarities: S. S. Volk, Istoricheskie vzgliady
dekabristov (Moscow: 1958) and Hans Lemberg, Die Nationale Gedankenwelt Der Dekabristen (Köln: Böhlau, 1963).
The examples of the works that have interesting insights into Decembrist worldview without having it as a major focus
are E. V. Kamenev, Kategorii mirovozzreniia russkogo ofitserstva epokhi napoleonovskikh voin (Petrozavodsk: Izd.
PetrGU, 2017) and I. F. Khudushina, Tsar’. Bog. Rossiia.: Samosoznanie russkogo dvorianstva (konets XVIII –
pervaia tret’ XIX vv.) (Moscow: RAN, 1995).
8
Iu. M. Lotman, Besedy o russkoi kul’ture. Byt i traditsii russkogo dvorianstva (XVIII-nachalo XIX veka) (St.
Petersburg: Iskusstvo, 1994); Raeff’s works are numerous and are quoted throughout this study.
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system of signs and gestures, were the major (if not the only) unifying factor of the Decembrist
phenomenon.9 Yet behavioral norms reflect socio-cultural worldview that precludes and engender
everyday performance. In other words, the old topic of the Russian nobility’s mentality deserves
renewed scholarly attention. As John L. Keep once wrote, “‘Decembrism’ was not a coherent
philosophy but a state of mind” and Michael Confino argued that for the Decembrist conspiracies
“the existential dimension was of much more consequence than were abstract ideas and
philosophical theories.” Several other scholars have suggested examining the Decembrists’
impulses, attitudes, emotional motivation and moods.10 Nevertheless, very few scholars have tried
to explore the personal-emotional inner world of Decembrists.11
The fundamental vision of this study is that cultural discourses as systems of
communication through readily recognized signs of common norms constitute socio-cultural
mentality, which in turn engenders behavioral patterns. It does not aspire to present the
Decembrists’ mentality in a full and complete manner, but instead attempts to lead the way by
exploring one of the mental aspects – sensibility, the phenomenon that describes “the emotional
life of man and all its manifestations,” including both ideas and feelings.12
9

Lotman, Besedy o russkoi kul’ture, Catriona Kelly, Refining Russia: Advice Literature, Polite Culture, and Gender
from Catherine to Yeltsin (Oxford Univ. Press, 2001); V. M. Bokova, Otroku blagochestie bliusti: Kak nastavliali
dvorianskikh detei (Moscow: Lomonosov, 2010); E. Lavrent’eva, Povsednevnaia zhiznʹ dvorianstva Pushkinskoi
pory: Ėtiket (Moscow: Molodaia Gvardiia, 2007); I. Kurochkina, “Formirovanie povedencheskoi kul’tury russkogo
obshchestva vtoroi poloviny XVIII veka,” Obshchestvennye nauki i sovremennost’ 2 (1999): 103-111.
10
Keep, “From the Pistol to the Pen,” 311; Michael Confino, Russia Before the ‘Radiant Future’: Essays in Modern
History, Culture, and Society (New York: Berghahn Books, 2011), 28; V. M. Bokova, Epokha tainykh obshchestv
(Moscow: Realii-Press, 2003), 232; Ulam, Russia’s Failed Revolutions, 25; S. A. Ekshtut, V poiske istoricheskoi
al’ternativy: Aleksandr I, ego spodvizhniki, dekabristy (Moscow: Rossiia Molodaia, 1994), 3, 19.
11
Bokova engages with Decembrists’ personal-psychological motives and rightly argues against a targeted search for
the political where it does not necessarily rest. Bokova, Epokha tainykh obshchestv; Lebedev wrote on spiritualemotional aspects of I. Yakushkin’s worldview. A. Lebedev, Chest’. Dukhovnaia sud’ba i zhiznennaia uchast’ Ivana
Dmitrievicha Iakushkina (Moscow: Izd. Polit. Lit., 1989); Natan Eidel’man is known for the more intimate and
psychological approach in his works on individual rebels: Apostol Sergei. Povest’ o Sergee Murav’eve-Apostole
(Moscow: Politizdat, 1975), Lunin (Obrechennyi otriad) (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel’, 1987), Bol’shoi Zhanno.
Povest’ ob Ivane Pushchine (Moscow: Politizdat, 1982) and Pervyi Dekabrist: Povest’ o neobyknovennoi zhizni i
posmertnoi sud’be Vladimira Raevskogo (Moscow: Politizdat, 1990).
12
The definition is from Lucien Febvre, “Sensibility and History: How to Reconstitute the Emotional Life of the Past,”
in Peter Burke (ed.) A New Kind of History: From the Writings of Febvre (New York: Harper & Row, 1973), 13.
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The difficulty in studying the emotions of historical actors lies in the fact that it is almost
impossible to know someone’s “real” feelings in any place and time. Even when shared with an
audience, personal sentiments are the product of subjectivity and cultural construction, and thus
cannot be regarded as “sincere” or “objective” sources. Therefore, the task here is not to describe
how or what Decembrists and their contemporaries felt, rather what their views of certain feelings
and their expression were. Such an approach fits the idea of the cultural construction of emotional
phenomena, which led the history of emotions field to an examination of emotions as shared
cultural codes in any given community.13 My approach is less about grasping the actual lived
experience of historical actors and more about the idea of such experience and its representation.
Within the context of cultural embeddedness, emotion is very similar to ideas or even
thought, a sentiment noted by philosophers of emotions, who call emotions “felt judgements.”14
As Alexander Bestuzhev (Marlinsky), a Decembrist writer, began his essay, On Romanticism
(1826): “Man lives by feelings, mind and will. Their fusion becomes thought, for what is a feeling
if not a realized thought?”15 Further, cultural psychology and cognitive sciences explain how

Daniel Wickberg argues for history of “sensibilities” and even suggests replacing mentality with it as the more
encompassing term for man’s world of thought and feeling. In “What is the History of Sensibilities? On Cultural
Histories, Old and New,” American Historical Review 112.3 (2007): 661-684.
13
Overall, the contemporary field of emotions agrees that emotions are both bodily expressions and cultural templates,
but the focus on either of the aspects varies in studies. For historiographical reviews and methodological debates such
as culture versus nature approaches see: William Reddy, The Navigation of Feeling: A Framework for the History of
Emotions (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2001); Monique Scheer, “Are Emotions a Kind of Practice (and is
That What Makes Them Have a History)? A Bourdieuian Approach to Understanding Emotion,” History and Theory
51.2 (2012): 193-220; “AHR Conversation: The Historical Study of Emotions,” The American Historical Review
(December 2012): 1487-1531; Jan, Plamper, The History of Emotions: An Introduction, Translated by Keith Tribe
(Oxford Univ. Press, 2012); Doing Emotions History, edited by Susan J. Matt and Peter N. Stearns (De Kalb, IL: Univ.
of Illinois Press, 2014; Language and the Politics of Emotion, edited by Catherine A. Lutz, Lila Abu-Lughod
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1990).
14
Robert Solomon defines emotions as “subjective engagements in the world” and as cognitive “judgements about
the world”, i.e. a complex of judgements, thoughts, desires and intentions. Martha Nussbaum, in a similar way, treats
emotions as “evaluative judgements.” Robert C. Solomon, “Emotions, Thoughts, and Feelings: Emotions as
Engagements with the World” and Martha Nussbaum, “Emotions as Judgements of Value and Importance” in
Thinking about Feeling: Contemporary Philosophers on Emotions, edited by Robert C. Solomon (Oxford; New York:
Oxford Univ. Press, 2004), 76-90 and 183-199.
15
A. A. Bestuzhev (Marlinskii), “O Romanizme (1826)” in Russkie prosvetiteli: ot Radishcheva do dekabristov, sobr.
proizv v 2 tomakh , red. i vstup. stat’ia I. Ia. Shchipanova (Moscow: Mysl’, 1966), vol. 1, 481.
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emotions “become cultural.” Emotions as “affective responses” of the individual to the immediate
socio-cultural environment include the cognitive processes of appraisal and “event coding”
through culturally available labels or “emotional names.” In other words, the “naming” of one’s
emotional state correlates to existent cultural vocabulary of meanings.16 Hence, we can look at
“ideas” as culturally available “names” for emotions that individuals experience in their sociocultural environment.
In this sense, the present dissertation, while exploring ideas and cultural representations,
concentrates on the emotional aspects of the Russian nobility’s mentality. The focus on emotional
norms helps explore the intellectual worldview more efficiently by illuminating the evolution of
ideas through emotional experience and how they are put into practice through emotional
motivation. Hence, this study treats the emotional component of mentality as emotional ideas, i.e.
sets of beliefs that rest on emotional experience, serve as its intellectual expression, and constitute
emotional repertoire of an individual or a group. In other words, emotions find their expression in
ideas and lead to goal-oriented action. Emotional ideas can also contain different emotions. For
example, “patriotism” can consist of several feelings such as love for a nation, freedom, the tsar,
people; and/or hatred of enemies of the state, a willingness for self-sacrifice etc. Accordingly,
emotional ideas can acquire different meanings and change over the time and place based on the
interplay of various feelings.

16

Nico Frijda and Вatja Mesquita, “The Social Roles and the Function of Emotions” in Emotion and Culture.
Empirical Studies of Mutual Influence, ed. Sh. Кitayama, Н. Markus (Washington, DС: American Psychological
Association, 1994), 51-87. As the authors stress, event coding occurs due to the fact that: “cultures possess explicit
verbal categories to identify classes of events with particular associated meanings and affective evaluations” (57-58).
Consequently there is an entire spectrum of human bodily “affects” that do not have a proper cultural label and are
too elusive for clear definitions, which constitute the major topic of Affect Studies. See, for example: Ruth Leys, “The
Turn to Affect: A Critique,” Critical Inquiry 37 (May 2011): 434-72; Margot L. Lyon, “Missing Emotion: The
Limitations of Cultural Constructionism in the Study of Emotion,” Cultural Anthropology 10.2 (May 1995): 244-63;
Kathleen Stewart, Ordinary Affects (Durham: Duke Univ. Press, 2007).
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Emotional ideas, being a cultural construct, also pertain to social entities such as groups,
communities, and societies. On a macro level they can be part of what Peter Stearns calls
“emotionology” or “emotional culture,” i.e. collective norms that have an impact on the way
people describe their own emotional standards and evaluate their emotional experience.17 On a
micro level emotional ideas are part of what Barbara Rosenwein calls “emotional communities,”
namely “the social groups in which people adhere to the same norms of emotional expression and
value – or devalue – the same or related emotions.” According to her, such communities may also
be “textual communities,” created and reinforced by shared ideologies, teachings, and offered
exemplars of emotions by their texts.18 Andrei Zorin, goes further by looking at culturally available
“emotional matrices” that, together with personal emotional experience, constitute “emotional
repertoires,” either of an individual or a group.19
The concept of emotional culture serves the present research in describing the basic norms
of emotional expression in Russian high society in the late 18th – first quarter of the 19th centuries
and allows for a comparison with the Decembrist emotional communities. This enables us to
explore how Decembrists’ emotions and ideas were both embedded in, and different from, the
existing culture.

17

I prefer to use the term “emotional culture” rather than the abstractly scientific “emotionology.” Peter Stearns mainly
uses emotional culture in his American Cool: Constructing a Twentieth-Century Emotional Style (New York: New
York University Press, 1994), 2-3. On emotionology see Peter N. and Carol Z. Stearns, “Emotionology: Clarifying
the History of Emotions and Emotional Standards,” The American Historical Review 90.4 (Oct., 1985): 813-36.
18
In a private conversation with the author, Rosenwein expressed that emotions and ideas are quite the same. Barbara
H. Rosenwein, Emotional Communities in the Early Middle Ages (Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell Univ. Press, 2006), 2 (quote)
and 25. Rosenwein concludes that emotional communities may be similar to Foucault’s “discourse” as shared
vocabularies and ways of thinking that have a disciplining function; and to Bourdieu’s “habitus,” meaning the
internalized norms of thinking and acting that differ among social groups. See also: Jan Plamper, “The History of
Emotions: An Interview with William Reddy, Barbara Rosenwein, and Peter Stearns,” History and Theory 49 (May
2010), 252-253.
19
Andrei Zorin, Poiavlenie geroia: iz istorii russkoi emotsional’noi kul’tury kontsa XVIII – nachala XIX veka
(Moscow: NLO, 2016), 30.
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In the literature on the Russian nobility, the work of Elena Marasinova on the psychology
of eighteenth-century Russian nobles, including their emotions, is groundbreaking but failed to
attract much scholarly following. Mikhail Dolbilov’s study of emotional practice and the political
language of loyalty to a monarch in the late 19th century is a good example of exploring emotional
aspects of elites’ mentality.20 The underdeveloped Russian emotions field usually uses the
constructionist approach, focusing on emotions in the context of socio-cultural norms, state
control, etc. Works on the early modern period are rare and deal mostly with individuals or with
small, intimate emotional communities. Emily Wang’s dissertation on the Decembrist poets’
emotional community is the first attempt to analyze the Decembrists’ norms of feelings.21
The present study offers a more detailed and encompassing exploration of Russian
emotional culture and the Decembrist emotional worldview, since the scholarship rarely ventures
to elaborate what specific emotions had to be controlled, expressed, or emulated. It also asserts
that emotions, by being both culturally constructed and unique personal experiences, shape
political ideas and attitudes and thus also motivate and define the modes of political action, as
occurred with the Decembrist revolts.

20

The term psychology in Marasinova’s study can be replaced with “mentality.” E. N. Marasinova, Psikhologiia elity
rossiiskogo dvorianstva poslednei treti XVIII veka (Moscow: ROSSPEN, 1999). She called for the continuation of
nobility’s psychology research as crucial for understanding historical processes in Vlast’ i lichnost’, 72-3; Mikhail
Dolbilov, “Loyalty and Emotion in Nineteenth-Century Russian Imperial Politics” in Exploring Loyalty, edited by
Jana Osterkamp and Martin Schulze Wessel (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2017), 17-44.
21
Valeria Sobol and Mark D. Steinberg, “Introduction” in Interpreting Emotions in Russia and Eastern Europe, edited
by Mark D. Steinberg and Valeria Sobol’ (DeKalb: Northern Illinois Univ. Press, 2011), 3-17; For a review of the
Russian field see Jan Plamper, “Emotional turn? Feelings in Russian history and culture: Introduction,” Slavic Review
68.2 (Summer 2009): 229-238 [the entire volume is dedicated to Russian emotions] and Ilya Vinitsky, “Zagovor
chuvstv ili russkaia istoriia na ‘emotsial’nom povorote’,” NLO 117 (2012); See also Rossiiskaia imperiia chuvstv:
Podkhody k kul’turnoi istorii emotsii, pod red. Iana Plampera, Shammy Shakhadat, Marka Eli (Moscow: NLO, 2010);
Wang, “Civic Feeling: Pushkin and the Decembrist Emotional Community.”
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Emotional Culture of Moral Nobleness: Nobility and Enlightenment
How do affects, emotional culture, and communities help in understanding Russian (or any
other) history? The answer lies in the novelty of the research approach, its “gaze.” The use of
emotions as an analytical framework renders a new focus to familiar historical themes and enables
novel conclusions. More importantly, feelings and emotional ideas help in detecting historical
change through shifts in emotional culture so as to clarify bigger socio-cultural trends and their
evolution in society.22 Hence, the larger part of this dissertation (Ch. 1-4) provides a new light to
the old topics through the lens of Russian emotional culture.
The Decembrist phenomenon originated in the intertwined story of Enlightenment and
Russian nobility. The concept of the Russian “long eighteenth century” (1700-1825) suggests
continuity, while the Decembrist conspiracies of the 1820s are commonly presented as a rupture.
The picture is much more complex than that. The scholars of eighteenth-century Russia usually
stop their analysis at the last decades of the century by arguing that this period was a socio-political
and intellectual threshold, which was pregnant with upcoming changes in the nobility’s spiritual
life and cultural mentality. Few have tried to delineate the contents, rather than just the contours,
of the “historical transformation” at the turn of the 19th century.23
Therefore, as Marc Raeff once pointed out, there is a “gap” in the historiography of the
first decade of the 19th century from the standpoint of ideas. Little is known about the intellectual
development of Russian elites’ worldview and public thought during the period 1800-1825. It
would seem that the Decembrists conjured their ideology “ex nihilo,” with little connection to

22

On historical agency of emotional norms see Stearns, American Cool, 2-3, 5-8, 14-5, 58, 308-9; Reddy, The
Navigation of Feeling, xi, 45-9, 104, 110-111, 124-125, 129; Rosenwein, Emotional Communities, 31, 199-203;
Nicole Eustace, “Emotion and Political Change” in Doing Emotions History, edited by Susan J. Matt and Peter N.
Stearns (De Kalb, IL: Univ. of Illinois Press, 2014), 164-5, 168-70, 177-81.
23
Such claims and predictions on the “historical moment” of the late 18th century, including broad statements about
the potential for change, feature in the works of renowned specialists such as E. K. Wirtschafter, E. Marasinova and
V. Zhivov. An important attempt to analyze the “change” at the turn of the centuries are works of M. Raeff.
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Russian national intellectual thought.24 Raeff’s 1967 assertion is an outdated statement, and today
we know much more about the public thought of the time. This period saw the flowering of
Masonic lodges, literary circles, journal culture, and a whole plethora of public and private
societies.25 However, Raeff’s main point remains relevant – the origins and the development of
Decembrist ideas and their links to the thought of their noble contemporaries remain underresearched. The “gap” lies not so much in understanding Decembrist political thought as in
grasping the general cultural ideas and feelings of Decembrists. One of the main aims of the current
study is to continue to bridge this gap by analyzing the emotional culture of the Russian elites of
the late 18th-early 19th centuries. The Russian culture of feelings illustrates the continuity of the
“long eighteenth century” as being embedded in the era’s culture of Enlightenment.
The Russian Enlightenment was a complex phenomenon and is still debated by scholars.
Michael Confino once wrote that one cannot discuss the Russian Enlightenment as a coherent
cultural movement but merely as a loose group of enlightened persons or enlighteners such as
Catherine the Great, Nikolay Novikov, Alexander Radishchev, and others. Viktor Zhivov defined
the Russian Enlightenment as the “Petersburg mirage,” a mythological project of state building
(godly creation) by Russian monarchs (demiurges) to bring “arcadia” and “heaven on earth.” And
Column Leckey concluded: “Whichever definition of the Enlightenment one uses, it is debatable
if Russia experienced either one of them.”26 Yet Raeff’s assertion, that Russia experienced largely

24

Raeff leads the way by exposing a vibrant public sphere of literary debates with liberal overtones in Russia during
this period and brings to the academic light such important but overlooked liberal writers as I. P. Pnin, V. V. Popugaev
and A. F. Bestuzhev, the latter being the father of four future Decembrists. Marc Raeff, “Filling the Gap between
Radishchev and the Decembrists,” Slavic Review 26.3 (1967): 395-413.
25
The best examples from scholarship on these topics are: Patrick O’Meara, The Russian Nobility in the Age of
Alexander I (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2019); Bokova, Epokha tainykh obshchestv; T. V. Andreeva, Tainye
obshchestva v Rossii v pervoi polovine XIX v.: Pravitelʹstvennaia politika i obshchestvennoe mnenie (St. Petersburg:
Liki Rossii, 2009).
26
Confino, Russia Before the ‘Radiant Future’, 25; V. M. Zhivov, Razyskaniia v oblasti istorii i predystorii russkoi
kulʹtury (Moscow: Iazyki slavianskoi kulʹtury, 2002), “Gosudarstvennyi mif v epokhu Prosveshcheniia i ego
razrushenie v Rossii kontsa XVIII veka”, 443-49; Interestingly, Zhivov notes that even the famous Nakaz (1767) of
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the “German version” of Enlightenment, seems to be productive. The German version suited
Russian political tastes, stressing state service, duty and strong government rather than private
rights and freedoms.27
Emotional culture helps to add a new facet to the Russian Enlightenment so as to situate
the Russian variant more firmly in the European context, as well as to elucidate its continuity and
legacy. Although the Enlightenment is known as the “Age of Reason,” it was preoccupied with
feelings too, especially during its later phases when it merged with the “Age of Sensibility,” the
Swiss “philosophe” Jean-Jacques Rousseau being the conduit. There also existed a Scottish
philosophy of moral sentiments, which propagated “benign passions” with moral components such
as sympathy, philanthropy, and other “social affectations,” as evident in works of Anthony AshleyCooper 3rd Earl of Shaftesbury, Francis Hutcheson, Adam Fergusson, David Hume, Adam Smith,
and others.28 Moral sentiments also provide a good example of the “felt judgements” or emotional
ideas. As Hume argued, morals are built on sentiments and affective evaluations, and as such
inspire action, rather than abstract intellectual thought.29

Catherine the Great can be seen as a tool of “mythological creation” and not as a real political program that generated
so many scholarly debates (448); Colum Leckey, Patrons of Enlightenment: The Free Economic Society in
Eighteenth-Century Russia (Newark, Md: Univ. of Delaware Press, 2011), 6.
27
Peter the Great, who invested more in rational technological knowledge than in intellectual thought, imported the
German philosophy of rationalism and natural law, while German professors started teaching in Russian educational
institutions and Russian students studied in German universities. The German Aufklärung lasted in Russia until 1789
but even then it was not replaced by the French Lumières completely, retaining its influence. Marc Raeff, “The
Enlightenment in Russia and Russian Thought in the Enlightenment” in The Eighteenth Century in Russia, edited by
J. G. Garrard, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), 27-39; Madariaga also supports Raeff’s idea: Isabel De Madariaga,
“Russia and the Enlightenment,” Politics and Culture in Eighteenth-Century Russia: Collected Essays by Isabel De
Madariaga (London; New York: Routledge, 2016), 273-274.
28
Thomas Dixon, From Passions to Emotions: The Creation of a Secular Psychological Category (Cambridge:
Cambridge Univ. Press, 2003), 22, 60-5; Albert Hirschman, The Passions and the Interests: Arguments for Capitalism
before its Triumph (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 2013 [1977]), 64-5; Reddy, The Navigation of Feeling, 154-61.
29
David Hume, Treatise of Human Nature (1740), Book III: Morals, 234-36, and An Enquiry into the Sources of
Morals (1751), Appendix 1. Moral Sentiment (or feeling), 64-9. Edited by Jonathan Bennett, 2017,
www.earlymoderntexts.com/authors/hume (last accessed on 6/15/2021).
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Raeff already noticed the cultural impact of the Scottish Enlightenment on Russian thinkers
as part of the broader North-Protestant trend though he connected the moral sentiments to
spirituality and religious affects.30 It has also been established that the majority of the Decembrists
based their ideas on foreign writings of the rational Enlightenment. Nevertheless, the intellectual
debt of the Decembrists, as of Russian nobility in general, to the European moral sentiments school
is almost uncharted research territory.31
While the impact of European Sentimentalism on Russian emotional culture has driven
considerable scholarly attention, it is usually linked to the general “cult of sensibility” through
processes of self-fashioning of several Russian literati.32 However, Russian Sentimentalism not
only called for the cultivation of one’s “natural” feelings as a vital component of their personal
inner life but also stressed the “morality” and “nobleness” of individual’s sentiments.33 Russian
elites, merging moral Enlightenment with Sentimentalism, redefined the European vision of moral
feelings through the local concepts of “noble” (both of nobility and sublime) virtue (dobrodetel’)
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Marc Raeff, “Transfiguration and Modernization” and “Literacy, Education, and the State in 17th-18th Century
Europe” in Political Ideas and Institutions in Imperial Russia (Westview Press, 1994), 342-343 and 348-359.
31
See, for example, Aurova’s chapter on the role of “books” in shaping the Decembrist worldview. Nadezhda
Aurova, Ot kadeta do generala: povsednevnaia zhiznʹ russkogo ofitsera v kontse XVIII - pervoi polovine XIX veka
(Moscow: Novyi Khronograf, 2010), Chapter 5. ”Knigi v povsednevnoi zhizni russkogo ofitsera,” 260-85. The scholar
voices the prevalent view that Decembrists imbibed rationalism of Enlightenment, 274-75. Historians of philosophy
T. V. Artem’eva and M. I. Mikeshin are the only ones who explored the role of Scottish Enlightenment in Russia so
far. See, for example, M. I. Mikeshin, Sotsial’naia filosofiia shotlandskogo prosveshcheniia (St. Petersburg, 2005)
and Retseptsiia britanskoi sotsial’no-filosofskoi mysli v Rossii XVIII-XIX vv., Uchebnoe posobie, ed. V. Artem’eva,
M. I. Mikeshin, V. A. Bazhanov (St. Petersburg, 2006).
32
Andrei Zorin and Andreas Schönle show that sentimental literature affected private life, as well as emotional norms
and behavior of the reading public, by examples of writers N. Karamzin, M. Murav’ev and A. Turgenev: Zorin,
Poiavlenie geroia and “Leaving Your Family in 1797: Two Identities of Mikhail Murav’ev” in Interpreting Emotions
in Russia and Eastern Europe, 44-61; Andreas Schönle, “The Scare of the Self: Sentimentalism, Privacy, and Private
Life in Russian Culture, 1780-1820,” Slavic Review 57.4 (1998): 723-746; Schönle and Zorin, On the Periphery of
Europe, 1762-1825: The Self-Invention of the Russian Elite (DeKalb: Northern Illinois Univ. Press, 2018), 8, 70, 210.
More on Russian Sentimentalism and emotions see in Ilya Vinitsky, “The Queen of Lofty Thoughts: The cult of
Melancholy in Russian Sentimentalism,” Interpreting Emotions in Russia and Eastern Europe, 18-43.
33
N. D. Kochetkova, Literatura russkogo sentimentalizma (St. Petersburg: Nauka, 1994); P. A. Orlov, Russkii
sentimentalizm (Izd. Mosk. Univ., 1977).
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and sensibility (chuvstvitel’nost’), as appears in the writings of prominent literati such as Princess
Catherine Dashkova, Denis Fonvizin, Nikolay Novikov, Alexander Radishchev and others.
Russia, therefore, not only participated in the Enlightenment by appropriating the
postulates of moral philosophy, but also created its own emotional culture of moral sentiments, as
argued in Chapter 1. In this sense, Russian cultural borrowing and local adjustment of the European
“Enlightenment with a Sentimentalist bent” organically fits into the story of the Russian nobility’s
“cultural bilingualism,” as postulated by Michelle L. Marresse’s revision of Iurii Lotman’s thesis
of “double culture.”34 One of the major attributes of the Russian nobility was its ongoing cultural
appropriation of Western trends of thought and feeling based on the reading and translating of
European literature.
The very few studies of Russian emotions with a pre-twentieth century focus all stress the
profound Western influence on the Russian nobility’s emotional norms as taken from print.
Catriona Kelly demonstrated that the Russian emotional culture of “refinement” of the reading
public in the late 18th-early 19th centuries was based on European advice literature. Andrei Zorin
explored the “Europeanization” of Russian nobility’s feelings through acquired textual codes of
emotional behavior in the end of 18th century. This “emotional codification” based on the Western
literary modes of feeling integrated the Russian readers as members of a “pan-European emotional
community.” Later, Zorin proposed that the Russian nobility held an “emotional repertoire”

34

As Lotman famously argued, Russian nobility possessed a double cultural standard of behavior: a “natural” behavior
of the traditional Russian style, and the “cultural” one, borrowed by Peter the Great from Europe, which had to be
“learned.” Therefore, the Russian nobles had to “act” like Europeans. Michelle L. Marresse revised this thesis by
disposing the “false binary” of natural versus cultural and arguing for nobility’s “cultural bilingualism.” Meaning, it
was natural for Russian elites to be “comfortably bicultural” – they did not have to “act” as Europeans, as it became
harmonic part of their consciousness and identity. Lotman, Besedy o russkoi kul’ture and “The Poetics of Everyday
Behavior in Eighteenth-Century Russian Culture” in The Semiotics of Russian Culture, Iu. M. Lotman, B. A.
Uspenskii, edited by Ann Shukman (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan, 1984), 232-35; Michelle Lamarche Marrese,
“‘The Poetics of Everyday Behavior’ Revisited: Lotman, Gender, and the Evolution of Russian Noble
Identity,” Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 11.4 (2010): 701-739.
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consisting of different “emotional matrices,” the emotional norms of the European literature being
one of them to emulate.35 Yet the nobility and the Decembrist generation acquired emotional
standards from Russian works and journals too. The present study therefore explores both the
cultural appropriation of foreign emotional models and their local calibration through discussion
of emotional ideas among Russian authors, a somewhat neglected aspect in scholarship.36
All this brings us to the topic of the evolution of the Russian nobility’s mentality and its
socio-political implications. The story of the nobility of the late 18th – early 19th centuries rests on
two axes: the evolving attitudes towards themselves as individuals and as nobles that reverberated
in their attitudes to the throne. Nobility’s spiritual and intellectual self-fashioning as individuals
and social group resulted in “paying attention” to the monarch based on the same criteria. In other
words, it is the story of power dynamics between the noble and educated elites and the ruler, as
this study argues. The ever-changing relationship between the elites and the monarch revolved
around the two interconnected issues of service and education.
Since Peter the Great’s Table of Ranks (1722) created mandatory service for nobles, the
duty to serve the monarch and the country became the most important preoccupation and part of
identity for Russian nobility. When his grandson Peter III relieved them from this obligation by
the Emancipation Manifesto of Nobility in 1762, the royal assumption of Catherine the Great was
that the nobility would continue to serve out of loyalty and patriotic zeal.37 This proved to be the
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Kelly, Refining Russia and her “Pravo na emotsii, pravil’nye emotsii: Upravlenie chuvstvami v Rossii posle epokhi
prosveshcheniia,” Rossiiskaia Imperiia Chuvstv, 51-77; Zorin focuses on works of Laurence Sterne, Friedrich Schiller
and Johann Goethe as the main sources for emotional emulation of Russian nobility. In Zorin, Poiavlenie geroia and
“The Perception of Emotional Coldness in Andrei Turgenev’s Diaries,” Slavic Review 68.2 (Summer 2009): 238-258
and “Import chuvstv: K istorii emotsional’noi evropeizatsii russkogo dvorianstva” in Rossiiskaia Imperiia Chuvstv,
117-130.
36
Zorin (Poiavlenie geroia) is the only one to discuss the local roots of Russian emotional norms through theatre,
Masonry and Sentimentalism of N. Karamzin.
37
As E. Marasinova pointed out, the psychological impact of royal decrees such as Table of Ranks 1722, Emancipation
Manifesto of Nobility 1762 and Charter to the Nobility of 1785 on the nobility’s mentality requires further
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case, but the elites needed to redefine themselves from a passive nobility by origin of birth to an
active nobility conditioned by a personal merit and a sense of duty to serve the monarch and the
fatherland. Essentially, Russian elites (rather than a monarch) reimagined their nobleness
(blagorodstvo) through moral virtues as built on noble feelings of patriotism, compassion, and
honor that became a cornerstone of service ethic as well as a part of education and public debate
as early as the 1760s. Hence, Russian Enlightenment also added a strong “social hierarchy aspect”
to the original Scottish moral sentiments.
Russian rulers and their officialdom were aware of the need to educate the “inner” and thus
emotional type of nobleness in their servitors. As Raeff pointed out, there was a “paradox of
modernization” in state policies of education during the Enlightenment. First, in Europe as in
Russia, the state encouraged literacy and rationalism for the sake of population control and the
efficiency of “the well-ordered police state,” creating a common culture of civility and emotional
self-control. However, the idea that discipline and service had to be internalized and to become
“natural” virtues of a citizen shifted the focus towards the affective components of a man’s psyche
and were reflected in the educational preoccupation with moral sentiments.38
Indeed, the official goal of the Russian state and court circles’ moral education was to
create a perfect servitor and citizen, unquestionably loyal to the monarch and the ruling system.
However, the moral education of noble feelings was mostly undertaken by nobility themselves
rather than being a top-down project. Russian emotional culture was transmitted not only through

investigation. While the autocracy’s official ideology is well studied, its reception by the nobility is still understudied.
Marasinova, Vlast’ i lichnost’, 40, 51, 59, 76-7.
38
As Raeff concludes, “In this way the rationalism of Enlightenment philosophy was transformed into the
Enlightenment of the heart, and the latter brought about a return to religion and spirituality.” Raeff, “Literacy,
Education, and the State.” For the state educational projects of civility, service and emotional self-control as tools of
“well-ordered police state” in European and Russian contexts, see Raeff, The Well-Ordered Police State: Social and
Institutional Change through Law in the Germanies and Russia, 1600-1800 (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1983).
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education but also in public debates in the press. Russian translated literature, journals, plays, and
poetry were all preoccupied with instilling emotional nobleness of moral virtues, patriotism, and
honor of serving the fatherland.39 Neoclassicism, characteristic of contemporary public letters and
based on examples of Roman and Greek civic virtues of patria and republican common good, also
produced the patriotic language of “civic consciousness” that permeated Russian public letters.40
Civic-mindedness (grazhdanstvennost’) aligned with moral virtues to create the vision of the “true
son of the fatherland” – emotionally noble in his morality and civic orientation. One can argue that
the nobility’s moral-emotional self-education as loyal servitors was the government’s plan all
along. Be that as it may, the state-designed education of emotional nobleness produced the
opposite effect by creating a virtual public forum for discussion – “moral citizens” became more
aware of themselves and channeled their civic emotions towards the ruler and the state.
Emotional culture was not static or homogenous. In constant flux like any cultural
formation, it reflected the emotional shifts in the nobility’s mentality that impacted their attitudes
towards the government. The most vivid case was that of the moral-civic sentiment of patriotism
(see Ch. 3). Many prominent Russian literati of the late 18th – early 19th century wrote on patriotic
feelings and the public texts of this period shared the same moralizing direction: patriotism was an
emotional virtue that had to be educated to create “enlightened” socially-responsible active
citizens. The most common textual expression of patriotism was love for the fatherland (liubov’ k
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Joseph L. Black, Citizens for the Fatherland: Education, Educators, and Pedagogical Ideals in Eighteenth Century
Russia (N.Y.: East European Quarterly, 1979); On nobility as the leaders of the educational reforms, rather than
monarch and state, see Igor Fedyukin, Education in Early Modern Russia: Beyond the “Petrine Revolution,” Working
Papers HSE, 185/HUM (2020); On moral education in contemporary journals see, for example, Joachim Klein,
“‘Nemedlennoe iskorenenie vsekh porokov’: o moralisticheskikh zhurnalakh Ekateriny II i N. I. Novikova,” XVIII
vek, vol. 24, (St. Petersburg: Pushkinskii Dom, 2006), 153-165; On literature focusing on moral virtues see also Iurii
Lotman, “Russo i russkaia kul’tura XVIII – nachala XIX veka” in Izbrannye stat’i v trekh tomakh, vol. 2, (Tallinn:
Aleksandra, 1992), 55-56; On morals in plays, see Elise K. Wirtschafter, The Play of Ideas in Russian Enlightenment
Theater (DeKalb Ill.: Northern Illinois Univ. Press, 2003), especially Ch. 2 & 5.
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The impact of republican patriotism on Russian culture deserves its own specialized study, for it emerges on the
pages of most of contemporary writings, and goes beyond the scope of the present research.
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otechestvu), while the Russian calque of patriotizm was relatively rare. The aspect of love reflects
that patriotism was seen more as a feeling rather than a political idea. The issue at stake, tacitly
and implicitly discussed by Russian “letters,” was what and/or who was the object of patriotic
affections and obligations, and whom and/or what a nobleman had to serve.
Peter I’s introduction of the ideas of common good (obshchee blago) and fatherland
(otechestvo) in the early 18th century diverted attention from the monarch towards national welfare,
creating an inescapable rift between the two. Fatherland was becoming an alternative object for
the nobility’s patriotism. This obligation, even if only rhetorical and demonstrative, presented
nobility with new alternative objects of affection and service, such as state-fatherland and the
vague common good.41 The nobility’s mental differentiation between ruler and fatherland
solidified during the reign of Catherine II, despite her constant efforts to educate “official”
patriotism based on love to her personally and as embodiment of the state.42 This mental shift was
also strengthened by the neoclassic trend of “republican patriotism” with its focus on civic duties,
liberty, and public law (res publica), instead of on the ruler, as promoted by Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, the most read foreign author in Russia.43
The impetus given by Peter I, that a ruler was “the first servant of fatherland,” also required
eighteenth-century monarchs to be “a good mother/father of fatherland,” which pervaded the royal
rhetoric of his descendants ever since. This official idea from above only strengthened the
nobility’s perception of the monarch as the country’s “first servant.” The state programs of
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instilling patriotism in nobility effected in the elites’ reciprocal expectations that the ruler herself
had obligations of serving the fatherland alongside with them.
This mental transformation of the emotional idea of patriotism, as being more centered on
the fatherland, coincided with nobility’s new attitudes to a monarch per se and became entangled
with contemporary perceptions of the nobility’s honor (chest’). Honor, as a social code, was one
of the most visible and viable marks of nobility in Europe as in Russia. From being traditionally
“external,” dependent on royal favors, honor became an “internal” moral sentiment as part of the
Russian elites’ emotional nobleness during the Catherinian reign which empowered the nobility as
a social estate. Honor became based on private dignity, civic consciousness and national pride but
it also meant more independence from the monarch (see Ch.4).
Russian noble honor always connoted a double reference: towards oneself and towards the
monarch. In this sense, “finding oneself,” finding one’s inner world and dignity, resulted in finding
the person of the monarch. Initially, the perception of the ruler as the personification of the statefatherland led nobles to treat the tsar as an abstract “body politic” (to borrow E. Kantorowitcz’s
famous conception of the “king’s two bodies,” personal and political).44 The growing division
between the monarch and the fatherland (common good) in late eighteenth-century emotional
culture was engendered by the split of “two king’s bodies” and by the discovery of the rulers’
second, physical body, his/her humanity. Early in the century, print culture and prescriptive
literature demonstrated a concern with the impact of “kingly passions” on the monarch’s ability to
properly rule and advised conforming to proper moral sentiments and behavior for the sake of the
“common good.” The ruler was expected to be moral, honorable, and patriotic. This was a
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“civilization process”45 in reverse – the nobility bestowed their standards of moral virtues and
emotional nobleness onto the ruler. It meant that the nobility’s honor split from that of the monarch,
who was increasingly viewed as “the first Citizen.”
The major shift in Russian emotional culture occurred in the early 19th century as a result
of the Napoleonic Wars (1805-1814), as the present study maintains (see Ch. 2). Peter Stearns
argues that a shift in emotional culture is often a reaction to greater transformations in sociocultural trends of society, and thus a reflection of historical processes. Such an emotional shift has
a further functional effect by leaving a new imprint on social behavior and cultural institutions.46
In the Russian-European context, the American and French Revolutions elevated nation to the new
primary object of patriotic devotion, bringing the people to the fore as a historical agent in their
own right and deepening the desacralization of monarchy. To a certain extent, sacrality moved to
the people, which exposed the humane and mundane aspects of a monarch, reducing the once godlike ruler to merely the best of citizens.47
The following Napoleonic Wars “awakened the national consciousness” of the belligerent
countries, including Russia. This “awakening” did not mean that Russian patriotism was born in
1812. Russian national consciousness was conceived in the 18th century, ironically due to the
intense “westernization” of the elites and state institutions, but the wars elevated popular patriotism
to unseen heights and spread it across the social estates.48 Russian officers, soldiers, and peasants
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fought the foreign invader together and died together defending their patria. The Napoleonic Wars
transformed noble emotional culture by shifting the aims of patriotism and drawing attention to
the nation.49 A new emotional community emerged on the battlefields – the segment of educated
nobility that “discovered the people,” soldiers and peasants, acquiring a new kind of
compassionate patriotism for the Russian nation as a whole.
As a consequence, the cultural nation, encompassing all social estates, emerged as an
alternative for the patriotic loyalty of the nobility’s generation of 1812, alongside or instead of the
monarch and/or the state, replacing the amorphous “fatherland” and “common good.” Noble honor
became more personal, civic, and national. Even the externality of honor emerged as civic – the
moral approval of the “citizens” (educated elites) and nation writ large became more important to
nobility than royal favors. In many noble minds (and hearts) the tsar was not a father anymore, for
he now served the fatherland with them, but became a “brother,” even if the eldest one, who
inherited the reins of the nation. To be sure, the old meanings and values of the Russian emotional
culture of moral Enlightenment persisted and many nobles continued to self-identify with the
monarch/y, but the Revolutions and Napoleonic Wars created new emotional communities within
the existent cultural mentality.
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Emotional Communities of Dissent: Decembrists and Autocracy
The nobility’s emotional culture of moral Enlightenment confirms the continuity of the
Russian long 18th century. Yet it was changing from within at the turn of 19th century. The focus
on emotional communities helps to uncover and trace the shifts in emotional culture as well the
cracks in the monolith of the general socio-political order and its future ruptures. As the present
study contends, Decembrists were “the children of Enlightenment,”50 i.e. children of their “fathers”
writ large, which places them in 18th century. Nevertheless, their emotional groups infused the
contents of their Enlightenment heritage with new meanings, which ultimately resulted in the end
of the Russian Enlightenment due to their failed rebellion in 1825.
The Decembrists were noblemen, officers, literati, public figures, lovers, and husbands.
But they were also sons. The generational impact of the “Decembrist fathers” on their “rebellious”
sons has never attracted serious scholarly attention. Decembrists attested to the love, respect, and
inspiration they had for/from their fathers and while on trial they admitted to reading both the
writings of Enlightenment thinkers and contemporary Russian works. Fathers of the future rebels
passed down to their heirs, by personal example, upbringing and their writings on the emotional
culture of noble sentiments. Not accidentally, several “Decembrist fathers” were also established
authors such as Mikhail Muravev, Alexander Bestuzhev, Ivan Muravev-Apostol and Ivan
Turgenev. Together with the liberal literati such as Fonvizin, Novikov, Radishchev and others,
they advocated moral nobleness as a requisite for an uncorrupt, honorable nobleman-citizen and
“true son of the fatherland,” laboring for the “common good.” These educated circles constituted
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the slowly emerging emotional community of moral nobleness centered on the fatherland rather
than the ruler, to be passed on to the Decembrists’ generation. In B. Rosenwein’s terms, the
emotional community of the Decembrists’ fathers bequeathed an “emotional inheritance” to their
sons, the next “generation of feeling,”51 to transform and adapt the eighteenth-century values to
their “emotional repertoire.”
The future rebels also became acquainted with the moral sentiments school and Russian
noble feelings of virtue either through attending private and public schools and universities or
through personal reading habits. Various Cadet Corps along with Moscow University with its
Noble Pension, the most frequently attended institutions by noble youth, inculcated the common
emotional ideas and service ethic based on philanthropy, noble honor, and civic patriotism.
However, the education of emotional standards carried rebellious seeds that grew during the wars
with Napoleon. While many Decembrists claimed that they were the “children of 1812,” an idea
with which the majority of scholars agree, the impact of the “Age of Lights” on the Decembrist
worldview was crucial. The wars intensified patriotism and senses of personal dignity and national
pride among the noblemen-citizens, leading them to reevaluate their attitudes towards the throne
and the fatherland. Decembrist patriotism, known in scholarship as “the revolutionary romantic
type,” blended traits of the Enlightenment, Classicism and Romanticism, the latter combining the
emotional freedom of an individual with attention to national history.52
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The post-war emotional culture and historical circumstances created an idiosyncratic sociocultural atmosphere – a certain Zeitgeist or “spirit of times,” an unexplored topic in scholarship.53
The Russian public “affect” (emotional attunement) of the educated elites had two sides – boredom
and enthusiasm. Membership in numerous “societies” became an alternative way to serve the
Fatherland (or nation), born out of either civic enthusiasm or simply from a yearning to escape
one’s personal/civic/military boredom. Not surprisingly, the first quarter of the 19th century was
an era of unprecedented public self-organization: private circles, salons, literary and scientific
societies, military cooperatives, Masonic lodges, etc. In a sense, it was the surrogate of and the
beginning of a Russian “public sphere” or “civil society” that did not exist in a modern sense
during that period. The vast majority of such organizations, shared the common goals of civic duty,
enlightenment, philanthropy, moral virtues and patriotism.54
For some noblemen, service began to mean being a member of a secret society. The
scholarship of Decembrist secret societies traditionally focused on their organizational aspects,
inner dynamics, and political programs.55 In addition, the conspiracy is conventionally divided into
two major phases: the first secret associations (1814-1821) were more numerous, conservative,
and preoccupied with political theorizing, while the later included more radical, younger, and
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lower-ranking (militarily and socially) Romantic enthusiasts of 1822-1825, who carried out the
actual revolts.56 Although this division is justified to a great extent, the present study argues that
the conservative-radical dichotomy of the Decembrist movement obscures the fact that there was
a continuity of moral aspect throughout all the conspiracy’s stages. The same emotional culture of
moral virtues and noble feelings characterized the secret societies from their inception to their fall
in 1825. All the societies were primarily concerned with philanthropy, education, morals, and
civic-mindedness, while moral-civic virtues were also an obligatory attribute for the membership
and recruitment of new candidates.
Some scholars have argued that the Russian autocracy successfully diverted the elites’
attention away from politics by using moral education to cultivate a perfect servitor in the late 18th
century. Nobility was preoccupied with inner self-perfection, putting political issues aside.57 While
this may be true for the “fathers,” the Decembrists’ emotional communities infused these inherited
moral sentiments with political meanings. Morality became political. Sigurd Schmidt’s insight,
that the main characteristic of Decembrists was their morality (nravstvennost’) and nobleness, and
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thus the typology of Decembrism has to be not socio-political but moral-psychological, is echoed
by other scholars as well.58
Chapter 5 of the present study argues that the general moral virtues and emotional ideas of
compassionate patriotism and honor served as the common motivation of the Decembrists for selforganizing into secret emotional communities, due to their diverse and fluctuating political views.
The communal interaction of friends, family members and colleagues intensified the common
emotional attunement in the secret societies and solidified their preparedness for political action.
While republican patriotism, focused on the nation and hopes for constitutional
government, coupled with the compassion towards the serfs and soldiers is more evident, the role
of honor in the Decembrist conspiracy has never enjoyed scholarly research.59 Many joined secret
societies due to a mixture of honor and dishonor – personal, military, and national. Reasons were
multiple and interwoven: personal ambition, honor of friendship, amicable respect toward older or
superior officers, a dignified sense of serving the fatherland in the best way, and senses of private
and national dishonor with political implications. Honor for the conspirators was both personal
and political. The second half of Alexander I’s reign (1815-1825), which took a more conservative
turn and expressed distance from national affairs, alienated many of the educated elites and
offended their senses of honor: personal, civic, and national.
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Further, the disproportionally harsh suppression of the Semenovsky Regiment’s mutiny in
1820 offended the honor of the Russian military. After learning of the conspiracy in 1821,
Alexander also initiated personal “military purges” of the “free-thinking” officers by means of
demotion, non-promotion, and forced retirement. Many civil servants and officers were personally
offended, be it due to political persecution or personal military service misfortunes caused by their
superiors. All these types of dishonor contributed to the radicalization of the conspiracy’s political
aims in 1820s, helped to inspire plans of regicide based on personal vendettas against Alexander
I, and enabled sporadic participation of non-conspirators in the uprisings in 1825-1826.
In their later memoirs the rebels debated, so as historians have been debating ever since,
what went wrong during the uprisings, what should have been done differently to win the battle,
how revolution must happen etc., i.e. the reasons for the Decembrists’ failure. These questions are
worth asking, but they neglect a couple of more basic and crucial points: what brought the
Decembrists to the Senate Square in the first place and how their mental motivation informed the
way they acted. The significance is not what went wrong but what meanings they ascribed to such
actions.
The European revolts of the 1820s fueled the soon-to-be Decembrists’ imagination and
“revolutionary enthusiasm,” simultaneously providing real-time templates for “military
revolution.” The Napoleonic wars’ veteran officers, inspired by new national patriotism, led the
military uprisings in Spain (1820-23), the military insurrection in Portugal (1820), the Carbonari
revolt in Naples and Piedmont (1820-21), and the Greek struggle for independence initiated by the
secret society of Filiki Eteria in 1820’s.60 It seems that the Decembrist revolts of 1825-1826
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naturally concluded this list. However, the Decembrist rebellion also proceeded through its own
emotional mode as shaped by its participants’ mentality of cultural codes and emotional norms –
it did not use the military force as it was employed in Europe. Decembrist patriotism and honor
were expressed during the revolts in a “local” way that reflected the Russian nobility’s general
cultural worldview.
Russian noble and officer cultures of honor had a template of behavior that provided an
outlet for feelings of dishonor, shame, and indignation – the duel. Scholars agree that the early 19th
century was the most intense period of dueling in Russia.61 Dueling opposed the state by
challenging the sovereign’s monopoly on sanctioned violence and became a vehicle for
empowering the concept of the individual and his rights through the defending of one’s honor and
bodily inviolability.62 Dueling also organically fit the new vision of the educated elites’ honor as
internal and absolute by claiming the right to defend one’s dignity as personal or corporate rather
than dependent on the monarch’s (dis)favors. A challenge to combat became an equalizer between
the high and petty nobility, high-ranking commanders and subaltern officers, as well as between
noble citizens and the first Citizen, the monarch.
Dueling also thrived in the military. The new emotional culture of moral nobleness and
personal dignity bore the widespread military phenomenon of officers disobeying their superiors
and even challenging them to duels.63 The “military mutinies,” often involving the regiment’s
entire officer corps, were at times directed at the Grand Dukes, the brothers of Alexander I, who
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served as military commanders. The nobles and officers demanded equality, both as a corporation
and as citizens, with the royal family, which was already humanized in the beginning of the 19th
century. Russian society was militarized, the army serving as a microcosm of society as a whole.64
Military culture provided educated society with templates of thought, feeling, and action. The
Decembrist uprisings have already occurred on a smaller scale, and in a metaphorical sense, with
the officers’ mutinies and Semenovsky soldiers’ protest in 1820s.
Not surprisingly, many Decembrists were ardent duelists in civil life and behind the
military mini-rebellions. Two of them challenged Grand Dukes Constantine and Nicholas to a
combat as their superior commanders. For the Decembrists’ generation, dueling was one of the
only appropriate expressions of noble discontentment. The palace coups that violently replaced
rulers in the 18th century fit neither the Decembrists’ broad national goals nor their sense of
emotional nobleness. Both Decembrist revolts to a certain extent were executed in the dueling
mode, as Chapter 6 argues.
This idea is not entirely new, but it has been merely sporadically mentioned on the fringes
of scholarship without any serious attention to the origins and consequences such a mode of revolt
implies for our understanding of December 14th, 1825.65 The “dueling situation” of Decembrists
standing in front of the government forces, both sides awaiting the “first shot,” was also a suicide
mission, like any duel. Yet, the Russian duel was mostly about the readiness to defend one’s honor
at any cost, i.e. about a principle rather than consequences. The rebels were ready to sacrifice
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themselves for the common good (as they understood it), as an act of civic heroism prescribed by
the neoclassicism of the contemporary literature.
As scholars have noted, December 14th could have been avoided and happened because of
the unique circumstances of interregnum after Alexander I’s death, when the empire swore
allegiance to his brother Constantine Romanov, but the latter abdicated in favor of his younger
brother, Nicholas. The St. Petersburg rebels capitalized on the political vacuum by planning and
executing the revolt based on the honor of the oath. The insurgents used the upcoming oath of
loyalty to Nicholas to marshal rebellious troops, officers, and soldiers alike in favor of Constantine.
The majority of officers, implicated in the mutinous actions on December 14th, were nonconspirators and rebelled based on honor of upholding the oath. The emotional idea of honor also
played a crucial role in the mechanics of both revolts in the capital and in Ukraine. Honor
engenders combat passivity, minimal violence, noble behavior towards the enemy, non-resistance
to arrest etc., and resulted in tragic failure. The “military revolution” emerged as insufficiently
military and failed as such. The Decembrist revolts were more of a moral protest, which rested on
emotional nobleness, and were executed the way the Russian nobility used to express its dissent,
through a metaphorical duel.

Methodological Implications
To explore emotions is not an easy task. Documents do not reveal any direct interest on the
part of Decembrists in the theories of feeling, and their polemics on emotional matters were rare.66
As a result, consistent with the cultural approach to emotions, this research treats emotional
attitudes like any other cultural norm – a mainly unconscious construction of one’s mental world
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based on lived experience and culturally available templates for its expression. As Thomas Dixon
argued, the 19th century witnessed the creation and secularization of emotions as a modern
psychological and over-inclusive category that replaced the older typologies of appetites, passions,
affections, and sentiments.67 Accordingly, I am sensitive to Russian contemporary emotional
terms, which were mostly “passions” (strasti) and “feelings” (chuvstvovaniia, while chuvstva
denoted mostly “senses”) and use the term “emotions” mainly for analytical convenience. On a
basic technical level, this study interrogates the sources for the emotional expressions denoting
Russian feelings and specific sentiments such as love for the fatherland (liubov’ k otechestvu) or
emotional discourse and experience of any kind. My focus is on cultural meanings of the authors’
emotional worldviews as derived from its historical contextualization and based on its scholarly
interpretation.
My choice of sources is quite broad. They include different genres such as memoirs and
diaries, private and official correspondence, trial documents, dictionaries, didactical and political
writings, instructional literature, journals, plays, and poetry. The juxtaposition of various genres
and texts helps in discerning not only personal or common biases of that era but also in identifying
prevalent norms, and thus enables us to illuminate the emotional culture in an encompassing
manner. Overall, it is also possible to treat literary genres collectively, due to the particularities of
eighteenth-century Russian “letters.” As Derek Offord points out, the purpose of literature during
this period was not seen as aesthetic. Rather, “it was an avocation, a civic task that was combined
with, or even subordinate to, some other form of service.” Hence, the eighteenth-century Russian
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letters “possess an essential unity that transcends generic distinctions and have extra-artistic
purposes that lend them lasting significance as socio-political documents.”68
There are some genre limitations, of course, but also advantages. Private letters usually
include some etiquette phrases and clichés of praising the monarch, while open political opinions
(if disloyal to the regime) are voiced very rarely, all due to the fear of government perlustration.
And yet, as Marasinova argues, eighteenth-century epistolary texts remained very personal,
sincere, spontaneous, and emotional, at times being the only available genre to share one’s
spirituality as well as moral and emotional “oppositionality,” carrying latent political
commentary.69 The poetic works of contemporaries as well as of Decembrists stand out in the
source material as being a flexible medium to convey both personal and political sentiments as
well as “alternative” ideas in the guise of metaphorical and allegorical forms.70
The issue of “sincerity” arises while dealing with memoirs or trial testimonies. As I look
for culturally constructed emotional ideas, any insincerity, pathos, or exaggeration serves to
confirm the importance of the subject for contemporaries and reveal the cultural standards of the
era. That said, as a rule, I value and highlight the sources written before the uprisings, as they can
confirm the presence of emotional norms prior to political action. This implies that pre-1825
diaries and letters more truthfully convey the writer’s immediate state of mind (and heart), as well
as the “spirit of times,” than the post-factum memoirs and letters from exile. Unfortunately, such
sources are scarce, because many Decembrist writings were confiscated and destroyed by the
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authorities or burned by the conspirators and their relatives shortly before and after the arrests out
of fear of persecution.71
At least half of the sources used in this study are available to researchers either in published
form or online. Archival research enabled me to uncover and employ new materials, mostly related
to the general emotional culture and the fathers of Decembrists, such as instructional and periodical
literature and personal collections. The vast majority of the sources related to Decembrism are
long published and well-known to scholars. Nonetheless, I use them for new purposes and quote
many published and unpublished excerpts for the first time, because private sentiments have rarely
attracted the attention of researchers. In this sense, readers as well as scholars will get to know the
rebels and their contemporaries from a more personal-emotional perspective. However, this study
does offer some novelty in its use of several previously unknown texts pertaining to the
Decembrists. The common thread that runs throughout the narrative is the dual story of the Russian
nobility’s and Decembrists’ emotional cultures. Many sources speak to the interconnectedness of
the two, the same texts often providing rich material on multiple aspects of this study.
The suppression of the Decembrist revolts elicited shock among the Russian elites in 1826.
Yet many from the nobility saw it coming. The important red thread that runs throughout this
project is the comparison of the Decembrist emotional ideas with those of the wider circles of the
educated elites. Raeff argued that the first decade of the 19th century brought the emergence of
“civil society,” defined as public opinion of the educated minority. This “enlightened” segment of
Russian society saw its mission as active participation in the social and cultural affairs of the
empire such as education, material and spiritual growth, and the common good of the citizenry.
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Many members of this elite group can be called “Decembrists without December.”72 Russian
scholarship uses this title to denote nobles who held vague progressive/liberal opinions on sociopolitical matters, some being friends or colleagues with the Decembrists. This label is also usually
attached to those who participated in early Decembrist organizations and to such cultural symbolic
figures as the writers Alexander Griboedov, Alexander Pushkin and Piotr Viazemsky, but can also
describe the high-ranking generals Pavel Kiselev, Alexey Ermolov, and Nikolay Muravev-Karsky,
among others.73
As the present study illuminates, many figures from the immediate Decembrist social
circles, whether relatives, friends, or colleagues, discussed either in press or in private the same
views and feelings that occupied the future rebels. As one scholar noted, Decembrism is better
understood as a “phenomenon” rather than a “movement.”74 The rhetoric of moral virtues,
philanthropic attitudes, patriotism, civic duty, and emotional nobleness was employed by the
majority of educated nobles. At the same time, there is a need to define who can be called a
“Decembrist,” because their emotional communities, being part of the broader culture, still
differed.
The most recent commentators on this topic rightly note that the issue of defining
“Decembrist” and “Decembrism” is still unresolved and perplexing. The members of the different
secret societies did not remain the same during the ten-year long conspiracy and the vast majority
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did not participate in the uprisings.75 It is tempting to define Decembrists based on shared emotions
alone, but then, as this work would indicate, almost everyone was Decembrist. On the other hand,
the frequent statement in Western scholarship that the Decembrists were a tiny minority on the
Senate Square on December 14th is also misleading.76
This study, considering Decembrism as a worldview based on shared ideas and emotions,
accepts the wider definition of Decembrists, as proposed by Pavel Il’in. His estimates count around
470 persons who participated either in the secret societies or in the uprisings and/or knew about
the conspiracy, instead of the commonly accepted number, the officially punished 121 rebels. I
choose only 250 persons as “proven” Decembrists due to their intimate links to the conspiracy’s
emotional communities, because they were punished in administrative ways and by brief
incarceration.77 Other persons, questioned by the Supreme Court and forgiven, were members of
the Decembrists’ emotional culture, which brought them into the Decembrist orbit and confused
the investigators. My research also gives voice to many “secondary,” “conservative” and
“spontaneous” members of Decembrist movements, as denoted in scholarship. Such “accidental”
rebels were not truly “accidental.” Their views signify the extent and the boundaries of the rebels’
emotional communities.
Finally, the present project does not strive to present Decembrists and like-minded
contemporaries as “noble” in the modern meaning of the word. Rather, it hopes to uncover what
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being “noble” emotionally and behaviorally meant for them. Notably, Oksana Kiianskaia wrote
several works on the “immoral” aspects of the Decembrist conspiracy and the uprising in the south.
She argues that the Decembrist leaders were not naïve-romantic heroes but Machiavellian political
manipulators who consciously employed immoral means to achieve their revolutionary goals,
which led their soldiers to follow the suit.78 Putting aside the speculative or self-evident aspects of
Kiianskaia’s works, this line of inquiry is new and important for study of Decembrism. The present
study sees the moral-ethical component as crucial for understanding Decembrism and proposes to
exploring the Decembrists’ morals first by revealing what they meant to their contemporaries
rather than searching for their absence.
Many of the Decembrists’ “unpleasant” sides, such as treatment of serfs and soldiers,
conservative attitudes, as well as treatment of women and minorities, are not covered here.
Decembrists, like all other Russian nobles, had “noble feelings” of compassion to the lower classes
but also mistreated their peasants, servants and soldiers; they cherished their social class honor and
denied it to other Russian subjects, but also were self-proclaimed “individuals” and “citizens.”
They sacrificed themselves for the nation but also saw themselves as historical actors, thus
motivated by egoism and pride, while their patriotism possessed some xenophobic and
nationalistic sentiments. However, the “contentious” aspects were relatively minor in the overall
context of the Decembrists’ views; the focus of this study is on the norm rather than deviation.
This explains why some of the trends that do not seem to apply to everyone, such as political
views, religious beliefs, and Masonic traits, will be mentioned only in passing. It is a personal
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choice of the modern reader to decide on the rebels’ “nobleness.” In the words of Decembrist
Baron Vladimir Shteingel’:
Thinking this way, we can and dare, conscientiously, without any deliberate insult, to present in
the real light the event from which some were deprived of their life, in a vilified manner, and others
became the living dead for the fatherland. And they thought of loving it more than others!79
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CHAPTER 1. EDUCATING “NOBLE FEELINGS” OF SERVICE: RUSSIAN
EMOTIONAL CULTURE AT THE TURN OF THE 19th CENTURY

Ivan M. Muravev-Apostol, the father of three future Decembrists, wrote in 1814, in a
private letter to the famous Russian poet Gavrila Derzhavin:
I was born with a burning love for the Fatherland; Education only heightened in me this noble
sentiment, the only feeling worthy to be the passion of a strong soul; and forty-four years have not
diminished it by a single spark […] I will raise children worthy to be Russians, worthy to die for
Russia.80

He tragically succeeded – his sons participated in the Decembrist uprising in southern Russia (now
Ukraine) in 1825-1826. Sergey, the leader of the mutiny, was hanged; Ippolit committed suicide
on the battlefield at the age of 20; Matvei, a middleman between two Decembrist societies
(Northern and Southern), was exiled to Siberia. Ironically and sadly, his sons fought, and two of
them died, out of a different patriotism than their father had held. Muravev-Apostol’s endeavor in
educating the “noble sentiment” of patriotism to his sons clearly worked if not in the way he
intended. The role of emotional education of noble sons and the reasons why patriotism together
with honor and compassion were considered noble sentiments in the late eighteenth-century Russia
form the main subject matter of this chapter.
It is understandable that the impact of the Decembrists’ fathers on their sons is mostly
ignored in scholarship. The scholars of Decembrism usually study its political aspects and thus
tend to treat “revolutionaries” as the bearers of new radical ideas – breaking with the older
generation’s heritage. However, the “emotional repertoire” of Decembrists was built on
“emotional inheritance” from their fathers and the general “emotional culture” of the late
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eighteenth-early nineteenth century Imperial Russia.81 The topics of fathers and sons, and
emotional culture, also help to bridge the scholarly “gap” of the links of Decembrism to Russian
thought at the turn of 19th century. Scholars tend to attribute the emergence of the Decembrist
worldview to the general trends of Enlightenment thought and Napoleonic war experiences of
1806-1815, downplaying the impact of local noble culture originated in the Catherinian reign.82
The proposed analysis ventures to fill this lacuna by elucidating the ideas about the emotions and
education of feelings among Russian high society preceding the 1820’s conspiracy. The next
chapter dwells on the Decembrists’ upbringing and inheritance of the eighteenth-century emotional
standards together with the “lived emotional experience” of the Napoleonic Wars, while the rest
of this study explores the conspirators’ own affective repertoire of patriotism, compassion and
honor.
The full understanding of norms and meanings of emotional expression of Russian nobility
requires a brief history of the Russian emotional culture of the 18th century. Such an endeavor will
probably figure as a first in scholarship, especially due to the relative scarcity of literature on this
topic, and serves here as an attempt to incorporate the Russian case in the general debate of the
field of emotions. First, the historiography of Russian court culture challenges Norbert Elias’ longcriticized conception of emotional self-control, originated in the European court society for the
sake of “civility.” It illustrates that the Russian court and elites’ circles were instructed and
expected to express certain emotions as a part of etiquette and symbol of loyalty to the throne.
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The recent work by Richard Wortman completes this revision by illustrating the emotional
component of the “symbolic power” of the Russian monarchy. Wortman proposes to reconsider
the tsars’ “scenarios of power” with “emotives,” i.e. “charismatic words” bearing the aura and
power of authority via emotional charge. Accordingly, every Russian monarch had an “emotional
scenario of consent” (or “emotional regime”) in which Russian subjects were obliged to express
(if not to experience) the mandatory feelings that were symbolically embedded in the emotional
scripts of the court and royal ceremonies. Peter I’s scenario established a sense of duty (dolg);
Anna’s reign was based on feelings of rapture (vostorg); Elizabeth promoted a scenario of joy and
Catherine the Great based her rule on images of love and the humane feelings of Enlightenment.83
Yet, the scholarly accent on emotional regimes – the imposing of emotional rules on nobility from
top-down – begs the question of how emotional culture evolved among the elites as their own
response.
The story of the European Enlightenment and its moral sentiments school, a topic largely
untouched by Russian History scholars, helps further elucidate the emotional ideas of Russian
nobility in the 18th century. The “Age of Reason” also encompassed the emotion-based teachings
of the Genevan “philosophe” Jean-Jacques Rousseau and the Scottish philosophical school of
moral sentiments, which postulated that not all passions were considered dangerous and required
control but some “social affects” were seen as benevolent. Moral feelings such as philanthropy,
compassion and civic patriotic virtues served as “countervailing” forces against the unbridled
human desires and appetites, and motivated acting for the common welfare.
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Russian “letters” of the late 18th century reveal the appropriation of European philosophy
of moral sentiments. The moral aspect is central to Russian Enlightenment. As E. K. Wirtschafter
argues, Russia blended European philosophical secular concepts with the existing local Orthodox
tradition. She makes an important argument that historians of the Enlightenment are too
preoccupied with reason and tend to ignore religious sensibilities and morality. In Russia (as in
Europe) many enlighteners continued to believe in God, while the Russian Church held a leading
role in public debate on virtues as its main goal was moral education out of belief that “the true
enlightenment” was not being “learned” but being “virtuous”. Not social reforms but “a moral
person” was the main concern of the Russian (predominantly religious) Enlightenment.84
It is hard to deny the importance of the religious-moral emotional component in the Russian
Enlightenment – yet its role should not be overestimated.85 The moral secular component is yet to
be fleshed out, particularly for the latter part of the 18th century. One of the carriers of (semi-)
secular morality were the Masonic lodges that promoted the moral self-perfection of an individual
and civic duties. The cultural trend of Sentimentalism was another disseminator of moral feelings
of social compassion. N. Kochetkova stresses that Russian literature of the late 18th century,
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combining the ideas of the Enlightenment with those of Sentimentalism, merged moral education
with “heart” and taught nobility how “to feel in a noble way”.86 As this chapter shows, Russian
elites had their own “enlightened” understanding of moral feelings through the concepts of virtue
(dobrodetel’) and sensibility (chuvstvitel’nost’). Importantly, Russian sensibility became
associated also with nobleness, becoming a part of the redefinition of noble identity in 1760s. The
Russian Enlightenment, then, added the social aspect to the original European idea of moral
sentiments.
The debates about what it was to be a noble were connected to the notion of service. The
nobility’s service to monarch and state, as it will be argued, became an intrinsic part of moral
virtue and “true nobleness.” The language of service and common good fostered the civic virtues
as well. The fact that the Russian category of “citizen” in the 18th century included mostly
nobility87 only highlights the exclusivity of the emerging culture of “high noble feelings.” This
new understanding of nobleness, as based on moral sentiments and duty of service, was initiated
in official documents and educational programs of the Catherinian reign. Importantly, instilling of
the “right morals” reverberated in the writings on education of noble elites who actively engaged
in “negotiation” with autocracy of what their nobleness meant to them.
What did “moral (emotional) education” mean?88 A. Kuxhausen, exploring the evolution
of the discourse of the noble upbringing in the eighteenth-century Russia, portrays moral education
as a part of the state effort to build a Russian identity based on Russian Orthodoxy principles.
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However, the question of which “secular morals” were involved in “upbringing of body politic,”
remains open.89 The present analysis of instructional literature and public “letters” uncovers a
vibrant discussion of (semi-) secular emotional education, based on inculcating Russian moral
sentiments of. Eventually, the writers and public figures cited below, such as Denis Fonvizin,
Nikolay Novikov, Alexander Radishchev, Ivan Pnin, Mikhail Muravev and Alexander F.
Bestuzhev, the last two being the “Decembrists’ fathers”, had an enormous impact on the views of
Russian reading elites and especially on those of the Decembrist generation. Notably, a liberal
writer and Decembrist Nikolay Turgenev nostalgically pondered in his diary, in 1813:
Each century has its own special stamp. The past century differs in that everyone discussed and
wrote about the dignity of man, about the self-sufficiency and independence of states; about the
freedom of citizens [...] It was an age of nobleness, in which feelings of the heart and the concepts
of reason reigned. - Ah! Why did I not live in that century, if it was irrevocably destined for me to
live!90

Emotional Refinement and Enlightenment with a Sentimentalist Bent
Almost every historiographical essay on the History of Emotions starts with a dual critique
of the first scholars who researched feelings in Western culture. First, Dutch medievalist Johan
Huizinga highlighted the heightened “childish” emotionality of the Middle Ages. Then German
sociologist Norbert Elias conceived the notion of general emotional self-control as a part of a trend
of civility, starting from the Early Modern period, in his monumental Civilizing Process (1930’s).91
As Elias argues, the reign of Louis XIV (as a model) brought about the formation and consolidation
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of court society with its rigid ceremony and etiquette. The king exercised his power through the
strictly defined rules of court behavior and social rank that established a rationality to the nobility’s
conduct. In such capacity the court played the role of the theatrical scene, where everybody was
under the observation of others. This visibility, as a tool of the king’s control, brought selfdiscipline and emotional self-constraint as a means of success and social survival. The case of the
princely court permitted Elias to conclude that the European high society overall was emotionally
restrained due to the overspread manners of civility.92
Furthermore, French historian Lucien Febvre, considered to be the first to formally propose
a new field of history of emotions, confirms the Early Modern self-control via civility and adds
“intellectualism” as another reason. As Barbara Rosenwein sarcastically puts it: “In brief, the
narrative is this: the history of the West is the history of increasing emotional restraint.” While not
denying the certain extent of “emotional management,” scholarship points to the coexistence of
norms of emotional expressiveness in the European and American cultures of the given era.93
What about Russia? The story of the Russian emotional culture of elites in the 18th century
starts with the creation of the first Russian court based on the European models by Peter the Great
(1689-1725). Unfortunately, there are quite few studies that deal with the Russian court as a major
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unit of analysis and especially with the courtly norms of behavior.94 As Sergey Polskoy notes, the
Russian court society was not born during Peter’s reign, as the tsar, ruling by personal charisma,
did not need an elaborate court culture but emerged as a solution to the 1731 succession crisis by
Anna Ioannovna (1730-1740) to control the nobility and solidified under Elizabeth (1741-1761).
The “court rationality” of emotional self-control, based on the European models and the translated
etiquette manuals, prescribed the same, however, to monarchs themselves.95
That being said, the Russian nobles were also expected to express specific affects.96
Already Anna’s court reflected a pan-European discovery of feelings by cultivating the “official
culture of sensitivity” through the obligatory emotional participation of a subject in ritualized
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political life as expressed in official/court poetry (lyrical odes). Further, Russian administrative
thinking from the 1730s onward encouraged nobles to follow their own “natural inclinations and
wills.” Anna’s administration approved the servitor’s “personal zeal” for the service of a sovereign,
reflecting a new European mode of governing, one in which obedience was not expected by default
but rather elicited through the manipulation of a subject’s “desires.”97
During the following reign of Elizabeth, the emotional culture of elites was reflected by
the recently established Russian theatre. As Kirill Ospovat shows, classic tragedy, as text and
theatrical performance, served as a language of political dynamics in the eighteenth-century
Russian court. Drama reenacted royal charisma and shaped loyalty by manipulating the collective
feelings of the audience of courtiers through “political emotions” of anxiety, empathy, pity, grief,
fear and love. Even a monarch in the dramatic plots had to be melancholic sometimes and show
compassion and love for her subjects.98
Further, as Andreas Schönle and Andrei Zorin argue, Elias’ thesis needs to be seriously
reevaluated regarding Catherine the Great’s reign (1762-1796) too. Though Catherine’s court “also
required calibration of behavior,” it emerged “as an arena for the expression of raw emotions,”
while “foreigners registered their surprise at the intense feelings running rampant at the court of
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the Russian tsars”. Even Catherine herself showed explicit emotionality, producing “an emotional
community” under auspices and personal example of the ruler.99
The upbringing of nobles was another important source of emotional norms in addition to
court, theatre and ceremony. The modern historians of Russian noble culture argue that noble
upbringing and etiquette prescribed overall emotional self-control and even repression, especially
in public. Catriona Kelly offers a more nuanced vision by focusing on advice literature and argues
that the “civilization process” was much more complex and diverse in the Russian case. While a
restriction of feelings was a prevalent norm in the early 1700s, there was “softening” of self-control
and a call for the “right management” of emotions rather than their suppression in the end of the
18th century. Also, several, sometimes contradicting, “Civilization processes” occurred in Russia
that can be better understood as refinement of manners/feelings, reaching its peak during the reign
of Catherine II.100
To sum up, the Russian emotional culture of the eighteenth-century nobility was
heterogeneous – court emotional expressivity was only partly restricted, subjects’ affects were
regulated but sometimes required, and instructional literature was ambivalent on emotional norms.
Meaning, Russian eighteenth-century emotional control did not suggest repression but
“management” of elites’ feelings. Yet, it is not clear from scholarship what emotions had to be
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repressed and controlled, and which had to be expressed.101 Enlightenment and its moral
sentiments school helps with “refining” our understanding of emotional refinement of Russian
nobility.
The story of Enlightenment and emotions is a complex one. The Enlightenment, being an
elusive concept of itself, may signify either a specific period in (or various stages of) European
history or a particular philosophy associated with this era. As ideology the term applies to the
eighteenth century rationalistic universalism that set out to liberate the individual from the confines
of the feudal estates and religious traditions by using arguments based on “reason” and “human
nature.” The Enlightenment is also associated with progress, criticism, quest for knowledge and
partial secularization.102 But above all, or as an embracing definition, the Enlightenment was “the
Age of Reason” due to the major focus on the critical thinking of an individual. Naturally, any
kind of human affect was understood at the time as an obstacle for clear reasoning. This separation
of reason and affect was most clearly expressed in the works of Immanuel Kant, who from the
1790s on adopted a distinctly anti-emotional standpoint “expressing emotio and ratio as a binary
opposition” that has survived (unfortunately) to this day.103
Yet, as Thomas Dixon argues, the binary view of emotions as opposite to reason, intellect
and will is a historically constructed idea of the modern times. Prior to 1800 “The ‘affections’, and
the ‘moral sentiments’, for example, could be understood as both rational and voluntary
movements of the soul, while still being subjectively warm and lively psychological states.”
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Further, Medieval Western Christian theology introduced a critical distinction between troubling
and potentially sinful movements of the soul – appetites, lusts, desires and passions – and virtuous
ones, which were enlightened acts of the higher will, the “rational affections.”104
Indeed, the Age of Reason did pay attention to passions, sensibility, affections, or a host of
other terms that we now call “emotions.” The emotional aspect was embraced more profoundly by
European thinkers during the last phase of the “radical” Enlightenment on the eve of the French
Revolution and coincided with the Age of Sensibility or Sentimentalism. However, it was very
specific kind of emotions that came to the fore – the moral sentiments. The Scottish thinker David
Hume, one of the founders of moral philosophy, noted: “Reason is, and ought only to be the slave
of the passions, and can never pretend to any other office than to serve and obey them.” The moral
sentiments (being both a thought or opinion and a feeling), according to Adam Smith, are “felt
judgements” regarding the propriety of others’ actions. Hence, the Scottish school propagated
feelings with moral components such as sympathy, philanthropy, and other social affectations, as
transpires in works of Anthony Ashley-Cooper 3rd Earl of Shaftesbury, Francis Hutcheson, Adam
Fergusson, David Hume, Adam Smith and others.105
Albert Hirschman argued that the Western Renaissance also produced three intellectual
approaches to dealing with the human passions: repressing, harnessing or countervailing them.
The third approach meant, as in the writings of Francis Bacon, Baruch Spinoza and later Hume,
that certain passions should be fought or moderated by the other affections, namely the
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“dangerous” had to be countervailed by the “benign,” which mediated between reason and raw
passion.106
What about the Russian Enlightenment, then? While it evades clear definition, most
historians locate the beginning of a mature Enlightenment in Russia in the second half of the 18th
century, marked by the ascendance to the throne of Catherine II107 – the period that is of our interest
here. Although some scholars underline the Russian religious culture of preaching moral virtues,
the Freemasonry that became prominent during Catherinian reign, as a social organization from
below, constitutes a vivid example of the intellectual preoccupation with semi-secular morality.
The European Masonic (semi) secret societies propagated alternative mystic spirituality.
The ideology of Freemasonry has never been clearly formulated – different lodges and even same
lodge members could represent the most varied socio-political beliefs. However, the common idea
was a belief in the universal brotherhood of men and in the goal of moral self-perfection. The
Russian Freemasonry, which included members from the highest stratum of nobility and educated
public, had two main aspects – the improvement of society and self-improvement. The Russian
Masons nurtured the civic patriotic ethos of serving society through refining the individual self
and one’s emotional world. Socially oriented Freemasons gathered around the University of
Moscow (The Rosicrucian Order), with the famous enlightener Nikolay Novikov among their
leaders. They engaged in education, established private schools and initiated the first large-scale
privately-owned publishing. Inwardly, their major preoccupation was contemplation, selfperfection and individual’s morality.108 Notably, Douglas Smith showed that the main goal of the
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Russian lodges was “working the rough stone.” Namely, “brothers” had to learn how to control
their mundane passions as well teach themselves and others the civic and moral feelings. Hence,
as Smith suggests, intellectually, the Russian Masonry was a part of the moral philosophy
school.109
The cultural movement of Sentimentalism was yet another important factor related to the
Russian emotional culture of the late 18th-early 19th centuries. Jean-Jacques Rousseau is considered
the founding father of the Age of Sentimentalism (c.1720–1800) and the one who personally
connects the cult of sensibility to Enlightenment. His exemplary statement is: “The mistake of
most moralists has always been to consider man as an essentially reasonable being. Man is a
sensitive being, who consults solely his passions in order to act, and for whom reason serves only
to palliate the follies his passions lead him to commit.” In general, Rousseau championed the belief
in the natural state of humans and their authentic emotions unspoiled by the influences of culture
and society. Scholars assert that Rousseau was one of the most read writers in Russia and had a
great influence on the educated society.110 In Russia too, Enlightenment and Sentimentalism were
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deeply interwoven – the contemporaries saw reason and passion as two complimenting and
defining features of a critically minded individual.111
The Russian Sentimentalism period lasted roughly from around 1760 to the 1820s and was
mostly associated with such writers as Alexander Radishchev, Nikolay Karamzin, Mikhail
Muravev and Vasily Zhukovsky.112 Sentimentalism called for the cultivation of one’s sensibility
as a vital component of personal inner life and focused on the sublime, noble, keen, and natural
feelings of an individual.113 The movement is (and was) often viewed as focusing mainly on the
intimate emotions of a person, romantic love, family, friendship, and heightened sensibility, while
disregarding the social aspects.114 Nevertheless, as few scholars noted, some Russian writings
dwell on such emotions as compassion and touch on social problems.115 The French and German
cultural traditions defined Sentimentalism as “The Age of Sensibility” (la Sensibilité and
Empfindsamkeit respectively), and Russian sensibility (chuvstvitel’nost’) meant, by definition,
moral compassion to the maladies of the other. As N. Kochetkova argues, from the last decade of
the 18th and into the first quarter of the 19th century, being sensible, i.e. compassionate, kindhearted and humane, became the most significant moral characteristic of Russian nobleman.116
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Emotional Culture of Russian nobility: Moral Sensibility and Noble Feelings
Let us turn to the texts of the era to illuminate the Russian idea of noble sensibility in the
late Enlightenment. First, it is important to understand the use of “emotional words” in the given
historical period, because the term emotion is a modern one and does not reflect the same meaning
in the past. Indeed, the Russian sources from the late 18th-early 19th centuries do not use the word
emotsiia. The most common use is of “passions” (strasti), almost always with negative
connotation, and of “feelings” (chuvstvovaniia) that can be benign. The first Russian explanatory
dictionary, Slovar’ Akademii Rossiiskoi (1789-94), defines passions in a religious and negative
context by giving the probable uses of a term as “sinful passions,” “to tame passions,” and “to have
a strong, blind passion to something.” Feelings are defined as chuvstva (mostly mean senses) and
chuvstvovaniia. Notably, “sensibility” (chuvstvitel’nost’), means compassion (sostradatel’nost’)
and is used as “sensibility of heart” (chuvstvitel’nost’ serdtsa).117
These definitions were used in the educated society of that period. The famous Russian
scientist Mikhail Lomonosov gave his secular definition of passions in 1744, in A Quick Guide to
Rhetoric, dedicated to young Peter III: “2) Passions: joy, sadness, pleasure, remorse, majesty,
shame, hope, fear (boiazn’), anger, mercy, love, hatred…”118 The playwright Denis Fonvizin
developed the definition further in 1782, in Essay on Russian Vocabulary, by including senses and
sensibility:
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The senses are the faculties by which the animal acquires the impressions from external things;
feelings designate soulful movements and passions [...] sensibility is a quality with which the body
or soul are rapidly permeated.119

Eighteenth-century Russian journals attest to the existence of public pondering about the
nature and consequences of “passions,” and “benign feelings.” The journal of the 1st Infantry Cadet
Corps, Spare Time Usefully Spent (1759-1760), offered an article titled “The Discussion on Benign
Usage of Passions.” Another piece “On Ambition (chestoliubie)” argued:
If examining the soul without its passions alone: it seems dull and immovable, inert in its
undertakings and weak in moving them into action. Therefore, the benefit of passions is in
encouraging and setting in motion the soul, to excite the mind, to tame the will, and to make the
person more cheerful and diligent in fulfilling his intentions.

The Moscow University journal Innocent Exercise (1763) published Princess Catherine
Dashkova’s translation of an extract from the early philosopher of feelings Claude Adrien
Helvetius, titled “On the Origin of Passions.” Interestingly, the very first sentence addresses the
modern scholarly conundrum on whether emotions are part of man’s nature (and thus universal)
or culturally constructed: “In order to reach the knowledge of the source of passions, there is a
need to distinguish between two kinds of those, of which some are given to us same as nature;
others originate in the foundation of society.” Another article is tellingly called “A Letter on
Tender, Generous and Selfless Feelings.”120
The positive attitude towards benevolent social feelings was developed with the help of the
European moral sentiments school. The founder of Russian Sentimentalism Mikhail Muravev, the
father of two future Decembrists, while arguing extensively for the need to control one’s
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passions,121 also penned a summary-essay (1796) praising the moral philosophers. Muravev writes
that the works of Adam Smith make the reader “love virtue” and teach about sympathy and
compassion (sostrastie); Francis Hutcheson dwells on the social sentiments of compassion, honor
and shame, and Earl of Shaftesbury preaches “benevolent feelings.”122 Interestingly enough,
Muravev served as a tutor to the young Alexander I and his brother Grand Duke Constantine,
teaching them Russian history, literature and Scottish moral philosophy (!)123
Muravev’s personal archive contains multitude of unpublished draft notes for his works,
taken from (or inspired by) the Scottish school, either in English or translated by him into Russian.
His notes mention/quote Shaftesbury, Hume, Hutcheson’s A System of Moral Philosophy, Smith’s
The Theory of Moral Sentiments and Adam Fergusson with the self-made Russian translation of
the introduction from his Principles of Moral and Political Science […] delivered in the College
of Edinburgh. Fergusson’s lectures were also translated for the instruction of young Romanovs.124
The writer Iakov Kozel’sky translated and published entries on philosophy from the French
Encyclopedie and introduced the moral school to Russia in his own work (1768), using Rousseau,
Montesquieu, Helvetius and Shaftesbury. He directly probed the question of passions and their
benign counterparts, based on Shaftesbury:
Some of the philosophers, considering the passions harmful in everything, talk about their
moderation [...] Others, seeing as much benefit from them as harm ('Philosophie morale réduite à
ses principes.'), teach bringing some passions into balance with the opposite ones [...] wherever our
121
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passion can harm society or our neighbor, we must beware of it, but where it benefits, then to give
it free rein.125

David Hume was read by such Russian cultural figures as Dashkova, Prince Mikhail
Shcherbatov, Nikolay Karamzin and Vasily Zhukovsky.126 Hume addressed moral distinction of
“virtue and vice” in his writings. He argued that such distinctions come not from reason (or ideas)
but from “impressions”, i.e. sentiments, whereas moral feelings (aka virtues) such as benevolence
(associated with compassion) and sympathy are the cornerstone of the benign social relations
among individuals as in a community writ large.127
Hume’s student and friend, Adam Smith, further developed the postulates of his teacher so
as of Shaftesbury and Hutcheson. Smith accepted that there had to be a balance and moderation of
passions and that “moral distinctions” arise from feeling rather than from reason, but added that
virtue consists of benevolence, prudence and propriety.128 Propriety, one of Smith’s major
concepts, calls for traditional emotional control but also for the expression of the “social and
benevolent affections” such as generosity, humanity, kindness and sympathy – even if in excess.129
Smith was very popular in Russia – his avid readers were Dashkova, Shcherbatov, Zhukovsky,
Muravev, Petr Chaadaev, Alexander Turgenev and others. The founder of the Russian legal studies
and professor of the Moscow University Semion Desnitsky attended Smith’s lectures in Glasgow
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and was even planning on translating and publishing his Theory of Moral Sentiments. Desnitsky
mentions Hutcheson, Hume and Smith in his own On Moral Philosophy.130
In 1782, the enlightener Nikolay Novikov was one of the first to provide a perfect example
of “moral sensibility”, ruling over reason and based on humane compassion, in one of his Russian
Proverbs (short moralizing stories):
Can it be a more precious and more pleasant minute when you feed a poor man with his family,
when you pluck from the abyss of evils the one burdened with misfortunes and when, listening to
the voice of friendship, you share the grief of your friend, feel it and shed tears into his heart, only
then we rise above ourselves and approach God himself: pity and mercy, of course, make us higher
than man. Oh! Divine sensibility, dwell in my heart and possess it [...]
Who has tender feelings by nature,
You own my mind and heart,
He is needed for others and glad for himself;
And your power guides me along,
Sensitivity, you have these benefits,
But if you weaken in my heart,
And I consider you above all gifts,
Let my life be then ended with you.131

As the eighteenth-century “letters” show, the Russian emotional culture, like its European
analogue, had its own “countervailing” moral sentiments for “harnessing” the passions, to use
Hirschman’s concepts.132 The Russian moral sentiments (nravstvennye chuvstvovaniia) aligned
with virtue (dobrodetel’). Boris Maslov, tracing the history of the semantic use of virtue, finds out
that the employment of this word reached its peak in the last decades of the 18th century Russia.
The word dobrodetel’ came initially from the religious Orthodox ethic and meant “good deed”
(dobroe delo), while usually being contrasted in language with “sin” (grekh, porok). However, in
the second half of the 18th century, dobrodetel’ starts to be used mostly in secular contexts and for
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diverse reasons.133 The dictionary (SAR) defines virtue in religious terms and as opposite to sin
(porok), while the first adjective for potential use is “moral” and only then “Christian”. The very
concept of “enlightenment” in Russia of the late 18th-early 19th centuries came to denote virtue,
morality and philanthropy.134
The juxtaposition of virtue and passions, where the first ought to countervail the second, is
evident in the Ode on Virtue (1759) of the first Russian playwright Alexander Sumarokov:
“Everything is just in empty color, // Anything we see is just a rush. // Virtue, you are one and only
// Beauty in this world for us! // Whoever follows his passions, // He only loses precious time…”135
The same idea is voiced later by another poet Gavrila Derzhavin in his Grandee (1794): “Blessed
are the people who are full // Of pious faith in their God, // Keep always their law of tsar, // And
strictly honor morals, virtue […] And freedom – in the rein of passions!”136
Alexander Radishchev goes further by bringing together passions, sensibility and virtue.
First, in his famous Journey from St. Petersburg to Moscow (1790), in the chapter “Krest’tsy”, he
argues for the right management of passions:
Now, I repeat, you have reached that terrible time and hour when passions begin to awaken, but
reason is still weak to curb them [...] And so one can approach equilibrium in no other way than by
diligence. Work with your body: your passions will not have so strong unrest; work with your heart,
exercising in kindness, sensibility, condolence, generosity, forgiveness, and your passions will be
directed to a good end. Work with the mind [...] and the mind will control your will and passions.
But do not imagine in the excitement of reason that you can crush the roots of passions and that
you need to be completely dispassionate. The root of passions is benign and is based on our
sensitivity by nature itself [...] A completely dispassionate person is a fool and a grotesque idol
133
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(istukan) [...] Extreme passion is death; dispassion is moral death [...] But if your passions are
directed by experience, reason and heart to a good end, throw off the reins of languid prudence,
do not shorten their flight...137

For Radishchev, then, passions not only have to be harnessed but they are also important as such,
because emotional indifference means “moral death”. Passions should be moderated by moral
sensibility and must be channeled towards good deeds by personal and civic virtues:
Virtues are either private or public. The motives for the first are always kindness, meekness,
condolence, and their root is always benign [...] If our motives for social virtues have their origin
in the humane firmness of the soul, then their brilliance will be much greater. Practice always
private virtues, so that you may merit the fulfillment of public ones.138

Russian elites could also find the same ideas on moral sentiments and virtues in Elie
Bertrand's treatise The Foundations of General Morality and the Duties of Man, translated from
French in 1796. One of the first chapters, titled “On Feelings of Man” cites Fergusson and Smith
in the footnotes. The book praises moral feelings: “Let us examine our heart, read the history, and
we will be forced to admit that moral feelings control a human heart.” And then the chapter “On
Virtue and Vice” explains how to tame the passions with virtues: “...we must move our heart with
love for good, learn to prevent, manage and moderate those passions that can entrap and lead us to
frustration.”139
Princess Catherine Dashkova points out to yet another very important aspect of “moral
sensibility” in her own journal Companion of Lovers of the Russian Word (1783-84), published by
the Russian Academy of Sciences, of which Dashkova was a director. Catherine the Great
published a lot of her works there too and intervened in the journal’s editing process. The following
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extract is from a letter by an “anonymous” reader from Zvenigorod, sometimes attributed to
Catherine II.140 The correspondent reacts to the earlier editor’s (Dashkova’s) piece about the
upbringing (vospitanie) of youth and calls for a clear definition of what “true sensibility” is:
Sensibility is a word, which is all the more worthy of being explained by you, because the false
meaning that is attached to it gives rise to a vicious disposition of spirit; and it (sensibility) is the
direct source of virtue and gracious disposition. A noble, or commendable sensibility, is not other
than an internal Monitor (admonisher, sic) in our soul and conscience, which warns us against deeds
or words that can harm or insult someone [...] In a word: noble sensibility is the daughter of a clear
and vigilant conscience. Those who guide the upbringing of young men should awaken and root it
in the young hearts of their pupils and distinguish it from the false sensibility [...] when a noble
sensibility directs our care and attention to the pleasure of our brethren...141

This “letter” owes its intellectual debt to Hume and Smith. Dashkova lived in Edinburg (17761779), contemplated asking Hume to be a tutor to her son, had Hume’s writings in her library and
translated (published) one of his articles later on. Her salon in Edinburg was also frequented by
Smith and Fergusson.142
Altogether, there is a new notion in Dashkova’s piece – the sensibility’s epithet noble/of
nobleness (blagorodnaia). The author hints that true moral sensibility is connected to nobleness
(blagorodstvo). Semantically, noble means here sublime as a benign quality of soul but this type
of virtuous sensibility ought to be taught to noble youth, i.e. from nobility. The convergence of
these two meanings of “noble” as a quality and pedigree becomes more obvious while taking into
consideration that the major reading audience in this period were educated nobles. Sensibility,
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indeed, became a mark of belonging to the intellectual elite at the turn of the 19th century, as
evident in the heightened emotional expressiveness of nobility’s private correspondence.143
Joachim Klein concludes that the first Russian journals, published by Catherine II (All Sorts
of Everything) and by Novikov (Drone), reflected the same European trend of moralizing, because
the main purpose of the late Enlightenment was moral education. Thus the major topic of Russian
journals in the last decades of 18th century became the morals “of heart” rather than “of mind” and
fighting passions with dobrodetel’, the latter becoming an equivalent of the English virtue and the
German Tugend. However, Klein notes that in Europe the moralizing journals were read mostly
by the bourgeoisie, while in Russia they were read mainly by nobility – that is why virtue in Russia
began to be associated more with nobleness than with general human virtues.144
Novikov pointed to the interconnectedness of virtue with nobleness in the first Russian
philosophical journal The Morning Light that he edited. His article “On Virtue” (1780) argued that:
Virtue is the art of keeping our passions in balance and managing ourselves in the enjoyment of
our desires” and “The best disposition for virtue is generally direct goodness of heart, nobleness
and honesty in all our actions...145
143
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Therefore, in the Russian case, sensibility began to be associated not only with moral
sentiments of virtue but also with nobleness. It becomes possible to argue that the emotional culture
of Russian nobility was not just about “refinement,” rather it (also) was about moral refinement.
This conclusion helps overcome the inherent heterogeneity of opinion on emotional self-control
in the instructional literature of the eighteenth-century Russia. Passions had to be controlled but
also countervailed by “morally noble sentiments.” The Russian Enlightenment can also include in
its definition participation in the European cultivation of moral and thus “enlightened” feelings.

Moral Duty or Serving the Fatherland out of “Nobleness of Heart”
If sensibility came to mean “noble virtue”, what did the Russian nobleness then signify? It
appears that nobleness of the late 18th century Russia was entangled with the notion of state service.
In a sense, the second half of the story of Russian emotional culture is the evolution of the concept
of nobility’s service starting, as a court culture, with Peter the Great. In 1722 Peter promulgated a
Table of Ranks which made rank dependent on service and introduced the principle of merit as
opposed to birth as a criterion for ennoblement.146 Emotions were also involved. As Wortman
points out, Peter’s “emotional scenario of power” initiated a new ethic of duty (dolg), which
combined old religious pathos with a new civic ideal and entailed the feelings of obligation to
serve in the Russian subjects. From the 1730’s onward the “scenario of love” of the Empresses
Anna and Elizabeth implied that nobles had to want to serve out of love to a monarch. Hence an
ethos of service shifted from compulsory to voluntary already before the Emancipation Manifesto
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of Nobility in 1762, issued by Peter III and confirmed by Catherine II, who merged further the love
of her subjects with duty, patriotism and the humane sensibilities of the Enlightenment.147
Russian elites also participated in the process of transformation of service ethic. According
to Fedyukin, there was a “reconceptualization of human nature in Russian governance practices”
in the first half of the 18th century. Whereas Peter had striven to restrain the servitors’ “passions”,
seeing human nature as wicked by origin, the ministers of subsequent reigns tried to appeal to the
“ambition” (chestoliubie) and “love of honor” of servitors, and “to make them zealous.”148 The
same process was taking place in military education. During the debates on the service reforms of
the 1730’s, Field Marshal Burchard Christoph von Münnich and Count Andrei (Heinrich Johann
Friedrich) Ostermann were trying to implement a new European vision of noble service in the
Cadet Corps. They argued for the creation of a new service mentality and thus also for redefining
nobility (dvorianstvo). The aim was to look for the new cadet’s “natural inclination” (prirodnaia
sklonnost’) and to evoke “enthusiasm to serve” (rvenie, okhota, revnost’, chestoliubie). Münnich
and Osterman succeeded in creating the new norm of noble service – the voluntary enthusiasm of
the individual that paved the way for the 1762 emancipation of the nobility.149
The Manifesto of 1762, cancelling the nobility’s mandatory service, also addressed “fervor
and zeal” of nobility to serve, appealed to a nobility’s sense of honor, and promoted emotional
connection trying to evoke both personal loyalty of voluntary servitors to a monarch and the civic
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devotion to fatherland.150 This way, a “scenario of duty” of Peter I was continued by “a sense of
duty” that became a noble virtue of the commitment to social welfare, supported by moral
Enlightenment. Catherine’s personal friend Princess Dashkova in her journal Companion, quoted
above, defined duty as a civic virtue of a nobleman-citizen based on appropriate moral sentiments:
Virtue in general is that emotional disposition that constantly impels us to deeds useful to ourselves,
our neighbors and society. According to this explanation, we see that virtue is nothing but the true
duty of a good citizen, who, not only for the general, but also for his own benefit, is obliged with
all his might to promote private and general good [...] Humanity, justice, honesty, generosity,
meekness, forbearance and other virtues will make him an outright great and amiable person [...]
Oh you, who are elevated to the highest levels of ranks by the supreme power and to whom the lot
of people is entrusted; as you turn your mindful eye to the importance of your duty, love virtue;
with this love is mated love for your Fatherland; this love is associated with the exact fulfillment
of your duty to society.151

The question remains, though, how the nobility’s enthusiasm to serve emerged and became
a matter of education. Catherine’s “sentimental love scenario” might indicate her intentions but it
is not sufficient to explain the response and the inclinations of her subjects “from below”. One of
the answers is redefinition of the concept of nobleness – from “of pedigree” to that “of merit,”
initiated by rulers but also arising from nobility itself. As scholars note, the question that arises
after 1762, due to the traditional interdependence of service and status, is how one can be noble
without serving. The contemporary response was of “closing the circle” – the state service,
military or civil, representing a symbolic confirmation of the noble status, became “a voluntary
duty” and a personal moral obligation of “a true nobleman.” This way, service emerged as an
integral part of self-definition of nobility in terms of nobleness.152 Further, “noble merit” was
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taking on meanings not just of a good performance or willingness to serve but also of moral
qualities, meaning noble feelings.
The redefinition of nobleness in terms of moral virtues was an ongoing process in late
eighteenth-century Europe.153 The Russian transformation of nobleness came from two opposite
directions – as an autocratic initiative of Catherine II and through the elites’ initiative from below.
The Manifesto of 1762 reads: “Noble thoughts have rooted in the hearts of all true patriots of
Russia infinite zeal (revnost’) for Us,” while the Charter to the Nobility of 1785 instructs:
What is a noble dignity of nobility (dvorianskoe) – a nobility’s title is a consequence, emanating
from the quality and virtue of the men who ruled in ancient times, distinguished themselves by
merits, by that transforming the service itself into dignity, they acquired a noble denomination for
their posterity.154

However, despite Catherine’s belief in the nobility’s inherited virtues to serve her faithfully, the
new views of nobleness were, if not originated, at least actively discussed and consolidated by the
Russian nobles themselves.
A good example for the monarch-noblemen debate can be found in the famous questions
and answers between Fonvizin and Catherine II, once again in Dashkova’s Companion. In question
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No. 13 Fonvizin ponders about the “true nobleness.” Catherine’s reply shows that she either did
not understand the question or chose to ignore the “soul part”:
13. How can the fallen souls of the nobility be
elevated? How to expel from hearts insensitivity to
the dignity of a noble title? What has to be done
that the honorable title of a nobleman would be an
unquestionable proof of spiritual nobleness?

On 13. Comparison of the past with the present will
show unmistakably whether the souls are
encouraged or have fallen; the very appearance,
gait, etc. already show it.155

The discussion of nobility/nobleness also appears in the public deliberations of the AllRussian Legislative Commission, convened in 1767 by Catherine for comprising her statement of
legal principles, known as Nakaz. While there is no space here to discuss all the opinions of the
noble representatives (regionally and socially diverse), it is worth mentioning the opinions of two
notable deputies. Iakov Kozel’sky, the brother of the abovementioned Russian “moral thinker” (by
the same name!) stressed the personal virtues and service as the main markers of noble honor and
status at the Commission.156 Even known conservative critic of the aristocracy’s (and monarch’s)
morals, Prince Mikhail Shcherbatov, while stressing that nobleness is rooted in one’s genealogy
and being inborn, admitted that it rests also in honor and innate qualities that require active service
as a manifestation of virtue and love for Fatherland.157
The Russian journals of the late 18th century were also preoccupied with the topic of
nobleness, trying to redefine it as not inborn but as educated qualities. The post-1762 theatre plays
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reflected nobility’s anxieties regarding the voluntary military service and what it meant “to be a
noble”. The plays prescribed that a nobleman had to serve anyway – as an act of noble honor and
moral debt of “a commitment to serving monarch and country” – thus redefining nobleness as a
moral personal quality rather than a pedigree.158
The court playwright Alexander Sumarokov stressed in his satire On Nobleness (1771) the
importance of active duty over the family origins:
But any nobleman with rank whatsoever,
Must be noble less in title, more in deeds,
And the nobility’s great sin is unforgivable yet.
Governor, preserve the statutes more than others!
Our noble title flows from blood to blood;
But let's ponder: why is the nobility so given?

If my grandfather lived for the common good,
He earned himself and left me for a start,
And I while taking this deposit, of one’s merit,
I should not claim his dignity as mine.
[…]
I am worthy, when I have found it myself,
And if I am not capable of any duty, –
My ancestor is a noble but Iam not.159

The above quoted Grandee (1794) of Derzhavin, who was the official “court poet” of
Catherine II and later the first Russian Minister of Justice, explicitly defines nobleness and honor
as personal moral sensibility with civic overtones:
I wish to honor one with merits,
Who on their own
Have earned ranks
By one’s praiseworthy deeds;
Whom neither noble birth, nor rank,
Nor Fortune merely adorned;
But who by their valor earned
The citizenry’s reverence
[...]
Indeed, if flattery of pride
Wouldn’t seize the haughty mind,

What are our nobleness and honor,
If not the spiritual graces?
I am a prince when spirit shines,
A ruler when I rule my passions,
A boyar when for all I care,
A friend to tsar, the law, the church.
The grandee always must possess
The sound mind, enlightened heart;
[…]
His very thought, and words and acts
Should be the good, and honor, fame.160
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The scholarship, then, misses that a new concept of nobleness, built on service obligations,
was connected to the Enlightenment ideas on moral sentiments. That is to say, nobleness, redefined
by merit, rather than by origin (or not only), simply meant – noble feelings, which were also moral
virtues, as we saw earlier. This new understanding of nobleness as emotional and moral could be
seen as the original Russian response to the European Enlightenment. The Russian Enlightenment
associated an ethic category with a social standing and the aim of state/monarch service – only
nobles had sublime moral sensibility.161
Let us take a look at what “nobleness of the heart” meant for the contemporaries. We do
not find a definition of nobleness in SAR. However the entry “nobility” (dvorianstvo) is described
as: “Nobleness, dignity of a nobleman.” The Dictionary of Pushkin’s Language, which explores
the language of 1800s-1830s through the use of words by the greatest Russian poet, defines “noble”
(blagorodnyi) as “Of the noble origin,” “Distinguished by high moral qualities” and “Filled with
nobleness, sublime (about qualities, properties, feelings, deeds, actions, intentions, etc.).” The
Dictionary of the Church-Slavonic and Russian Language (1847) defines nobleness as “1) Descent
from a noble family. 2) Fitness with the concepts of honor and moral dignity. The nobleness of
thoughts, deeds” and noble (blagorodnyi) as: “1) descending from a noble family [...] 3) Generous,
honest. Noble heart. Noble feelings.”162 Accordingly, the dictionaries confirm that nobleness was
perceived as an emotional moral quality and a sense of honor.
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One of the first didactic manuals in Russia, The True Politics of Honorable and Noble
Persons, translated from French by Vasily Trediakovsky in 1737, provides a definition of
nobleness with hints to its emotional and moral aspects, as well having an aim of service of a
monarch/common good. The “Rule XIII: About noble breed and glory” reads:
What do so many people think, who are famous for their nobleness but live not quite the way a
Christian and an honest person should live? Do not they think that honor is a hereditary possession
and that the glory of their Ancestors (sic) will remain with them when they dishonor the latter, in
some way, through their own vices? True nobleness and true greatness is that which dwells in the
soul. […] A good conscience, generous magnanimity, vigorous courage, true (nelitsemernaia)
loyalty to their Sovereign and complete zeal for the common good, these are the signs that should
separate them from others. With only these virtues they can advantageously adorn the highness
(svetlost’) of their breed...163

Another manual, The Discussions about What May Please and not Please in Social
Relations, by Sir Abbot Bellegarde, translated from French in 1795, presents a similar view of
nobleness. Tellingly, Bellegarde’s works were present in the library of the “Decembrist father”
Mikhail Muravev.164 This book argues extensively for control of passions, especially in public and
in princely court.165 However, already in the introduction the author claims that The Discussions
“are full of noble sentiments and contain in short all the morality of honest people.” True nobleness
is emotional and defined as follows:
An honest man, whatever his rank, should always be preferred to all those noble fools who
incessantly talk (tverdiat) about counts, Marquises (sic) and dukes and appropriate to themselves
all the virtues of their ancestors, for what does noble blood serve them if they have a peasant soul?
Why should they boast of glorious deeds that they did not produce? [...] Virtues alone constitute
true nobleness, and no matter what noble blood we are from, we always need to have meek feelings
and we should never be blinded and brag about our Nobility.166
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There is an entire treatise titled Nobleness (1788) of the high official T. I. Cherkassov,
recently found and published by Anastasia Lystsova. Though Lystsova notes that nobleness starts
to take on the meaning of moral quality after the Petrine reforms, the treatise does not confirm it.
This conservative and opaque text that promotes a view of nobleness as an inborn quality of
nobility only but augmented by honorable deeds.167 In any case, this text illuminates the Russian
nobility’s preoccupation with the topic of nobleness.
Derek Offord rightly mentions Fonvizin’s comedy plays as addressing mores and personal
nobleness as a continuation of his dialogue with Catherine II in The Companion.168 Indeed, the
second half of Fonvizin’s 1782 definition of “feelings” and “sensibility” stresses that “A noble one
is one who has generous feelings. The prudent one does not suppose all his pleasure in sensuality
alone; an honest man treats with special sensitivity everything that touches his honor.” His famous
play The Minor (1782) reflects the same ideas:
With fleeting minds we see bad men, bad fathers, bad citizens. Good character (blagonravie) gives
a direct price to the mind. Without it, a smart person is a monster [...] An honest person cannot be
forgiven in any way, if he lacks some quality of heart. He needs to have everything. The dignity of
the heart is inseparable.169

Fonvizin develops this trope in the unfinished comedy, The Selection of a Tutor (1792), which
tells a story of a Duke (kniaz’) and a Duchess (kniaginia) who decide to take a tutor for their son.
The local Marshall of nobility recommends the young educated officer whom the Dukes turn down
eventually. While arguing what nobility is, the Duchess says: “I think, however, that the breed is
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dignity.” But the Marshall answers that a pedigree: “Is the least of all human merits. It is not hard
(mudreno) to be born a prince (kniazem), and it is possible by right of the breed to be called
illustriousness (siiatel’stvom) without shining with respectable qualities such as: zealously being
useful to the fatherland.” The tutor in turn proposes to “ennoble” their son by educating his soul:
I would have thought to educate his soul, as befits a nobleman [...] I take no sin upon myself [...]
for such a boy like your son, to turn his head with dreams of his lordship (kniazhestve),
illustriousness and other foolishness, but I will try very hard to put it in his head and heart, that he,
being nobly born, must also have a noble soul.170

There were even more radical attitudes to nobleness denying its exclusivity to the noble
elites. Novikov, in his journal Drone (1769), posted a mocking ad discussing three candidates for
a new vacant post in state service. The first candidate is without proper education, virtues and soul
– his only merit is the noble pedigree:
The first of them, a nobleman without reason, without sciences and without virtue, and without
education, although he was still in his early years enrolled in the service, which, living with his
mother among nannies and jesters (shutikh), he never performed; but was getting ranks through
intercession (predstatel’stvo), mainly ahead of those who served. He owns two thousand souls; but
he himself is without a soul. In short, all the dignity of this young man (molodtsa) consists only in
the fact that he is a nobleman and is a relative to many noble boyars.

The second candidate is a decent person and good servitor but the perfect one is the third one, who
is even not a nobleman but a town dweller (meshchanin) who has noble soul and behavior:
The third applicant for a placement, in the dialect of some foolish nobles, is a vile man: for he was
born from virtuous and honest town-dwellers [...] a defender of truth, a helper of poverty, a hater
of evil morals and luxury, a lover of humanity, honesty, science, dignity and fatherland […] In a
word, he showed with himself that not breed, but virtues make a person worthy of respect from
honest people […] Reader! Guess: is it stupidity supported by kinship with boyars or will merits
with virtue be rewarded?171

The well-known fables and satire writer Ivan Krylov followed Novikov’s lead. In his
journal, The Spectator (1792), he satirizes the nobles who think that nobleness is an inherited
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quality that puts them, disregarding their sins, above other people. Krylov claimed in his other
journal, The Spirits’ Mailbox (1789), right before Catherine shut it down, that “real nobleness” lay
more in the personal emotional virtues, be it of a town dweller or a peasant.172
The liberal thinker Ivan Pnin also ruminated on emotional nobleness and how to instill it,
in his Treaty on the Enlightenment in Reference to Russia, presented to Alexander I in 1804:
But such a nobleman, who by his breed and not by the number of services rendered to his
Fatherland, proves his superiority; a nobleman, who in the dignity of his ancestors and not in his
own, puts all his eminence; a nobleman who is centered on himself, hating truths, mocking virtue
and having a vile soul [...] such a nobleman completely contradicts this name [...] But,
unfortunately, in our country, as elsewhere, there are more nobles of this kind, that is nobles by
name, than nobles by heart or by spiritual merits.173

Pnin’s ideas were echoed by his friend Alexander F. Bestuzhev in their coedited Saint Petersburg
Journal (1798), personally funded by Alexander Romanov (Grand Duke then).174 Bestuzhev used
their journal to publish his lengthy “On Upbringing” that was later reprinted as a book in 1803 and
1807. Being a moral role-model to his four Decembrist sons, Bestuzhev defined “true nobleness”
as based on moral and civic virtues and called for its education:
True nobleness [...] is virtue itself. And therefore, a noble without dignity and talents, a noble who
is low and creeping, a noble humiliated by his debts, debauchery – in a word, a noble without virtue
is a complete contradiction to this name. He is only noble who serves his fatherland with usefulness;
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a noble person is only worthy of veneration when he acts nobly […] This is true nobleness and in
this manner noble youth, in the schools established for education, must be prepared!175

The contemporary Ukrainian born poet Vasily Kapnist agreed that the civic contribution
and education of soul were the nobility’s attributes in his cycle of short poems Counter Thoughts:
No. 10: Grandee! Remember, not the one is truly
noble
Who was just born as nobleman;
Alas, who isn’t monster also noble;
With better soul prove your better kind;
Some with a noble rank is none.
No. 56: The merchant lives for his own profit
And always says that money buys,

But zealous nobleman, for the welfare
He doesn’t spare life or dime…
[…]
Honor rules the nobles to fatherland’s service.
As well the science and upbringing
As well instilling yet of feelings
In the children who’re assigned
To that service so sublime...176

“Education of Heart”: Instilling Patriotism, Honor and Compassion
As we can see, the new discourse of service ethos aligned the personal moral virtues of the
Russian noblemen with the civic obligations that put nobility “in charge” of the welfare of the
Russian Empire. The importance of the new definition of nobleness through emotions of honor,
patriotism and compassion, among other moral sentiments, is tellingly present in the “public
deliberations” on the nobility’s education at the turn of the 19th century. The well-known Russian
literary formula from the late 18th century, quoted by many historians – “Peter gave us existence,
Catherine a soul”177 – faithfully reflects the creation of the emotional culture of the studied period.
Yet, it also was the endeavor of the contemporary elites to instill the proper emotions in their midst,
since the initial educational tone set by Catherine reverberated in the writings of many noble
intellectuals of her reign and beyond.
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Since her ascendance to the throne in 1762, and in accordance with the Enlightenment
postulates, Catherine II initiated a long-standing process of general education of her subjects.
Taking advice from her aide, the educator Ivan Betskoy, Catherine founded boarding and popular
schools, licensed private publishing houses and promoted the periodical press, and literature.
Education, becoming a national project of the Russian monarchy, was taken up enthusiastically by
the intellectual elites. The Russian educators followed John Locke, Jean-Jacques Rousseau,
Immanuel Kant, C. A. Helvetius and others in this endeavor. These intensive state/self-educational
projects, based on the European lead, forged the new mental world of the Russian nobles.178
Although, since Peter’s reign, the Russian enlighteners mostly followed the German
pedagogy of discipline, order and service, the later focus on moral education also united Russia
with Austria, Great Britain and France. The main aim of education in the second half of the 18th
century in Europe, as in Russia, became cultivating a useful moral citizen and loyal servitor, while
nobles were taught how to govern and the other subjects how to obey.179 Hence, as Raeff proposes,
the Enlightenment in Russia can be viewed as a dynamic process of learning through gradual and
selective appropriation of Western ideas. If in the first half of the 18th century the Russian elites
were preoccupied with acquiring knowledge and manners, the second half of the century witnessed
a turn to the intellectual and spiritual formation of virtuous “true sons of the fatherland” as
producers of Enlightenment of their own right.180
It appears that relatively secular (for this period) literature on moral instruction had a
noticeable presence. More than 300 books on moral education were printed in Russia, from 1762178
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1800, compared to only 15 in the period of 1700-1762. The moral upbringing theme even prevailed
in the “educational plans” of foreign tutors in the Russian high elite families as well in the theater
plays centered on educating noble morals and sense of service. The contemporary journals
promoted the enlightenment of nobility, both academic and moral, while also raising the question
of nobleness as based on merit and proper education.181 Overall, the post-1762 journals reflected
the contemporary preoccupation with moral education and focused on nobleness, moral selfperfection, controlling and educating passions, duties of men and citizens, and contribution to the
general welfare.182
The impact of the European moral sentiments school was also noticeable. One good
example is Robert Dodsley's The Preceptor. Containing a General Course of Education (1748, 12
volumes), translated by M. I. Verevkin from German (!) in 1789-1792. Dodsley was a coeditor of
the British literary journal with famous philosopher Edmund Burke, while Verevkin was a director
and a teacher in the Kazan Gymnasium (1760’s), the above quoted poet Derzhavin being his
student. The ninth volume on moral philosophy (1791), attributed to the Scottish moral philosopher
David Fordyce, quotes extensively the “moral enlighteners” Hutcheson and Shaftesbury. The
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volume dedicates about half of the text (out of 450 pages) to the topic of passions and their
importance in one’s life. The first 67 pages are devoted to the distinction between dangerous
passions and benevolent ones of virtue and morality, the latter being: “compassion, love to
kinsmen (k srodnikam), friendship, philanthropy (chelovekoliubie) and alike.” These humane
social feelings are called “affects” that define the moral state of a person.183 Elsewhere, the
textbook adds to these affects “love for honor (liubochestie); love for the society of men, with
whom we are in any way connected; love for the Fatherland and some others.” The role of these
social affects is to countervail the private egoistic passions, while they also must be taught from
young age as civic virtues and “noble inclinations of the soul towards the general welfare.”184
Accordingly, education of feelings was an official theme in Russian letters. “The Journeys
of Virtue” in Novikov’s The Morning Light (1778) stated that “Our passions are either transformed
into virtue or into vices, depending on what our upbringing (vospitanie) of them inclines to. And
so upbringing is the mother of passions…”185 The journal of the Main Public School of St.
Petersburg, The Flourishing Vine (1786), offered “Something related to upbringing” (from Greek)
that noted: “What art and how much wisdom is required in order to discern in a young man the
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growing passions, to root them out with the rules of prudence, and instead to plant noble and
excellent ones!”186
Emotional upbringing also was a concern of “public educators.” Anton ProkopovichAntonovsky dealt intensively with “moral education of heart” in his own On Upbringing, first
given as a speech at the Moscow University in 1798 and published as an extended essay in 1807,
and 1815. The exemplary statement is:
“No one is born into the world either happy or virtuous, or enlightened [...] His extraordinary and
general, bad and good properties depend on the first impressions made in him, on the first feelings
and concepts that are inspired in him – on upbringing.”187

Another important emotional educator, N. Novikov, included the cultivation of heart in the
general education in his one-hundred page essay On Upbringing (1783):
Education has three main parts: physical education that concerns only body; moral that has the
education of the heart as the topic, that is the education and management of the natural feeling and
will of children; and intelligent (razumnoe) education concerned with the enlightenment or
education of reason.

Then he underlined the importance of a moral component for countervailing the passions:
and the first, the great, so much encompassing matter of education, that is the education of the
heart, is neglected [...] No person can be satisfied and be a happy or a kind citizen if his heart is
agitated by disorderly wishes, leading him either to vices or to foolishness... and all this depends
on the education of the heart in youth.188

Novikov’s main aim was the development of noble sensibility directed at common good:
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Great liveliness, sensibility, efficacy are hefty qualities when they are projected onto good and
worthy matters and have reason as a guide. So, you should not destroy them, but you should only
always try to give them the best direction and keep them within the limits of moderation [...] the
sensibility of the heart should be educated for the feeling of all that is truly fair, noble and great;
and efficacy must be managed in such a way that it turns into zeal to be helpful and generally useful.

The ultimate aim of moral education, then, is creating a useful citizen with noble emotional virtues
of patriotism, dignity and philanthropy:
...the most graceful laws of welfare (blagochiniia) can have little effect if honesty, sincerity, love
for order, moderation and genuine love for the fatherland are virtues alien to citizens [...] But when
should, when this education can be undertaken if not at that age when the soul is open to every
impression and, being insoluble between virtue and vice, is just as conveniently filled with noble
feelings [...] through it (education) the taste of virtue, the habit of order, the feeling of greatness
(izriadnogo), through it the fatherland’s spirit, the noble […] national pride [...] the love for
simplicity and nature with all human-friendly, social and civil virtues should take possession of the
hearts of citizens [...] for a bad person is always a bad citizen.189

The same year of 1783 Dashkova published an essay “On the Meaning of a Word
‘Upbringing’” in her Companion, following the call of Catherine II in the “letter from Zvenigorod”
to define the words “upbringing, nobleness”. Dashkova argued for the moral upbringing of a
citizen by instilling a sense of honor, patriotism etc:
Moral education is carried out when you teach children to be patient, benevolence and prudent
obedience, when you instill that the rules of honor are the law to which all ranks and estates obey;
when [...] you impress into their tender hearts love for truth and for the Fatherland, respect for the
civil and church laws...190

The Decembrist father Mikhail Muravev seconds Dashkova in his Upbringing that education is
about teaching noble feelings of a citizen:
Laws govern society; education prepares the souls of future citizens for the observance of laws.
Therefore, it should be one of the main subjects of legislators and rulers. Never can a person acquire
more conveniently and more abilities and knowledge, which make him worthy of respect worthy
and useful to his fatherland, as in his youth. At this age, his mind is filled with his concepts, the
heart is elevated with noble feelings.191
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Bestuzhev also wrote in his abovementioned On Upbringing about private and public
education of the noble youth and “military education” in the later editions. He starts with the home
education and notes that the upbringing of a child also means channeling passions into virtues:
To educate a child means to use disposition, his character (svoistvo), his sensibility, needs, passions
to improve him or to form him as you wish him to be [...] Passions successfully directed, that is
usefully directed for him and for others, lead to virtue.192

Then, pointing out the lack of the topic of moral upbringing in contemporary military manuals, he
clearly defines the proper noble feelings to be taught:
This upbringing must instill in them firmness and spiritual greatness, teach them from the most
tender years to look at death with dispassion; and in order to revive this generous virtue in them,
one must sow in their minds a sense of honor, love for the fatherland, a desire to gain respect from
their fellow citizens, the fear of losing it through contemptuous or negligent behavior. Harnessing
the will of children, their inclinations, the habits of reason, it should warn against the empty pride
of the breed that boasts about the pedigree of their ancestors and assures the noblemen that their
blood is purer than of that other fellow citizens [...] So, let's try to settle true enlightenment in young
minds, move the heart and mind towards virtue, and arouse all the spiritual abilities to patriotism
and love of glory.193

In Lieu of Conclusion: Educating the Subversive Virtues?
To sum up, the emotional culture of Russian elites did not mean overall emotional selfrepression but allowed, and even prescribed or demanded, the cultivation of moral sensibility and
virtues, following the steps of the Scottish moral sentiments school. The Russian virtues were also
associated with nobility proper and were part of nobleness redefined as entailing moral and civic
emotions embedded in a sense of duty to serve the state and monarch. This new standard of
emotional nobleness merged the moral and civic components of virtue. As Kochetkova eloquently
put it, “noble sensibility” became the defining feature of the moral codex of the Russian noble of
the late 18th-early 19th centuries. Not the “clear mind” (iasnyi um) and pedigree but moral qualities
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of compassion and philanthropy became the distinguishing mark of “a truly noble person.”194 The
moral-noble sensibility was also a part of the public discussion and educational efforts as of
autocracy so as of educated elites and largely concentrated on sentiments of patriotism, honor and
different kinds of civic compassion. These emotions will be explored in the next chapters, as being
a vital component of motivation of the Decembrist movements and uprisings.
The spiritual and “emotional” predecessors of the Decembrists, quoted in this chapter, were
the most prominent cultural figures of the educated public which makes them emblematic of the
general emotional culture of elites in the late 18th-early 19th Russia. Nevertheless, the emotional
norms certainly also differed within nobility itself and along the division lines of social estates.
Moreover, as we could see throughout the chapter, the official standards of feeling (if not to say
regime) were part of the “emotional scenarios of power” of the Russian autocrats in the 18th
century. That being said, while Dashkova, Derzhavin and Prokopovich-Antonovsky are usually
associated with conservative court circles, Fonvizin, Novikov, Radishchev and Pnin (to lesser
extent Kapnist and Krylov) are often represented in scholarship as “aristocratic-intellectual
fronde,” i.e. oppositional to the autocratic discourses.195 Two Decembrist fathers, Muravev and
Bestuzhev, were considered somewhat liberal by their contemporaries and neither were active in
court life. Therefore, it is also possible to relate to “the liberal camp” and beyond as an emotional
community, whose views on the noble feelings of virtue and service, undoubtedly, had an impact
on the Decembrist generation, as the rest of this study shows.
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The notion of emotional community is enhanced by the fact that Russian “enlighteners with
a sentimental bent” were, indeed, an intellectual community of friends and colleagues.196
Bestuzhev was a friend of Pnin, the latter being also friends with Radishchev. Novikov was
acquainted with and influenced the works of Muravev and Prokopovich-Antonovsky (especially
their writings on moral education), and he was friends with Ivan Turgenev, the father of the famous
Decembrist Nikolay.197 Muravev was also a friend of Turgenev.198 Pnin was “a regular guest” in
Muravev’s house where he could meet Derzhavin, Kapnist and Ivan Muravev-Apostol, who even
were linked by family connections. Through Muravev, Derzhavin (both also knew Fonvizin) was
in touch with Sergey Lunin, the husband of Muravev’s sister and the father of another famous
Decembrist Mikhail.199 Hence, it is important to uncover the emotional culture “from below” by
means of emotional communities – as opposed to focusing only on “emotional regimes” or
“scenarios” of monarchs.
The very idea of a private emotional circle, however, puts such a group as a natural
competitor to the centralizing power of state and monarchy that induces “emotional suffering”200
and begs inquiry into the level of “opposition” of the Russian enlighteners. Or, if reframed by the
concepts of this study, the question is to what extent the emotional cultural heritage of the
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generation of the Decembrists fathers carried the “rebellious seeds” of resistance to the existent
autocratic order of the Russian Empire.
Scholars are quite divided on the issue of the eighteenth-century “aristocratic fronde.” E.
Wirtschafter argues that Russian elites of the 18th century were not interested in open opposition
or rebellion, because the redefinition of noble honor and nobleness through service exerted a
“reconciliatory” effect by driving away the nobility’s attention from the political issues. In other
words, the Russian state used religion, morality and moral education as tools of appeasement and
cultivation of a perfect servitor – the moral aspect “countervailed” the political one.201 E.
Marasinova provides a more nuanced vista by asserting that Russia experienced “double
Enlightenment”: the top-down effort of the Russian state to create the enlightened useful servitors
and the Enlightenment of intellectual aristocracy (spiritual fronde) which meant “high spiritual
qualities, morality and nobility of thoughts and feelings, often oppositional to the throne and high
society.” Meaning, the growing opposition of elites in the late 18th century was not based on
political reasoning but was “a spiritual dissent” of moral values that redefined “the official
perceptions of serving the Fatherland, patriotism and individual dignity.” She cites M. Muravev as
one of the main examples of such emerging moral individuality of a nobleman. Other scholars also
describe Muravev, Bestuzhev and Pnin as not “liberal enough” – precisely because the latter were
concerned merely with sentiments of nobleness, honor and patriotic service.202
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Another picture emerges if we look into the evolution of the concept of virtue. K. Bugrov
and M. Kiselev, in their recent study of integration of the European concepts of “natural law” and
“virtue” into Russian political language of the 18th century, show how virtue and morality, being
the major topic of religious literature, drifted eventually towards the secular politics. Initially a
Christian value, virtue in the Russian context became a clear political category and civic attribute
of a “true citizen” so as of a “benevolent monarch,” acting for the “common good.” In comparative
perspective, V. Ferrone points to the direct correlation between the concepts of virtue and human
rights in the European “radical Enlightenment” that unites “moral” with “political”. M. Linton
persuasively shows that morality and virtue, in the sense of common good, fixed in France’s
political vocabulary, became the cornerstone of French Revolutionary politics after 1789 as major
rhetoric of the Jacobin Club members and intrinsic logic of the Terror.203
Regarding the Russian case, consider this incidental excerpt, translated from French and
published in the Moscow University boarding school’s journal The Morning Dawn (1805) by one
of its pupils:
Virtue! If you want to make the earth happy, then be the guide of those who govern it and those
who enlighten it: guide the will of the Monarchs (sic) and the will of the Sages [...] Teach the
Despot that there is no virtue without freedom; Citizen – that to obey the laws is to obey yourself.204

Indeed, Offord argues, that Fonvizin’s redefinition of nobility by moral standards of honor
and patriotic service, applicable to rulers as well as to nobles, was linked to Fonvizin’s alliance
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with the oppositional Nikita Panins’ party at the Catherinian court and “this conception of nobility
therefore represented an early form of political opposition to unbridled autocracy.” Together with
that, Offord sees only “dissident nineteenth-century élite, the intelligentsia” as the direct followers
of this dissenting morality – conveniently skipping the Decembrists.205
And what about the Decembrists? It is not hard to see that they were raised on the emotional
ideas of moral nobleness and state service, since this type of education was part of the virtual
public sphere of “letters” and of their “fathers’” principles. As one Russian historian insightfully
noted about the late eighteenth-century thinkers: “It was them who raised questions about true and
false patriotism, about who can be called the ‘son of the fatherland,’ and who is not worthy of that
name […] about genuine nobleness, about true honor, etc.”206 The Decembrists, by embodying
their own version of “true sons of fatherland,” symbolically answered these “questions” in 18251826. The rest of this study ventures to illuminate that “moral noble sentiments” can be no less
subversive than political ideas.
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CHAPTER 2. BECOMING “THE TRUE SON OF THE FATHERLAND”: EDUCATION
AND WAR
But a sublime mind, by nature given,
But a gentle heart and a noble spirit,
Educated by the father’s supervision,
Will open for you, young friend, the path to
glory;
It is so nice to sacrifice oneself
For the meek tsar, for the sacred homeland
In our wonderful, enlightened age...207

The previous chapter uncovered the interconnected cultural norms of service duty and
emotional nobleness available to the Russian nobility in the late 18th-early 19th centuries, which
provided the “emotional matrices”208 to the future rebels. Nevertheless, cultural discourses on
moral education alone cannot fully explain the Decembrist mentality – the didactic “intentions and
programs,” generated by the state and educated elites of the era, have to be juxtaposed with the
real experience of the “students.” This chapter provides a glimpse into the Decembrist generation’s
collective “lived experience,” prior to self-organization into secret societies in 1816-1825, through
two aspects: their intellectual acquaintance with the European-Russian moral sentiments culture
based on formal education, private readings, contemporary texts and the “fathers’ ideas”, along
with their physical-mental encounter with the Napoleonic Wars. More precisely, the questions that
guide this chapter are: what emotional ideas the future rebels could appropriate from their studies
and reading habits, how formative the relations with their fathers were in acquiring the existent
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Vladimir F. Raevsky, “Poslanie k Nikolaiu Stepanovichu Akhmatovu (1816, Tul’chin),” Polnoe sobranie
stikhotvorenii, vstup. stat’ia A.V. Arkhipovoi i V. G. Bazanova (Moscow-Leningrad, 1967), 62-3. Raevsky is called
“the first Decembrist” for being on trial since 1822.
208
The concept is of Andrei Zorin and means “public norms of feeling” as part of an individual “emotional repertoire”
(see Introduction Chapter). Poiavlenie geroia: Iz istorii russkoi emotsial’noi kul’tury kontsa XVIII – nachala XIX veka
(Moscow: NLO, 2016).
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emotional norms, and how the experience of the Napoleonic Wars transformed those ideas forging
new emotional communities.
Emotional culture was part of both the state programs and the self-educational activities of
elites. The first half of this chapter explores the ways in which the future rebels participated in
these processes. There is no unified pattern of the Decembrists’ formal education – they were
educated at home and abroad, with foreign tutors and at military schools, in universities and by
self-didactic activities. We are able to get a tentative picture of the main trends of their diverse
education by consulting the trial testimonies, and more specifically their answers to the standard
questionnaire items No. 4 through No. 7 on formal education, attendance of lectures and personal
readings. The present data on education uses a higher head-count of 204, rather than that of 121,
commonly used in scholarship, due to the adoption of the extended definition of a “Decembrist.”209
While these estimates rest on the indicted conspirators, who were demanded to provide educational
background at the trial, this information remains incomplete, because some arrestees were not
questioned about it. Further consultation with ego-documents and the biographical dictionary
leaves us with relevant information on roughly 180 rebels.210
Decembrist formal education attests to the inculcation of the late eighteenth-century
emotional culture of nobleness and a sense of duty. Decembrists’ attendance of military schools,
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The actual count of “Decembrists” is much higher and more complex. Compare, for example, with the estimates
on the education of the Decembrists based on this number of 121 in Mitrofan Dovnar-Zapol’sky, Idealy dekabristov
(Moscow, 1907), 221-24 and in Janet Hartley, Russia, 1762-1825: Military Power, the State, and the People
(Westport, Conn: Praeger, 2008), 60-1.
210
For the purposes of this study, I use data mostly for those who were both major conspirators and asked about their
readings. Eight out of the officially indicted 121 persons were not asked about their education, while only 33 cases
out of the 110 “administratively punished” conspirators provide relevant data. Some of the insurgents died during the
uprising or while in prison (20 persons) and the documents of the trial at the military court of Chernigovsky Regiment
uprising in the south are lost or incomplete (19 + 23 persons). Pavel Il’in, Novoe o dekabristakh: Proshchennye,
opravdannye i neobnaruzhennye sledstviem uchastniki tainykh obshchestv i voennykh vystuplenii 1825-1826 gg (St.
Petersburg: Nestor-Istorii︠a︡, 2004), 573-589; Dekabristy: Biograficheskii spravochnik, red.: Sergey Mironenko and
Militsa Nechkina (Moscow: Nauka, 1988).
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universities and even private lectures exposed them to the moral and political thought of the
Enlightenment. Further, their reading habits indicate acquaintance with the works of the champion
of emotional Enlightenment Jean-Jacques Rousseau and the moral philosophy writers. Of much
help for the uncovering the Decembrist reading choices are several available inventories of
personal library collections, constructed either by an owner or by a researcher.211
Another moral-intellectual influence, bypassed in scholarship, are the Decembrists’
relations with their fathers. Not all families had the same interactions between members and not
many familial archives have survived for scholarly inquiry. However, we are able to get a glimpse
of father-son relations by looking into prominent Decembrists’ families that were by no
coincidence also influential noble houses, thus leaving some textual “traces.” While the fathers’
views on the noble sentiments of patriotism, compassion and honor will be discussed in the
relevant chapters, here it suffices to examine their general “civic” advice to the young.
The subject of generational impact is intriguing by itself, but it captivates our attention
even more so when it comes to political protest, being a call to alter the existing order, i.e. “of the
fathers”. Vasilii Kliuchevsky once proposed an interesting explanation to what he describes as the
“generational surprise” of December 14th. On one hand, the Decembrist generation were “the
children of the free-thinkers of the Catherinian age.” On the other hand, while their fathers were
brought up by “the French Enlightenment libertine tutors”, Decembrists received their education
from Catholic and Jesuit tutors. This observation leads Kliuchevsky to conclude that the major
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The nature of the trial source-material presents a logical difficulty in obtaining a clear picture of Decembrist reading
choices, either due to the trial inconsistences outlined above or due to the unwillingness of some rebels to implicate
themselves further by admitting their knowledge of “provocative” political doctrines. At the same time, the
“repenting” insurgents unintentionally revealed contemporary cultural norms for us by showing which authors were
considered subversively liberal in early 19th century Russia. The trial evidence is corroborated with ego-documents,
such as memoirs, diaries, letters etc., wherein the Decembrists certainly felt more at ease mentioning their favorite
authors. For personal libraries of Russian officers in general and for those of Decembrists see Nadezhda Aurova, Ot
kadeta do generala: povsednevnaia zhiznʹ russkogo ofitsera v kontse XVIII - pervoi polovine XIX veka (Moscow:
Novyi Khronograf, 2010), Chapter 5. Knigi v povsednevnoi zhizni russkogo ofitsera, 244-56.
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differences between fathers and sons, as to “the surprise of the 14th”, were due to their divergence
in “social psychology.” While the elders were raised on the Enlightenment’s principles of “cold
reason” and thus remained politically passive, the youth were raised on “hot feelings” of the
religious (and Catholic) heritage that led them to be active and rebellious. Marc Raeff makes quite
a similar point that the “civil society of educated” of the early 19th century, including Decembrists,
was deeply influenced by the German Pietistic tradition of emotional spirituality that dwelt on
“enlightenment of heart.”212
While the role of emotions in leading to revolutionary action is an important insight of both
scholars, two critical suggestions are in order. First, as portrayed in the previous chapter, the
European Enlightenment also had an emotional component, the school of moral sentiments being
its major representative and integrated in the Russian emotional culture.

That is to say,

“Decembrists’ fathers”, defined broadly as educated elites, believed not in “cold reason” alone but
also in the plethora of nobility’s emotional duties to the Fatherland. Second, the religious
component of the Decembrists worldview, and especially the Catholic influence, seems to be
overestimated. For example, Kliuchevsky’s case rests mostly on Catholic-Jesuit education in the
famous elite boarding school of Abbot Nicole, but we find only about fourteen Decembrists
attending Jesuit private boarding schools. The Decembrists did grow up on moral emotional
pathos, based on vague Christian values embedded in Russian society, yet they focused on its civic
aspects, as the concept of “secularized virtue” based on moral feelings was taking hold in noble
culture already in the late 18th century.213 If so, this section shows that early nineteenth-century
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Vasilii O. Kliuchevsky, Kurs russkoi istorii. Chast’ V, sochineniia v 9 tomakh (Moscow: Mysl’, 1989), 221-25;
this view is also adopted by Marc Raeff, “At the Origins of a Russian National Consciousness: Eighteenth Century
Roots and Napoleonic Wars,” The History Teacher 25.1 (1991): 7-18 and Alexander V. Obolonsky, The Drama of
Russian Political History: System against Individuality (College Station: Texas A & M Univ. Press, 2003), 71-2.
213
Three future Decembrists studied in Abbot Nicole’s School in S.-Petersburg and three in its branch in Odessa,
while eight studied in other Jesuit schools of the Russian Empire.
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formal and private education, including fatherly instruction, embraced and further developed the
existing emotional culture, as it also transpired in contemporary literary debates.
The second half of this chapter follows the Decembrists’ maturation via real-life experience
on the battlefields in the 1810s. The major purpose here is not to give an exhaustive answer or to
retell the well-researched story of the clash between the Russian and Napoleonic armies but to
draw the general contours of the mental impact that the wars of 1805-1814 had on the Decembrist
generation. There are many testaments to the war’s impact by Decembrists at the trial and in their
later memoirs, often quoted in scholarship. Preference here is given to the contemporary voices of
1810s, undistorted by memory and post-factum judgements, and which are rarely quoted (if at all)
in reference to 1825.
Scholars agree that the Napoleonic Wars produced an unprecedented shift in the mentality
of Russian people but rarely venture to elaborate on what it meant for the contemporaries in more
specific cultural terms. It is quite logical that national war experience strongly affects the emotional
component of a human psyche. As Kliuchevsky once noted, the events of 1812-1814 “elicited
unusual political and moral excitement (vozbuzhdenie)” that eventually led Decembrists to
rebel.214 Our focus then is on the emotional consequences of the national dramatic events coupled
with personal participation in battles and foreign campaigns that led to the transformation of
Russian emotional culture. A new emotional community was emerging on the battlefields – the
segment of educated nobility that “discovered the people,” soldiers and peasants, and acquired a
new kind of “compassionate patriotism” for the Russian nation as a whole.215
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Kliuchevsky, Kurs russkoi istorii. Chast’ V, 209, 226.
The full meaning and significance of this new emotional norm of patriotism in Russia will be discussed in the next
chapter. Here we are only attempting to trace “the shift” through the first general appearances of new patriotism.
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Educating the Virtuous Decembrist
Alexander I started his reign – and symbolically the 19th century – by establishing a
Ministry of Education in 1804 and five new universities (!), to join the existent Moscow University
(since 1755). With the Education Act of 1809 promulgated by Mikhail Speransky, which required
the university certificate or entrance examination to enter civil service, Alexander’s vision became
very clear – to train useful and loyal servitors. Formal education in that period was seen as more
adequate for preparing the future moral-patriotic servants of the state and considered vastly
superior to the home-made upbringing by parents and tutors, especially foreign ones.216
The views of official educator Anton Prokopovich-Antonovsky, the director of Moscow
University’s boarding school, are representative of this trend. He argued in his essay on upbringing
(quoted in Ch.1) that public education was much preferred to that at home, one of the major reasons
being the failure of foreigners to inculcate morals and inspire patriotism:
Children require an intelligent, firm and honest educator, but they often receive an ignorant,
unfounded one, without the rules of conscience and faith; children require a zealous, prudent
mentor and a patriot who would inspire them with love for the fatherland and service, but get a
parasitic, ill-mannered foreigner.

Then, he stresses that only public education provides the necessary environment for instilling the
right sense of service, honor and patriotism:
Let home education give children more humanity and art of etiquette, yet does it always instill
sacred feelings into them – not that false ambition linked to the names of princes and counts, not
that vain art of self-management […] but that truly noble ambition, which inspires a good circle of
young fellow students! Come take a look at their company! […] Where is it spoken with greater
fervor about the fatherland, about the future service, about the glory that young friends promise to
share together just as they share their fun?217
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The new universities were established in Kazan’, Kharkov, Vilna, Dorpat and in Saint-Petersburg in 1819 (based
on the Teachers School). Like the similar efforts of Peter I, Speransky’s reform of service based on merit never came
to full fruition and was constantly transgressed by the higher echelons of nobility; Patrick O’Meara, The Russian
Nobility in the Age of Alexander I (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2019), 34-8 & Ch.4; Rebecca
Friedman, Masculinity, Autocracy and the Russian University, 1804-1863 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005),
15-16.
217
He was employed in the University in various capacities since 1789 and was the director of its noble boarding
school for 1818-1823. Anton Prokopovich-Antonovskii, “O vospitanii (1818)” in Antologiia pedagogicheskoi mysli
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His contemporary, liberal writer Ivan Pnin, pondered in a similar way on the role of tutors:
Can (tutors) inspire their pupils with a desire for glory, noble competition, generous feelings, which
are the source of all matters useful to the state? Can they instill in them love for the fatherland, love
for the common good, and teach them the knowledge of the duties of man and citizen?218

Indeed, while more than a quarter of Decembrists were educated by tutors (51), at least in
childhood, the vast majority attended either public/private boarding or military schools and/or
higher education facilities in Russia and abroad. Some also attended public and private lectures in
Moscow or in Saint-Petersburg. Intriguingly, scholars note that 81.8% of the State Council
members in 1825, on the eve of the uprisings, and 42.8% of Nicholas I ministers were educated at
home only.219 Here are some approximate numbers on the relevant formal education of
Decembrists (from 180 in total):220

Rossii XVIII v. (Moscow: Pedagogika, 1985), http://pedagogic.ru/books/item/f00/s00/z0000026/st024.shtml, last
accessed on 5/12/2019 (emphasis added). Curiously enough, this description strongly resembles the emotional
atmosphere of future Decembrist secret societies and social circles.
218
Ivan Pnin, “Vopl’ nevinnosti, otvergaemoi zakonami (1802),” Sochineniia, Vstup. stat’ia i red. I. K. Luppola,
(Moscow, 1934), 112.
219
O’Meara, The Russian Nobility, 36; On Nicholas I ministers’ education see W. Bruce Lincoln, “A Re-Examination
of Some Historical Stereotypes: an Analysis of the Career Patterns and Backgrounds of the Decembrists,” Jahrbücher
für Geschichte Osteuropas. 24.3 (1976): 359; One modern attempt to provide a thorough analysis of the Decembrists’
education, with a welcomed stress on their fathers’ role, is the first chapter of Jeffrey Plaks, “Choosing Collaboration
or Rebellion: Nationalism and Russia's Educated Elite, 1815-1825” (PhD Dissertation, University of Illinois, 1998).
220
The numbers are tentative and do not pretend to offer scientifically rigid estimates. It is impossible to calculate
totals for various levels and types of education, because young Decembrists, as many other nobles, were very mobile
and eclectic in their education by integrating sometimes all available means of edification. For instance, they could
grow up with private tutors, then attend military school and switch to the private boarding school, to study abroad or
to enroll into University and then drop after several lectures. Many only took private lessons from well-known
professors. See similar statistics in V. Fedorov, Dekabristy i ikh vremia (Moscow, 1992), 39-40.
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Table 2.1 Decembrists’ Formal Education
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

NO. OF DECEMBRISTS

Attended public and private lectures

33

Studied in Cadet Corps on its branches221

69

Studied in Moscow University, its noble boarding school

34

222

and/or attended its public/private lectures

Studied in St-Petersburg University, its noble boarding

14

school or attended its public/private lectures223
Studied in Column-Leaders’ Academy224

20

Studied in Tsarskoe Selo Lyceum225

3

Unsurprisingly, the Decembrists’ most attended educational institutions were the Cadet
Corps military schools that prepared young nobles to become officers.226 The original and
prestigious 1st Infantry Cadet Corps (established in 1732) exemplifies the values that were
propagated (though unevenly over the decades and institutions) in the military schools for the
nobility. The regulations of the 1st Cadet Corps, written by the famous educator of Catherine II
Ivan Betskoy, were heavily based on Rousseau’s Emile. Under the directorship of Betskoy (176582) and later of Count F. Angal’t (1786-1794), the 1st Cadet Corps offered a relatively liberal
learning environment based on the ideas of Enlightenment that put the individual and his morals
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The 1st Infantry Cadet Corps – 12 persons, the 2nd Engineering & Artillery Cadet Corps – 18, the Naval Cadet
Corps – 24, the Corps of Pages – 12, the Noble Regiment – 3. O’Meara counts 125 Decembrists as former students of
Cadet Corps, most probably taking into account all the “suspects” to be questioned at the trial - in Patrick O’Meara,
Decembrist Pavel Pestel: Russia's First Republican (Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 13. Aurova counts 39 students in Ot
kadeta do generala, Addendum.
222
It is difficult to calculate a total of the Decembrists associated with the Moscow educational facilities, because
some Decembrists attended both the school and the University or the school and some lectures. 21 persons attended
the boarding school and/or 7 persons the University courses, while 11 persons visited the University’s lectures or the
Moscow-based professors. Andreev counts 19 in A. Iu. Andreev, “K istokam formirovaniia preddekabristskikh
organizatsii: budushchie dekabristy v Moskovskom universitete,” Vestnik MGU 1 (1997): 21-34.
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S.-Petersburg University, its noble boarding school and lectures were attended by 6 persons, while 8 visited
specifically the lectures of Prof. German and 5 of the Prof. Kunitsyn – see below.
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O’Meara estimates 23 (Decembrist Pavel Pestel, 65-6).
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Not counting V. Vol’khovsky who was pardoned by the Emperor personally.
226
For the general info on the Cadet Corps and their educational systems see Aurova, Ot kadeta do generala, esp. 3647.
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at the center. In addition, much attention was paid to the republican civic virtues of ancient Greece
and Rome, creating eventually, as one scholar notes, “political dreamers”. The library at this
institution had thousands of books readily available for the cadets, including the works of the
“radical Enlightenment” such as those by Voltaire and Rousseau.227
In the early 19th century Russian military education was not, of course, liberal or subversive
per se, but while accentuating the same “noble virtues” of honor, patriotism and duty of service
for Tsar and Fatherland, it still produced “free thinking (feeling)”.228 We can see these values
propagated to students in the literary anthology The Concise Library for the Benefit of the Noble
Pupils of the First Cadet Corps published in 4 volumes in 1800-1804 and compiled by one of the
former cadets, and later instructor, P. S. Zheleznikov. This anthology was present in many private
libraries of nobility and represents the archetype of contemporary reading for youth.229 The 1st
volume includes titles (excerpts from the European and Russian writings) such as “Education”
(vospitanie), “Virtue” and “On love to the Fatherland”. The piece “On Duties of Man” starts its
subchapter Philanthropy with “Every citizen, every person should promote the common good as
much as possible.” The essay itself summarizes:
We must learn to live with people among whom we do [...] serve our country with all the zeal of a
true citizen, overcome the violence of our inclinations, curb our passions, be a truthful, fair and
honest person according to the rules.230
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L. N. Kiseleva, “S. N. Glinka i kadetskii korpus (iz istorii ‘sentimental’nogo vospitaniia’ v Rossii)” in Edinstvo i
izmenchivost’ istoriko-literaturnogo protsessa, Trudy po russkoi i slavianskoi filologii (Tartu, 1982), 49-57, 60-2.
Paradoxically, as Kiseleva rightly notes, Emile was famous in Europe and Russia exactly for its vehement rejection
of public education as tyrannical and inadequate for the authentic “natural” upbringing of a child; Aurova, Ot kadeta
do generala, 135-37, 141-47, 160.
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Aurova, Ot kadeta do generala, 54-5, 108, 159-60; on insubordinations and protest at the Cadet Corps: 60-4, 154.
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About Zheleznikov and his anthology which eventually was banned in 1834 see Aurova, 147-49, 262.
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“O dolzhnostiakh cheloveka,” Sokrashchennaia biblioteka: V pol’zu gospodam vospitannikam pervogo kadetskogo
korpusa, Petr Semenovich Zheleznikov (St. Petersburg: Tip. pervogo Kadet. Korp., 1800), 357, 366. This very first
volume of the anthology was found in possession of Decembrist S. Krasnokutsky: Aurova, 262.
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Interestingly, Nikolay Grech, a conservative writer, editor of the prominent periodical Son
of the Fatherland and a friend of many Decembrist writers, directly blamed The Concise Library
in his memoirs as radicalizing the rebels, especially the leader of the secret Northern Society (18231825), the poet Kondratii Ryleev:
Where did liberal ideas get into him from? The other conspirators were brought up abroad, read
foreign books and newspapers, but this ignoramus, where did he get this nonsense from? From the
book "Concise Library," compiled for cadet reading by the corps’ teacher, gifted, but drunk
Zheleznikov, which contained in full various republican stories, descriptions, speeches of the back
then magazines. It was asserted that the “rebels of December 14th” were mostly Lyceum students.
Most of them were students of the 1st Cadet Corps, the readers of Zheleznikov’s library. The
tempting ideas of liberalism, equality, republican duties dazzled the young, uneducated man.231

Of interest also is the fact that the young Decembrists-cadets could read the 1st Cadet
Corps’ handwritten journals of the previous students from the “liberal phase” of this institution in
the late 18th century. These journals contained short maxims, translated or original, some of them
being penned by future conspirator Semion Krasnokutsky and by Sergey Glinka, the older brother
of the Decembrist Fedor. Here are some examples:
Philanthropy is a gracious virtue. (Pavel Lunin, December 5, 1790)
True nobleness consists in virtue and courage. (Nikolay Arsen'ev, November 4, 1790)
Everyone should choose a kind of life in which he can provide good and useful services to people
and the Fatherland. (Vladimir Alenin, November 4, 1790)232

Nevertheless, the hub of the emotional culture of moral sentiments of duty and virtue was
Moscow University and its Noble Boarding School. Many Decembrists attended either the
boarding school and/or the University itself, while some unofficially frequented the University’s
lectures or studied privately with professors such as Alexey Merzliakov.233 From 1796 to 1803 the
director of the university was “Decembrist father” Ivan Turgenev, while another “father”, Mikhail
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Quoted in Aurova, Ot kadeta do generala, 148; On Grech, Zheleznikov and Ryleev see also Patrick O’Meara, K.
F. Ryleev: A Political Biography of a Decembrist Poet (Princeton U.P, 1984), 31-2, 35.
232
Aurova, 149; Quoted in Aurova 420 & 413 respectively.
233
For the importance of the Moscow school and University for the friendship of the future Decembrists see Andreev,
“K istokam formirovaniia preddekabristskikh organizatsii”; Merzliakov was a family friend of Turgenevs and lived
together with the Decembrist I. Yakushkin.
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Murav'ev, served as a deputy minister of education and curator of the Moscow educational district,
and of the University since 1803.
The Moscow University boarding school upheld the education of moral virtues, patriotic
feelings and literary skills as its major goals. The latter is well illustrated by the anonymous
“speeches”, which pupils (vospitanniki) gave on official occasions and published in the school’s
journal The Morning Dawn (early 1800’s), as well in the compilation of students’ works And
Leisure to the Benefit (1804).234 Many speeches shared the same emphasis on praising virtues,
duty of service, philanthropy, patriotism and honor across the volumes. Their very titles are
indicative of the contents:
“The speech on the inextricable link of enlightenment, religion and virtue” (1803, originally given
in 1798)
“The speech on the mutual responsibilities of parents and children, and on the responsibilities to
Fatherland coming therefrom” (1808, originally given in 1806).
“Russians (Rossy) should know more their Fatherland” (1808, originally given in 1806).
The poem “To Virtue” (1808, written by Andrei Raevsky, the elder brother of the “first
Decembrist” Vladimir)

The Speech on True Virtues (dostoinstvakh) of a Polite (blagovospitannogo) Man defines
civic (emotional) education as following:
Upbringing... is the preparatory education of a person's mental and bodily abilities [...] Here (in
upbringing) he learns his important predestination; here feelings of brotherly love rise in him to
love for all people, and feelings of filial love to love for the Fatherland. This way, a citizen is born,
a father of a family, a member of society.

Civic duty and contribution to the general welfare are also present in the article Philanthropy that
starts with: “The duty of a citizen is to be useful to society. It is not enough that he would obey the
laws, be just, and do not do evil; it is necessary that he, whenever possible, would do the good and
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V. M. Istrin, “Mladshii Turgenevskii kruzhok i Aleksandr Ivanovich Turgenev” in Pis’ma i dnevnik Aleksandra
Ivanovicha Turgeneva, Arkhiv brat’ev Turgenevykh, Vyp.2, s vvedeniem i primech. V. M. Istrina (St. Petersburg:
Tip. Imper. Akad. Nauk, 1911), 22, 62-7.
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render services to others.”235 The Speech on What a Truly Noble Pupil Should Be Like underlines
the qualities a student needs for civic duties in terms of “emotional nobleness”:
Let us turn our eyes to this gentle, sensitive, tenderly educated youth. This is our Hero (sic), this is
a true noble pupil [...] The nobleness of origin – the truth tells him through the mouth of his Mentors
– “the nobleness of origin is nothing when it is not adorned with the nobleness of spirit [...] Young
Ross! Here, in this temple of Sciences, strive to develop your mental and physical abilities; here
try to prepare yourself for the service of the Fatherland, and prove over time that your nobleness is
not in titles, not in the nobility of your ancestors, but in your heart, in your deeds, in merit!”

Another Speech accentuates virtue and philanthropy as the core values of the “noble soul”:
And so virtue alone, philanthropy alone can be a worthy goal of a noble soul; virtue alone is always
constant, reliable, and pleasant! – Only enthusiasm of love for the common good can invent and
accomplish greatness... Condescension to everyone, simplicity in morals, captivating meekness and
compassion, are almost always a sign of a noble and great soul, an adornment of excellent, high
virtues.236

Vasilli Zhukovsky, a personal friend of the Turgenevs family and the future famous poet,
gave a student speech dedicated to “virtue” and read his poem at boarding school public events in
1798 and in 1800. The poem Virtue ends with: “Oh you, the likeness of young lilies! // The flame
of vigor burns in you, // In you I see the Slavic valor, // Learn how honor Virtue truly; // Build a
temple to it in your soul, // Dedicate thoughts and feelings to it.”237 Notably, the same last refrain
from this poem was republished in an 1815 collection of extracts titled “Virtue” in Children’s
Messenger alongside other authors often cited in the present study such as Pnin, S. Glinka,
Derzhavin, Kapnist and Krylov. Another graduate, Mikhail Milonov, echoed Zhukovsky’s moralcivic ideas in 1807: “How sweet it is with dear friends, // To search for holy truths, // To fight the
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“Rech’: O istinnykh dostoinstvakh blagovospitannogo cheloveka” (govorennaia odnim iz Vospitannikov v
Publichnom Akte Univ. Blag. Pansiona, Dekabria 20 dnia1802 goda) in Utrenniaia Zaria, Trudy Vospitannikov
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of Russia (Northwestern Univ. Press, 2015).
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grief and passions, // To ponder on the common good! // To be an honest, kind citizen, // a worthy
son of the Fatherland.”238
Another famous educational facility was the newfound highly prestigious and quite liberal
Lyceum of Tsarskoe Selo (a boarding school since 1811). Though only three convicts and one
forgiven associate of 1826 studied there, Ivan Pushchin and Wilhelm Kiukhel’beker were active
rebels and best friends with their classmate, the national poet Alexander Pushkin. Many
Decembrists noted his poems at trial as having a “dangerously liberal” impact on their ideas.239
The Lyceum’s chair of moral philosophy was even headed by liberal thinker A. P. Kunitsyn
(1811-1820), the author of a two-volume work on natural law (1818-1820) and a close
acquaintance of the Decembrist Nikolay Turgenev. Five Decembrists attended Kunitsyn lectures
(1817-1821) in the Pedagogical Institute of Saint-Petersburg (S.-Petersburg Univ. since 1819), and
two attested to reading his writings. Interestingly, Kunitsyn began but never finished writing the
text-book Ethics or the Science of Morals and taught the theories of Adam Smith.240 He also
authored several articles in contemporary journals on socio-political and educational subjects. One
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of his articles in 1813 proposed instructions for the edification of “noble children” in public
facilities. The “II. Moral Part” argued for the moral education ‘of heart’ and patriotism:
1. To arrange the method of teaching the way that all foundations and possible cases, especially in
the fields of philosophy, literature and history, would be directed towards a moral goal, so that
educational instructions, directly enlightening the mind with the light of knowledge, would impact
the heart of the pupil at the same time, bearing in the method of their presentation a moral, so to
speak, imprint.
2. To strengthen the area of teaching of such subjects that would contribute to the installment, as
mentioned above, of love for faith and virtue, love for the Fatherland and the sovereign...241

Another popular liberal professor, who taught political theory at St. Petersburg University,
was Karl Fedorovich German (Carl Theodor Hermann), the founder of the Russian statistics field.
Nine conspirators claimed at the trial that they had attended his public and private lectures. The
first secret societies’ members even studied together with German as their private tutor as a part
of conspiratorial program of self-perfection in political sciences. The Decembrist Alexander
Brigen found it important to testify that German based his lectures on Adam Smith.242
An interesting case was that of a military boarding school in Moscow, called the ColumnLeaders’ Academy, which prepared non-commissioned officers for the General Staff. This school
was established as an initiative of the nobility itself by General Nikolay N. Muravev in his house
around 1811. It started as a learning circle for mathematics and military science for Muravev’s son
Mikhail and his friends, mostly students of Moscow University. Later, becoming the base for the
General Staff academy, Muravev’s school produced many leading military and public figures, and
was attended by no fewer than twenty-three future Decembrists between 1816 and 1823. General
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Muravev, the father of a Decembrist Alexander, taught his own course on military history that was
the most popular with the academy’s students and let cadets use his extensive library, which
included all the “radical Enlightenment” authors. In general, Muravev inculcated morals, sense of
duty, noble honor and patriotism in his family as in his academy.243
If we turn to the “informal” Decembrists’ self-education, their reading habits provide a
clear testimony to their familiarity with the works dealing either with emotions in general or with
the moral sentiments school. The Decembrist writer Fedor Glinka, for example, wrote extensively
on passions, control thereof and noble sensibility. To give one example: “Passions rush to us like
stormy waters; the dam of good morals holds them back.” Tellingly, he emphasized the awakening
of virtue and noble feelings by means of reading books in his essay on education:
Military books are needed only for the warrior; books that predominantly inspire the rules of virtue
are necessary for everyone. Virtue can be called the science of being human in the full sense of this
word [...] Only a bright, noble soul, virtuous soul alone can so passionately fall in love with glory,
fatherland and fellow citizens, so that even in the last minutes of life, forgetting one's own
sufferings and death, to admire only the common good!244

The major sources for the Decembrists’ readings are their trial testimonies. The last and
the most important item on the standard trial questionnaire was the notorious question No. 7:
“Since when and where have you borrowed your free way of thinking, i.e. from association or
from the suggestions of others, or from reading books, or essays in manuscripts, and which ones?
Who has aided to entrench these thoughts in you?” The best answer definitely goes to Mikhail
Lunin: a duelist, adventurer, war hero and personal confidant of the Grand Duke Constantine
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Romanov. He was very brief: “A free way of thinking has formed in me since I began to think; the
natural reason contributed to its entrenchment.” Vladimir Shteingel’ provided another sarcastic
but quite scholarly response:
To answer this question in a completely satisfactory way, it would be necessary to write a whole
dissertation on the influence on the way of thinking of that period, which occurred from the last
days of Catherine the Great to the death of Alexander the First, but this would mean to present to
the Committee such things that wise men, who constitute it, should know much better...245

Fortunately for posterity, most of the arrested Decembrists were not as wittingly defiant as these
two, and we can trace approximately what they read, thought, and felt from their more detailed
responses, augmented by their personal libraries’ inventories and ego-documents. Here is a
comparative table on readership of the major and relevant political thinkers among Decembrists:
Table 2.2 Decembrists’ Readings of the Enlightenment Thinkers
THINKERS

NO. OF DECEMBRISTS WHO READ THEM

Voltaire

21

Montesquieu

17

Jean-Jacques Rousseau

21

Adam Smith

12

François de Weiss

6

The most read European writer in Russia in the late 18th – early 19th centuries was the
famous thinker of affects Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Indeed, Thomas Barran shows in his Russia
reads Rousseau that the educated Russian public of 1762-1825 were avid readers of Rousseau’s
works. Decembrists were not exempt although their intellectual and emotional debt to the
“Genevan philosopher” is almost absent in the historiography.246 Though Vladimir Raevsky
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commented in his memoirs about his pre-Siberian life: “Esprit des Lois of Montesquieu (sic),
Сontrat social of Rousseau, I memorized them like an alphabet.”247
Rousseau’s subversive Discourse on Political Economy was already published in Russia
in 1767 as a part of a three-volume collection of translated articles from the French Encyclopedie
and contained discussions of passions and patriotism. A young future Decembrist could also read
in Rousseau’s Russian translation of 1804, which was tellingly republished in 1825, about the
correct management of “passions”, “virtue” as countervailing them and pushing for civic
contribution, sensibility and compassion, honor and patriotism, and civil freedoms.248 The
Decembrist F. Glinka translated two works of Rousseau before the 1810s and incorporated the
ideas of the latter into his own writings. One scholar argues that “During the decade between
Napoleon’s defeat and the ill-fated Decembrist rebellion of 1825, Rousseau’s political writings
played a major role in the formation and expression of the ideology of the conspirators.”249
As to the Decembrists’ familiarity with the moral sentiments school, we will pause here
briefly only on the major and more contemporary thinkers. For example, we do not have clear
evidence that the founders of moral philosophy, Shaftesbury, Fergusson and Hutcheson, were on
the Decembrist bookshelf. A notable exception is M. Muravev, who wrote an essay on their
“emotional-moral” legacy and Nikolay Turgenev, who had Shaftesbury and Fergusson in his
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library.250 However, the contemporary Handbook of a Man and a Citizen or Discussion on Duties
of Communal Life (1805) praised such founding fathers of the Early Modern European theory of
emotions as A. Pope, Rousseau, C. Helvetius and Shaftesbury.251
Decembrists had access to the ideas of the Scottish school via the more famous and
contemporary writers such as David Hume and Adam Smith. Hume certainly was known to the
Russian reader, as shown in the previous chapter. Decembrist Gavrila Baten’kov had Hume’s
works in his library (in French).252 More popular was Hume’s friend and student, Adam Smith,
read by a considerable number of rebels, relatively to other thinkers. Smith’s impact on educated
elites was substantial, for his legacy was taught by Russian professors, such as Kunitsyn and
German. Importantly, Smith discussed compassion and patriotism and other “noble virtues.” A.
Brigen was an avid reader of Smith and shared this interest with his close friend, the future
conservative historian Alexander Mikhailovskii-Danilevskii, to whom he wrote in 1816:
I cannot imagine that a person who [...] shares the great principles of Adam Smith and speaks only
of lofty feelings, can be as warm so as cool in matters of friendship.253

The lesser-known, and thus more intriguing, Swiss writer François de Weiss (1751-1818),
a follower of Rousseau, deserves special attention. Weiss enjoyed substantial popularity in Russia
and his major work Principes philosophiques, politiques et moraux (2 vol., 1785) was first partly
translated into Russian in 1807. The Russian prominent journals Son of the Fatherland published
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two pieces from Weiss in 1818 and six excerpts from Herald of Europe in 1824.254 The Decembrist
Alexander Bestuzhev (Marlinsky) published a translated extract in 1824 and Mikhail Spiridov tried
to destroy six handwritten translated chapters from Weiss that he had in his possession on the eve
of his arrest. Moreover, Spiridov gave these excerpts to another fellow officer, Ivan Gorbachevsky,
who might have shared them with others, as one of the leaders of the secret society in Ukraine that
he and Spiridov belonged to. Another conspirator V. Kiukhel’beker had 115 citations from Weiss
in his Dictionary (versus 46 of Rousseau), which he wrote during his studies in Lyceum. Hence
scholars suggest that his classmates (including the Decembrist I. Pushchin) were familiar with
Weiss and that his most celebrated friend, A. Pushkin, even used Weiss’s ideas in his writings.255
To give an example, here are two quotes from Weiss in Kiukhel’beker’s Dictionary that deal with
emotions:
Passions: The most dangerous passions for youth are stubbornness and laziness, love, and vanity,
for a mature age are ambition and vindictiveness […] The noblest passion for all ages is
compassion (Weiss).
Sensibility: To live is to feel, and whoever feels more exists more than the other (Weiss).256

In general, Weiss’s work was politically liberal by arguing against despotism and slavery,
as well as by calling for civic equality and liberties. In the chapter On Passions he traditionally
calls for emotional self-control but also praises affects and exalted enthusiasm as major drivers of
“the great men”, i.e. political leaders. In the chapter On Nobleness Weiss goes beyond the
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nobility’s moral distinctions and portrays nobleness as a universal moral quality of character built
on love and compassion:
We can say that nobleness is the soul of our soul; that love, friendship, and compassion are its
organs, and that it is so closely associated with selflessness that often these two qualities cannot be
distinguished from one another. Nobleness is the best touchstone for all senses, and generosity is
their highest manifestation.

Civic patriotism and civil duties towards the general welfare take a central place in Weiss’s work,
while the author also calls for the readiness of citizens to sacrifice themselves for the Fatherland.257
Overall, we can accept these crude estimates of who Decembrists read as representative
examples, assuming that the abovementioned philosophers of feeling were read more ubiquitously.
The difficulty of ascertaining what Decembrists read and the problematics of trial testimonies are
evident in the example of Fedor Shakhovskoy, who did not mention even one author during the
trial but had had an extensive library. Among some 1000 titles, he enjoyed the possession of
Hume’s Essays and Treaties on Several Subjects (1793), Principles philosophiques politiques et
moraux (1789) by Weiss and Опыт Истории Словесности и Нравоучения of M. Muravev
(1810).258 To give another example, the trial case of Nikolay Kriukov includes the confiscated list
of 58 literary titles (including Rousseau and Helvetius) that were used collectively by the
conspirators-officers in Kriukov’s regiment such as Spiridov and Gorbachevsky. Of exceptional
interest is the fact that Kriukov himself wrote a short and obscure essay titled On Sensibility and
Sentiments, which is mostly dedicated to “senses.”259
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Decembrist officers could also use the libraries of their military regiments. The first such
libraries were established in the elite Semenovsky (1810) and Preobrazhensky (1811) Guards
Regiments (both founded by Peter the Great). Their catalogues included Smith and Weiss
alongside Voltaire, Montesquieu and Rousseau as well as the Russian liberal writings of Kunitsyn
and Decembrist N. Turgenev. These libraries were maintained by the donations and management
of the officers themselves. Future “dictator of December 14th” S. Trubetskoy directed the library
of the Semenovsky Regiment in 1815-1818, while the Preobrazhensky library was founded by the
conspirators Iosif Podzhio and Ivan Shipov.260
It is equally important to remember that the works “on sentiments” were read by the
educated leaders who disseminated those norms in secret societies, and that the same ideas were
present in national works. For instance, M. Muravev was read by Decembrist writers N. Turgenev,
F. Glinka and V. Kiukhel’beker, while his son Nikita was in charge of publishing his father’s
collection and even handed copies out to his officer friends during the Napoleonic Wars.261
Scholars also intriguingly suggest that the ideas on “passions” and “enthusiasm” of Weiss are
reflected in Pushkin’s poem-novel Eugene Onegin (1820’s). Symbolically, while Onegin mentions
Smith, the draft of the poem also lists Hume, Rousseau and Helvetius among his readings.
Tellingly, Onegin eventually became the cultural archetype of a young noble in early 19th
Russia.262
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Fathers and Sons
In his recollections, Matvey Muravev-Apostol narrates his journey to Siberia as a prisoner
after the failed coup of 1825:
At the Tikhvin station, Korsakov (freemason) (sic), who served with the minister Prince Alexander
N. Golitsyn and whom I sometimes met in Countess Chernysheva’s house, was awaiting us. He
begged me to accept 600 rubles as a loan for travel expenses. His lively condolences on the fate
that had befallen us deeply touched me.

Same Korsakov also came to visit the next convoy of convicts, as recounted by the grateful Ivan
Yakushkin.263
This compassionate contemporary is identified as Mason and statesman Andrey P. RimskyKorsakov, the father of the famous composer Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov and a friend of General
Nikolay N. Muravev-Karsky (another son of N. N. Muravev). The personal archive of the R.Korsakov family in S.-Petersburg contains an album with sixteen anonymous handwritten poems
that belonged to him and his wife Sofiia, the cousin of Muravev-Karsky. Three of these poems
were written in 1826 in prison and definitely pertain to Decembrists.264 Tellingly, the “subversive”
Decembrist verses follow the Excerpt from Satire:
All consider the first duty of those people,
Who care about raising their children,
To inform them of Science as well of Arts,
To pour the hot feelings of love for the fatherland
into their hearts!

To educate their spirit for the common good,
So that son Fatherland’s son would be a people’s
friend.
Here are the sweet fruits of labor – pleasant to
fathers!
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This piece, titled “The Unbelievable” (Neveroiatnye) and first published only in 1827, was
part of a long satirical poem Epistle to Count S. N. Dolgorukov, penned in 1807-1811 by Prince
Dmitry P. Gorchakov. The poem, being controversial at the time, was disseminated in excerpts
through personal albums and was only fully published a hundred years later in 1928. It satirizes
the “unbelievable” noble scions who only value everything foreign in their education and cannot
be useful to their homeland.265 The existence and proximity of Gorchakov’s poem to the
Decembrist ones in R.-Korsakov’s album, besides enlisting the latter in the “Decembrists without
December,” illuminates a threefold cultural phenomenon: the importance of inculcating noble
feelings by fathers to their sons, the dissemination of such norms in nobility’s homesteads via
literature, and the eventual potential of the young nobles drawing “rebellious” conclusions.
Marc Raeff offered an influential vista on the fathers-sons relations of the Decembrist
generation in his study of a literary figure Andrey Turgenev. As a “typical progressive noble
family,” Turgenevs stressed service to the country and its people, moral self-perfection, and
philanthropy in home education, i. e. “leading a socially useful active life.” However, Andrey
exemplified the new generation’s mentality of “alienation” from his father and everything he
represented: bureaucratic machine and dull state service.266 One cannot deny a certain level of
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alienation, typical to any new generation, but the values acquired by Decembrists and their
contemporaries were, at least partially, inherited from their fathers.
The case of Fonvizins, studied by L. Boichuk, provides a vivid example of the
Decembrists’ moral and intellectual connection with their elders. Pavel Fonvizin wrote Edifying
Rules (1799), a moralizing essay dedicated to the women of Fonvizins’ greater family that
prescribed the general Enlightenment virtues of duty and compassion. Pavel, a member of
Novikov’s liberal circle, also kept at home the constitutional project, usually attributed to his
famous brother Denis Fonvizin. During the police searches he gave the project to yet another
brother Alexander, the father of future Decembrists Mikhail and Ivan. Alexander kept it secretly,
while his sons disseminated this text later among the Decembrists and Nikita Muravev based his
constitutional project on it. Boichuk makes an interesting observation: In Tsarskoe Selo Lyceum
the future Decembrists I. Pushchin, V. Kiukhel’beker studied with known conservator Modest
Korf, while their leaders Mikhail Orlov and Sergey Volkonsky studied in the prestigious boarding
school of Abbot Nicole with Alexander Benkendorf (von Benckendorff), the future chief of the
first Russian secret police. The scholar concludes that the Decembrists’ appropriation of noble
moral feelings of honor and duty was based more on the family upbringing than institutional
education as evident in the case of Turgenevs, Muravevs and Bestuzhevs.267
Indeed, as other scholars effectively show, the emotional community of the Turgenev
family built around father Ivan Petrovich, and his Masonic circle was of utmost importance to the
moral and emotional education of his famous sons, Andrey, Alexander, Nikolay and lesser-known
Sergey. They were raised on the principles of Masonic philanthropy and Sentimentalism, and they
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highly valued their father’s sense of humanism and civic duty.268 Father Turgenev openly called
for civic duties with an aim of common good in his Who Can Be a Good Citizen:
The essential good of society [...] depends on the zealous and diligent performance of public duties,
and the stronger the encouragement for such performance, the more reliably the welfare of society
is acquired.269

A glimpse at the family correspondence confirms not only the warmest love the Turgenev
sons had for their father, but even the great affection and the high respect paid to Ivan Petrovich
by their close friend Andrey Kaisarov. Kaisarov even addresses Turgenev as a “father” in these
letters. Tellingly, the father Turgenev was called by his family and friends (which included such
literati as Novikov and Karamzin) “a friend of humanity.” After Ivan’s death in 1805, the future
conspirator Nikolay entered in his diary: “Death of a father — but is it enough to say — of a father?
What a father! Can I express what I have lost in him? No.” And Alexander confided to him: “To
be virtuous, one also has to be a good citizen. I often think, and I fall on my knees in front of the
bust of the Father: Behold the man!”270
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The extended Muravev family, which included Muravev-Apostols and Lunins, produced
ten conspirators.271 In a letter to one of his brothers in 1817, Alexander Muravev wrote about their
father (the founder of the Column-Leaders’ Academy):
I rejoice with all my soul, from all my heart, that everything is going well with my father, I pray to
God that he will reward our venerable parent with all his blessings; Who is more worthy to
experience them in the world? He is a gentle father, he is a true son of Russia.

One of the academy’s graduates, Decembrist Nikolay Basargin, characterized N. N. Muravev and
his educational activities in such words:
Nikolai Nikolaevich was the main culprit for such a strong moral bond between his pupils. He knew
how to maintain and develop in them everything that serves to strengthen close, friendly relations
between good-minded people, no matter in what position they are. […] Peace be upon you, a good
man and a citizen in the full sense of the word!272

Another Alexander, one of Mikhail N. Muravev’s two Decembrist sons, characterizes his
father in memoirs as such: “With a noble and sublime character, he combined a love of fine
literature.” Mikhail’s second son, the Decembrist ideologue of the Northern conspiracy Nikita
Muravev, witnessed the creation of The Letters from Moscow to Nizhnii Novgorod (1810s) by his
uncle, the father of three Decembrists Ivan Muravev-Apostol, while in retreat from the occupied
Moscow in Nizhnii Novgorod in 1812. He praised The Letters later when reading them in a
periodical with fellow officers in the campaign of 1814.273
Ivan M.-Apostol, once serving as an instructor to the young Great Dukes Alexander and
Constantine Romanovs, raised the issue of public education. In one of his Letters he criticized the
educational system in Russia by comparing it to the English one. While in England a boy learns
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languages, literature, and humanities at a public school until the age of fifteen, the Russian boy
learns mostly French, applied sciences, music, manners, and courtly skills, such as fencing and
dancing from foreign tutors at home. Hence the English boy is taught responsibilities and virtues
of a good citizen, whilst the Russian one is taught to be a good soldier and a courtier. Then, after
the age of fifteen, the English boy goes to Oxford and the Russian one to the army. The problem,
according to M.-Apostol, is that the Russian boy is not mature to serve the country in the best way.
The Russian reason for sending boys to the army is “to temper their bodies”, while it is more
important “to temper their souls” by the proper formal education through teens.274
The same generational spiritual connection and reverence of paternal educational ideas are
evident in the case of the Bestuzhev family that sacrificed four sons for the conspiracy. As Mikhail
described his father, the educator Alexander F. Bestuzhev, “Father [...] was an educated man,
devoted to science, enlightenment and service of the motherland.” He also attested to reading the
drafts of his father’s On Education of Youth (cited throughout this research) at home275 – thus
superbly illustrating the emotional-educational links between two generations.
The father Bestuzhev also praised the role of home education in inculcating civic virtues.
He pointed out that emotional upbringing required parents themselves to be the virtuous masters
of their feelings and exemplary citizens so they could inspire the same:
There, the father of the family, having been a good citizen, having finished the labors raised for
good of his fatherland [...] if he considers his rest in preparing his successors for the service of the
state, who should replace him with honor and glory; if his rules, instructions, and even more, an
example, work lively over the hearts of his children; if he pours his spirit into them [...] when, in a
word, a young man, taught to obey his parents, learns to have obedience to the authorities and
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acquires from the family union, from the brotherly love the love for the civil union, love for the
fatherland [...] then, without any doubt, one can rely on private education.276

Bestuzhev’s advice was metaphorically incorporated by Ivan B. Pestel’, the GeneralGovernor of Siberia (1806-1819), who instructed his eight-year old son Pavel, the chief ideologue
of the Southern conspiracy to be hanged 25 years later, on duty of service in 1801:
My dear Paul, your (in plural) letter of the 26th of last month gave me great pleasure [...] Be in the
future, my dear Friend, diligent in your studies, reasonable and obedient. […] Pray to God to bless
your efforts and grant you the necessary abilities to become one day a person useful to your fellows
and to serve for the good of your country.277

The appellation “my dear Friend” is indicative here when addressed to the young boy. Further, the
choice of Pestel’ exemplifies the third option of noble education, after the private and the official
ones – study abroad. While sending his sons, Pavel and Vladimir, to study in Hamburg in 1805,
Pestel’s application letter to the Minister of the Imperial Court lists the installment of the noble
feelings of duty and patriotism to Russia as major reasons:
...wishing to complete this, I can truly say, a quite successfully started upbringing, I chose a place
where all the useful sciences are taught with the best success, where strict observation of behavior
and where the rules of religion and way of thinking are instilled, which can eventually instill in my
sons’ hearts love for the fatherland and for honor and to grant knowledge useful for their future
service in Russia, our dear fatherland. I did not look for such place in depraved France, but found
it in the former fatherland of my ancestors, in Germany, namely in the gymnasium of Hamburg.

Eight years later in 1813, when Pavel was already in the army, his father made clear how he saw
his son:
I see from your (in plural) letters that you feel neither contentment nor happiness. It breaks my
heart. I would like all noble people, in the full sense of the word, to be happy, for they are the only
ones who know how to serve their superior and fatherland, and (thanks to the Almighty) you are
one of them!!!278
276
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Pestel’ was of German origin as was another Decembrist, Baron Vladimir Shteingel’. He
spent his childhood in Siberia where his father Ivan (Johann Gottfried von Steinheil) experienced
extreme calamities as civil servant in unfamiliar land which led Vladimir to start writing memoirs
of his father in 1819. These were his impressions, characteristic of that epoch: “A noble Germanic
(germanets) by nature, a polite, enlightened man (muzh) by upbringing, a Lutheran by religion, a
German by language, an honest person by soul, an ardent at heart, overly sensitive and brave
warrior...”279
An interesting case was Tsebrikov family. The lesser known Roman M. Tsebrikov, the
father of the enthusiastic and occasional participator in the events of December 14th Nikolay280, a
petty noble of Cossack origins, was a true Enlightenment figure. While studying at the University
of Leipzig, he authored Love to the Fatherland or a Conversation between a Banker and a Russian
Student, Who studied in a City of Leipzig. A friend of such “enlighteners” as N. Karamzin and D.
Fonvizin, Tsebrikov became a writer and translator in his own right, while also possessing a huge
library of 10 000 books. In 1808-1813 he was a personal translator of war correspondence for
Alexander I. In addition, one of his unpublished works, penned in 1796, is dedicated to the critique
of tyranny, whereas his memoirs are critical of wars and compassionate to the fate of soldiers. The
upbringing of his five children centered on the duty of serving the common good of Russia and
deistic “Volterianism.”281
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Later at the trial many Decembrists found it important to underline their “moral
upbringing” by fathers as successful and thus loyal to autocracy. These formulaic self-justifications
provide a glimpse into what the rebels and/or society considered as “proper” family education.
Prince Sergey Trubetskoy underlined that: “My father was a kind and good man, he tried to instill
in me and my brothers feelings of honor and virtue.” The testimony of Dmitry Zavalishin is also
emblematic of this trend:
My father, who served with honor and selflessness to the fatherland and the Emperor for almost 40
years, incessantly instilled in me his own rules and they, together with the fear of God, laid a solid
foundation in me for the spirit that guides me in my life, to that pure morality, which, I will say
without blushing, I have been keeping until today.282

Zavalishin’s father, Major-General and the writer of patriotic military odes Irinarkh Ivanovich,
was a close friend of another “Decembrist father” Major-General Petr N. Ivashev.283 Both Generals
were very conservative “old guard” and Ivashev personally asked Nicholas to punish his son
Vasilii, if found guilty. Nevertheless, Ivashev’s house was known for the open-minded, intellectual
and moral atmosphere of its family. The General stayed more than a year in the capital desperately
and unsuccessfully trying to ease Vasilii’s situation through official channels and personal
connections.284
Decembrists also favorably mentioned their fathers in post-trial ego-documents. Alexander
Beliaev praised his father in the memoirs, who embodied the enlightened Russian:
...he was an extremely firm, courageous and straightforward person [...] he loved the truth to the
point of fanaticism, and his word was sacred. […] For his time, my father was a very educated
person, he perfectly knew the German language and literature, and, as seems, also partially
mastered the German philosophy of that time. […] Despite, however, my father's devotion to
turn after 1812. Most of his papers were mysteriously confiscated after his death by Alexander I’s adjutant in 1817.
See V. Iu. Ivashchenko, “O Romane Maksimoviche Tsebrikove i ego puteshestvii” in R. M. Tsebrikov, Puteshestvie
iz Peterburga v Khar’kov (Khar’kov, 2013), 3-28 and M. A. Arzumanova, “Tsebrikov Roman Maksimovich” in
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German and European culture in general, he was a Russian Orthodox man and a good Christian,
with a firm and ardent love for God. […] I could not help being proud of such a father and not
accept him as my ideal, although inaccessible to me! He was an ardent patriot...

Prince Evgeny Obolensky, who had very warm relations with his father Petr Nikolaevich,
commented on his death in a letter to a friend: “How can I tell you now about everything that I felt
at the news of the death of a kind parent, the most tender friend, a soul loving with non-earthly
love [...] This soul was a part of my soul, with its love it warmed me.” Of note is that both Beliaev
and Obolensky were deeply religious even before the uprising and credited their fathers’ piousness
for that.285
The author of this chapter’s epigraph, V. F. Raevsky, wrote in his memoirs that: “My father
was a retired Major in Catherine's service; a man of a lively mind, active, an enemy of violence,
he was respected by all the nobility.” Later in a letter to his sister he described the relationship
with their father Feodosii Mikhailovich: “Did my father love me on an equal basis with brothers
Alexander and Andrey? I did not want to know, but that he trusted me more than other brothers,
relied on me alone – I knew that.” Nikolay Lorer, who was brought up in the extended family of
the liberal-minded poet Vasily Kapnist, wrote in memoirs:
If I am worth anything, I owe this first of all to my upbringing and to those examples of truth,
simplicity and honor with which I was surrounded since my appearance into the world until my
entry into the civil life (svet). I owe my benefactors more than my existence.286

That being said, the educational and familial efforts of the “Decembrist fathers” embody
the persistence of the emotional culture of moral sentiments of philanthropy, patriotism and civic
duty of the late 18th century into the first quarter of the 19th century. This cultural direction was
tellingly visible in contemporary writings for children. The article “What should the true son of
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the Fatherland be like?” from The Children’s Messenger (1815) started with quoting a poem by
Mikhail Muravev in which the first lines are: ““To serve the Fatherland is soul’s supreme vow! //
Our duty is to hurry wherever it calls us...” And then the author defines the ‘true son of the
Fatherland’ in an already familiar way:
Pure goodness (blagonravie), achieved by upbringing in accordance with the rules of Faith, serves
as the basis for all the perfections and virtues that adorn the true son of the Fatherland [...] every
enterprise has a common benefit in mind; every act is distinguished by the nobleness of soul; every
deed, based on a precise understanding of honor, is excellent, edifying, praiseworthy. And can he
act differently who has dedicated his feelings, reflections, and wishes to God and the Fatherland?

It is more than tempting to assume that the author hiding behind the initials A. B. is the well-known
Decembrist writer Alexander A. Bestuzhev (Marlinsky), son of above-quoted Alexander
Bestuzhev, marking this essay as a new source for the scholarship.287
In addition, thearticle “The Rules of good manners (blagonravie) and virtue” from the
collection The Children’s Reading (1819) presented the familiar emotional norms. While making
two long lists of vices and virtues, the essay ends the vices section with “Indifference to the
calamities of neighbors and the whole fatherland” and the virtues section with “philanthropy,
generosity, kind-heartedness [...] compassion and love for the fatherland.”288 Another good
example is the journal Patriot (1804) which was inspired by Rousseau’s Emile (with a quote
therefrom on its title page) and contained articles and translations on proper upbringing, morals,
civic virtues, sensibility and senses. Alexander Turgenev tried to publish his piece there and the
famous memoirist Filipp Vigel’ mentioned it among the notable journals of the epoch. The
journal’s introduction stated:
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We will not argue about the possibility of reaching the extermination of civil and political evils,
but we will not stop repeating to moral beings: flow towards this goal worthy of you! Such a thought
alone can inflame young souls, revive lazy minds, and exterminate cold egoism with the efforts of
charming philanthropy and impulses of great virtue.289

Another indication of this (self-) educational trend of noble emotional culture is a genre
that explored the role of a “writer” in “enlightening of readers” by evoking moral and noble
feelings. The impact of this strand seems to be substantial, while taking into consideration that
many of the Russian educated nobles tried their hand at writing in this period. Hence, this type of
public message essentially delineated what an educated contemporary should be like. For instance,
the Moscow University professor S. A. Smirnov in “What should a writer be like?” (Amfion, 1815)
stressed that one had to embody a moral and virtuous citizen:
The interpreter of morality and virtue must be virtuous himself, maintain the purity of morals and
correlation of actions with the creations of his mind. – Any noble feeling should be precious to
him [...] If your heart is noble, sublime; you are already rich, and your riches are incorruptible,
inexhaustible; these are: – honor, respect of the Fatherland, the love of fellow citizens and the
benefits that you can provide to humanity.

Consider also A. A. Pisarev’s piece in Lyceum (1806) on the duty of a writer to elicit moral
emotions:
The duty of a writer is not only to write a lot and write about everything; but one must try to sow
with one's works any useful truths of morality. It is easier to awaken passions in us than to enlighten
us, but the very excitement of passions should direct us to inevitable benefit. And so, the one who
wants to usefully arouse passions in a person, wants to pave the shortest path to virtue.290

Nikolay Gnedich, a prominent man of letters, colleague and close friend of Decembrist A.
Iushnevsky, and an inspiration for the Decembrist writers such as brothers A. and N. Bestuzhev,
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K. Ryleev, F. Glinka, and V. Kiukhel’beker, gave a Speech on the vocation of a poet in 1821, while
being elected as a vice-chair of the Free Society of the Lovers of Russian Literature. This excerpt
symbolically summarizes the general stance of Russian educated society in the early 19th century
on the emotionally moral education of a useful citizen291:
You, gracious sirs, nourish higher intentions, you want to contribute to the enlightenment of fellow
citizens [...] you have chosen graceful literature to spread your intentions [...] Each of us is, or
should be, the culprit of either a bright thought, or a noble feeling in a young soul […] The writer
should not separate his love for his glory from his love for the common good. Let it be the first
passion that inspires us, the inspiration of our mind and heart – the love for humanity, this love
unfamiliar, incomprehensible to uneducated hearts [...] These are the exploits of the writer! To
awaken, breathe in, inflame noble passions, high feelings, love for faith and fatherland, for truth
and virtue – this is what is needed at a time when the noblest properties of souls are sacrificed to
egoism, or the so-called light of mind, when this cold mind empties the heart, and the baseness of
the spirit suppresses in it everything that elevates the being of man.292

The Waking up Experience of “the People’s War”
The British botanist Robert Lyall, while travelling through the Russian empire in early 19th
century, noted the following:
By associating with those military officers who are endowed with open generous hearts much
information is also obtained. There can be no doubt that liberal sentiments are taking deep root
among the Russian nobility, and especially among the officers of the army. The campaigns of 1812,
1813, 1814, etc. have had a most powerful influence in enlightening the minds, and meliorating the
hearts, of this class of society, the impulse of which is likely to be felt by distant generations. I have
been surprised, and highly pleased, to hear some of these gentlemen uttering opinions which
reflected the highest honour upon their characters: and I understand that in some foreign countries,
the Russian nobles have spoken in such a manner, as at the time to have caused the belief, that they
were not only liberals, but even radicals…293
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At first, the passage looks like a typical historical account of the pre-1825 “liberal Russian moods”,
written by a foreigner in the second half of the 19th century and leading logically to the post-factum
story of the revolts. The interesting element here is that this account was published in 1825 before
the revolts and barely mentioned in modern scholarship.294 Moreover, Lyall’s account gives a
sense of which officers he could have gotten such impressions from. Later on his journey across
present-day Ukraine he met with Polish Count Gustav Olizar (Marshall of the Kiev Nobility).
Olizar introduced Lyall to Count M. Orlov, who invited the traveler “to sup (sic)” at his father-inlaw’s General Nikolay N. Raevsky. There he was introduced to another Polish Count Alexander
Chodkiewicz and later to Prince S. Volkonsky who was married to another one of Raevsky’s
daughters.295 Lyall never knew that he entered into the “nest of hornets” – Kamenskaia Uprava,
one of the Southern Secret Society’s three boards, Orlov and Volkonsky as its leaders. The Polish
Counts Olizar and Chodkiewicz were the plenipotentiaries of the Polish Patriotic Society in secret
negotiations between the two conspiracies.
The question that guides the second part of this chapter is how the Napoleonic Wars
provided Russian officers and nobles with the “liberal sentiments […] which reflected the highest
honour upon their characters”. In brief, the Great War of 1812 against Napoleon’s invasion
“awoke” the national consciousness, fostered national unity and left an unprecedented imprint on
the Russian people as a whole, by extolling huge sacrifices and unearthing the “popular patriotic
spirit.” Further, the campaigns of 1813-1814, fighting the French forces on European soil and
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taking Paris, set Russia as the major player on the international scene, bringing a sense of national
(and personal) dignity and of the holy mission of “saving” Europe.296
Altogether, this foundational war experience for the contemporaries often seems to be
underestimated297, begging a clearer definition of its mental imprint on the minds of Russian
people. To state it briefly, the Napoleonic Wars produced a crucial shift in Russian emotional
culture. In the global European context, the historical transformation started, of course, with the
French Revolution in 1789 which unleashed new or dormant feelings and perceptions; people
discovered the agency of an individual as a historical actor, civic equality, and most of all, the
national consciousness. The following French wars in Europe introduced and provoked a new kind
of warfare – the national all-estates and all-citizens enthusiastic armies.298
The Napoleonic Wars triggered a cultural shift in Russian educated society’s mentality of
two major emotional aspects: the unprecedented wave of patriotism and “discovering” fellow
citizens from the lower estates. As Raeff succinctly puts it: “The ‘Patriotic War’ brought the
nobility to make a double discovery: first, the enserfed peasantry’s patriotism and willingness to
bear sacrifices in the defense of the country; second, their fellow noble officers’ common cultural
aspirations.”299
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More precisely, the fighting officers came to realize that many of them shared the same
ideas and patriotic enthusiasm, and that the common people of Russia, conscripted to fight the
French invader (either as soldiers or as partisans), were as capable as nobles of initiative and
patriotism. For the first time since 1612, Russian officers and soldiers fought the foreign invader
together, being constantly in the direct contact – they ate, slept and died together. These
encounters, along with the common folk’s heroism, led to the weakening of social differences and
to the officers’ conviction that soldiers and peasants should receive adequate rewards for their
sacrifices in the form of progressive socio-political steps. The officers grew aware of their duty
and responsibility as the educated elite towards the people, that their task after the expulsion of the
invader was reforming the nation's institutions and improving the living conditions of the
peasantry. According to many scholars, these kind of patriotic sentiments became a distinctive
characteristic of the Decembrists and led to the revolt of 1825.300
Nevertheless, the bursting “love for the fatherland”, as worded by contemporaries, was
taking, as in Europe, two diverging directions: the popular-conservative (at times xenophobic), i.e.
“romantic nationalism,” and the relatively new one (to be discussed in the next chapter) with
“liberal” overtones. The chief representatives of the conservative camp during the Wars were three
influential public and literary figures: the State Secretary Admiral Alexander Shishkov, the
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General-Governor of Moscow Count Fedor Rostopchin and the orator of popular patriotism, the
editor of the periodical Russian Messenger, Sergey Glinka. Their ideas reflected the emerging
preoccupation with Russian traditions and language, romantic glorification of national history and
vehement rejection of all things foreign, especially French. Alexander Martin’s thorough analysis
of these 1812 Russian nationalists concludes that:
What all three sought to do, albeit in different ways, was to convince Russians that the old regime
was essential to their national identity. Their invocations of history, praise for the national
character, ridicule of the French […] all aimed at making this point. True Orthodox Russians, they
argued, were loyal to tsar and country, obeyed their lords.301

That being said, the French Revolution already initiated violent “restressing” of Nation
over King, while the following wars endowed the French soldiers and peasants with a title of
“patriote,” integrating them into the nation.302 The same process was underway in other countries
fighting Napoleonic invasions, including Russia. The major divergence, then, between the
conservative and the emerging “liberal” patriotism mirrored the emotional-mental shift of focus
from the Tsar or even the State as an institution to the common people of Russia or the Nation as
a whole. The political issue at stake was the character of 1812 – was it a “people’s war” or were
the tsar and the elites the main actors and heroes?303 As one of the Decembrists noted, “The spirit
of patriotism ignited by itself without any special government appeals.” The popular character of
the war and inclusion of common people into the fighting nation was even noted by the
contemporary conservative memoirist F. Vigel’:
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It was not an ordinary war between the states but a great uprising, a common cause in which it was
also necessary to make the common people a participant [...] Many of the landowners feared that
the approach of the French army and people secretly sent from it would entice the peasants and
servants (dvorovykh liudei) against them. On the contrary, at this time it seemed that they merged
with nobles and merchants into one body.304

This new kind of “love of fatherland” with attention to the Russian people became the
characteristic mark not only of Decembrists, but of much wider educated circles than commonly
accepted in scholarship. For instance, soviet scholars portrayed Sergey Glinka, the most prominent
speaker of popular patriotism in press and literally on the street, “the first warrior (ratnik)” and the
ideologue of the Moscow people’s militia in 1812, as the two-faced populistic mouthpiece of
autocracy. Modern scholarship rather notes that he combined the keenest love for fatherland with
xenophobic nationalism and support of the autocratic order with praise of civic virtues, and
compassion for the common folk.305 S. Glinka represents, in this sense, a harbinger of the ongoing
transformation – he is “on the fence” and embodies a relatively new hybrid idea of patriotism with
compassion to common folk. This is hardly surprising, for Glinka was a product of the
Enlightenment and of liberal education in the 1st Infantry Cadet Corps, while being also an ardent
adept of Rousseau. He enjoyed amicable relations with the “Decembrist father” M. Muravev and
with the liberal playwright Iakov Kniazhnin, while his favorite book was The Journey of A.
Radishchev containing a radically compassionate attitude towards peasants.306 Tellingly, Sergey
was the elder brother of the Decembrist Fedor Glinka.
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In his famous Notes on 1812 Glinka draws many comparisons to the last patriotic all-people
war against foreign invasion in 1612 which culminated in the “democratic” All-Estates Assembly
(Zemsky Sobor) electing the new tsar Mikhail Romanov.307 More importantly, his account presents
the reader with a multitude of the personal names of “brave and patriotic” peasants and servants.
It is unique in comparison to similar war accounts in providing the undistinguishable mass of the
Russian lowest estates with an individual face for the first time. Peasant soldiers become “true
sons of the Fatherland,” the title customarily reserved to nobility:
Kutuzov [...] greeted the Russian peasants by the name of the venerable, true sons of the Fatherland
[...] “The peasants, he says: they burn with love for the Fatherland and arrange militias. The requests
of these venerable sons of the Fatherland are, as far as possible, satisfied.”

The fact that the Commander-in-Chief of the Russian army Kutuzov, being himself quite a defiant
figure in the autocratic circles, gives an example of the honorable treatment of the people living in
serfdom, is by itself an important signpost.308
Glinka’s summary of his “discoveries” of the Russian people deserves special attention
and to be quoted in full:
Unusual events also produce unusual transformations in society. On this basis we proposed:
First, that the rapprochement of the nobles and the peasants for the joint defense of the Fatherland
would also bring them closer together in the moral realm, and that, without the nobles making the
peasants into philosophers, they would at least grant them the status of humans.
Second, we thought that the owners of thousands of souls would abandon the caprice of the fashions
of the capitals and towns, and would begin to live on their estates, so that management by others
would not ruin their properties and bring suffering to the estimable people who feed humanity and
the Fatherland, that is, the farmers.
Finally, we imagined that the annihilation of the all-devouring fashions and a change of our
spiritless education would bring the souls of all classes of society together and breathe a new life
into them.
A utopia, a utopia! A dream, a dream!309
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This excerpt is also crucial for attesting to the “unusual transformations in society” produced by
the war: the all-estates dramatic encounter, the birth of nobles’ compassion for peasants, the new
patriotic hopes to ameliorate the living conditions of the latter, and the eventual failure of such
hopes.
Another Russian cultural figure, who exemplifies the emergence of the new emotional idea
of compassionate patriotism is the abovementioned close friend of Turgenevs, Andrey Kaisarov.
He authored a doctoral dissertation on the socio-political conditions of Russian peasants titled On
the Liberation of Serfs in Russia, at the University of Göttingen, already in 1806. Kaisarov called
not only for the abolition of serfdom but even described peasants as being morally nobler than
Russian nobles. Scholars suggest that his liberal views contained the roots of the upcoming
Decembrist ideas, and that he could have been a Decembrist, had not he perished in the battle in
1813.310
Kaisarov’s The Speech on Love for the Fatherland, dedicated to Kutuzov’s victory on
Danube River, given at the University of Dorpat (where he was a professor) in November 1811
(published in 1813), starts and ends with a sweetened praise of Alexander I. While the speech
contains many traditional notions of patriotism such as its national roots, and the importance of
physical place of birth, history, and language, Kaisarov radically underlines the equalizing quality
of patriotism by the example of the people’s war of 1612:
This feeling of love for the fatherland is not a dream [...] This feeling is not the privilege of any
social estate – all the fatherland’s sons are animated by it! The Emperor PETER (sic.), Patriarchs
Hermogen and Philaret, Prince Pozharsky, the town dweller Minin, the villager who liberated the
gray-haired Moscow, all were kindled with one feeling; everything, property, blood, life – they
sacrificed to the Fatherland!311
310
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Kaisarov’s view, that all estates are capable of patriotism and that peasants are equal
citizens, was systematically and continuously expressed in the propaganda leaflets which he
himself wrote and published, while in charge as the editor and head of the Russian army’s printing
press. One leaflet from November 1812 read:
The sacred flame of love for the fatherland warms all social estates. Not long ago we informed our
compatriots about the courageous efforts of our honest villagers to exterminate the enemy; now it
is our pleasant duty to bring to the notice of the general knowledge the deeds of other social estates.

As Lotman argues, these leaflets produced a substantial political (and I would add – emotional)
impact on contemporaries.312
For evidence of the new compassionate patriotism, scholars almost exclusively quote the
diaries of Alexander Chicherin, a fact that underlines the lack of research on the emotional shift of
1812. The young noble officer Chicherin left, indeed, a pretty unusual account of 1812-1813 (he
perished in the battle of Kulm in 1813 being 20 years old), compared to the vast majority of similar
accounts. He shares in his diary the genuine thoughts and feelings of a liberal-minded welleducated young man on the topics of feelings at war in general, and on patriotism and compassion
for soldiers in particular. His testimony of the era is especially valuable, because he served and
was friends with future prominent Decembrist leaders, such as brothers Sergey and Matvei
Muravev-Apostol, S. Trubetskoy, M. Orlov and I. Yakushkin. These relations, together with the
“proto-Decembrist” liberal thoughts, would have eventually brought him to participate in the
Decembrist conspiracy, as scholars suggest.313
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Chicherin intriguingly hints that his love for Fatherland is not for the “empire” – he will readily
sacrifice himself for Moscow – but not for saving the tsar:
So, I was holding a banknote in my hand. I looked at it and I saw the inscription: “Love for the
Fatherland” [...] – Yes! I exclaimed. – Love for the fatherland should make me forget everything:
let betrayals be committed, let the army be defeated, let the empire perish, but my fatherland
remains, and my duty calls me to serve it [...] Let us be betrayed, I will still fight at the gates of
Moscow and go to certain death, even if not in order to save the sovereign.314

Then he also discovers the morality and patriotism of the Russian peasants – “And it is from them
that I take a course in morality, they teach me to love the fatherland.” While being stationed in
Poland in 1813, he made a rule to himself to visit the wounded soldiers every day in the hospital
– to spend time with them and to give them money (though he did not have enough for himself).315
Glinka, Kaisarov and Chicherin embody the socio-cultural sample of the greater
Decembrist circles, while their ideas exemplify the cultural shift, initiated by education and
intensified by the war. The educational emotional value of civic duty to a state and people finally
had its chance to be put into practice in apocalyptic (for contemporaries) 1812. From there on, it
became clear to the noble officers that it was not enough to have “noble feelings” – one should
also act on them. The virtues had to be performed.
If we turn to the war testimonies of the future insurgents, soviet scholar Vasilii Bazanov
singles out the war account of Fedor Glinka as the only one in the genre of 1812 to reflect the new
understanding of patriotism centered on Russian people and their heroism with consequent
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compassion for their well-being. Nonetheless, F. Glinka’s account essentially reflects the ideas of
his brother Sergey, who provided his younger sibling with works of Radishchev, Kniazhnin and
Sterne.316 In Letters of the Russian Officer F. Glinka underlined the educational impact of the 1st
Cadet Corps (where he studied after his brother) on the officers’ notions of duty and patriotism
that found their expression in 1812:
Having traveled around several regiments, I everywhere found officers who accepted me as true
friends, as closest relatives. Who are these wonderful people? – You would ask. – Our common
comrades: the cadets! – Oh! How useful public education is! No statutes, no conditions of societies
can produce such strong bonds between people as the early years’ habit. Classmates in heart and
soul are met everywhere with genuine, heartfelt pleasure [...] Do you remember how, repeating
Catherine's immortal words that the cadet corps is a hotbed of great people, we loved to imagine
that every one of us would be useful to the Fatherland.

This rumination is reminiscent of Prokopovich-Antonovsky’s portrayal of the comrade-like
patriotic atmosphere of public education and also of Raeff’s “discovery of the fellow patriotic
nobles”. Then Glinka proceeds to the patriotic connection between soldiers and their officers:
I often go with the grenadiers led by Count Stroganov. Looking at this leader, any self-lover might
ponder: having innumerable ways of living, having ranks, merit, honors and having heaven at
home, why should he throw himself into the storms that hell itself breathes with in our days; Why,
along with a simple soldier, enduring therefore labor and hunger, to strive in danger, for wounds to
death? But that is what love for the Fatherland means! […] Oh, noble feeling, sacred feeling!
Possess the hearts of Russians forever!

Glinka’s personal experience proves the same and puts soldiers instead of officers at the fore:
Whenever, walking with the soldiers during the night marches, I start a conversation with them or
listen to them talking, then in all their actions I notice a zealous and ardent desire to go and fight!
[…] Oh! How kind and pious the Russian soldiers are! What cannot be done with them?317
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A similar account is found in the letters of another Decembrist, Vasilii Norov, to his parents
from the battlefields of 1812-1813. While writing back to his family to tell of his brother getting
wounded, he underlines the educational norms of service and patriotism the brothers received at
the Corps of Pages:
You know, Mommy, our duty to the Fatherland. You know us too, that we would be ashamed to
be in the Pages when both honor and duty command us to fight. And we show each other that we
are Russian and were brought up in honest and noble rules.

Then he describes these “honest and noble rules” that led Norov brothers to fight:
How can one think about peace and about life when it came to saving the Fatherland! The day on
which I was in battle for the first time was the happiest day in my life. Love for the fatherland, faith
and honor – these are what I thought about every minute and often did not even notice the
cannonballs falling near me.

When he himself was wounded in 1813, he was happy to be respected by fellow officers and
especially by his soldiers:
For my part, I thank Lord God from the bottom of my heart, firstly, that he gave us victory on this
day, that I managed to deserve the attention of my superiors and the love of my comrades and
soldiers, especially these last ones, who themselves did not spare their lives to carry me out alive
from the French lines [...] I consider myself happy that I shed blood for my Fatherland and did
enough for my honor, which is dearest to me.318

The conceptual and emotional shift, initiated in 1812, was further developed during the
campaigns of the Russian army in Europe of 1813-1814 that left a deep mark on the Russian
officers’ minds. Abroad they encountered high noble culture and liberal politicians, visited
intellectual salons, met contemporary thinkers, saw wealthy urban estates and prosperous idyllic
peasants. Coming home, the Russian liberators of enlightened Europe witnessed the old grimy
picture of political status quo, rigid social order, intellectual censorship, mindless army discipline
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and most importantly the millions of poor illiterate serfs – fellow citizens who, being the true
victors, sacrificed everything for their country and did not get anything in return.319
Nevertheless, there is also sound doubt about the extent of the impact that foreign
campaigns exerted on Decembrist thought. Bruce Lincoln suggested that the vast majority of
Decembrists did not visit Europe and thus were not profoundly impressed by foreign sociopolitical progress. Based on the broad pool of 289 arrestees, 67 Decembrists served during the
campaigns of 1813-1815 and only 47 went with the Russian army to the West, while many others
were just too young.320 Alexander Smirnov, on the other hand, counts only 29 active participants
in the wars out of 121 indicted officers. Notwithstanding the lesser number than in Lincoln’s
estimate, Smirnov comes to the diametrically opposite conclusion – the veterans of 1812-1815
embody the significance of the foreign impact by being the “elder generation,” who were the
founders of the first secret societies and gave impetus to the whole movement and its ideology. As
Mitrofan Dovnar-Zapol’sky argued, those who did march abroad, so as those who stayed behind,
possessed a very high level of education and thus were exceptionally receptive to foreign ideas,
while the scions of rural petty nobility actively engaged in self-fashioning and self-education
without going abroad or studying at prestigious institutions.321
That is to say, the national ethos and war experience were disseminated via encompassing
networks of the officers’ cooperatives (arteli), family and friendship ties, literature, and press. To
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give one example, W. Kiukhel’beker was too young to fight in 1812 but he read F. Glinka’s famous
account of the wars, which Glinka sent him in 1815, and even quoted the latter in his Dictionary.
Another Decembrist N. Basargin mentions this text as one of his favorite reads while at the
Column-Leaders school in 1818-1819 and G. Baten’kov had Glinka’s Letters in his vast library.322
Further, the naval officer Nikolay Bestuzhev underlined his post-1815 military cruises to Europe
and the contemporary press:
My life in Holland in 1815, during 5 months, when the Constitutional Government was established
there, gave me the first understanding of the benefits of laws and civil rights; after that, a two-time
visit to France, a voyage to England and Spain solidified this mindset [...] That being said, all recent
events throughout Europe, all foreign magazines, contemporary histories and memoirs, and even
Russian magazines and newspapers, revealed to the attentive reader the benefits of establishing the
laws.

Prince Eugene Obolensky summarized at his trial all the above-mentioned available means for
young people in 1814 to learn about the European developments without participating in 1812:
Upon my entry into the service, and especially upon becoming an officer, noticing the lack of my
knowledge in political sciences, which became the subject of general conversations upon the return
of the Guards in 1814, from the beginning I studied by myself the most recent and ancient history
and political economy [...] A free way of thinking, I borrowed from the time of joining the service,
by association with the educated people who did the Campaign of 1812, by reading various kinds
of political books [...] It was affirmed and enrooted by the spirit of times, and by observing the
events that marked the last years almost of all countries of the world [...] the revolutions of various
kinds.323

Yet John L. Keep further cautions that officers did not uncritically accept everything they
had seen abroad, as in the example of the above quoted F. Glinka’s Letters, wherein the latter
praises the idyllic Austrian Silesia but dislikes the overly-busy Paris, in 1813.324 The same account,
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nevertheless, praises the prosperity and political literacy of the German middle class while casting
a shadow on the Russian social reality:
Here is a lovely clean room decorated with paintings, mirrors and sofas. The owner is very neatly
dressed; drinks coffee in the mornings, has delicious food (stol), goes to the theater, reads books
and judges politics. Who is he? – Guess! – A nobleman? – No! – A rich merchant? – Also no. –
Who then? – Town-dweller barber! I anticipate your surprise and share it with you. Do not we have
barbers; but they live in huts, often in hovels. Why are people here so prosperous? This is the secret
of Germans’ way of life.325

Keep also quotes Chicherin as an example of national feeling taking over the admiration of the
better life in Europe. A closer look problematizes such conclusions. First, Chicherin receives
advice from his commander Lavrov in matters of patriotism:
Today I was walking next to General Lavrov, and he told me, by the way, that for my own good I
needed to see foreign lands, because only there I would learn to love my fatherland. I did not argue
with him, I just said that I already loved my fatherland and did not need new impressions to
strengthen my affection.

Then, Chicherin details how this advice worked in the diary entry titled “Love of the fatherland”:
A few weeks ago I wrote down the advice that General Lavrov gave me, and although my
convictions are firm, I still tried to discern what speaks more strongly in me – my imagination or
my heart when I compare foreigners with Russians [...] The love that I nourish for them (parents),
this pure flame that elevates my heart [...] this love, which belongs only to them, forms a part of
my being, I will not part with it until the grave. This is the same love that I have for my country.
We see here the successes of civilization everywhere, they are reflected in everything: in the
cultivation of land, in the arrangement of dwellings, in morals, and yet I would never, for a moment,
want to settle under a different sky, in a different country than the one where I was born and where
my ancestors rested.326

If so, Chicherin discovers his patriotism through being abroad but also acknowledges the
better conditions there. While Keep’s point is enlightening, it is also worth keeping in mind that
the fascination with all foreign did not bring blind emulation – it pushed the Russian officers to
greater love and compassion for their own nation coupled with the burning desire to ameliorate
the existing socio-political order at home. This way, future conspirator N. Turgenev, never having
325
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been on the battlefields but having spent much time studying and serving abroad, even addressed
the hopes of Russian serfdom’s abolition in his diary in 1814, 47 years before it happened:
Now many such Russians will return to Russia who have seen that the civil order can exist without
slavery and kingdoms can flourish. […] After what the Russian people did, what the Emperor did,
what happened in Europe, the liberation of the peasants seems to me very easy, and I would vouch
for the success of even an imminent coup.327

In Lieu of Conclusion: “Enlightened Sons of 1812”
The “first Decembrist” Vladimir Raevsky, whose poem is quoted in epigraph, summarized
for us the impact of “fathers” on his generation while at his trial: “Respect for my duties, love for
the fatherland, love for people, the sanctity of religion, of supreme power, of laws and other civic
and moral virtues were instilled in me not by society, but by my parents and mentors.” And the
Baltic noble Baron Andrey Rozen (Andreas Hermann Heinrich von Rosen), who joined the
uprising on 14th, recollected that he had read Voltaire to his father as a boy on a daily basis.328
Taking also into account that formal education and private readings forged the mentality
of the future rebels, the question remains to what extent Decembrists were a product of
Enlightenment writ large. Raeff argued that, because education and intellectual activity of the late
eighteenth-century Russian nobility bore the civic values and moral emotional pathos of virtue and
patriotism, the Decembrists were the “sons of the 18th century”. Another scholar noted that “the
beginnings of Alexander I’s rule remained, in the intellectual sense, a continuation of the age of
lights.” Conversely, Michael Confino asserted that “Decembrists were not disciples of the
philosophes,” because they rejected most of the radical enlightenment and its ideological ideas that
led to the French Revolution – the authors who caught Decembrists’ attention were Smith,
Condorcet, Constant, Beccaria, Franklin, Say, Bentham, Byron – “not exactly proponents of the
327
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Jacobin type of catechism.” Confino concluded that Decembrist thought sprang less from the
Enlightenment but more from the 1812-1814 war experience. Indeed, Lotman wrote once that the
“Decembrist type” was born in 1812, an assertion supported by many scholars.329
While the impact of the Napoleonic Wars is undeniable and crucial for understanding
Decembrism as a historical phenomenon, as discussed in this chapter, we may also trace the origins
of Decembrist thought and feeling laid in the emotional culture of the Russian Enlightenment. The
Decembrists were the direct ideological successors of the Enlightenment so as its “emotional”
followers. And reading Smith or Romantic rebel Byron provided the revolutionary impulse no less
than reading Voltaire. In addition to the famous phrase of Matvei Muravev-Apostol “We were the
children of 1812,”330 it is possible to conclude that Decembrists could have also said: “We were
the children of moral Enlightenment.”
The Decembrist Alexey Iushnevskii, a close friend of the above quoted poet Gnedich,
summarized the general impact of the Enlightenment and generational connections as its medium
in a letter to his younger brother Semion, in 1820. Alexey congratulated him on becoming
acquainted with his friend (another conspirator) Mikhail Fonvizin (the nephew of the Russian
“enlightener”) and urged Semion to learn from Fonvizin, followed by this:
He (Fonvizin) writes to one of his friends that you are infected with the philosophy of the 18th
century, which I probably passed on to you. I do not know the name of the rules that I tried to instill
in you; if they are called the philosophy of the 18th century, then I must conclude that this name is
given to the rules of honesty, selflessness, love for our fellows, attachment to the society in which
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we were born. Therefore, you and I should not be ashamed of such rules, no matter what name they
are given.331

Already the eighteenth-century radical thinker A. Radishchev created the image of “the true son
of the Fatherland,” of a citizen with noble feelings of patriotism, honor, and compassion, for
Decembrists to emulate:
Everywhere and with every person, this fiery love for earning Honor (sic) and praise from others
is born [...] It has already been proven that a true man and a son of the Fatherland are one and the
same; therefore, there will be a true distinguishing feature of him, if he is thus Ambitious (honorseeking) [...] For this he must honor his conscience, love his neighbors; for love is acquired through
love; he must perform his title as prudence and honesty command [...] In a word, he is virtuous
(blagonraven)! Here is another sure sign of the son of the Fatherland! The third and, as it seems,
the last distinctive sign of the son of the Fatherland, when he is noble. Noble is the one who made
himself famous for his wise and philanthropic qualities and deeds; who shines in Society with
reason and Virtue [...] He is directly noble, whose heart cannot but tremble with tender joy with the
single name of the Fatherland [...] For the true Nobleness is virtuous deeds, revived by true honor,
which is not found anywhere, but in the continuous beneficence of the human race, and mainly to
one’s Compatriots [...] And here is the third distinguishing mark of the son of the Fatherland!332

To use the concepts of Andrey Zorin, the Enlightenment gave to the future conspirators the
“emotional matrices” of patriotism, honor and philanthropy that were experienced and put to action
during the Napoleonic wars, creating the unique Decembrist “emotional repertoire.”
The wars of 1806-1814 catalyzed a sense of patriotism, mixed with compassion to
compatriots, be it fellow nobles, soldiers, or peasants, to a great extent. Patriotic enthusiasm of
1812 could not be contained due to the moods of victory, sacrifice, pride, feelings of responsibility
– the officers believed that Russia should also be liberated “politically.”333 It seems that the role
of war is crucial in the birth of the Decembrist movements, exactly in the emotional sphere as
unleashing affective forces that pushed for political changes on the national scale. New emotional
experience was transformed into political ideas. In this sense, the Decembrist revolt was not a
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peculiar Russian phenomenon, but a part of the European experience of Enlightenment and wars,
leading to similar European (failed) revolts in 1820s.
More ominously, the educational and public texts quoted in the first half of this chapter,
rarely mention the Monarch as the object of service and veneration. The 1816 epigraph’s lines “It
is so nice to sacrifice oneself // For the meek tsar, for the sacred homeland // In our wonderful,
enlightened age...” were cited by Raevsky, the “1812 hero,” to prove his monarchic loyalty ten
years later. He was on trial and under arrest for alleged sedition among soldiers since 1822 and
wrote a poem To the Friends in Kishinev the same year, which was clandestinely distributed among
his friends (dedicated to A. Pushkin, who penned a poetic response). The vision of the tsar and
government was very different in 1822 than in 1816:
Tribunal threatened me with death
“By the will of the tsar.”
“By the will of the tsar?” – I pondered
And responded with an explicit look.
In vain, a thunderous voice
Of my faithful combat honor
Resounded in my defense,
This brave voice before the court

Was called a secret riot
And hold in suspicion.
Then I referred to the law
As granite of the civil structures.
“In tsar’s language,” they said,
In his autocratic grasp,
The mutinous word “law,”
As spoken by a certain victim,
Is an insolent and dead sound...”334

A new kind of patriotism was evolving in Russia – a sense of solidarity with nation and its people,
rather than with the ruler, coupled with the willingness for self-sacrifice for the common good.
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CHAPTER 3. “A SPARK OF CITIZENSHIP HAS LIT INSIDE US”: RUSSIAN
PATRIOTISM AT THE TURN OF THE 19th CENTURY
A friend of mine! In our age –
So wondrous with art and science,
With Russians’ valor, nobleness of feeling
Of love for fatherland of worthy citizens
[…]
My friend! Let's wait – the era has begun
And our wish will soon appear real... (sic)
One eagle strives to fight another eagle.
Inside us spark of citizenship lights...335

Patriotism on Trial
The epigraph above features the first and some of the last lines of the poem titled Satire on
Morals by the “first Decembrist” Major Vladimir Raevsky, who was on trial and under arrest from
1822 to 1827. This excerpt exemplifies the transformation that patriotism, as love for the
fatherland, underwent in Russian emotional culture during the first quarter of the 19th century.
Raevsky’s poem was indeed satirizing morals and the Russian nobility’s exaggerated cultural
mimicry of Europe – all common topics of Russian literature since 18th century. However, the last
line “A spark of citizenship has lit inside us” raised the suspicions of Raevsky’s interrogators.
Answering their grotesque inquiry, he retorted: “Yet it is clear from the entire poem or these verses
that I was talking about the influence of foreign customs on Russian morals, about the last war,
and so on [...] and by the spark of citizenship I meant the pure love for everything domestic or
national.”336 But the scent did not fail the “detectives of autocracy” – eventually, that metaphorical
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“spark of citizenship” was the one that lit Decembrist patriotism, as this chapter ventures to
present.
Indeed, Pavel Pestel, the famous radical Decembrist leader, emblematically voiced one of
the major springs of Decembrism, while explaining his “fall” in the last letter to parents from a
prison cell (May 1826), two months before his execution: “My real story is summarized in two
words: I passionately loved my Fatherland, I wished its happiness with enthusiasm, and I looked
for this happiness in plans that [...] plunged me into the abyss where I am now.”337The issue of
“rebellious patriotism” did not escape the attention of the autocracy either. A week after the bloody
suppression of the Decembrist rebellion on December 14th, 1825 in Saint-Petersburg, Nicholas I
issued his first official manifesto concerning the events. Among other things, the new monarch
addressed the hastily established trial commission and its goals:
This court [...] as I hope [...] will cleanse Holy Russia of this infection inflicted on us from outside,
wash away the confusion of suspicion and truth shameful and unbearable for noble souls, forever
draw a sharp and indelible division line between love for the fatherland and passion for anarchy
(k beznachaliiu) […] will finally show the whole world that Russian people are always loyal to
their sovereign and laws.338

Decembrists mentioned patriotism frequently during the trial that started the same day of the
uprising in the capital and was led by Nicholas I personally. It seems that “love for the fatherland”
(as most frequently phrased by contemporaries) confused the Tsar and his committee, as evident
from the manifesto. This confusion is corroborated by the fact that the official trial documents omit
two major reasons for Nicholas’ for Nicholas’ pardoning of many of the accused – their
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involvement in conspiracy due to the “misinterpreted (khudo poniatoiu) love for the Fatherland”
and ties of friendship.339
The martial court proceedings of Raevsky illustrate how the Decembrist understanding of
patriotism differed confusingly from the contemporary official-conservative view. One of the
major charges against Raevsky in 1827 referenced his polemic essay On Slavery of Peasants,
anonymously penned in 1821 and whose authorship he denied. The ending of this piece attracted
the close scrutiny of the trial committee:
But patriotism, this lamp of civil life, this mysterious force drives me. Can I see the enslavement
of the people, my fellow citizens, the sad robes of the sons of the fatherland, the general murmur,
fear and tears of the weak […] – and not have compassion for them?.. Oh Brutus! Oh Washington!
I will not humiliate myself, I will not be a weak soulless slave – or may the neighbors utter my
name with contempt!..340

This passage prompted a “duel” between Raevsky and the committee on the topic of patriotism,
which became gravely serious and thus paradoxically comical. He was asked three times about
what kind of patriotism he had meant:
Question No.9: What do you mean by the word “patriotism”?
Answer: Under the name of “patriotism,” I think everyone means holy love for the Fatherland.
Question No.33: What patriotism and what mysterious force was driving you?
Answer: The Military Court Commission for a second time is asking me what is, or what kind of
patriotism? If patriotism is a crime, I am a criminal! Let the members of the court issue the most
terrible sentence for me – I will sign it. But to consider this high, holy virtue as a crime, to question
what this high virtue means, it means to humiliate not me, but people who are diamonds for the
royal crown [...] It is that high feeling that the great monarchs instilled in their subjects’ souls, that
great power that lifted Rome and Russia to the level of greatness.
Question No.34: You did not understand the above question of this Commission, or, better to say,
you didn’t want to understand it, because the Commission did not ask what patriotism is, but what
patriotism and what mysterious force was driving you when you wrote these words: “Oh, Brutus!
Oh, Washington [...]” Not only members of the Commission, but everyone knows that patriotism
means true love for the fatherland, but as many were obsessed with this civic virtue, the
Commission, being certain that someone who belonged to secret societies could have a completely
339
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different concept of love for the fatherland and cannot be called a true patriot, and therefore asked
you according to your own words: what kind of patriotism drove you? […]
Answer: Above, in the first question, I have already explained before the Military Court
Commission that by the name of patriotism I mean love for my fatherland, based on my duties.341

This lengthy quote is the only time that we see a direct discussion of patriotism at the trial.
However, Raevsky’s case clearly shows the standpoint of autocracy: the rebels could not be “true
patriots.” In a sense, this chapter follows the same urge of Nicholas I and the investigating
committee, to grasp what patriotism meant for the conspirators and why it proved to be rebellious.
As shown above, Raevsky actually provides the answer from the beginning. It is not Raevsky
himself who “did not want to understand the question”, but the interrogators who did not want to
understand his essay that hints at the new post-1812 patriotism built on civic republican language,
compassion for the Russian people, concern for the “common good” of the nation, sense of
personal dignity and, above all, devoid of “love for the Tsar” – all of which constitute the major
argument of this chapter.
As the previous chapters of this study portray, the late eighteenth-century Russian noble
culture cherished the moral sentiments of duty and service, patriotism being one of them. The
majority of this chapter deals with the contemporary emotional culture of patriotism rather than
with that of Decembrists. The reasons are many. First, the rebels were a part of their generation’s
vibrant literary public discussion of patriotism that is understudied and deserves exposition.
Second, Decembrists themselves did not write treatises on patriotism, but they did not have to,
considering the plethora of opinions available to them. The rebels often mentioned patriotism
during the trial and in the later memoirs, either to justify their actions or in sincere desire to speak
their minds and hearts. As one Decembrist Baron Andrei Rozen noted: “All defendants were asked:
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‘What prompted you to join the secret society?’ [...] the answers varied in order to lessen the degree
of punishment for oneself. So some answered: love for the fatherland...”342
The main question about patriotism, as an idea and as an emotion, addresses a simple but
not trivial aim – what and for whom is patriotism for? Therefore the historical development of
patriotism entails the transformation of the concomitant concepts that signified the objects of
patriotic attention of contemporaries such as the state, country/nation and ruler. This chapter argues
that it is possible to talk about a “double shift” in aims of Russian patriotism and service of the era
under study.
The Late Medieval culture of Muscovy saw unity between the concepts of state, fatherland
and ruler, while the main object of patriotism and service was the state personified by the monarch.
However, the ideas of common good and fatherland, shaped by Peter the Great in the early 18th
century, required duties from both the ruler and his subjects and thus diverted focus away from the
monarch to the national welfare, creating an inescapable rift between the two and an alternative
aim for the nobility’s service and patriotism. Scholarship is ambiguous about when this first
conceptual-emotional split occurred. It is true that the figure of the monarch remained attached to
the notion of state, to certain extent, even for the Decembrists, but the idea of a common good was
constantly growing and solidifying throughout the 18th century, presenting the competing object
of patriotism.343
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This shift in focus from ruler to state-fatherland was embedded in Enlightenment culture.
First, it appeared in the philosophy of moral sentiments and in the writings of Rousseau, all of
which were available to the Russian public. Rousseau also exemplified the long-standing European
idea of “republican patriotism” with its focus on civic duties, liberty, public law (res publica) and
participation in the government. The historical examples of Roman and Greek civic virtues, as
embodied in the ultimate self-negating love of free citizens for polis or commonwealth, were
ubiquitous in the writings of the studied period in Europe as in Russia. This language of
Neoclassicism was an important factor in solidifying the concepts of fatherland and common good
as alternative objects of patriotism – a somewhat neglected connection in scholarship.
This slow but continuous shift in the emotional culture of patriotism took shape in the late
18th century during the reigns of Catherine II and Paul I. The only study of Russian patriotic
emotions, by Ingrid Schierle, shows that Catherine and her statesmen communicated the official
discourse of patriotism through manifestoes, didactic texts and ceremonies, based on Orthodox
faith and morality, and promoted active duty and love to the monarch. Schierle follows Richard
Wortman’s notion of the Catherinian “scenario of power of love” and Elise K. Wirtschafter’s idea
that moral virtues served as a substitution for and diversion from the political realm of conflict.344
The present work strives to address this raised issues of subjects’ reception of patriotic discourse
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from above and by doing so to flesh out the “public response” from below, which included different
visions of patriotism centered on fatherland.
As Oleg Kharkhordin points out, a “triple distinction” of the state, the ruler and the ruled,
initiated by Catherine II, was finally made by the critics of her regime, such as Fonvizin and
Radishchev. Also the notion of society, as a body of private citizens rendering the state merely as
an abstract apparatus of legislative and executive powers, came into the being at the turn of the
19th century.345 The American and French Revolutions brought a new actor to the stage – nation.
As noted by scholars, albeit again with variations, it is possible to assert that the early nineteenthcentury Russian noble culture witnessed the final differentiation not only of the figure of ruler
from state-fatherland but also the split of the latter into two separate objects of devotion. In other
words, the cultural nation, as a country encompassing all social estates, emerged as an alternative
for patriotic loyalty, alongside or instead of the monarch and/or the state.346
It is fair to assume that the reign of Paul I (1796-1801), seen as tyrannical by elites, struck
a powerful blow to the nobility’s solidarity with the throne and refocused their attention on the
fatherland. Evidently, a considerable amount of patriotic texts used here were written during his
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brief reign or immediately after it.347 The ensuing Napoleonic Wars deepened this split by
“awakening the national consciousness” among the belligerents, including Russia.
Therefore, for the generation of 1812, the amorphous fatherland and abstract common good
acquired a clearer sense of a people as one nation when a monarch-father and state ceased being
the primary object of patriotic emotions and loyalty for many nobles.348 Decembrists appropriated
the emotional ideas of patriotism of their wider circles but also added the cultural trend of
Romanticism that combined the emotional freedom of an individual with attention to the “soul of
nation.” Eventually, Decembrist patriotism, dubbed by scholars as “the revolutionary romantic”
type, blended traits of the Enlightenment, Classicism and Romanticism. In this way, the patriotic
Decembrist embodied two identities – that of romantic rebel and of concerned citizen.

From Father to Fatherland and Common Good
The concept of patriotism comes from the Greek word pater which means “father”
indicating a sentiment based upon loyalty to the parent and serves as the basis for the words
patriotes, i.e. “fellow countrymen,” and patria refering to “fatherland” or “country.”349 The word
patrie came into Russian use from French as a Latinate calque, and was conceptually used
alongside the Russian otechestvo (fatherland) for most of the 18th century. Patriot was borrowed
from French (patriote) and German (Patriot) and appeared for the first time in the Petrine epoch
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(1700’s), becoming equal to son of the fatherland (syn otechestva). The concept of patriotism
entered the Russian literature only around 1770s and was seldom used.350
Therefore, the most common usage of patriotism in Russia was love for/of fatherland. What
immediately comes to mind is the emotional component of love for the less abstract/official but
warmly familial fatherland. The first Russian explanatory dictionary, Slovar’ Akademii Rossiiskoi
(1789-94) does not have an entry on patriotism or on love for fatherland. The entry fatherland, in
fact, equates otechestvo with state and country: “1. Country, state, region, one’s place of birth” but
also immediately brings the potential usage as “Love for fatherland.” Also, the entry to love
(liubliu) offers the usage: “To love God, neighbor. To love one’s fatherland.”351 The later
Dictionary of the Church-Slavonic and Russian Language (1847) defines fatherland already in
modern statist sense but also through love: “1. The state in relation to the one who was born in it,
or became a subject. Love for the fatherland.” It also has entries on patriotism defined shortly as
“love for fatherland”, patriotic and patriot (also in feminine) defined in a civic way as “The one
who loves the fatherland, zealot of its good and welfare.”352 The concepts of fatherland,
son/mother/father of, love for/of, patriotism and common good, as expressed in the language of
the sources, accompany this research all the way to 1825.
Modern patriotism as a secular national idea was absent in the Russian medieval period
mostly due to the lack of national unity and the prominence of religion in Russian culture. This
changed with the rise of Muscovy in the 16th century as the vague entity of state, while the Times
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of Trouble and the ascendance of the Romanov dynasty in the early 17th century awoke nascent
Russian national consciousness.353 The Russian term for state, gosudarstvo, is a derivation from
gosudar’, meaning prince or master of a household, and as in the Western tradition initially
signified sovereignty of princely rule over his territories and subjects. However, unlike Europe
which saw gradual division of the concepts of state and ruler in the 17th-18th centuries, Russian
political thought did not understand the state as an abstract entity and included in its meaning
country, commonwealth, society (druzhestvo, grazhdanstvo, obshchestvo) and a monarch. The
modern concept of the state came to Russia from the translation of Western political treatises and
it took until the mid-18th century for different schools of translators to start equating state with
gosudarstvo as an independent structure in a modern sense.354
Eighteenth-century Russia also had a parallel concept of otechestvo, i.e. fatherland, which
became one of the key terms in political education and government rhetoric. Initially, otechestvo
referred to all: the territory, a sovereign state and a community of common ancestry; but also
differed from the Russian otchizna (originally from Polish) associated with region of origin and
from rodina, which designated small-scale patria and a place of birth. Scholars associate the
prominence of use of fatherland with the emergence of the modern meaning of state and thus
locate the origins of this conceptual development in Peter I’s reign (early 1700’s), the first to equate
the state with fatherland. Consequently, the language of government operated with analogies
between fatherland and family structures as familiar idioms to both a ruler and the ruled. The
personalized metaphors otets otechestva (father of), mat’ otechestva (mother of), and syn
otechestva (son of) constructed an emotional rather than legal bond between ruler and subject.
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Interestingly, Peter started his reign as Son of the Fatherland, by calling himself Petr Mikhailov,
while working in shipyards and serving as a sailor. He “became a father” when Russia became an
Empire and the honorary title of Father of the Fatherland was officially conferred upon him in
1721. Later, Catherine II was not shy to be called Mother of the Fatherland, whilst in the language
of government decrees the title son of the fatherland was given preference over the foreign term
patriot. Therefore, otechestvo and the concomitant metaphors were frequently employed in
manifestos, in government education policy and in public letters – stressing obedience and loyalty
to the ruler as the foremost duty of the “sons.”355
The question remains however how “subjects-sons” ought to have expressed their
patriotism. As it became evident in the previous chapters on emotional education, patriotic
attitudes towards the state-fatherland were commonly expressed by privileged estates through
state/ruler service, whereas the shifting object of service is of main importance in the story of
Russian patriotism. In Medieval Russia of the 14th and15th centuries the boyars (old nobility)
served their local Grand Princes by personal choice and could switch their allegiances among the
warring principalities. With the rise of Muscovy in the 16th century and its dynastic rule over the
assembled lands, service to the Tsar was perceived as holy and associated with serving God. The
devastating Times of Troubles of the early 17th century, with its numerous impostors and quick-
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changing rulers, produced a shift in common perceptions of sacrality of Autocrat and brought
attention to fatherland. Mikhail Romanov (the founder of the dynasty) was elected by the Land
Assembly of Russian people in 1613. However, personal choice of a ruler also meant personal
service to a monarch who embodied the nascent Russian state. Therefore, seventeenth-century
Russia and its emerging proto-bureaucracy saw the overlapping of the concepts of state, fatherland
and tsar in terms of service. That is to say, the state and its interests were embodied in the ruler
and his affairs – traditional personal service to the tsar became equated to service of the country.356
Peter the Great introduced the notion of common good that initiated the process of
distancing the person of the tsar from the body of the country. He radically presented himself not
as an owner of the state but as its caretaker and its “first servant.” His subjects were supposed to
demonstrate their love of the fatherland by serving in the military or in civil administration. The
caveat was, while both the monarch and subjects were supposed to act for common welfare, only
the ruler had the authority to define what exactly was of benefit, merging the autocrat’s interests
with those of a country. Serving the fatherland still correlated with serving the ruler and required
obedience.357 However, the gap in Russian elites’ minds had already been formed and noble
servitors had an alternative vision of the common good, be it state-fatherland, monarch or both.
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The shift of patriotic focus from ruler to commonwealth was intellectually supported by
the European school of moral philosophy, well-known to Russian elites, as the previous two
chapters show. Consider the example of the contemporary celebrity Adam Smith, who in his The
Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759) stressed concern for society more than for state, not mentioning
the ruler:
The love of our country seems, in ordinary cases, to involve in it two different principles; first, a
certain respect and reverence for that constitution or form of government which is actually
established; and secondly, an earnest desire to render the condition of our fellow citizens as safe,
respectable, and happy as we can. He is not a citizen who is not disposed to respect the laws and to
obey the civil magistrate; and he is certainly not a good citizen who does not wish to promote, by
every means in his power, the welfare of the whole society of his fellow-citizens.

Moreover, Smith acknowledged the issues of “critical patriotism,” echoing the future fermenting
of minds of the Decembrist generation:
But in times of public discontent, faction, and disorder […] it often requires, perhaps, the highest
effort of political wisdom to determine when a real patriot ought to support and endeavour to reestablish the authority of the old system, and when he ought to give way to the more daring, but
often dangerous spirit of innovation.358

Russian familiarity with the moral sentiments school’s take on patriotism also appears in
one of the translated volumes of Robert Dodsley's The Preceptor (1789-1792), based on the
Scottish moral sentiments school. First, he defines civic duties as: “ love for the motherland (k
otchizne), obedience to the laws, willingness to be useful to the government, love of freedom,
sacrifice of life and property for the public good: and the like.” Of interest here is “love of
freedom” if applied to Russian realities. Then he defines the common good:
Love for the motherland (k otchizne) is the most graceful passion (sic), which fills the heart of a
person with praiseworthy zeal [...] Neither a country nor the place where we were born attract, on
their own, the inclinations of our soul but the moral system of our community does [...] Public good
is preferred, therefore, to the family care; in a word, everything is sacrificed to honor, glory,
prosperity and defense of the motherland.359
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The same civic ideas were featured in Elie Bertrand's treatise The Foundations of General Morality
and the Duties of Man, translated in 1796 and based on the writings of Fergusson and Smith. The
chapter ‘Duties of citizen’ states that “3. Patriotism, to which all citizens are bound, consists in the
correct execution of every duty, every service entrusted to them for the public good.”360
The Enlightenment also embraced and reshaped the most known model of patriotism in
contemporary Europe – the republican type, which was based on commitment to republic as a
political form of association, common good, civic liberty, and compassion toward compatriots.
Originating in the ancient Greek city-states and the Roman Republic, this vision of patriotism
survived through medieval era in Scholastic philosophy of the Church and reverberated in the ideas
of Italian Humanism of city-states. The new ideals of “absolute” monarchies and “reason of state”
in the sixteenth-seventeenth century continental Europe silenced the republican language of
patriotism, for man's highest obligation became not to patria but to the state personified by the
sovereign or to patria that could now designate any autocratic regime. The era of the English
Revolution revived old notions of republican patriotism as described in the writings of
philosophers John Milton and the founder of the moral sentiments school, the Earl of Shaftesbury.
Enlightenment thought of the 18th century juxtaposed “reason of state” with “passions of republic”
and the French philosophes such as Voltaire, Montesquieu and Rousseau praised ancient civic

emphasis). The same ideas with even more clearly defined republicanism and thus radical regarding the contemporary
Russian political system are on 278-81.
360
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the given country. In Osnovaniia vseobshchego nravoucheniia, ili kartina dolzhnostei cheloveka, razsmatrivaemago
vo vsekh ego otnosheniiakh, Sochinenie G. Bertranda, Chlena mnogikh Evropeiskikh Akademii, S Frantsuzskago
perevel Il’ia Greshishchev (Moskva, v Univ. Tip., u Ridigera i Klaudiia, 1796), 220-223 (original emphasis); Joseph
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patriotism, transforming it into political statement and tool of argument. The moral virtue of
Classical patriotism became the political virtue.361
As for Russia, it becomes evident that “republican language” was another important factor
in solidifying concepts of fatherland and common good as alternative objects of patriotism and
service. The teachings of ancient authors such as Socrates, Plato, and Cicero that prescribed love
of the fatherland as the most important duty of a “good citizen” became embedded in educational
texts of the 18th century and were taught in history classes. This Neoclassicism, with its focus on
commonwealth and citizens sacrificing everything against tyranny, internal or external, stood in
stark contrast to the long Russian tradition of unquestioned loyalty to autocracy. Hence, the dispute
on differences between “monarchy” and “despotism” in Europe and Russia in the late 18th century
led to doubts that patriotism and patriots could exist in any monarchy at all. Indeed, the entry on
patrie in Diderot’s Encyclopédie, following Montesquieu’s ideas, described patriotism as
characteristic of republics only and thus was omitted from Russian translation.362
The major popularizer of republican patriotism was Jean-Jacques Rousseau, the most read
foreign author in Russia. Thomas Barran shows that the popular Russian way of reading Rousseau
in the period of 1762-1825 was the “neo-stoic avatar,” rooted in his Discourse on Political
Economy. This work appeared in a three-volume collection as Translations from the Encyclopédie
(1767), ordered by Catherine II, and became his most frequently translated work in Russia. In
general, Rousseau advocated for a society modeled on the Roman Republic and ancient Sparta, in
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which public civic education would form individuals into a body politic through a concentration
of the human passions into an extreme form of emotional patriotism and civic sacrifice.363 This
excerpt from his Love of Fatherland (1767 and 1804) linked love of country to civic virtue:
Love for the fatherland [...] this sweet and lively feeling – combining in itself the power of love
inherent in any beauty of virtue – gives her that wonderful power that, without disfiguring her,
makes her the very heroic passion [...] We dare to oppose Socrates himself to Cato: the first is more
philosopher but the other is more citizen.364

Then, “A Translation from the Work On Love of the Fatherland” in the Petersburg
periodical Collected News (1776) exalted the intense love citizens feel towards a republic which
preserves their liberty. Hence, Rousseau’s texts provided a new political language of neo-Stoicism,
emotional patriotism and self-sacrifice that permeated the writings of Radishchev and Karamzin
and in turn influenced the rhetoric of the Decembrists and their peers. Ironically, as Barran astutely
notes, the real political danger lay not so much in Rousseau’s implications of radical democracy
as it did in his appeal of neoclassical patriotism.365

The Late 18th Century: Mother or Fatherland?
If we turn to the reign of Catherine the Great, the picture of the “conciliatory” moral virtue
of loyal patriotism directed from above by the Mother of Fatherland and “enthusiastically”
accepted by her noble subjects, as portrayed by scholars, looks somewhat incomplete. Robert E.
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Jones has already shown that Catherine faced lasting opposition of a peculiar kind, largely
unnoticed by scholars, which included the vast majority of her statesmen, army commanders and
her son Paul. The crucible of this protest was anti-war and anti-expansion commentary, and
appeals from nobility of all ranks, uniting the conservative Prince Mikhail Shcherbatov with the
radical Alexander Radishchev. These virtual polemics with the Empress on her “egoistic” imperial
pursuits of glory that drained the state resources evolved into questions of “true patriotism” and if
the needs of the ruler matched those of the fatherland. As Jones argues, the fatherland and its
national interests became the real patriotic object of concern, the notion that underlines the
continuity of opposition from the late 18th century to 1825.366
Late eighteenth-century elites continued associating ruler with fatherland but the notion of
common good diverted the lights away from the monarch to the national welfare, creating an
inescapable rift between the two. In other words, patriotism based on service of fatherland was
slowly taking precedence over the service of monarchy.
The literary works of Russian Enlightener Denis Fonvizin are known to exemplify the
tension between two objects of patriotic loyalty. He also anonymously published a translation of
On National Pride (1758), the treatise of Swiss philosopher and physician Johann Georg Ritter
von Zimmermann, who declined the invitation of Catherine II to serve at her court, in 1785. This
work, largely overlooked in scholarship, puts the fatherland at the center of national patriotism
and pride, and praises the Classical virtues of civic liberty and heroism.367 Needless to say, this
treatise does not discuss the monarch as an object of patriotic sentiment.
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Another example of republican patriotism in the Russian press is “The Letter of Strato to
Son”, translated by Vasily Danilov and published by the liberal enlightener Nikolay Novikov in
his Moscow Monthly Issue (1781). It reappears in a two-volume collection of moralizing letters
published in 1788 by Novikov as a translation of the German educator (and translator of David
Hume) Johann Jacob Dusch. This long Letter, as is the whole collection, is a vivid example of
neoclassical moralizing on civic patriotism: “Go my son! [...] Your life and blood belong to the
state when it requires them. For it I have brought you into the world, for it I have brought you up
[...] Love for the fatherland is the repository of all social virtues...”368 Prince Mikhail Shcherbatov,
known for his critique of the contemporary mores, also wrote to his son in the 1770’s:
I will talk with you about one of the main virtues of a citizen, which is love for the fatherland, for which
we must sacrifice ourselves, and even more so, should we not be obliged to use several years of our
youth to make ourselves useful to the country that gave us birth...369

Patriotism in the late 18th century also posed a simple but contentious question – who was
to be considered “the true son of the fatherland”? This issue was bluntly raised by Ukrainian noble
Vasily Kapnist, the author of a famous play of social satire Chicane (1798) and of two poems
criticizing serfdom: Ode to Slavery (1783) and Ode to the Elimination of a Title of Slave in
Russia (1786). Kapnist, the father of Alexei associated with Decembrists, was also a close friend
of the Decembrist Muravev-Apostol family, while the conspirator Nikolay Lorer was brought up
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in the extended Kapnist household.370 A literati friend of Kapnist praised him in a letter, in the first
issue of Dashkova’s journal Sobesednik (1783), starting with “Wake mortal up, be useful to the
world, // Come out of the indifference in which your days pass. Tomas, duties of society,” in
French. This short prelude by the French poet Antoine Léonard Thomas elicited an angry critique
by an anonymous Liuboslov (literally “lover of words”), impliying that Kapnist had not deserved
such dedication: “Reveille toi mortel etс. (sic) for Mr. Kapnist it is too many important
appellations; they suit a Patriot, Hero and Minister...” Kapnist published his reaction in the same
journal in 1783 and in a collection of his works in 1796. Intriguingly, what insulted him the most
was denying the title of patriot, as he had interpreted it:
But when you added that the aforementioned expressions suit not me but a patriot, and by that,
seemingly, excluded me from the sons of the fatherland, I, being alarmed by this news, humbly ask
you to tell me, what am I if not the son of the fatherland? Am I really its stepson? Do me a favor,
resolve the irrepressible bewilderment into which you have plunged me, and do not stray with your
answer to explain my fate by notifying me what I must remain [...]
P. S. At the end of my letter it occurred to me that perhaps by the word patriot you meant a person
who loves his fatherland; in this case, we can say that your love for Russian verbiage, which
prompted you to draw your criticism, made you sin against the ninth commandment and against
Christian love for your neighbor; for if love for the fatherland is a quality of the soul acquired by
upbringing, without which it is impossible to be an honest and noble person in a community, then
it seems impossible to say about anyone that he is not a patriot, without making a personal and
obvious offense.371

Later Kapnist defined the patriotism of a true son of the fatherland as based on common
good, philanthropy and heroic self-abnegation, in An Ode to Firmness of Soul. At the end of his
life, he wrote bitterly in his unpublished autobiographical note:
Not wishing to achieve distinctions, crawling in the grandees’ anterooms, I served society along
the path opened by the wise tsarina. Openly and secretly I sacrificed everything to the love of the
370
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fatherland – even my life – success did not crown my many exploits. Fate is hidden from us. The
good son of the fatherland must often be content with merely a testimony of a good conscience.372

Notably, the anonymous critique of Kapnist’s patriotism, Liuboslov, tentatively identified
by scholars as Bishop Damaskin (Dmitrii Semenov-Rudnev), a professor of philosophy and
history, also preached the moral and civic virtues of Enlightenment.373 Damaskin gave the sermon
A Word on Love to Fatherland in Moscow Uspensky Cathedral in 1776 first defining a son of the
fatherland: “In whom it (love) settles, he should justly be named a lover of the fatherland, a friend
of the people and the son of the Fatherland. It is, that is, the first and foremost virtue of any citizen,
if more so of the Sovereign, otherwise called love for the Fatherland.”374 Besides stressing the
mandatory patriotism of a ruler herself, he distinguishes between two types of love to fatherland:
an unenlightened one versus the enlightened one. For Damaskin, the lower kind is the typical
national patriotism. In truly religious manner he declares true patriotism to be love towards
humanity but with the caveat that it should start with one’s own compatriots. The rest of the sermon
is on commitment to common good and pacifismbut ends with lengthy praise of the patrioticmaternal virtues of Catherine. Very similar is Damaskin’s sermon On True Citizen that praises
civic-humane virtues and stresses the unconditioned obedience to the “ideal citizen Catherine”.375
Kapnist’s and Damaskin’s cases show then how widespread, contentious and blurred the topic of
civic patriotism was in that era.
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The metaphorical answer to Kapnist’s question on who is considered a son of fatherland
can be found in the radical essay A Conversation on What It Means to Be a Son of the Fatherland,
penned by Radishchev, Kapnist being his adherent. This essay was published anonymously in The
Conversing Citizen in 1789 and led authorities to close the journal.376 The most famous is its
provocative first sentence: “Not all those born in the Fatherland are worthy of the majestic title of
the son of the Fatherland (patriot). – Those under the yoke of slavery are not worthy to adorn
themselves with this name.” Besides Radishchev’s hint that a serf cannot be a son of the fatherland,
a citizen (read nobleman) is also equal to the European patriot. The text itself is about emotional
noble virtues of the true citizen. One of them is civic patriotism:
He submits with reverence to everything that order, improvement and general salvation require; for
him there is no low state in serving the Fatherland; by serving it, he knows that he assists the healthy
flow, so to speak, of the blood of the Stately body [...] he flames with the most tender love to the
safety and tranquility of his compatriots [...] he kindles this beneficial flame in all the hearts [...]
and if he is sure that his death will bring strength and glory to the Fatherland, then he is not afraid
to sacrifice his life...377

Radishchev, perhaps, also had an intellectual impact on one of his subordinates in the army
service, Fedor Krechetov, who became an ardent promoter of educational and social reforms.
Krechetov founded a Society of Good Deeds (of fifty persons of mixed gender and nationality) in
1785 with a radical agenda of the abolition of the estates system, restriction of autocracy and even
emancipation of women. In 1787 he published an extended program of his journal tellingly titled
“Initiation of a new edition that serves the soul and heart. About everyone, and for everything, and
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about everyone to everyone, or Russian patriot and patriotism.” The introduction states that the
journal, first, will define “1. What is a patriot, and how can he be seen? 2. What is patriotism, and
how can it be seen?” This is followed by the long list of the intended forty one publications, written
or translated by Krechetov himself, including the famous in Russia On Duties of Man and Citizen
by Samuel von Pufendorf. Most of the writings found in his possession, among them What Patriot
and Patriotism Are, deal with civic patriotism. As he ignored the official procedure of censorship,
a criminal case was open against him and this publishing endeavor never came to fruition. In 1793
Krechetov was denounced to the authorities and found guilty of radical preaching and authorship
of writings that implied the end of serfdom and violent overthrow of the autocracy that led to a
trial and sentencing to solitary confinement for seven years.378
During the interrogation Krechetov was asked about “liberal” excerpts written in his hand.
Some of them read: “Whichever type one prefers, any government always tends to the common
good of the people as its main intention...” and “The greatest good of the people is freedom...” He
admitted that the excerpts were taken from the Russian translation of On Government and its
Various Types, from Encyclopédie (1770) by Louis de Jaucourt which compared different forms
of government and followed Montesquieu’s claim that patriotism befits only republican form of
rule whereas monarchy is based on feelings of honor and loyalty.379
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Curiously, Catherine wrote in her letter to Zimmermann in 1789 (!) that “my soul has
always been quite republican,” while the dictionary of the French Academy defined republican as
one who had “sentiments opposed to the monarchic order, in which he lives.”380 Krechetov’s story
exemplifies how the intellectual borrowing from the Enlightenment and pondering of what defined
fatherland and common good could create conceptual tensions, lead to alternative emotional ideas
of patriotism and even instigate radical political action.
This virtual discussion of patriotism by the ruler and the elites was echoed in educational
activities. Catherine and her officials were preoccupied with eliciting and educating the “proper”
patriotic sentiments of personal loyalty to the Empress and commitment to the common good.381
The most emblematic example of the Catherinian state program of patriotic education became the
textbook On the Duties of Man and Citizen. It was based on the writings of the Austrian educator
Abbot Johann Ignatz Felbiger, compiled into Russian translation by the chief of education, the
Austrian Serb Theodor Iankovich de Mirievo, and published for mandatory use in state schools by
the personal order of Catherine in 1783. It was reprinted 11 times by 1817 and became the most
widely published book of the epoch.382
The two-hundred pages text tellingly starts with a chapter on “education of soul” and
importance of virtues. The largest part of the book deals with patriotism, especially in the chapter
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titled “On Love for the Fatherland”. The author praises neoclassical love for the fatherland based
on the Greek and Roman examples and defines sons of the fatherland as:
This name is given to people of both sexes and all ranks who honor their fatherland, who care about
its well-being, who derive genuine satisfaction from seeing it prosper, and who are not indifferent
in times of misfortune and danger, but rather promote the well-being and salvation of the fatherland
as much as possible.

Patriotism is defined as both concern and sacrifice for common welfare and blind obedience to the
ruler.383 Evidently, this major mouthpiece of the state educational project of proper patriotism also
contained political tensions and potential for “subversive” interpretations, to be discussed later.
The official educational institutions were part of the emotional culture of patriotism.
Symbolically, the 1775 celebrations at the 1st Infantry Cadet Corps organized by its four-hundred
cadets, featured theatrical performances with “allegorical figures” (allegorichnye litsa), one of
them being God of Love of the Fatherland, accompanied by four military leaders: Honesty,
Prudence, Bravery and Justice.384 The Corps’ handwritten journals of short maxims (see Ch. 2)
had many entries on civic duties and patriotism:
Everyone should choose a kind of life in which he can provide good and useful services to people
and the Fatherland (Petrov, January 18, 1790).
Every child will be offered two great paths: the first – of justice, the other – of love for the
Fatherland (“Civic Principles of Teaching,” Navrotsky, April 20, 1790).
Love for the Fatherland is the duty of a member of the state and of every subject (Kavetsky, August
18, 1794).385

The piece “On Love for the Fatherland” in Zheleznikov’s four-volume The Concise Library
(1800), which featured the works of the Cadet Corps’ students, starts with: “Love for the
Fatherland is the noblest and most magnanimous feeling. It makes us love our fatherland more
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than ourselves: for a true citizen will never deny sacrificing his property, his best benefits, his
blood and life to it.”386
As for Moscow University, it will suffice here to mention the professor of Russian at the
university’s Noble Boarding School (1790’s -1802), Mikhail Bakkarevich, who also organized a
literary society of its alumni and thus had an impact on Russian Romantic literati Vasily
Zhukovsky and Andrei Turgenev. Though politically conservative, he published several works
that focused on civic patriotism. A good example is his Conversations on Physical and Moral
Subjects (1800) that were performed as dialogues by the school’s attendees at its official
ceremonies of 1799. The title “XI. That every member of society must serve it, fulfilling the duties
of a citizen and a man.” starts, curiously, with the same extract from Thomas that pulled Kapnist
into a literary quarrel about his patriotism (Reveille toi, Mortel). This text is on whether a young
noble must serve his fatherland. The characters agree that “duty and honor require that” but discuss
in length the “pros and cons.” Eventually, one of the participants concedes: “From now on I devote
all feelings, all thoughts, all deeds, all my life to the service of humanity, virtue, and the
fatherland.” The moralizing character approves: “Be Heroes, be zealous Patriots. The Fatherland
opens its arms to you.” Service of a ruler is not discussed except when criticizing the court
morals.387
Bakkarevich’s lengthy Speech on Love of the Fatherland, first read at the graduation
ceremony in 1799 and then published in the Boarding School’s journal (1800 and 1815), represents
a powerful paean to fatherland as common good:
386
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What is the fatherland? – A simple land surveyor (zemleopisatel’) sees in it only a place of birth;
but the citizen-man and philosopher [...] sees much further. For him, the name of the Fatherland is
sacred and coveted: it depicts for him his father, children, family; depicts power and subordination,
but also security and freedom [...] It utters laws, and entrusts guardianship over them to Archons,
Caesars or Kings; but it oversees these guardians, and with a stern eye directs their deeds. This is
the tenderest mother; this is the most sacred power [...] And so what is this love for the Fatherland?
– It is love for order, organization, laws, virtue, for the common and one's own good.

Subversive and of great interest here is the notion that Fatherland is above rulers. Strangely or not,
Bakkarevich finished his career in the Ministry of Police (since 1812).388
The education of patriotism certainly bore its fruits, even if in unexpected ways.
Bakkarevich’s student Andrei Turgenev wrote his own liberal speech on the subject that
underscores his mentor’s influence and subversive charge. Even Mikhail Magnitsky, the future
“purifier” of the Russian Academy and persecutor of liberal professors in the 1820’s, exhibited
ardent patriotism in his youth, while giving a speech at the same boarding school in 1795: “And
you, young Russians, // The selected ancestors of Russian blood! // In the golden days of your
youth // Nourish the most lively love in your hearts, // The love for the Fatherland [...] The
Fatherland’s Hope // With delight stretches hands to you, // Observes with tender love, // And waits
for you worthy deeds.”389 He may not have imagined that his call to the young patriotic Rossiiane
for civic-heroic deeds, some of his classmates being the future rebels, would succeed in the 1820’s.
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The Early 19th Century: Motherland without Father
A friend of mine! What is love for the motherland (k rodine)? [...] Where does this strong, lively,
and incomprehensible for us affection for the place where we were born, come from? [...] Meeting
with the motherland is a celebration for the heart. We feel it, but why? [...] Who knows and who
will undertake to explain? The minds of people have long been trying to comprehend and interpret
the causes of all our sensations; but their labor is in vain! How to know the reason why you feel,
when very often you do not know how to express what you feel […] least of all we know our own
heart. Only if we knew why, when, and how it rejoices, is sad, is touched [...] but the heart still
remains a land unknown to us. The mystery upon which love for the motherland is based has not
yet been explained [...] Why is there such an invariable attachment to it?390

These philosophical ponderings of the future Decembrist Fedor Glinka on the nature of feelings
and love for the motherland, at seeing the ruined city of Smolensk in 1813, pose questions that
still preoccupy the scholarship on emotions. While not venturing to answer them, the second part
of this chapter tries to understand what patriotism meant to Glinka and his contemporaries, writ
large. Here Glinka is rather concerned with a nostalgic and idyllic sense of belonging and longing
to the smaller patria of place of origin, as exemplified in his use of motherland (rodina). However,
this seemingly trivial 1813 sentimentality and change of words bore a political charge that led him
to enter the first secret society of Union of Salvation in 1816.
The story of the 19th century is that of the Nation. Scholars locate England as the birthplace
of the emergence of the modern European view of nationalism/patriotism in the 17th century when
the concept of state as a national-political entity came into the being. Coinciding with the onset of
the Enlightenment and fed by it, national sentiments began to be associated with civil liberties and
political rights. Hence, pre- and post-Glorious Revolution (1688) England was the first to infuse
the concept of the patriot with a political meaning of “friend of the people or freedom,” which
emigrated to the American Constitution and to the French vocabulary in the late 18th century.
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National patriotism, in the modern sense, consolidated during the French Revolution and the
ensuing Napoleonic Wars, elevating the French national spirit but also antagonizing the warring
European states from the French imperialistic impulses and heightening their national
consciousness. Two parallel and sometimes intersecting visions of patriotism took shape, “liberalpolitical” and “romantic-cultural” – the call for socio-political changes in a nation-state and
conservative nationalism glorifying the history and uniqueness of its people.391 Another crucial
novelty of Europe was the option of substituting the ruler as an object of patriotic devotion with
that of the nation, which also was consistent with the old conception of “republican patriotism.”392
There were political implications of 1789-1815 for Russian patriotism as well. Both
Catherine II and her son Paul I worried about the potential impact of the French Revolution on
Russian minds and took counter measures to prevent the spread of the “Jacobin virus.” Catherine
II imposed censorship on books from France and banned the word respublika (republic) from stage
plays. Paul I banned the word otechestvo (fatherland), worrying that it might take on republican
overtones of the Revolution, and replaced it with the more neutral term gosudarstvo (state). He
also replaced grazhdanin (citizen) and banned the word obshchestvo (society) altogether.393 The
unexpected testimony to Paul’s meausers appears in P. Kakhovsky’s letter to Nicholas I from
prison in 1826:
How long ago have we, Russians, dared not write and pronounce the word “fatherland”; during the
reign of Emperor Paul I it was forbidden, – the word “state” replaced it, and Colonel Tarasov (sic),
ignorant of the prohibition, mentioning in one letter to the Emperor, the fatherland, was sitting in
the fortress for that.394
391
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Despite the repressive measures and turning of the bulk of nobility to conservativedefensive nationalistic views, the ideas of 1789 were out and available to the Russian public.395
However, Paul’s differentiation between fatherland and state held symbolic value, if not direct
consequences. Not only did these two concepts part ways in the minds and hearts of some segments
of the Russian nobility, but fatherland also became associated more with nation (not ethnic but
civic-cultural), as a social body of citizens, rather than with the ruler or state apparatus. In other
words, the early nineteenth-century Russian elites had a more clearly defined alternative object of
patriotic commitment and service than the amorphous fatherland and abstract common good of the
18th century – one that was similar to the emerging European vision of nation.396 This
transformation was solidified during the Napoleonic Wars that “awakened” new aspects of Russian
national consciousness such as the inclusion of soldiers and peasants into “sons of fatherland”
thereby concluding the dissociation of ruler and state from fatherland.397
Moreover, the use of the designation of love for motherland instead of fatherland by Fedor
Glinka might not be accidental. As Sara Dickinson and Denis Sdvizhkov show, Rousseau’s
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teachings and the Napoleonic Wars led nobility to appropriate the titles of motherland – rodina
and otchizna as a sentimentalized romantic version of patrie while describing patriotic sentiments.
This appropriation of terms, usually used by peasants, signaled a double shift – a cultural
rapprochement between the noble officers and their peasant troops and a new attitude to country
as “people’s nation.”398 Glinka praised the people as a nation and their patriotism to motherland in
1814: “O brave people (narod), famous people! Preserve forever this purity in morals, this
greatness in spirit, this ardent love for your cold motherland: be eternally Russian, as you have
been and will be the first among nations (narodakh)!” His colleague-conspirator Matvei MuravevApostol eloquently summarized all the aspects of the emotional shift to motherland in his memoirs:
Once love for the motherland was awakened, it, of course, could not be destroyed even after the
war was over; it had only to transform, had to turn from external enemies to internal calamities,
clearly realized during the war itself. The excitement created by 1812 could not have subsided,
even if there had not been then foreign campaigns. Love for the motherland, love for the people,
rapprochement with them could not pass without a trace. The year 1812 was the popular matter,
and on this matter the so-called society and the common people met in a friendly cooperation.399

This transformation of the emotional culture of patriotism was not homogenous, however.
While it did present an alternative object for love and loyalty in terms of nation-father/motherland,
this idea did not appeal equally to all and traditional patriotism centered on the person/office of
monarch still was intact. Official state and court circles constituted an emotional community of
“conservative patriotism” with romantic overtones of the emerging cultural nationalism that meant
Orthodoxy and retrospective concern for Russian history, vehement critique of all foreign and
military ardor, upholding of the existent socio-political order and serfdom, and, above all, loyalty
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to the monarch.400 In this sense, a brief acquaintance with the representative texts of traditional
patriotism helps discerning the emerging liberal version.
The most traditional view of patriotism was expressed by Admiral Alexander Shishkov, a
famous conservative writer and a notable representative of the people’s patriotism during the
Napoleonic wars. He gave a public address The Treatise on Love of the Fatherland in 1811 at the
opening session of his literary society the Symposium of the Lovers of the Russian Word, which
was published thereafter. This lengthy speech addressed the traditional aspects of Russian
patriotism: love of the Tsar and of compatriots, historical examples of self-sacrifice, dislike of
everything foreign, the Orthodox faith, and national language. He called to the son of the
fatherland: “A member of the great body! Never tear yourself away from it and serve the head set
by God over it with faith and righteousness. Love the Tsar and the Fatherland with your deeds, not
with your words.” Unsurprisingly, this view of patriotism found favor with Alexander I and was
adopted as the official state vision during the Napoleonic Wars, when Shishkov was appointed the
state secretary. And yet, as A. Martin notes, Shishkov’s extensive use of neoclassical allusions and
praise of civic-heroic sacrifices was a politically “slippery rope.”401
The Speech on Love for the Fatherland, given in 1799 (and published) by Professor Ivan
Sreznevsky at Moscow University, can be considered the epitome of conservative patriotism. He
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also read it at the opening of the Demidov Academy in 1805, and it was republished in The
Ukrainian Messenger in 1816 – facts that speak to its public exposure. Its main theme was that
patriotism, akin to romantic love, must be unconditional:
What is love for the fatherland? “It is [citing Plato] love for order, for structure, for laws, for virtue,
for the common and for one's own good.” – Love for the fatherland is very well explained; but this
is cold-blooded love: for it is with conditions. Who loves the fatherland only because he sees order,
structure, common and personal good in it; he will consider himself in the right to become a traitor
to his fatherland, as soon as he notices the lack of these qualities in it [...] No, love is passion – love
for the fatherland is a strong and most blessed passion to the State [...] Whoever really loves his
fatherland, he does not judge about the reasons for his love: he sees disorder in it, sees abuses and,
sighing in secret, does not cease loving the people to whom he once vowed to be a compatriot [...]
He even enjoys the bitter smoke of his fatherland!402

Probably the most often cited text on patriotism of the early 19th century is On Love of the
Fatherland and National Pride (1802) by the patriarch of Russian modern literature Nikolay
Karamzin. The writer divides patriotism into three types: the “physical” love to one’s place of
birth, the “moral” one to the fellow citizens and the most important – the “political” patriotism,
rooted in the ancient virtues of “Greeks and Romans.” Interestingly enough, while using concepts
of motherland (rodina, otchizna) for the first type, fatherland for the civic one, Karmazin calls the
“political” by its politically charged title: “Patriotism is love for the good and glory of the
fatherland and the desire to help them in all respects.” The rest of the essay calls for the
assertiveness of national pride based on heroic Russian history and criticizes the uncritical
borrowings from the Western culture. Though relatively “progressive,” Karamzin’s patriotism
refelcts the traditionality and neutrality and embodies the contempreanous ambiguity.403
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More complicated were the views of the controversial figure, Ukrainian noble Vasily
Karazin, an acquaintance of many liberal literati and Decembrist writers. His personality aptly
mirrors the patriotic inner oscillations of the educated elites. The frequent correspondent of
Alexander I, Karazin initiated the Ministry of Education in 1802 and founded Kharkov University
in 1805. He called for the humane treatment of serfs but also denounced the first secret societies
to the Minister of Interior in 1820, giving the names of his friends and that of a poet Alexander
Pushkin, who was banned from the capital for seven years. Apparently Karazin bothered the
Emperor too much with his social and educational projects – he fell out of favor, was falsely
implicated in the mutiny of Semenovsky Regiment (1820), incarcerated for six months in the
fortress and then exiled to his Ukrainian estates.404
He delivered “A Speech on True and False Love for the Fatherland” at the Kharkov
Technophiles’ Society (founded by him in 1811) in 1818, published the same year in three journals:
Son of the Fatherland, The Well-Intentioned and The Ukrainian Messenger.405 He states that
patriotic sentiment it is a natural feeling and not a virtue, and thus cannot be ascribed only to
republics, while Russian patriotism is superior and Russia is a beneficial empire to the rest of the
world. However, as Sreznevsky, Karazin is against any socio-political murmur:
And the reprove of the Government’s measures, the public (prednarodnoe) judgment of its errors,
the audacious testing of its secrets, this so-called spirit of opposition in some Government types,
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since it is contrary to the very essence of order and harmony in the people’s families, is not love
for the Fatherland!

He concludes by preaching yet “mindful” loyalty to authority: service without self-humiliation and
always telling the truth to a ruler though not in public. Curiously, while reaproached by the
audience for the lengthy deviations from the topic, he angrily retorted: “Love for the Fatherland is
not taught from the pulpit, for no love can be taught.”406
His peculiar fighting spirit was noticed by the Decembrist poet Wilhelm Kiukhel’beker,
who reread the old journals while carrying his sentence in prison, in 1833: “V. N. Karazin's style
is pretty bad; opinions are not always fair – but I like to read him, because he has thoughts, and
this is the main thing: I read his ‘Speech on true and false love for the Fatherland’ yesterday, not
without pleasure.”407 The case of Karazin and his praise by Kiukhel’beker show that patriotic
distinctions between the supporters of the regime and its critiques were blurred. The latent battle
between the patriotic worldviews began.
One telling example is the 1814 summer issue of the obscure conservative journal A Friend
of Youth of Mason Maksim Nevzorov. As the editor he claimed “I will place here such
compositions and translations through which love for God, the Sovereign, the Fatherland and
neighbor is aroused,” the order of the objects of patriotism being indicative here. The long poem
of Ivan Nekrasov, approves his call: “Believe in the Heavenly King undoubtedly, // Love your
Fatherland // Always serve the Tsar willingly and invariably.” The same issue, however, featured
two works of Grigorii Volkov, written in republican language, the poem “Tyrant before Death”
and “On Love for the Fatherland.” The latter excerpt exclaims, while omitting a ruler, “And to
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what are we more obliged to sacrifice everything, if not our dear Fatherland? [...] the love for it is
the love for ourselves.”408
This trend of the patriotism with republican-liberal overtones, or at least neutral to the
throne, is evident in many texts of this period. There was A Speech on Love for the Fatherland
given at the Moscow Academy of Commerce by its founder Karl Arnol’d in 1808 and Parfenii
Engalychev’s Dictionary of the Virtues and Vices of 1824 included a chapter titled “patriotism”,
written in republican tone. Intriguingly, a student Aleksandr Sklabovskii, while reading his pretty
liberal essay On Love for the Fatherland at the exam of Kharkov University in 1817, cited in length
the epistle of Mikhail Muravev to Ivan Turgenev (Decembrist fathers). One stanza in Sklabovskii’s
text differs from the original. When speaking on the patriotic service of the fatherland, the words
“government” and “people” are both substituted with “motherland” (otchizna). Notably,
Sklabovsky’s father was a close friend of the “Decembrist father” Roman M. Tsebrikov.409
In the liberal camp, Ivan Pnin stressed the responsibility of the monarch, and specifically
of Alexander I, for the welfare of his subjects. His epigraph to A Treaty on the Enlightenment in
Reference to Russia (1804) reads: “Blessed are those sovereigns and those countries where a
citizen, having the freedom to think, can fearlessly proclaim the truths containing the public good.”
Hence, Pnin boldly preached to the Emperor:
There is no passion that would more elevate spiritual abilities, be more abundant in virtues, in
sacrifices and in great examples [...] So, if love for the Fatherland, this passion so beneficent for
408
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society, is nourished and strengthened by the wisdom of laws protecting property and citizen’s
personal safety, then any enlightened government should try as much as possible to excite it in the
hearts of citizens and have in mind not the welfare of only a certain number but of all people without
exception, for the state’s welfare is acknowledged not by the splendor of the courts, not by the
splendor of the courtiers and the unlimited power of the nobles but by the kindness of government
and by the state of the people.410

Not surprisingly, this treatise, initially confirmed by Alexander I, was banned shortly after. Pnin,
answering the censor’s verdict, justified his critique of the existent social order exactly by
highlighting the agency of patriotic feeling: “The one who loves his fatherland has a feeling that
can be held back with nothing: it is like a subtle ether, permeating all bodies. From beyond the
limits of the present time it carries the thought into the future...” Remaining consistent, he was
working on an essay On Excitation of Patriotism, right before his death in 1805.411
The same ideas about patriotic commitment to the Fatherland proper are present in the
writings of his close friend, Decembrist father Alexander Bestuzhev. His above quoted On
Upbringing (1798, 1803, 1807) states states “that true education consists [...] in directing young
people to the general topic of love of the fatherland, in producing of moral and national
character...”412 In 1807 Bestuzhev also published The Learning, Morality and Rules of Honorable
Man, unnoticed in scholarship. This book is about patriotism and philanthropy with such chapter
titles as the “Morality of Honorable Man,” “On Love for Humans,” “On Usefulness for the
Fatherland” etc. The addendum “The Duties Concerning Society, or Societal Virtues” views
patriotism as centered solely on fatherland: “Q. What is love for the Fatherland? // A. To contribute
to its preservation and well-being.”413
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Additionally, the “emotional communities” of literary societies, representing the only
available “public sphere,” were nests of critical ideas. Notably, many literati and Decembrists were
members in several such associations, simultaneously or consequently, rendering these “learned
republics” as greater social circles of the conspirators.414 Pnin, for example, was a member (later
president) of the Free Society of the Lovers of Literature, Science and Arts (VOLSNKh). His
friend, radical thinker Vasilii Popugaev, was the cofounder and first secretary, both being the
followers of Radishchev and adepts of the Scottish moral sentiments school. In general, Popugaev
argued for moral enlightenment, republican virtues and social equality. To give some brief but
provocative examples from his essay entitled On the Well-Being of the People’s Formations (18011802): “Where there is slavery, there is no patriotism” and “The despot does not know what love
for the fatherland is, does not know what the citizens’ ties are; he looks at them from the side of
his own benefit.”415 One of the meetings of this society featured reading of Dmitrii Yazykov’s On
Love for the Fatherland, a translation from the French radical enlightener Abbé de Mably.416
Another member, Arkadii Rodzianko, published an enthusiastic 25 stanza poem titled
Fatherland, while studying at the Moscow Boarding School:
Friends! what is higher and more glorious
Than good love for the Fatherland?
Its greatness and peace are
The sweetest for the kind souls.
[…]
Awe to the Fatherland,
Only love for the Fatherland

It taught the Spartans
To conquer the nets of passions;
It educated the peoples;
It is a mother of science and trade.
[…]
No, fire of the love for the Fatherland
Lurks in everyone’s chest.
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Will give you strength and patience,
And the mind, and the firmness to the enemies.

Friends! is it possible to be born
And not to have it in the blood?

Tellingly, Rodzianko was a friend of Pushkin, the Kapnist family and Decembrists, and was
implicated as a conspirator during the trial.417 Another member of VOLSNKh and a vice-chair of
the Free Society of the Lovers of Russian Literature (VOLRS) was Nikolay Gnedich (see Ch.2),
known for his patriotic pathos of civic education and national culture. His unpublished instructions
to the students of The Moscow University Boarding School delineate the duties to “Monarch and
Fatherland.” The first gets only brief lip service of loyalty, while the latter gets the spotlight: “Love
the Fatherland, where you have seen the light [...] Try to become a true and worthy son of it, and
prepare yourself in advance for its service...”418
The most interesting case is that of the short-lived Friendly Literary Society (1801),
founded around Andrei Turgenev and based on a group of alumni at the Moscow University
Boarding School. Education of civic virtues and patriotic sentiments formed its official agenda.
The society members Vasily Zhukovsky, Aleksandr Turgenev, Mikhail Kaisarov and Semen
Rodzianko held more conservative views, as seen in a poem by Rodzianko Love for the
Fatherland, delivered initially at the Moscow School in 1798 and republished in 1804419:
Happy are the people who honor the laws,
Who love the truth and the Tsar,
[…]
Oh young Russians! we owe life

Let us look at the tsar’s sacred visage –
May it be in our hearts!
[…]
We will decorate our hearts and mind,
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To the Fatherland;
It, only it cares about us;
To whom should we sacrifice ourselves then?

To serve Him zealously,
And for dear Russia
Let's live and die!

Also, the journal Minerva (1806), published by the Moscow University proffesors, featured the
moderately liberal excerpt “Love for the Fatherland” by the French philosophe Jean-Jacques
Barthélemy, translated by Zhukovsky.420
The more liberal members Andrei Kaisarov, Aleksei Merzliakov and Aleksandr Voeikov
gave several speeches at the meetings infused with the republican language of heroic self-sacrifice
and promoting the overthrow of “tyrants”. Kaisarov is already known to us for his A Speech on
Love for the Fatherland (1811), focusing on common people and Field Marshall Kutuzov as the
major Napoleonic Wars heroes instead of the monarch. Aleksei Merzliakov, a professor at Moscow
University, gave a couple of speeches on civic duties with the intent of “inciting patriotic
enthusiasm.” “Don’t morality and patriotism also constitute the subject of our exercises?” –
Merzliakov asked – “Each of us is a human being, a citizen, each of us is a son of the fatherland
[…] So, friends! We will be honest citizens. Thus courageous heroes were born in the mother's
womb of Sparta.” Later on, he wrote in his poem “Love for the Fatherland” (Amfion, 1815) in a
more conservative vein: “Love for the Fatherland and for the law, // Love that is not hypocritical
for the Throne.”421
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One of the last society’s meetings was officially dedicated to the Fatherland. No notes or
speeches survived, except On Love for the Fatherland of the society’s leader Andrei Turgenev:
Love for the fatherland is that heartfelt feeling that binds us to our motherland from our most tender
years [...] Is it necessary to ask: is love for the fatherland a virtue? […] If virtue consists in great
sacrifices […] then what more than patriotism has the right to this title? Was it not the one that
inspired the greatest heroes of antiquity, whose memory is sacred for us even to this day, like a
pure fire inflames us to the great deeds, makes us despise death...

The speech ends on a radical note of substitution of “fathers” with “fatherland” as an ultimate
object of veneration – only slaves bow before tsars, the true sons of fatherland bow before it:
Tsars want slaves to grovel in the dust before them; let the flatterers with a dead soul creep before
them; here your sons stand before you (fatherland)! […] We will live for your good; you may forget
and may leave your children, but they will never, nowhere, forget you [...] In the accord of our
souls, we will swear before it to be its sons, to sacrifice with the risk of everything for its
prosperity...

Though the society lasted less than a year, it was crucial for bringing together the influential
Russian literati who set the tone for educated society and were friends with Decembrist writers.422
The tone, indeed, was set, as it transpires in Andrei Turgenev’s poem “To the Fatherland,”
published in the widely popular Herald of Europe in 1803, shortly before his untimely death at the
age of twenty-two from catching a cold, and copied in full by Kiukhel’beker into his prison diary
in 1832:
The sons of the fatherland swear
And heaven hears their oath!
Oh, how their hearts beat hard in them!
It is not blood that flows inside but the flame.
You, holy fatherland,
To love you, to serve you:

Here is our real call!
We are ready to buy your welfare
With our lives.
The ruin for you is bliss
And death is immortality for us!423
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Decembrist Patriotism Defined: Civic, Romantic, and Rebellious
So what, then, about Decembrist patriotism? It is not hard to see that the rebels were
influenced by the common emotional culture of nobility and especially by the emotional
communities of their fathers and respective social circles. It is clear that the Decembrists possessed
“en masse” the critical kind of patriotism that focused on the nation as a whole and implied civil
liberties and socio-political reforms. The patriotism of conspirators integrated two important
aspects.
First, Republicanism was maybe the major characteristic of the Decembrist worldview.
After all, the American and French Revolutions were the exemplars of the use of republican
rhetoric. Politically speaking, the rebels promoted the civic idea of nation and rooted for a
government concerned with the common good of the fatherland, be it constitutional monarchy,
federation or republic. The Decembrists studied Greek and Roman history and used Classical
references in their writings. They also used Russian history, especially the medieval Russian cityrepublics to demonstrate the national tradition of republican virtues and civic heroism that existed
before the Muscovite autocracy.424 Hence, the Decembrist patriotic repertoire used republican
language and the rebels were “deadly serious” in adopting it, as the sources and the actual uprisings
suggest. The examples are abounding and well-documented by scholars, so we are to mention here
the representative ones.
The most cited example of the impact of Classical literature in scholarship is the behavior
of one of the ideologues of the conspiracy, Nikita Muravev. As a child, he attended the children’s
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ball at the Derzhavin family but refused dancing. When his mother approached him to ask why,
he answered half-affirmatively in French: “Mother, did Aristides and Cato dance?” Her answer
was alike: “It is possible to suppose, they did at your age.” Nikita immediately went to dance. V.
Olenina who witnessed this episode, wrote in her memoirs that the Muravevs were “the Gracchus
family.”425 Indeed, the father Mikhail Muravev was known for his literary style of “neo-Stoical
Sentimentalism,” heavily built on Rousseau’s ideas. Even the contemporary caustic memoiristgossiper Philip Vigel’ portrayed him as: “Mikhail Nikitich, was an paragon of all virtues [...] He
helped La Harpe in the upbringing of Emperor Alexander, paid tribute to his age and dreamed of
people's freedom [...] his meek soul was outraged by the word tyranny.”426 The “republican link”
between father and son appears in the abovementioned journal A Friend of Youth published by
Nevzorov. The 1809 issue includes a translated excerpt from Seneca “The Conversation of Xerxes
with Demaratus” signed with the initials “N. Muravev.” The long editorial footnote, praising the
author and his father “to whom this Journal initially owes its existence,” allows us to identify
Nevzorov’s friend M. Muravev and his son Nikita, respectively – which makes this text a new find
for scholarship of Decembrism.427
Another prominent Decembrist, Ivan Yakushkin, noted in his memoirs that “At this time,
we passionately loved the ancients: Plutarch, Titus Livy, Cicero, Tacitus and others were almost
table books for each of us.”428 A naval officer Petr Beliaev admitted at trial:
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Free thinking I got only from love for the fatherland, which was born in me from reading the Greek
and Roman histories, wherein I saw the rare examples of virtues and love for the fatherland […] I
never was either a lover of revolutions, or of rebellions, but conversely I always wished for the true
tranquility and welfare to my fatherland, and to which I was ready to sacrifice everything I had,
and my very life, if requested.

His brother Alexander also acknowledged: “We all dreamed of a republic, we all imagined this
golden age of popular assemblies, where ardent love for the Fatherland reigns, so do freedom,
limited by nothing and no one except the law, and the total well-being of the people.” On another
extreme, Petr Kakhovsky, the most violent rebel, who killed and wounded several high officers on
December 14th and did not beg for mercy, admitted the same: “Studying the history of the Greeks
and Romans since childhood, I was inflamed by the Heroes of antiquity.”429
There was yet another component to Decembrist patriotism. As some scholars show, the
substitution of state with nation in the early 19th century was accompanied by new attitudes based
on affect a la Rousseau, who pointed to “heart of the nation” and “national will” as irrationalemotional, unlike the “reason of state,” i.e. rational and abstract commitment to common good,
This way, Rousseau shifted the accent to “national feeling” as the major locus of civic
identification, while 1812 brought to the fore the exalted emotions of “romantic love” to the
fatherland.430 The impact of Romanticism upon this exalted “love” for fatherland is yet another
crucial factor. Not accidentally, Decembrist writers such as K. Ryleev, W. Kiuhel’beker, Al.
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Bestuzhev (Marlinsky), F. Glinka and A. Odoevsky were the harbingers of Romanticism in Russia,
as were their close friends V. Zhukovsky, P. Viazemsky, An. Turgenev and A. Pushkin.431
The culture of Romanticism of the early 19th century followed Sentimentalism with its “cult
of sensibility” and was similar in praising overall emotionality while exerting a substantial
influence on Russian emotional culture in the 1820s. Romanticism, as its predecessor, also
accented the soul of the individual and cultivation of his or her emotions, which makes it difficult
to distinguish between the two literary styles.432 However, Romanticism also meant the discovery
of the nation and its consciousness rooted in history, traditions and common folk. It was also
associated with the political passions of rebellion, change and national independence that animated
the American and French Revolutions. The Napoleonic Wars intensified desires for national selfdetermination and political reforms – fighting foreign “tyranny” became introspective. Therefore,
unlike Sentimentalism, Romanticism was also associated with the individual’s emotionalexistential freedom, national consciousness and liberty.433 Consequently, as scholars note, the
Romantic “rebellious spirit” of an individual merged with the Classical civic consciousness and
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the soul of nation. Love for freedom started to accompany love for the fatherland. In this way was
the “revolutionary romantic patriotism” of Decembrism born.434
This Classical-Romantic rhetoric of patriotism and liberty was often used at the trial by
rebels, despite worsening their indictment. In this vein, Kakhovsky explained to investigators how
he had managed to recruit conspirators: “Freedom is sweet for a young heart, love for the
fatherland, like all the feelings, is stronger; in our youth we are more controlled by the heart than
by reason: I am speaking the truth, I am the only reason for the uprising of the Life-Guards
Grenadier Regiment.” He also saw himself as a romantic hero when telling the story of how he
was chosen to commit regicide: “Ryleev, seeing in me a passionate love for the motherland and
freedom, ardor and determination of character, began to act so as to prepare me to be a dagger in
his hands.”435 Consider also the less familiar example of a low rank officer from the secret society
of United Slavs in Ukraine, far away from the lofty trends of the capital. Iakov Andreevich narrated
to his jailors a true gothic story of a romantic hero:
Always under the roof of gloomy fate (rok); rarely enjoying the gaieties; in the dark hours of My
life (sic); visiting secluded places, wherein completely indulging only in reflections on the life of a
man [...] More than once I exclaimed to heaven that freedom is This Sacred gift of heaven! [...]
Being more than once in such contemplations, dreaming privately about freedom and irritating My
feelings, I was choosing different ways for Myself, with which I could make Myself useful to My
fatherland [...] and finally, following the example of the ancient Romans and Athenians; Who, with
love for their fatherland, put on themselves the crowns of Glory. – To bring benefit to My
fatherland, to make My name unforgettable.436
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In general, the Decembrists did not write official essays on patriotism – their fathers and
friends did it for them. But there were also relevant texts uncovered by the trial that did not survive:
On Duties of Citizen written by Evgeny Obolensky for the Northern Society’s distribution; Nikolay
Chizhov’s On Love for the Fatherland, and Mikhail Spiridov’s On Freedom and Liberty of Man,
On Fatherly Power and Voice of Patriot.437There were also three persons who wrote extensively
on patriotism: F. Glinka, N. Turgenev and K. Ryleev – all of them, not accidentally, being the
prominent writers of the era.
A mystical-spiritual writer, Fedor Glinka was well-known among his contemporaries as
the major otechestvoliubets (lover of the fatherland), but he is rarely quoted in scholarship
regarding the topic of 1825, being seen as a “conservative” figure. Glinka, author of the famous
Letters of the Russian Officer, wrote extensively on patriotism.438 There is one text, unnoticed in
scholarship, which provides a more systematic approach to patriotism. Titled “The Initial Lesson
to the Young Russian on Fatherland”, it was published in A Friend of Youth (1809) as a rhetorical
dialogue of questions and answers. It centers on nostalgic attachment to one’s motherland, its
military defense and national trade. Glinka makes a distinction between the two objects of loyalty:
Q. Why are you called a Russian?
A. Because my motherland is in Russia, for I belong to the Russian people, and Russia is my
fatherland.
Q. What is the homeland, and what is the fatherland?
437
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A. Motherland is called the place where a person was born; and the fatherland is that region or
that State in which our motherland is located.
Q. How are all the people living in the same fatherland called?
A. Sons of the fatherland or citizens of that State...

This extract faithfully reflects on the previously mentioned cultural distinctions and shifts in
Russian patriotic culture: differences between motherland and fatherland, and the proximity of the
latter to the concept of state. However, Glinka also brings the “nation” in, defining it explicitly as
“Russia” and “Russian people,” while omitting a ruler or the social estates altogether. Tellingly,
the next entry is his poem on compassion that ends with a long footnote from the editor Nevzorov
lamenting the omission of Christian faith from Glinka’s patriotism.439
The most interesting and vivid case of Decembrist patriotism ivolves the views of the onetime conspirator (until 1822) Nikolay Turgenev, a liberal thinker, economist and statesman who
systematically acted and wrote on the ills of serfdom. He was “a moderate liberal” and a friend of
many contemporary writers and Decembrist leaders.440 Often downplayed in research is the fact
that Turgenev was obsessively concerned with Russian patriotism in all of its dimensions –
emotional, ethical and political – in his diaries, letters and writings. Here we are able to present
only a tiny fraction of his patriotic ruminations. His diaries also allow for tracing the development
of patriotic feeling over the years and thus present a unique opportunity for a researcher.
Turgenev had already published his translation of the founder of French Romanticism
François-René de Chateaubriand, titled unsurprisingly On Love for the Fatherland, while attending
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the Moscow University School in 1805. This fourteen-page long excerpt is fairly neutral in its
contents, dealing mostly with patriotic nostalgia toward one’s place of birth through poetic images
of nature. The essay starts by saying that “The noblest, most moral feeling in a person, is love for
the Fatherland” and claims the centrality of the Christian faith.441
This idyllic vision of patriotism as nostalgia follows Turgenev to his studies abroad at the
University of Göttingen. In 1809, on hearing that France declared war on Austria, he wrote:
Russia! Russia! With reverence and love I pronounce Your sacred Name (sic) […] If my
insignificant life could assist to Your good, I would gladly sacrifice it. I would die a thousand times
for my fatherland, for Russia!!! [...] Everything is quiet, but my heart is beating hard and reminds
me that I am in Göttingen. Damned city! When will I be outside your walls? When I am going to
breathe freely the Russian air, the dear one. It seems that you can freely breathe only in Russia.

His love for all things Russian intensified in 1810 while visiting the German town of Kassel: “On
Saturday I went to bow to Struve (G. A., Russian diplomat), and then to our priest, the only decent
person in Kassel, to breakfast with him over Russian vodka and cucumbers – it's wonderful how
Russians treat (kormiat) with the Russian staples!” Then he visited the Russian church and
pondered during the mass:
…when will I see Russia, when will I see it! The reverent feelings of Religion (sic) were mixing
with the most sacred feelings for the Fatherland, and I was in some kind of inexplicable rapture,
even now my heart still beats at the memory; it is filled with delightful feelings, but these feelings
are inexpressible! Love for the Fatherland can drive a person to the same madness as ordinary love,
or, perhaps, to more, if it were possible.442

However, one of the first things he wrote down in his diary, coming back to Moscow in
1812 (before its occupation by Napoleon), strikes the reader:
It has been three weeks since I have been here, and to this day I have not come to my senses. [...]
Insignificant faces, on which the stamp of slavery, rudeness and drunkenness is visible – everything
has already managed to make the heart bleed and wish to return to foreign lands. The lack of
enlightenment of the upper classes also acted on the creation of the last wish. […] I was deceived
by the hope that fueled my imagination in Göttingen. It hurts my heart to have such feelings at the
sight of places that witnessed my youth, after 4 years of separation. Everything that I feel at every
step I cannot depict. Only everything is gloomy and dirty.
441
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In 1817 Turgenev’s ideas of civic patriotism took shape and he voiced hope for a new vision:
The time will come when people will recognize their true purpose and find it in love for the
fatherland, in striving for its good, in sacrificing themselves and everything in its favor. The feeling
of this love is an innate feeling in a person. It is a spark of divinity; its actions alone captivate us
and elevate our soul.443

The person who embodied the burning patriotic zeal of “a true citizen” was poet Kondratii
Ryleev, who became a member of the conspiracy only in 1823, its leader “in the North” already in
1824, and who was hanged in 1826. Ryleev was not friends with Turgenev but he was with Glinka,
to whom he dedicated these lines in the early 1820s: “You, Glinka are right – and your advice //
On wise experience is based [...] I’m not spoiled by the fame; // But breathing for the common
good, // I’m chained to it from childhood; // My soul is flying right to it, // I’m singing it on a loud
lyre...” Ryleev voiced the same concern for the common good in his address to his fellow Romantic
conspirator-writer Al. Bestuzhev: “My soul will keep it to the grave // The high intentions’ boiling
valor; // A friend of mine, it’s not in vain // This fellow burns with Love for common favor!”
Ryleev’s emotionality in general and patriotism in particular, reflected in his personality and
poetry, were noticed by his comrades so as by scholars.444
Poetry, in fact, served as a perfect medium for conveying patriotic sentiments, especially
with the critical-subversive tones to the autocracy, in a guise of metaphorical and allegorical forms.
Ryleev’s work was the epitome and culmination of Decembrist poetry writ large, or of the “civic
Romanticism,” as defined by Grigorii Gukovsky, which used the terminology or “words-
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symbols”: people (narod) and motherland (otchizna), citizen and freedom (svoboda), despot and
tyrant, virtue and vice, freedom (vol’nost’) and slavery. For example, this style was used as by
Radishchev so as by Pnin, Gnedich and early Pushkin.445
Of interest is the early poem of young Ryleev from 1813, unpublished during his lifetime
and titled Love for the Motherland (k Otchizne):
Where don’t they build the altars,
For the holy love of fatherland?
And where isn’t it a duty
This holy heat in blood to harbor? […]

Love for the motherland, oh Russian,
Is everywhere and always with you!
And with it, with it every citizen,
Is a dreadful hero for the foes. […]

No, no, it burns yet everywhere
This heartfelt heat of holy love.
He does not understand it though,
But yet the savage feels alike –
As does the uneducated Indian
As well as studious European. […]

He adores the people and the motherland,
He burns with all his heart and soul,
To the tsar and the sacred religion,
Always stands as a hill in the midst of the
storms...

The poem faithfully represents all the ingredients of patriotism that emerged in the Napoleonic
wars – use of the more intimate-folksy motherland instead of fatherland, Classical examples from
European and Russian history and focus on nation as people, while tsar and religion come last.
Ryleev clearly defines his intentions and the role of poetry in instilling patriotism in the
introduction to his famous cycle of historical poems and epics Dumy (Meditations). He dedicated
the poem Voinarovsky to his colleague-friend A. Bestuzhev: “As Apollo’s austere son, // You
won’t see in there art; // But you’ll find the lively feelings – // For I am citizen, not bard.”446
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Finally, the “romantic rebellious” patriotism of Ryleev is evident in the poem Volynsky,
who was the “free-thinking” statesman in the Anna Ioannovna reign (1730-1740) and was executed
on dubious charges. The poet defines who the true son of the fatherland in an unequivocal way:
Not the one is faithful son of the motherland,
Not the one is who in the autocracy’s land,
Being the tsar’s beneficial citizen,
Is of despicable vanity slave!
But the one, who, fighting the strongman
For the freedom or the native land,
Forgetting all about himself,
Is ready to sacrifice all for the people.
Against the fierce tyrants firm,
He will be free if still in chains,

At execution justly proud
And always noble in his feelings.
Everywhere an honest man
Everywhere the motherland’s faithful son,
He will live and meet his end
As a friend of good, without reproof. [...]
And let him fall! - Yet will he live
In people’s memory and hearts
Him and the fiery pursuit
Of soul, magnificent and unobstructed.447

Conclusion: Power of “a Spark of Citizenship”
To return to the beginning, Raevsky’s case embodied not only “rebellious patriotism on
trial” but also the cultural (emotional) shift in general – because the story of Russian patriotism is
a story of one book, metaphorically speaking. The initial martial trial of Raevsky in 1822 was
based on charges of sedition among his soldiers. Being the chief educator in the Southern Army
Lancaster schools (peer-to-peer study), opened officially in 1821 by his superior and the fellowconspirator General Mikhail Orlov, Raevsky was accused, among other charges, of kissing and
hugging his soldiers (!),and of teaching liberal literature to the lower ranks, the main textbook
being Felbiger’s work, issued by Catherine II. The chief interrogator and Raevsky’s superior,
General Sabaneev, found this book (print of 1817) dangerous and confusing: “There are many
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good things in it, but how they will be interpreted. There are articles on the benefits and necessity
of different social estates. But it is without censorship.”448
As noted above, Felbiger’s book is heralded by scholars as the most influential educational
text of the Catherinian era, but its fate in the early 19th century escaped scholarly scrutiny. It is
very rarely mentioned that the book was withdrawn from schools in 1819, when the Archbishop
of Tver’, Filaret (Drozdov), and the Minister of Public Instruction, Prince Alexander Golitsyn (an
uncle of the Decembrist Valerian), complained that it did not praise monarchy enough and was
neutral on republican government. Curiously, the “Russian patriot-in-chief” Shishkov, who
replaced Golitsyn as Minister in 1824, twice tried to have the book reinstated, but in vain.449 This
means that Raevsky, knowingly or not, was teaching illegal literature in 1822. The Lancaster
schools in the army were closed.
Was it really subversive? Most probably so, as shown above, for this text taught civic
patriotic virtues that went beyond blind loyalty to rulers. The Decembrist Baron Vladimir
Shteingel’ even remembered studying it in Siberia in 1791, while being in the second grade “where
they taught the doctrine of the duties of a citizen and a man that were taught by heart, like parrots.”
The case of the Colonel Petr Passek, who was in the secret society but “had wits” to die in 1825
before the uprising, is telling. Decembrist Yakushkin tells that Passek took a good care of his
peasants and even organized a Lancaster-type school for their sons: “The boys learned to read from
the book ‘On the Rights and Duties of a Citizen ’, published under Empress Catherine and banned
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in the last years of the reign of Emperor Alexander.”450 The story of Felbiger’s textbook shows
that not only did this manual of patriotic sentiments enjoy popularity, but also, ironically, due to
its ambivalent stance, served for teaching liberal ideas.
The fate of this book is emblematic of historical shifts in (emotional) culture and of the
story of the Decembrist moral sentiments – the rebels appropriated emotional discourse from their
fathers but reshaped/reordered its meanings. In other words, the Decembrists moved beyond the
abstract notions of fatherland of their fathers by focusing on the post-Napoleonic Russian realities
and including peasants and soldiers into the nation. This way, the common good, understood as
national welfare, was transformed into a real political category which also demanded a real
political action. While the conservative circles of state bureaucracy and high aristocracy continued
to be entrenched in viewing patriotism as unconditional loyalty to the autocrat and state, many in
the Decembrist generation envisioned love for the Fatherland as active civic duty. The old moral
virtue became a political emotion.
Change was on its way. N. Turgenev started his diary for the year 1811 by attaching two
short letters addressed to him. The first letter is from his friend Petr Kaverin, a famous adventurist
and duelist, and the future random attendant of an early secret society. Kaverin took as epigraph
four lines from Derzhavin’s poem Bullfinch (1800), written in praise of Russian military genius
A. Suvorov and containing implicit critique of Paul I as tyrant: “By prayer and by God to overthrow
fate, // Giving scepters yet to be called a slave, // Being the sufferer out the valor, // Live for the
tsars, wear one out?” Under the last line “to live for tsars…” there is a telling footnote made by
Kaverin: “For the Fatherland – for Russia.” The second letter, by Turgenev’s brother Sergei,
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proclaims: ““No one shuns from his fatherland, but how good it is to name it with pride! It is even
more pleasant to know what to be proud of and to have the right to do so. О mа noble patrie!..(sic).”
And then follows the above quoted excerpt on patriotic self-sacrifice from their brother’s Andrei’s
poem To the Fatherland.451
At the trial Dmitry Zavalishin voiced the feelings of a young man entering adult life in the
early nineteenth-century Russian educated society:
With a Flaming (sic) soul, with an ardent mind, having a heart filled with love for truth, entering
the society (svet), I tried to reach the possible degree of elevation of feelings and devotion to the
Emperor. Love for the fatherland and fidelity to this oath were the leaders I chose [...] A man with
a young, still unspoiled heart, loves to honor his own feelings in others [...] I believed that everyone
also burns with love for the truth, for the common good...

Zavalishin’s belief that everyone among the nobility shared his emotional ideas of civic
patriotism was proven wrong and his “beloved” Alexander I failed properly to “reward” his
ambitions to organize the international secret Order of Restoration (in California!) to fight the
world “radical” conspiracies. Zavalishin ended up joining the Decembrists several months before
the uprising, for reasons that are still debated in scholarship, one of them being the attempted
denunciation of the rebels. But Zavalishin also mentioned at trial that Ryleev had told him about
the heroic Major Raevsky, the latter not betraying the conspiracy during his three years in jail.452
And Raevsky, while teaching a standard eighteenth-century textbook on patriotism, imagined yet
another outcome in his poem written in 1822 while in prison in Tiraspol’. His To the Friends in
Kishinev addresses Pushkin, who also was around in semi-exile and warned Raevsky about the
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upcoming arrest, allowing the latter to destroy much of his “incriminating” documents. Pushkin
was mostly writing on “real” romantic love at this period, what “a citizen” Raevsky lamented:
Leave love to other singers.
How to sing love, where blood sprinkles,
Where an alien tribe with a smile
Torments us with bloody torture
Where the word, thought, involuntary gaze
Pull, as it was an obvious conspiracy,
Like a crime, onto the scaffold,
And where the people, prone to fear,

Don't dare in whisper to murmur.
It's time my friend, it's time to call
From the abyss the age of midnight glory
The strength to people, rule and morals
And those sacred bygone times
When people’s council (veche) loudly growled
And made the arrogant yet princes
To bow shoulders from afar.453
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CHAPTER 4. HONOR: DIGNITY, NATION, AND DISAPPOINTING TSAR

“Seeking Honor”
In 1812 young Kondratii Ryleev told his father of his love for Alexander I as one of the
major reasons for his intention to serve as an artillery officer:
I adore our monarch, because he cares about his subjects, like a father who adores his children, and
like a tsar, placed over us by God! – I want to thank him; but with what and where can I thank him?
By what, if not by courage and bravery on the field of glory.454

His attitudes would radically change a decade later, the evolvement of his political worldview not
being the only reason. The wounded sense of personal and national honor (chest’ in Russian) by
the disappointing ruler played a crucial role in the radicalization of the Decembrist conspiracy,
especially in its second phase in the 1820s. All the components of Ryleev’s statement had already
been slowly changing since the late 18th century: love for the father-tsar competed with love for
the fatherland and turned into indignation towards Alexander I, whose “office” of monarch not
only became desacralized and humanized but he even was personally perceived as “son of the
fatherland.” Moreover, officers more frequently served, fought and died not for the ruler, who was
their “peer,” but for the nation. Private aspects such as one’s honor and personal (dis)connection
to the ruler acquired “political” charge, as this chapter argues.
In a sense, the story of Early Modern Russian noble honor is a dialectic relationship of
power between tsar and nobility. To put it simply, nobility’s honor was dependent on that of the
ruler and on elites’ perceptions of themselves vis-a-vis the monarchy. First, Muscovite honor was
based on social status and was external as an emanation of the most honorable member of the
polity – the Russian tsar, who had power to decide the fate of his servitors, to reward or to banish.
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The Muscovite boyars’ (old nobility) honor was an extension of that of their ruler – they served
and died mostly for royal glory.
The seeds of transformation of noble honor, planted in the late seventeenth century with
the emergence of new elites and the proliferation of education, took root during Peter’s reign with
meritocracy of Table of Ranks (1722) and “bore fruit in Catherine’s with the emergence of a more
individualized sense of honor.”455 The nobility’s growing self-consciousness of personal merit and
mission of service alongside the monarch did not yet mean individual dignity or corporate identity,
as in Europe. The “nobility” of the Russian elites of the 18th century still depended on “royal
favors,” such as the decrees of Catherine II or simply promotion and awards. This dependence on
the monarch produced the phenomenon of “seeking honors” and personal ambition, described in
Russian as “love of honor” (liubochestie or chestoliubie), and meaning the external recognition of
one’s merits, first by the ruler and then by peers.
Putting aside the benefits and status derived from royal “favoritism,” acquiring of “honors”
usually entailed personal service of the monarch. The early eighteenth-century service was
interchangeably directed at state, fatherland and emperor, the latter being the major overarching
category. The vision of state-fatherland as personified by the ruler led, to a certain degree, the
nobles to treat the latter as an abstract “body politic” (to use the famous insight of E. Kantorowitcz
of “king’s two bodies,” personal and political) without focusing on the ruler’s persona as such.456
Hence, the major change in late eighteenth-century perceptions of honor coincided with
the shift of patriotic devotion from tsar to fatherland, outlined in the previous chapters. This shift
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was facilitated or maybe inspired by the ongoing desacralization of the office of monarchy
culminating in the “discovery” of the second, the “physical body” of a king. The humanity of the
ruler meant emotions to the contemporaries. Printed culture was concerned with the impact of
kingly passions on the monarch’s ability to properly rule the domain. At stake was the “common
good” and prescriptive literature was not shy on emotional advice. In a sense, the nobility’s
emotional culture required the same from the monarch – a “good monarch” had to control his sinful
desires, to be even more virtuous and moral than his subjects for the sake of the fatherland. The
priorities of who serves whom were changing.
The result was the splitting of the nobility’s honor from that of the monarch. At the turn of
the 19th century the externality of honor became civic – the moral approval of the “citizens”
(educated elites) and nation writ large became more important. Due to the continuous alienation
of the educated aristocrats from the corrupt court and unvirtuous rulers, sense of honor also evolved
into the personal dignity of an autonomous individual, making noble honor more internal, as in
the case of nobleness. Further, honor became corporate for nobility and military officers who saw
themselves as sharers of royal duties to the fatherland.
Moral sentiments school did not focus on honor per se, but Russians included it in noble
emotional virtues and connected it to morals as in the case of nobleness and ethos of service.
Sentimentalism helped to interiorize noble honor as a personal moral feeling rather than a symbol
of social status and external confirmation of one’s worth. The early nineteenth-century nobility
possessed three major honor identities: personal dignity of an individual-nobleman, civic sense of
a citizen, and service honor of the military officer, the latter encompassing the first two.
The nobility’s focus on the monarch’s humanity resulted in further desacralization of his
“official body” in the early 19th century. The growing critique of the ruler’s human lapses brought
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some sort of equalization with the vision of him/her as the nobility’s “partner” in serving the
fatherland. The tsar was seen more as the First Human, Citizen and Officer. The most vivid case
was that of the military honor shared with Paul I and his sons Alexander, Nicholas, Constantine
and Michael, who served as high commanders and continued to devote most of their attention to
the military after ascending to the throne.
The reign of Alexander I (1801-1825) was the epitome of these patriotic-honorable shifts.
As Richard Wortman shows, Alexander’s “scenario of power” was that of friendship, meaning
personal connections with his statesmen and generals, while also appealing as a human emotional
ruler to his subjects.457 This worked well for Alexander before and during the Napoleonic Wars –
he initiated liberal reforms and became the Savior of Russia, as of Europe, from the French
Dictator. However, complications began to arise after the wars. First there was the post-war
cultural shift in popular attitudes to patriotism, outlined in the previous chapters. Honor was
another facet of this shift. As Alexander Herzen once wrote:
A big change occurred in public opinion shortly after the war. The Guards and the army regiments’
officers became less submissive, less accommodating than before, after bravely exposing their
chests to enemy bullets. In society, knightly feelings of honor and personal dignity spread, hitherto
unknown to the Russian aristocracy...458

Secondly, Alexander’s post-1815 reign was marked by the elites’ profound disappointment
at his neglect of domestic issues and unfulfilled liberal reforms. This sense of frustration pervades
contemporary accounts of liberals and conservatives alike. Alexander was a bad “friend.” A big
component of this general disillusion were feelings of dishonor on personal, military and national
levels which were embodied in the Decembrist worldview.
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The Decembrists did not write tractates on honor, because they shared the contemporary
emotional culture, but they were more morally “offended” by Alexander and “despotism” in
general. They started to see Alexander as a “traitor” to the nation. However, their civic indignation
was not just political – it also was rooted in the personal-corporate dishonor of a nobleman and
officer. After suppressing the Semenovsky Regiment mutiny and learning of the Decembrist
conspiracy in 1821, Alexander I initiated “military purges” of the “free-thinking” officers by
means of demotion, non-promotion, and forced retirement. At times, personal disfavor only served
as the emperor’s mundane policy towards his servicemen, unconnected to politics per se, but the
nobility’s inner honor became more sensitive. These events impacted the radicalization of the
conspiracy’s political aims in the 1820s and the regicide plans based on personal vendetta, as well
as leading some nobles to join the two uprisings in 1825-1826 without having been in secret
societies beforehand.
The radical leader of the Southern conspiracy, colonel Pavel Pestel’, while asking for
mercy from Nicholas in 1826 and promising “total and unconditional loyalty to the person of his
majesty and his family” quite brazenly continued: “This was by no means the case regarding the
deceased sovereign, I could say a lot about this, but now is not the place and the time to talk about
it.”459 It is “time and place” to explore the Russian nobility’s and Decembrists’ attitudes to
Alexander I, in which honor played an important role, combining personal with political and
transforming adoration to the regicide plans.
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The Entangled Honor of 18th Century: Nobility and Tsar-Patriot
Honor, as one of the basic aspects of social life, appears at the early stages of Russian
history, the early medieval period of Kievan Rus’ (882-1240). The first Russian legal documents,
The Russian Justice and The Church Statute of Kiev, issued by Iaroslav the Wise (1019-1054),
featured many laws on compensation for personal “dishonor” measured by social standing of the
litigant. Religious chronicles and poetic tales confirm that Kievan honor was not perceived as
personal in modern sense but as a mark of moral standing and social status. Honor had religious
connotations and was associated with glory, military valor, and attributes of Kievan Princes.460
The post-Mongolian Muscovite (of Muscovy) honor of the 15th-17th centuries, in
consonance with the processes of consolidation and centralization of the emerging state under
Moscow rule, was based on the patrimonial model of family with the tsar at its apex and thus bore
a collective character. Meaning, honor was not an attribute of an individual but a continued
signifier of social group belonging, be it to a family, clan, locality or social estate. The most
striking aspect of Muscovite honor was its overall social inclusivity – any male or female, noble
or serf, or even foreigner could officially defend their dignity at court (though the trial was still
based on their legal status). The major scholar of Muscovite honor, Nancy Kollmann, clarifies that
“To be honorable was to obey the laws, to respect one’s social status, to serve the tsar loyally, to
revere God, and to live modestly and with sexual propriety.”461
Honor as status was usually associated with elites in Western culture. The Muscovite
boyars (old nobility) had their own peculiar institution of mestnichestvo (precedence) that defined
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their honor by their positioning in the complex hierarchy of family clan and service rank.462
Muscovite honor, therefore, became mainly associated with servicemen who occupied positions
as advisors to the throne and the highest stately-military ranks. That being said, the honor of
emerging “nobility” was never fully theirs. The tsar was the center of “the honorable community”
and its most honorable member – the honor of his persona and office radiated through societal
order and state institutions. Offence to the tsar’s dignity was officially prosecuted even if a random
act of dishonor occurred in his residence or in relation to state offices and officials that represented
him.463 It is of note that the tsar’s honor was also attributed not to his person but rather to his
“second body,” the office of ruler. By this socio-political design, the honor of servitors was
external as an extension of the honor of father-tsar.
The definition began to morph in the late 17th century with the 1682 abolition of the
institution of boyar precedence, justified as benefiting the common good. Altogether, the emphasis
on the collective started gradually shifting towards the individual, when Peter I tried to inculcate
a sense of personal honor based on a European model that was centered on individual’s cultivated
self, rather than on heritage and clan. Meritocracy, as promulgated by Peter in his Table of Ranks
(1722) and based on new educational standards, produced a new kind of elites: the nobility, who
had self-awareness as individuals by their personal achievements and contributions to the
Fatherland.464 As in the case of “nobleness” (see Ch.1), honor was slowly acquiring the internal
qualities based on personal merit rather than being originated in one’s genealogy.
This emerging personalized sense of noble honor did not mean, however, the autonomous
dignity of an individual, as it is still was connected to the office of a ruler. Nor did nobility’s honor
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signal membership in a distinctive corporate body, as in the West. As Elena Marasinova argues,
the contemporary usage of honor rarely contained an adjective “noble” (dvorianskaia) but rather
that “of nobleness” (blagorodnaia). Hence, for Russian nobility, the sense of noble honor was a
moral-ethical category of nobleness rather than estate-based. The monarch was the one to sanction
what it meant and modify as she pleased. The Table of Ranks (1722) merged the nobleman’s
dignity with a status of service rank (chin) that left a lasting impact on servitors’ consciousness for
the next two centuries. Further, when the nobility received the official title of “noble estate”
(blagorodnoe soslovie) in 1754, it signified not “knightly merits”, or even pedigree, but the duty
of service and proximity to the royal majesty. This was reinforced in the Emancipation Manifesto
of Nobility (1762) and the Charter to the Nobility (1785). The impact was twofold. Proximity to
the throne and being part of the government through state service evoked the nobility’s senses of
pride and mission as the ruler’s companions and bearers of her power. However, the fact that the
monarch was the one to confer the status and ranks from above, meant the noblemen’s personal
dependence on the royal will in every aspect of life: career, awards, social standing, and sometimes
even marriage.465
In other words, Russian noble honor did not signify the gentleman-like free spirit of the
independent estate, as in Europe, but was granted by loyal service of the monarch, as Decembrist
father Mikhail Muravev noticed:
Courtesy or notability of origin is signified by the European name of a nobleman (gentil-homme)
(sic). The Russian word for a nobleman, it seems, describes an official, committed to the court and
person of the sovereign. All the nobility represents in some way the succession of the sovereign...466
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The archetypical textbook of the late 18th century, Felbiger’s On the Duties of Man and Citizen
(1783), further captured the essence of the nobility’s superior status as the ruler’s executives so as
dependent on her favors:
No.3 It (noble estate) has many levels but all of them in general have the advantages over the lower
estate: they hold high positions in the government and in the army; they are the people closest to
the person of the Monarch and consequently have honor being led and employed by Him, and
working before His very eyes. The nobility, therefore, is the estate which can and must do most for
the fatherland. […] No.5 The nobles, just like people of other stations, must demonstrate their
obedience, diligence and love for the fatherland. The diligence of nobles must be incomparably
greater than that of people in other stations. They are faced with the most difficult tasks to perform.
[…] Honor and the desire to preserve their acquired privileges without their cloudiness ought to
be the incentives for all the nobility’s deeds.467

The idea of the dependence of nobility’s honor on the monarch was even reflected in
dictionaries. The first Russian dictionary, Slovar’ Akademii Rossiiskoi (1789-94), defines the
adjective noble/of nobility (dvorianskii) as pertaining to a nobleman and gives the first example
“Only the Sovereign bestows noble dignity.” While nobility (dvorianstvo) is defined as “The
nobleness, the dignity of a nobleman,” the immediate example is “To grant the nobility.”468 Also
SAR describes honor (chest’) as an external sense of superiority:
1) Reverence, respect; inner conviction about someone’s superior dignity. [...] 3) Glory, an
honorable name, acquired by superior qualities, excellent deeds [...] 4) Rank, dignity [...] To seek,
strive for honors.469

Another important factor in the Russian nobility’s ideas of external honor was the widely
known theory of Montesquieu (The Spirit of the Laws, 1748). His work provided a definition of
three major forms of government: republic, monarchy and despotism, while assigning three
different “foundations” or “principles” that characterized each type. Notably, Montesquieu
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claimed that these principles were “passions”!470 Republic thrives on love for fatherland, meaning
love for common good and equality, and defined as “political virtue” (not moral); monarchy is
based on sense of honor and despotism rests on fear. Monarchy and nobility are interdependent
and linked by honor. His most provocative point was that the seeking of honors in monarchy, being
an egoistic pursuit, left the common good and civic sacrifice irrelevant. Nevertheless, ambition
could also lead to civic contribution through the noblemen’s aspirations towards external
recognition:
Honor can inspire people there (in monarchy) to the most beautiful deeds and, in combination with
the power of laws, lead them towards the government’s goals no worse than virtue itself. […] Honor
sets in motion all parts of the political organism; by its very action, it binds them, and everyone,
thinking to pursue his own interests, in fact strives for the common good.471

Meaning, the common good is still served in monarchy but out of personal interest. The
writings of Montesquieu left an unprecedented lasting impact on the Russian elites’ ideas of
monarchy, honor, and patriotism, and sparked intense debates in the contemporary writings, for he
classified Russia as despotic. In general, Russian elites accepted his insights if with some
adjustments: Russia was not despotic but a monarchy based on honor, which also possessed the
civic virtues of ancient republics, namely patriotism and care for common good.472
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The importance of honor in the nobility’s lives elicited a vast body of instructional texts on
how this noble sense had to be educated and what it entailed.473 The dependence of noble honor
on the monarch produced the phenomenon of seeking honor/s and ambition, called in Russian
“love of honor” (liubochestie or chestoliubie). Contemporary advice literature constantly warned
against the obsessive chasing of honor by means of personal glory and awards. Together with that,
love of honor was allowed and even prescribed if it came from the right motives and personals
virtues, leading to positive civic engagement benefitting the common good such as education, arts,
philanthropy or civic and military service.474
To give some notable examples, the writer Iakov Kozelsky provided a basic vision of honor
in his lengthy discussion of all of its attributes as early as 1768. In brief, honor is given for one’s
accomplishments, (sovershenstva) which can be acquired, and is thus not hereditary. Love of honor
(“liubochestie ili chestoliubie”) should be based on virtues and allowed if aimed at civic
contribution. These notions survived long into 1824, when Parfenii Engalychev summarized in his
Dictionary of the Virtues and Vices:
A body without a soul means only corpse; and a person without honor is nothing but a dead man,
whom everyone leaves with contempt [...] Honor is one of the most important springs of human
deeds. How many great deeds, how many noble and useful labors have arisen from this beneficent
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impulse! [...] Young people, look for honor, but be picky! [...] true honor is always the friend of
virtue. Without virtue, there is no true honor.475

The slow individualization of noble honor based on morality was entangled with the shifts
in perception of the monarch’s own honor as well as her position vis-a-vis the elites and the state.
The “all-powerful” tsar at the apex of social honor never had absolute power over his/her domain.
The Russian vision of the ruler, as limited by law and tradition, expected to be beneficial to his
realm and to work in tandem with elites, dates far back to the Kievan Rus, solidifies in the late 17th
century and culminates in the early 18th century with Peter the Great. Moreover, partial
desacralization of the image of the tsar was slowly occurring in the laws and public symbolism of
the 1680’s by portraying him and his stately duties in more secular and human tones. Politics were
becoming a secular separate sphere stressing the service of state and society as kingly duties.476
It is not surprising then that eighteenth-century Russia witnessed the emergence of the
virtual dialogue between the ruler and elites through the medium of printed culture. In Russia, as
in Europe, the subjects’ expectations for their ruler were expressed in numerous “princely mirrors”
and instructional-moralizing texts. Russian advice literature (mostly translated) was in and of itself
the only way to discuss socio-political matters in an autocratic regime, lacking public sphere, as
among the educated elites so as between the ruler and the ruled. Russian writers found it
fashionable to give advice to their rulers as evident in the enormous growth of this literature during
Catherine II’s reign, who herself admittedly wrote in this vein. The didactic tone towards the ruler
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eventually precipitated into all genres of the late eighteenth-century public letters, at times
bordering on satire or even political commentary.
The expectations from the monarchy were numerous. Peter I forcefully introduced the
image of the active “reforming tsar,” referring to the ruler’s duties to the state and its population.
Then, the popular legitimation of the eighteenth-century rulers was based on continuation of the
Petrine thrust for reforms. Other common visions of monarchy included the “electiveness” of a
ruler based on merits, hinting at “social contract,” and her concern for rule of law. But above all
the “good monarch” had to be moral the same as her subjects and even more, for a moral ruler
meant a moral nation.477
The focus on the ruler’s morality was connected to yet another crucial discovery of the 18th
century – that of the “physical body” of the king, of his/her humanity. The physical body of the
king became “visible.” While the principle of the ruler’s sovereignty, as a divinely sanctioned
office, remained uncontested in the minds of noble elites, her personal behavior was judged by
contemporaries in terms of morality and personal virtues. To quote Elise Wirtschafter, “the
monarch also became an individual moral being, who like the gods and goddesses of classical
antiquity combined power, glory, and wisdom with everyday human foibles.” Meaning, the rulers
still were “sacred gods” but also possessed human weaknesses. At stake was the ruler’s emotional
world and his capabilities to manage passions and appetites so that mundane urges and inclinations
would not interfere with his royal duties to the state and welfare of its subjects.
In a sense, the emotional culture of nobility operated on the same terms towards the
monarch. The humanization of the ruler, based on “desires,” meant that vices should be suppressed
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and/or translated into virtues. Rulers’ uncontrollable desires could lead to political tyranny and
violate the established social order. Eighteenth-century texts argued that a tyrant, being himself
under the “tyranny” of passions, had to be resisted, exactly as vile desires were resisted on the
personal level. While the descent of the monarch into despotism justified his overthrow, the
humanity of the “lapse,” caused by the burden of ruling, evoked sympathy and belief in the royal
virtues as well. That is to say, the nobility’s discovery of the persona of the ruler and discussion
of her morality did not lead to calls for regime change but reinforced the idea of autocracy with
the idea of a “good king.” The problem was not kingship itself but the wrong individual on the
throne. The morality of feelings overshadowed political reasoning. Yet, the virtual discussion of
human flaws inadvertently elicited the “judging gaze” of the educated elites towards the
monarchy.478
For example, the moralizing journal The Moscow Monthly Issue, published by the liberal
enlightener Nikolay Novikov and associated with Moscow Masons, offered the public a long essay
(from French) “On Rulers” that dealt mostly with the royal passions and their impact:
There is no social estate more envied than the estate of Sovereigns; and maybe there is no other
which should be envied less. Most people think that a King cannot be unhappy. [...] If after
accession to the throne the passions disappeared; then the fate of Sovereigns would have been more
blessed than of their subjects; but the former are also fraught with weaknesses like the latter. Love,
jealousy, hatred and envy, alternately, and sometimes all of them of a sudden, torment and deprive
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peace in the midst of palaces [...] Any state can be better controlled by an idle Sovereign than
passionate one.479

More ominous was the warning of conservative court-poet Gavrila Derzhavin To Rulers and
Judges around 1780:
O sovereigns! Mighty gods I deemed you,
And that no one was over you judge.
Yet passions rule you, as they do me,
And you, as I, are mortal too;

And you shall fall, in no way different,
Than withered leaves shall fall from trees;
And you shall die, in no way different,
Than your most humble slave shall die!480

The “discovery” of the ruler’s fallible body reinforced the separation of the royal office
from the fatherland in the late 18th century. The concept of Fatherland implied the “royal concern.”
Monarchs were expected to take on the role of a caring father or mother and rule with respect for
the law and love for their subjects. “Consequently, the exemplary qualities of a monarch hinged
on his or her love of the fatherland and his or her commitment to the common good,” as Ingrid
Schierle aptly notes about Catherine the Great’s reign.481 The king was expected to be a patriot as
voiced in such early translated into Russian texts as The Citizen King (Pensées politiques sur les
devoirs d’un roi citoyen), in 1756, and The Patriot King (1765). Indeed, the dictionary of 1847
states that “Father of the Fatherland, the name given to the Sovereigns who have arranged the good
of the fatherland.”482
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Even Felbiger’s textbook, issued by Catherine II, while repeatedly calling for loyalty and
forbidding any expression of discontent, also delineated the duties of a ruler, who is compared to
a father of his subjects. The court playwright Alexander Sumarokov practically demanded active
love for the fatherland from the ruler in a lengthy epistle to the royal heir, Paul Romanov (1761):
But if the sovereign missteps, so grief
Will pour on the people like the sea.
It is the reason, crowned blood,
To have more to the fatherland of love.
The second of this love important reason
That there is no higher one than your position,
The fatherland gives you much more of joy;
So duty calls you rather us to love it more.
[…]
The destinies establish such carcass:
We were born for you, and you for us.
You cannot be the only happy ones:
You love yourself, you also must love us.483

Love for the fatherland is the first virtue
And of our honesty an undeniable witness.
[…]
We all must love the fatherland of ours,
But the tsar’s scions should love more:
The people’s well-being while on the throne.
It is known, sovereign, in this world and to us,
That happiness escapes from the countries,
As soon as the tsar neglects his duties.
The one who wears higher title
Can always cause more benefit and strife.
[…]

Paul I (1796-1801), the father of Alexander I, “did not listen” to Sumarokov – he did not love his
subjects, was labeled as a “tyrant” and overthrown by the elites in 1801.
The same motive of the patriotic father runs through the long poem Meditation on Love of
Fatherland (1778) by obscure writer Fedor Kozel’sky, the nephew of Ia. Kozel’sky. Patriotism
entails mutual obligations between the father-fatherland and the sons, and the former must be
beneficial to the children to be loved back:
Comparing the fatherland to love by obligations,
I will present a father with a kin formation;
And right before I will describe in detail here
Such tender love, I will ask question quite sincere:
Is it the father’s love to sons his main duty call?
Or is it children’s one, to love him first of all?
I will say this by not so many words:
Love, as everything, must have a cause,
Which one must clearly to know;
The child is the very reason so,

That blooming country’s bliss is not surreal,
Wherein the fatherland is loved by sons for real.
One’s fatherland’s straightforward love,
Strives for the good of all its sons;
And all the more it comforts their hearts,
The more it flourishes and shines.
[...]
When fatherland concerns the bliss of all:
That prompts the sons in love to fall.
This alliance is good for the both sides;
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Who cannot understand the slightest thing,
Can one expect the love, in first, from him?
And so when a father owes to his blood,
He must evoke their ardent love.
[…]

It is much more successful than all legal binds.
[...]
This proverb would not be so known in our midst:
That fatherland is where one endures bliss,
But we should change it such new a manner :
That where country is, it is good living there.484

Mikhail Bakkarevich, a professor at the Moscow University’s Noble Boarding School,
voiced his generation’s hopes for a monarch-patriot, in his Speech on Love of the Fatherland
(1799), by provocatively putting fatherland above the ruler who swears:
“I will devote myself to the good of my children; I will not slumber on guard, on which God and
you (fatherland) have put me.” [...] And He (sic) is true to his oath! [...] His Spirit is everywhere:
in the courts, in the regiments, on the battlefield and in the poor man's hut. [...] This way the
Monarch reigns, who burns with love to the Fatherland.485

The University’s journal Morning Dawn (1808) featured an interesting, long piece “The Speech
on the Reciprocal Duties of Parents and Children, and on the Duties to the Fatherland, Coming
therefrom.” The accent is on “reciprocal” here. The father of a young lad reveals to him the new
familial relationship. He “showed him a new father – in the image of the Fatherland; new brothers
– in the form of fellow citizens; a new existence – in the existence of a citizen.”486 Fatherland here
appears as father, family and body politic.

The Personal and National Dignity at the Turn of 19th Century
The notions of honor associated with nobility and the monarch were taking a novel shape
in the first decades of the 19th century. The Russian nobility of the late 18th century experienced
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new psychological processes of individualization. Some segments of educated elites became
increasingly alienated from the official circles of the court, which they saw as selfish, corrupt and
overly servile. Focus moved to one’s self and to the private sphere of family or secluded
countryside life. This alienation from official authoritarian discourses and traditional values
intensified exploration of the inner world and self-fashioning with the help of education, literary
activities, and engagement in the intellectual exchanges between friends and relatives. The
emancipation of individuality produced what Elena Marasinova calls “aristocracy of spirit,” the
nobleman whose self-esteem was based less on the tsar’s favors and court connections but rather
on personal ethical values and service of the fatherland. These noblemen started perceiving
themselves as “historical actors” who had a higher mission to excel personally in order to lead
their society towards a better future. Accordingly, a new individualized sense of honor was
emerging, one that was based on a new set of parameters of self-pride and nobleness as defined by
personal merit, enlightenment, conscience, honesty and personal dignity.487
Honor became absolute – it could not be raised or diminished by royal favors, but only be
exercised and confirmed by individual actions, such as service, or be lost from dishonorable acts.488
The nobility of the early 19th century saw more clearly their importance and their role as
individuals and as a social group in managing state affairs alongside the monarch. The final
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division of fatherland and ruler in the early 19th century also created a new externality of honor –
what mattered now was national pride and respect from the citizens. The nation, not the monarch,
was the ultimate judge. In other words, the nobility’s sense of honor split from that of the monarch
and became more internal, while also containing three major overlapping notions of the
nobleman’s dignity: personal (noble), civic and military.
Rousseau, widely read by Russians, was one of the first to notice the difference between
honor as status and as inner quality of heart, i.e. an emotion:
Honor can be twofold; one is based on common opinion; the other comes from respect for oneself:
and there is difference between them. The first is empty prejudice [...] and the last is grounded in
the eternal truths of morality. Secular honor can be beneficial to Fortuna; but it does not penetrate
the soul and has no effect on true happiness. On the contrary, true honor is the essence of it, because
in it we only find that constant feeling of inner pleasure, which alone can make a thinking human
happy.489

Fonvizin also noted the innate emotional quality of honor and connected it further to virtue in his
Essay on Russian Vocabulary (1782). Through defining three necessary human qualities of
sinfulness, virtue, and honor, he summarized the latter as a quality of heart of an individual:
The sinless one can be such only by education [...] the virtuous one often follows reasoning in his
deeds; but an honest person neither obeys the law, nor follows reasoning, nor imitates examples;
there is something majestic in his soul, which leads him to think and act nobly [...] In his virtue, he
firmly relies on himself only.490

Further in 1789, Radishchev’s A Conversation on What It Means to Be a Son of the
Fatherland combined two aspects of honor, personal and external, in a radical way characteristic
to him. He endorses Montesquieu’s vision of seeking of honor for the right reasons, but postulates
that though society is divided into the privileged members with honor and the unprivileged ones
who are denied it, sense of honor is nevertheless a natural quality of every person:
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Everyone has an innate sense of true honor; but it illuminates the person’s deeds and thoughts as
he approaches it, following the lamp of reason, which guides him through the darkness of passions,
vices and prejudices to its quiet, that is of honor, light. There is not a single mortal slightly rejected
from Nature (sic), who would not have that spring embedded in the heart of every person, impelling
him to the love of Honor. […] It has already been proven that a true man and a son of the Fatherland
are one and the same, therefore there will be a true distinguishing sign of him, if he is thus Ambitious
(sic). With this, he would begin to decorate the majestic title of the son of the Fatherland, of the
Monarchy.

For Radishchev, honor also meant the inner dignity of an individual and citizen based on sociopolitical freedom as well as freedom from one’s evil desires. Neither slaves to the masters nor
“noble slaves” to decadent passions can have honor and thus be “true sons of fatherland.” The
Citizen by definition has self-worth and self-respect.491
The Decembrist father A. Bestuzhev featured the same motives of honor as grounded in
personal virtues and evaluated by civic contribution in his definition of 1807:
Honor is a right that we acquire by our behavior, the respect that others give us for meritorious
deeds, and based on our own respect for ourselves. A person has no right to demand respect or
praise from society, if he is a useless member: he has no right to respect himself and admire himself
when he has not received the slightest respect from his fellow citizens. True honor exists in virtue
itself...492

Count Matvei Dmitriev-Mamonov, the founder of the pre-Decembrist secret society of the Order
of Russian Knights, also proposed his vision in a poem Honor (1811). While still stressing
devotion to the tsar, he was one of the first to flesh out all the new components of personal dignity,
independence from royal awards, and the tsar’s duties:
Oh Honor! The onset of greatness
The merit’s grain and the visor
[...]
No one can bestow you –
Only the spirit can elevate itself –
Great is the one who elevates himself!
The elevated one not by origin!

It overpowers all titles,
Replacing all the other names
[...]
One move of Honor’s hand
Will claim respect it or just shame
[...]
Oh Honor! with zeal of mine
Admit the slave's exalted cry,
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(He cannot be considered great)
But with the truth and love –
The one neglecting any gain
[...]
Such is the man of fame and Honor (sic);
The sound of praises! Roar him forever!
What are to him Grandees’ distinctions?
He is so different – he is a Man!

Hear just one of my prayers! –
Love my fatherland!
[...]
Bind the wings of revolt and uproar,
Be a solid platform – to the Throne...493

The Decembrist V. Raevsky echoed him, yet in better verses, and cared to (literally) underline
what he thought the personal inner honor of the dignified individual meant in 1817:
Honor and truth with good –
Will be for us a consolation
And obligation in this life!..
One real true gratification –
And not of empty honors’ shine,
Not the glory’s vain power,
Not the favors of the tsars,
Not the rich’s golden bars –

The grave of early hour
Will bury them in darkness...
No, only path of noble honor
The one that leads to happy life,
Wherein the mind of a free soul,
Wherein the conscience’s calm
Is not a subject to reproach,
With both the soul and the reason,
And also with honor consistent!494

The ideas of noble honor were also evolving in consistence with the shifts in patriotism
and service towards the nation at the turn of the century. Therefore, the interiorized noble duty to
the fatherland can be translated as a civic variety of honor. Already Rousseau, probably satirizing
Montesquieu, acrimoniously noted the lack of personal liberty and dignity in chasing royal favors:
There are few common sense people who would know how to love freedom [...] One has only to
look at the pride of the nobles in monarchical regimes: with what effort they utter these words:
service and to serve; how great and respectable they recognize themselves when they may have the
honor to say: King! My sovereign! (Le Roi, mon Maitre!) (sic) How much they despise
Republicans, the only ones who enjoy freedom and who are truly nobler than them!495
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Fonvizin seconded that by bringing the negative example of the Russian court culture of
favoritism:
Souls become discouraged, hearts become corrupted, the way of thinking becomes debased and
contemptuous. […] Nobody intends to deserve; everyone seeks to curry favor. In this auspicious
time for unworthy people, what kind of reward can true merit expect, or even more, is there a way
for a thinking citizen with noble ambition to remain in the service? What rank, what sign of honor,
what state post is not obliterated by the stingy touch of biased patronage?496

Then he stressed the idea that a nobleman can be honorable only while serving the common good
in the famous play The Minor (1782):
A nobleman, for example, would consider it a main dishonor not to do anything when he has so
much to do, there are people to help, and there is a fatherland to serve. Then there would not have
been such nobles, whose nobleness, one might say, was buried with their ancestors. A nobleman
unworthy to be a nobleman! I know nothing viler than him.497

The Decembrist father M. Muravev echoed him in On the Nobility Estate and underlined
that honor, being an exclusive and absolute characteristic of nobility as corporate estate, required
constant willingness to serve:
In the present state establishment there is nobility alone, of which all members are equal in regards
to the breed’s advantages [...] Acquired by the merits and love of the fatherland, the noble title must
be preserved by honor. All the opposite actions demean this title significantly. But, unlimited by
the defense of the fatherland alone, it can be no less glorified by civil administration. For honor is
as much compatible with justice as with courage.498

Notably, Fonvizin’s translation of the Zimmermann’s treatise On National Pride (1785) put the
fatherland at the center of national patriotism as also connected to the “national honor.” The essay
postulated that national love of honor meant total devotion to the nation and its welfare:
So, by the means of noble ambition, love for the fatherland is implanted in all hearts. All hearts are fit
for it [...] The incessant memory of ancestors, the incessant imagination of posterity are alternately the
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causes and actions of this love and this ambition. An honest person would rather die than do a deed
that, after his death, would have been shameful to his children...499

Two types of nobleman’s honor – that of personal dignity and of a sense of corporate duty
to the nation – culminated in the military honor of an officer, the most frequent service occupation
of nobility’s scions. During the 18th century, officers saw themselves as personal servitors of the
impersonal monarch based on private interests of status, career and awards. Catherine’s reforms
of 1762 and 1785 that created the “golden age of nobility” and constant warfare elicited in noble
officers the sense of belonging to a military corporation and pride in their mission. The officer’s
civic honor was inculcated in public boarding schools and cadet corps, creating in the words of
John L. Keep “the military intelligentsia.” Officers were still in constant pursuit of awards,
recognition and promotion but the reason, as in Montesquieu’s theory, was civic approbation of
the nation that did not contradict personal ambition.500
A good example is the definition of ambition (chestoliubie) given by A. Bestuzhev in his
Rules of military education regarding noble youth and instructions for officers who have dedicated
themselves to military service (1807):
Ambition with pride and self-love has a close relationship: it is a virtue when a person tries to
acquire abilities to the end of becoming useful with them to society. If an officer sees his ambition
in the diligent performance of his office, in the intention to serve the Emperor and the Fatherland
without producing anything that could be harmful and dangerous for others, such ambition is noble,
honest, virtuous...501

A brief memo for officers, published by M. A. Bestuzhev-Riumin in 1818, confirms the personal
and corporal aspects of military honor in the section “On Officer’s qualities”:
7. It is inalienable for an Officer to always maintain the rules of good manners of a noble man,
which become more respectful when they serve as an adornment of his rank. 8. In all his actions an
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Officer must follow the duty of honor and justice [...] 13. The Officer should most of all value the
honor of his name, which should serve as an adornment of his rank.502

Altogether, the external honor of a servitor and of an officer was fragile and emotionally
unrewarding, as the Decembrist father Ivan Pestel’ noted to his son Pavel in 1813:
Every day I entrust you with the patronage of the Almighty. He is the only patron of a man of honor
and conscience. People, of course, are not. Paying tribute to the real merits of a man of honor, a
patriot who zealously serves the fatherland, they, in essence, do not like him. Here is a very sad
experience, which for me is confirmed every day, and to which you should get used to over time,
my dear friend. Since you are also a man of honor and, therefore, a loyal servant of your Fatherland
and a zealous subject of your sovereign...

Therefore, Pestel’ advised his son to focus on “inner dignity”:
…this happened to me too, despite this, after a certain period of time, I was always on a par with
many who had strong and influential patrons [...] and the only thing in which I was also always
superior to them is that I was respected everywhere, wherever I appeared, and that I could respect
myself, whereas they, on the contrary, felt in all significant cases my superiority, which did not
come from my arrogance (which I do not know), but my inner dignity produced such an effect on
them. Are there any ranks or awards that would be worth this feeling, so necessary for a person of
honor? Always do your duty like such person.503

Pavel interiorized the inner sense of honor while becoming a leader of the Southern conspiracy
though ranks still bothered him. Paradoxically, his total self-reliance also brought vanity. He was
considered to be the most ambitious and the most arrogant conspirator by his fellows and was
believed to have a “Napoleonian complex.”504
The re-stressing of the fatherland over monarchy and their separation were tightly
connected with the ongoing humanization of the ruler. The nobility’s emerging sense of personal
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self-worth intensified their mental realization of the individuality of the ruler and transformed their
relationship to the monarch by making it more personal, “one which entailed the monarch’s
obligation to recognize the personal dignity, honor and interests of his noble servitor,” as Marc
Raeff postulates. It also meant serving not the abstract monarchy but rather the specific individual
on the throne. That being said, the personal relationship entailed “ups and downs” and criticalevaluative attitudes.505 The humanization of the ruler at the turn of 19th century resulted in further
equalization of the monarch. The abstract king-philosophe-patriot of the 18th century became quite
literally a human “Citizen,” the first of equals, so to speak, while the civic-national accountability
of the ruler eventually entailed his individual criticism.
An excellent example of the ubiquity of the new critical attitudes towards the ruler based
on human fallibility is found in the essay Who Can Be a Good Citizen (1796) by Decembrist father
Ivan Turgenev, who was a relatively conservative and apolitical person. The essay does preach
loyalty to the sovereign and employs a Masonic vision of civic spirituality, characteristic of
Turgenev’s writings. However, after underlining the duties of citizens and stressing the common
good, Turgenev moves to the human lapses of the rulers:
It may be said that a just and wise Sovereign (sic), who has experienced Ministers, can induce his
subjects to fulfill their duties. But this Sovereign and his Ministers – are they humans or Angels?
If this Sovereign is a human, like the others, and is covered with the same flesh, then we will say
with reverent freedom, appropriate to his sacred office, that the lofty and brilliant properties that
adorn the soul of the Ruler of nations are sometimes also subject to eclipse? – Is it not possible for
weaknesses, addictions and prejudices to enter into his heart and spirit?506
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Notably, another Decembrist father, Roman Tsebrikov, wrote (unpublished) The Infernal Politics
of the Tyrant Rulers and the Meek Reminder to them from a Philanthropist (c. 1796), wherein he
opposed the unbridled autocracy and condemned the kingly love of glory.507
The centrality of fatherland also increased the stress of responsibility on the monarch as
the “first citizen” whose moral persona had to be impeccable due to her ultimate power. The best
example is Fonvizin’s Discourse on Fundamental Laws of State (1780s) (also Panin’s Testament).
This politically provocative document belonged to the highly influential statesman Nikita I. Panin,
the leader of the oppositional faction in Catherinian court, Fonvizin being his protégé and probably
the major author of the treatise. The text, based on disappointment with Catherine’s “virtues,”
aimed for the instruction of Grand Duke Paul, Panin being his mentor, and propagated the vision
of the “virtuous ruler,” restricted and governing by laws. The existence of the document became
known to the Empress and permanently ruined Fonvizin’s career. The contemporary legend holds
that Catherine said: “I have a poor life, for also Mr. Fonvizin wants to teach me how to reign!”508
The very first sentence of Fonvizin’s piece conveys its primary message: “The supreme
power is entrusted to the sovereign for the common good of his subjects only. The tyrants know
this truth, but the good sovereigns feel it.” In an exceptional manner, Fonvizin even equates the
sovereign with the soul of the body politic besieged by the passions-ministers:
Considering the relationship of the sovereign to his subjects, the first question that comes to mind,
what is the sovereign? The soul of the society ruled by him. The soul is weak if it does not know
how to control the whimsical wants of the body. Unhappy is the body, over which the reckless soul
rules, which either completely entrusts to feelings, its true ministers, or does not trust in anything.
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Then comes an explicit discussion, unusual for the times, of the two bodies of the ruler:
...the enlightened sovereign is still no more than a human. He, as a person, is born, as a person
dies and during his life as a person sins [...] Unfortunately for his subjects, sometimes such a streak
comes onto the sovereign that he no longer thinks of anything but that he is the sovereign;
sometimes about nothing more than that he is human. In the first case, he usually resembles a bad
man in his deeds, in the second he is inevitably a bad sovereign. In order to avoid both of these
extremes, the sovereign should not for one moment forget either that he is a man or that he is a
sovereign. […] His heart is pure, his soul is right, his mind is clear. All these perfections vividly
represent to him all his duties. They tell him all the time that the sovereign is the first servant of the
state; that his privileges are extended by the nation only so that he was able to do more good than
any other; [...] but that cannot grant the nation itself with anything, for it has given him everything
that he himself has...509

Intriguingly, Fonvizin uses here the idea of “nation,” not yet common in Russian vocabulary. The
Discourse, while remaining unpublished, enjoyed wide circulation among Decembrists, not least
because Fonvizin’s nephew, their colleague, disseminated its copies among them.510
The same ideas, but in reverse, were voiced by the founder of The Free Society of the
Lovers of Literature, Science and Arts (VOLSNKh), Vasilii Popugaev. His On the Well-Being of
the People’s Formations (1801-1802) stressed that in order to make people (narod) happy they
had to be shown the benefits of the rule of law and benign government, while also:
...that the sovereign is not the state ruler, who can dispose of it at his will, but that he is an instrument
of laws, the first interpreter of these to the people, the first servant of the fatherland, that he is only
the first citizen and that he is not on the throne for his own well-being, that no one can be oppressor
of the people...

But then the laws and their proper implementation require a “wise ruler” – one who is properly
“enlightened” but without giving him absolute power, for every human besieged by passions:
An enlightened person can only feel that the good of the people is his good! However, even the
most enlightened person (leaving the question of how to find him) cannot be entrusted with
509
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unlimited power, and the most enlightened person is a person; despite all his personal virtues and
virtues, he also has his weaknesses!

Characteristically, one of the meetings of VOLSNKh featured Popugaev’s reading of his On
Enlightenment of the Rulers that did not survive.511 M. Dmitriev-Mamonov agreed that “Every
monarch is only the first servant of the state, every monarch who acts treacherously against the
wishes of his people, who thinks that the people were created for him, is a madman!”512
Ryleev symbolically warned Empress Anne (1730-1740), in Derzhavin’s fashion, with the
words of the head of the beheaded noble Artemii Volynsky: “Why are you slow?.. So long I have
been waiting // For you at the Creator’s sacred court, // Everyone gets their payment, // The tsar
and abject slave are equal both!” Notably, he also stressed Derzhavin’s own honor as a model:
He put above all riches in the world
The public good
And in his fiery poetic words
He praised the sacred virtue. […]

Such was Derzhavin our bard;
To honor loyal everywhere,
Whenever telling truth to tsars,
Or when he struck the vice out there!513

In 1823, Ryleev penned his own instructions to the five-year old Grand Duke Alexander
Nikolaevich, prudently but with the tongue in cheek framing as an address of Catherine the Great
to her grand-grandson:
“The freedom’s spirit has awoken
Against the violent regimes;
Look – peoples are in agitation,
Look – host of tsars producing stir.
Perhaps, my lad, this very crown
Creator has appointed to you;
Love people, keep the law and order,
Learn rule as tsar before you do.

Love the free truth’s calling,
And love it for your own sake,
And slavery’s ignoble spirit –
Destroy unrighteousness and fake.
Be of the subjects’ good a zealot:
It is the tsars’ first obligation;
Be of enlightenment patron:
It is the power’s true friend.

Your duty is to benefit the people,
By actions seeking his true love;

Try understand the ages spirit,
Find out Russian countries’ needs,
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Not empty glitter and origin,
But elevating talents up. […]

Be human to another person
Be citizen for fellow ones.”514

Alexander Nikolaevich became Alexander II “the Liberator” when he abolished serfdom in 1861
and initiated a wide range of liberal reforms. One cannot help but wonder whether Ryleev held
hope for the son but not the father, Nicholas I, who hanged the poet in 1826.

Wounded Honor: Being Friends with Alexander I
Alexander I and his reign (1801-1825) present a vivid example of the “human” ruler and
the shortcomings of this new phenomena that elicited emotional reactions from nobility ranging
from obsessive adoration to bitter disappointment. The future emperor’s character and views were
influenced by his education based on the same principles of the Enlightenment that permeated
contemporary noble culture. Catherine II took a personal interest in Alexander's upbringing and
instructed him in what should define an ideal monarch, including Stoic self-control, compassion
and commitment to the common good. These lessons were further developed by the tutor she
chose, a Swiss philosophe and republican Frédéric-César de La Harpe. La Harpe taught Alexander
classical examples of the virtuous ruler, who was guided by reason and control of passions, and
worked for the good of his people, based on the ideal of a civil society and natural equality of
citizens. La Harpe had Alexander read the works of the Enlightenment along with histories of
European nations and of the new republic of the United States. Some of the recommended books
were Fergusson, Smith, Rousseau and Montesquieu. Both Catherine and La Harpe instructed
Alexander to be a perfect human and the first citizen.
Not surprisingly, Alexander was dreaming of transforming the Russian Empire into
republic! In the meantime, he briefly published the Saint-Petersburg Journal, edited by Pnin and
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Bestuzhev, which propagated republican ideas and contained such texts as the unpublished
“confession” of Fonvizin.515 Bestuzhev was even challenged to a duel because of Fonvizin’s
piece.516 Hence, Alexander received the same education as the Decembrist generation, his early
tutors and advisers also being the heads of three important Decembrist families: A. Bestuzhev, M.
Muravev and I. Muravev-Apostol. Just as the Decembrists, Alexander also remained torn between
his republican aspirations and the Russian realities of the traditional socio-political order until the
end of his life. N. Turgenev, being stationed in France, wrote in his diary, in 1814:
I dined at La Harpe's, who showed me 2 letters written to him by Emperor Alexander – one in 1797,
the other after accession to the throne. I thanked him for the true and spiritual pleasure, which I felt
while reading these letters. Here the soul of Alexander appears in its true greatness and nobleness.
God grant that his desires come true.517

As Richard Wortman points out, the obstacle facing Alexander was that he was indeed
“a human on the throne,” while Russia required a god-like emperor or at least some sort of ruler’s
“elevation” above his subjects. The compromise was adopting the in-between position of “angel”
that became a frequent image and appellation of him, in addition to “meek” and “blessed” which
would come later. He had to play a role of an ideal Human of the Renaissance and Enlightenment.
Alexander’s angelic meekness, sensible soul and love towards people were praised in
contemporary texts, evoking “popular enthusiasm.” The major component of Alexander’s scenario
of power also was something very humane – feelings and attitudes of friendship. The emperor
intended to share power with the nobility and transform Russia with the help of his liberal friends,
the so-called Unofficial Committee of V. Kochubei, A. Chartoryzhsky, P. Stroganov and N.
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Novosil’tsev. Together they were planning far-reaching liberal reforms and the introduction of a
constitution. Hence, Alexander I, coming on to the throne, addressed the hopes among educated
Russians that he would rule in the spirit of the Enlightenment. His manifesto for the coronation
proclaimed his self-ideal as a caring and virtuous ruler: “how sincerely we wish the happiness of
our people, how pleasant it is for us to attest before the true sons of the fatherland to our love for
the fatherland and attention to its good.”518
Alexander did initiate some important liberal measures and reforms such as amnesty of
the political exiles, a ban on torture and relaxation of censorship. He created the first Russian
Ministries, opened five new Universities, promulgated the law allowing the voluntary
emancipation of serfs by their landlords in 1803, encouraged several constitution proposals, and
gave the newly acquired territory of Finland a constitution in 1809.519 These efforts did not go
unnoticed by contemporaries. The relatively radical thinker Pnin voiced their hopes:
Russia! All my thoughts, all my desires lean towards you! Dearest Fatherland! What a pleasant feeling
the heart is filled with when it turns to you! […] Dear Fatherland! And Alexander is preparing glory
for you, the true glory, worthy of this virtuous monarch. [...] Having accepted talents under his high
aegis, he encourages them with his attention, calls everyone to virtue, setting an example in himself [...]
What a Russian, seeing such cares of his monarch, seeing such a desire for good, such his love for the
Fatherland, will not be touched to the depths of his heart and will not be inflamed with the fire of
zeal...520

Accordingly, the first half of Alexander’s reign, dubbed as the “liberal phase” by historians,
was full of promises and hopes. However, much of it remained in deliberations or on paper alone.
The wars with Napoleon shifted Alexander’s attention to the more pressing matters of national
interests and security. The timing for the intended wide-scope reforms such as a new legal code,
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constitution and gradual abolition of serfdom was lost. The first serious indignation from the
“angel’s” actions, as voiced in nobility’s salons and correspondence, resulted from the Treaty of
Tilsit with Napoleon in 1807 and Alexander’s personal “friendly” relations with the major villain
of Europe, humiliating to Russian pride. With Napoleon’s invasion of Russia, Alexander’s initial
retreat and capitulation of Moscow did not earn him popular adoration either. Only his stubborn
refusal to surrender Mother-Russia to the French Dictator, and subsequent chasing of the latter
straight into Paris in 1814, elevated Alexander to the highest glory at home as well abroad.521
As discussed in the previous chapters, the Napoleonic wars opened a new era by bringing
nation, popular patriotism, and common people to the center of attention. The notions of honor did
not remain unchanged either. Wars were usually fought in pre-1789 Europe, as in Russia, for the
opaque glory of the country and the ruler, the latter symbolizing the first. The most frequent
reasons for warfare were the ruler’s interests and honor. Medieval Russian military accounts
interwove a sense of patriotism and warrior’s honor into loyalty to the land, faith and local ruler,
while eighteenth-century Russian war poetry represented the common view that fighting for the
Fatherland meant fighting for the monarch’s glory. Yet, the reign of Catherine II saw a bitter
critique of her ongoing warfare as serving her vanity rather than national interests.522 The last
major foreign invasion of Russia happened in the 1610s and ended with the Russian people electing
a new dynasty of Romanovs. Alexander was “unlucky” in this sense. Two hundred years later, in
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the 1810s, he was forced to include the people (narod) in his scenario of power and invest them
with sacrality in order to repel the invasion.523 This had long-term repercussions.
Some of the new emotional traits that emerged in 1812, usually mentioned by scholars in
passing, were the senses of national honor and civic-personal dignity of noble officers, and to a
certain extent of soldiers and peasants, as being the defenders of the fatherland and the liberators
of Europe. Russian people were making a psychological shift from being subjects to becoming
citizens. New civic consciousness and patriotism, centered on the nation, exposed the unpatriotic
reality of Russia as well as the inefficiency and corruption of government and social injustice. The
nobility and army officers felt offended. These feelings of personal and national worth clashed
with the apparent indifference of Alexander I to the internal socio-economic issues after 1815.524
The Decembrist Prince Sergey Volkonsky described his personal, mental shift towards
civic consciousness in memoirs:
The embryo of the consciousness of the citizen’s duties has already begun to express itself strongly
in my thoughts and feelings, the cause of which were the popular events of 1814 and 1815, which
I witnessed and which instilled in me, instead of blind obedience and lack of any independence, the
idea that a citizen is defined by national duties, going, at least, on a par with those of loyal
subjects.525

Another conspirator, Mikhail Fonvizin (the nephew of the playwright), stressed the impact of the
foreign campaigns in 1813-1814 on civic-military honor and the following indignation:
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In this spirit, with a sense of their dignity and sublime love for the fatherland, most of the officers
from the Guards and the General Staff returned to St. Petersburg in 1815. During their campaigns
in Germany and France, our young people got acquainted with European civilization, which made
a strong impression on them because they could compare everything they saw abroad with what
they experienced at every step in their homeland – the slavery of the vast [powerless] majority of
Russians, the brutal treatment of their subordinates by the superiors [...] all this outraged and
infuriated the educated Russians and their patriotic feeling.

In the words of Decembrist N. Lorer, the officers’ honor changed as well:
The regiments filled with young people, upon returning from Paris, saw in their ranks a new
generation of officers, who were already beginning to delve into their duty, began to understand
that they did not wear uniforms to train soldiers in marching and bearing only. Everyone began to
strive for something higher, worthy, noble.526

To be sure, the convergence of royal honor with that of the nation persisted even into the
1810s. Professor Ivan Sreznevsky still aligned the honor of the ruler with that of the fatherland in
his lengthy Speech on Love for the Fatherland (1799, 1805, 1816):
Let us imagine a majestic picture: that a whole army, animated by love for the Fatherland, goes
against the enemy – either to defend the rights of the people, or to take revenge on the insulted
honor of the Head of the Fatherland; let us imagine how each warrior in it is filled with enthusiasm,
with strong feelings [...] that without having in mind neither his own benefit, nor his own honor
and glory, he does not spare his own life; and breathing only with love for the fatherland, he thinks
about its prosperity alone, about the glory, about the honor of the national arms and his
monarch...527

But even conservative patriot Sreznevsky could not resist the new shifts and interpolated three
different types of honor: that of monarch, of external awards, and of inner nobleness of soul:
Dear children! You are young; but you truly feel that the Love of the Fatherland has taken you into
its depths, [...] May this feeling grow more and more in your tender hearts! [...] Then, will you
defend the Fatherland at the battle, or will you avenge the honor of the Emperor… Then, you will
not seek neither honors nor rewards; but honor and reward will accompany you everywhere and
will look for you. Then, not a hereditary title of nobility, but the true nobleness of mind and heart
will adorn your names.528
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Sreznevsky, the son of a priest, never served and his militant ardor was not based on actual
war experience. The emotional world of Russian officers was different. Military honor in the early
19th implied that officers served not the emperor but together with him. This is especially revealing
because Paul I and Alexander I were obsessed with the military and spent much time with parades
and reorganizing the army, being also the honorary Chiefs of the elite Guards regiments, while the
Grand Dukes Nicholas, Constantine, and Michael served as actual military commanders. This
meant that in the officers’ minds the Tsar was the First Officer (so as the first Human and Citizen)
but one of their equals and therefore could not deprive them of the honor that became the officers’
personal dignity and corporate institution. As Iurii Lotman once poetically remarked: “Where,
besides the Austerlitz battlefield, could a junior officer see the crying emperor?” Alexander was a
peer and peers can err, be advised, or criticized. And critiques of him frequented contemporary
diaries and correspondence, especially those of officers.529
On the surface, this new attitude towards Alexander and other “Pavlovichi” (Paul’s sons)
might appear to pertain to “hot heads,” as contemporary ego-documents called liberals. Yet two
modern studies of Russian “conservative” Generals – M. Vorontsov, A. Ermolov, A. Zakrevsky,
P. Kiselev, I. Sabaneev, and D. Davydov – prove how ubiquitous the new ideas of patriotism and
honor were. While differing in levels of “free thinking,” the Generals shared the conviction that
service of the fatherland preceded that of the monarch, voiced independent opinions on stately
matters, and cherished their personal sense of honor. Proper awards and career advancement were
important to them but the stress moved onto private reputation in public opinion rather than
volatile royal favors. A recent study of the lesser known Major General V. V. Viazemsky uncovers
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the same notions of military honor, which entailed the critique of his superiors and Alexander I for
lack of civic virtues and honor as well of a true concern for common good. The appointment of
the unfit commanders by Alexander, harming Russia’s safety, became a personal offence to the
professed monarchist (!) Viazemsky, which led him to treat fatherland and monarchy as distinct
from the “discredited” monarch.530
The letter of the high-ranking bureaucrat close to the royal family, N. M. Longinov, to the
statesman S. M. Vorontsov is an exemplary testament of the all-nobility critical attitude towards
Alexander as a partner and patriot in 1820:
Such monarchs use the word “fatherland” only when they need to seduce or arouse the confidence
of their subjects. But in other cases, this word hurts their ears, arouses fears, like a call-out
mutinying against one’s will, if this will is badly directed and leads the country to destruction. This
word “patriot” alone is scarecrow...531

When in 1821 a prominent writer Prince Petr Viazemsky was abruptly fired from his post as a
personal translator to Alexander I and asked, as a sign of protest, for retirement from service
altogether, part-time Decembrist Major General Mikhail Orlov reproached him:
Tell me why did you leave the service? If you were convinced to it by your own deeds, there is no
word: you did well; but if you deigned to be in ire and, still wanting to serve, left the service, then
it is unforgivable. Either you were helpful or not. In the first case, one had to stay and continue to
be useful or find a new means to contribute again. In the second case, it was necessary to leave the
uniform long ago, in the strict philosophical sense. Remember, whom do you serve? The
Fatherland. It has not rejected you and will never do.532
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The second half of Alexander’s reign (1815-1825) also witnessed a sharp turn from the
pre-war era in a socio-political sense. Disappointment was a key feeling during that period. The
reasons were many: the abandonment of liberal promises, renewed censorship and obscurantism
in religious matters, repressions in the universities against professors and students alike, and the
cruel military settlements organized by the emperor’s right hand, Count A. Arakcheev (known as
the Serpent). Outwards, Alexander was preoccupied with his Holy Alliance with Austria and
Prussia, established at the Congress of Vienna in 1815, to preserve “Christian peace” in Europe by
means of monarchical principles, and with conquered Poland.533
The main problem was Alexander’s disregard of Russia. He even talked with contempt
about Russian officers and the Russian people in general while abroad. The Emperor’s adjutant
Prince Volkonsky admitted that:
The position of us, Russians, was rather delicate in Vienna during the congress. Our Emperor, with
ceaseless greetings of distinction to all foreigners, was not the same to us [...] Full of courtesy to
every ensign who did not wear a Russian uniform, he was tough to us...

A. Pushkin acrimoniously wrote in the unpublished part of his Eugene Onegin, “I will subdue all
countries with my people, – // Our tsar was saying in the Congress, // Yet not giving a damn about
you, // You are the Alexander’s serf.”534As usual, N. Turgenev’s emotional oscillations in 1816
serve as a barometer of the contemporary moods:
I am sure that our Sovereign is one of the noblest people in the World (sic). He proved it at least
by his actions. I am sure that he thinks the way the chosen people of the Russian nation should
think. But why is he not acting the way the honor and happiness of Russia demands now? Why do
we still see the scourge of willfulness and cruelty, which incessantly holds kind and intelligent
people in trembling, humiliation and poverty? I really do not understand the reason. But I cannot
think that this is what our Sovereign wishes, whom I sincerely love for the past and, so to speak,
for the future…
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On the military settlements Turgenev wrote in his diary in 1817:
I am also bitter that these settlements are made at the will of the Sovereign. I notice that in spite of
many things, I have a special sense of commitment to him. Certain features in his life make me love
him. I am not talking about this, for there is nothing more stupid and ridiculous than talking about
love for the Sovereign under Autocratic (sic) rule. [...] where I do not like his deeds or words, I
always try to justify him in front of myself – but often I cannot.535

Alexander also adopted a new image of spiritual mysticism and pious meekness. The
common good came to denote spiritual salvation rather than earthly reforms. He started distancing
himself from everything national and state affairs, while preaching personal humility. The human
emperor, portrayed by contemporaries as the “blessed,” became a true angel, i.e. inapproachable
to his own subjects.536 If Alexander enjoyed the image of the Russian Tsar and Father of the
Fatherland during the wars, the post 1815 period brought demythologization of this ethos, because
he appropriated the mantle of the Savior of Europe and neglected his national duties, being mostly
abroad or in distant provinces. The impression that the tsar abandoned his country and people
elicited an all-society murmur.537 At stake was the Russian nation itself. The patriotic formula of
a good citizen serving a good monarch was broken. Alexander became a traitor and it was
dishonorable. The royal honor could not radiate on nobility anymore – they were left alone with
their fatherland.
The final straw and the threshold for the Decembrist conspiracy (in existence since 1816)
was the year 1818. In 1815, Alexander crowned himself as a king of the new Kingdom of Poland
and granted his “laboratory of liberal experiments” a constitution with the intention to annex the
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Russian western borderlands (previously Polish-Lithuanian holdings) to Poland. It was the “first
strike” to Russian national pride. Further, Warsaw of 1818 witnessed Alexander’s speech wherein
he promised upcoming “Russian liberties” that were interpreted as constitutional reform and serfs’
emancipation. The Decembrist writings mention mixed feelings of hope for the Russian
constitution and rage that Russian emperor gave it first to Poland. Most of the nobility expressed
bitter feelings and saw, as did many conspirators, a clear betrayal of “national interests” in the
speech538 Turgenev summarized in 1818:
Yesterday we received here the speech delivered by the Sovereign in Warsaw at the opening of the
people's representatives’ meeting. There are many beautiful things in it that we did not expect, and
that sane people should like. You cannot help loving the Sovereign, but you cannot even say that
you love him, because not everyone loves him for the same thing that I do. One thing is sad: the
purest water, passing through unclean water pipes, becomes tasteless. What if freedom comes to
Russia through Poland??539

The sense of disappointment with Alexander pervades all the contemporary accounts, either from
liberal or conservative points of view, thus denying the ultimate rights for civic anger to
Decembrists. Yet they were, of course, Alexander’s harshest critics – they felt dishonored.
Ivan Yakushkin’s memoir faithfully presents all three types of dishonor caused by the
actions of Alexander and felt (or perceived as such) by contemporaries: nobleman’s personal
dignity, officer’s honor, and civic-national pride. Yakushkin’s reminiscences, considered to be
very accurate in historical perspective, reflect the whole process of disenchantment with
Alexander.540At first, Alexander was at his height of fame and popular love after the successful
Russian counteroffensive in 1812:
Of course, never before and never after was he so close to his people, as at this time, at this time,
people loved and respected him. [...] Moving forward with arms in hand and calling everyone to
538
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freedom, he was splendid in Germany; but he was even more splendid when we arrived in the year
14th to Paris.

Then the attitudes towards Alexander rapidly changed the same year, when the army returned to
Russia: “During the prayer, the police mercilessly beat the people who were trying to approach the
lined up army. This made the first unfavorable impression on us upon returning to the fatherland.”
After that Yakushkin proceeded to Saint-Petersburg and witnessed the ceremonial entry of the
emperor with his army:
We admired him; but at that very moment, almost in front of his horse, a peasant (muzhik) ran
across the street. The emperor gave the spurs to his horse and threw himself at the runner with a
drawn sword. The police took the man into sticks. We could not believe our own eyes and turned
away, ashamed of our beloved tsar. This was the first disappointment in me about him...541

Notably, Yakushkin portrays here feelings of shame from the emperor who dishonored himself in
front of his loving subjects and uses “we” to underline the common feelings.
Further, in 1815, Alexander left a negative impression on the elite Guards officers and hurt
their honor by preventing their artillery colleagues to greet him in the Winter Palace because their
colonel complained to the emperor about their insolence (derzosti). Two high commanders and
five officers were demoted to serve in the army, which constituted a common punishment of
military dishonor in this period. “This incident made an unpleasant impression on the entire army,”
Yakushkin summarized. On the civic-national level he brings up the common rumors of
Alexander’s slips of the tongue while abroad: “The sayings of Emperor Alexander, which
expressed clear contempt for the Russians, were constantly heard by everyone. [...] His soul was
in Europe.” While lamenting the ruthlessly suppressed revolts in the military settlements,
Yakushkin accused: “Emperor Alexander, the patron and almost luminary of the liberals in Europe,
in Russia was not only cruel, but even worse, a senseless despot.” Talking about 1815-1818 Polish
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affairs, he concluded: “All this sowed hatred for Emperor Alexander in people who were ready to
sacrifice themselves for the good of Russia.” Here, of course, he meant himself and fellow
conspirators.
Hence, in 1817, when the first secret society with a characteristic name of Union of
Salvation (mirroring Alexander the Savior), received secret information on the Polish affairs, the
conspirators were in fury and Yakushkin volunteered to kill the tsar. He was dissuaded by his
friends but temporarily left the conspiracy in rage.542 Although the conspirators claimed at the trial
that he was emotionally unsettled by the unrequited love story,543 he did not confirm that and it is
clear that his “disapproval” of Alexander had much deeper roots. Yakushkin’s intentions of
regicide out of personal/civic/military feelings of dishonor became symptomatic.
The main post-1818 blow to the officers’ honor on the national level was connected to the
fateful for the Decembrist conspiracies uprising of the Semenovsky Regiment in October 1820.
Semenovsky was one of the two oldest Russian regiments, instituted by Peter the Great as his
personal guards, and was comprised of the best soldiers and officers. Semenovsky was the epitome
of military honor at that time. The regiment was instrumental in dethroning Paul I and its official
Chief was his son, Alexander I. That partially can explain why Alexander took the offence from
its disobedience personally, though the mutiny occurred in a peaceful manner (standing protest).
Alexander also did not believe in “noble feelings” of simple soldiers and unjustly blamed the
mutiny on the regiment’s officers as ideological instigators.
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The Commander in Chief of the Guards, General I. Vasil’chikov, knowing about the
Decembrist conspiracy in the capital (in 1820!), moved the fully armed Guards and artillery against
the Semenovsky soldiers who peacefully protested against the harsh treatment of their Colonel.
The educated society and the military were in shock and confusion, as appears in almost every
contemporary testimony. Everyone expected Alexander to return from Troppau Congress where
he was organizing his counter-revolutionary Holly Alliance, for the early 1820’s were marked by
the south-European national mutinies of the liberal officers. But the emperor stubbornly remained
abroad. Many in high military command were sympathetic to the Semenovsky cause and disliked
the treatment of the events.544 To give an unpublished example, Colonel Nikolay D. Durnovo held
an extensive correspondence on the Semenovsky story with his uncle Major General Ivan N.
Durnovo and even sent him the official military decree regarding this incident. Durnovo wrote
from Saint-Petersburg in 1820:
The events that happened in the Semenovsky regiment comprise now the only conversation of our
Public (sic). […] In this case, the soldiers maintain an amazing composure and silence. They obey
their superiors and we can safely say that they are more unhappy than guilty [...] We all wish the
Sovereign to come to St. Petersburg as soon as possible. It is a pity to lose such a glorious Regiment.

The same Colonel Durnovo was later instrumental in suppressing the rebellion of 1825 and
personally arrested Ryleev, and some of his own friends.545
In the meantime, on Alexander’s orders, the Semenovsky regiment was disbanded and
reformed, and its members dispersed into the army. The mutinous squad received severe physical
punishments and sentences to Siberia. Its four officers, two of them being friends of the
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Decembrists, were secretly incarcerated without trial for five years in Vitebsk until 1826 and then
sent to serve in Caucasus, what also constituted a military exile.546
When Alexander finally returned from abroad in 1821 and learned of the existent
conspiracy from Vasil’chikov, the emperor, reminding of his own liberal “illusions,” uttered his
most iconic words: “It’s not for me to punish (judge) them.” He also received a full report on the
secret Union of Welfare, which already was disbanded by its members, from the talented
undercover agent and writer Mikhail Gribovsky. As the society did not exist anymore and its
papers were burned, Alexander did not order any arrests. One of the reasons might be that the
arrest of an officer was considered to be an extreme dishonor. The arrest of one Guards officer
served as a signal for the coup d’état of Catherine II in 1762. Allegedly, Major V. Raevsky, while
being warned by A. Pushkin of his upcoming arrest, reiterated: “To arrest a staff officer on
suspicion alone is called ‘Turkish reprisal’.” The tsar, however, reacted by two measures:
instituting the military secret police with Gribovsky as its head and issuing the 1822 decree
banning the Masonic lodges and any secret or semi-secret associations.547
The third, unofficial measure, was the secret persecution of some of the officers who were
on Gribovsky’s list and were not in retirement or left the conspiracy before 1820. One of the latter,
Colonel Sergey Shipov, was actually appointed as a new commander of the Semenovsky. Instead
of arrest, Alexander found other ways to dishonor “free-thinkers” – through transfer to the army
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or forced retirement. Colonels S. Muravev-Apostol and P. Pestel’ were denied actual command of
the regiments, which remained a mystery to their superiors who continued recommending them.
Major-General M. Fonvizin was denied any post he requested and was forced to retire, as also
Colonel A. fon-der Brigen.. Major-General M. Orlov, who signed the capitulation of Paris in 1814,
was frequently denied the command of a military division and eventually became a commander in
the 2nd Army, in distant Moldavia. A year later he was fired for the organization of the Lancaster
schools for soldiers wherein one of his officers, V. Raevsky, taught and was on trial for sedition.
Their mutual friend and conspirator in the 2nd Army, Colonel I. Burtsov, was spared by sending
Alexander a personal letter of confession and repentance.
The “military purge,” or Alexander’s “fight for the military,” as one scholar framed it,
continued apace. The military police was instructed to report on anyone who would talk “in free
spirit” or about the Semenovsky incident. Colonel Gr. A. Rimsky-Korsakov was overheard as one
such officer and fired on the pretext of his military uniform’s open collar at a ceremonial dinner.
To retire “with uniform” was a common honor that Alexander decided to deny him while adding
“His Majesty’s orders are not giving the uniform to Korsakov, because it has been noticed that it
worries him.” Alexander even did not know that R.-Korsakov was a pre-1821 conspirator. Some
other officers, non-related to the conspiracy but persecuted for their “free spirit,” were Generals
Ia. Potemkin, G. Rozen, A. Seslavin and D. Davydov, all of them being decorated heroes of 1812.
Non-military conspirators also suffered persecution. N. Turgenev, who enlisted Gribovsky
into a secret society, suffered problems at his civil service and was acutely aware of Alexander’s
suspicions, as appears in his diary. The writer Fedor Glinka was fired from his post of “the official
for the secret missions” of the Military Governor of Saint-Petersburg Count A. Miloradovich in
1822. Another writer, Wilhelm Kiukhel’beker, though not a conspirator, was mentioned by
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Gribovsky as “a young man with a hot head.” Kiukhel’beker gave a lecture criticizing Russian
serfdom in Paris in 1821. He was officially returned to Russia and experienced continuous
“mysterious” problems in finding a position in civil service. Both Glinka and Kiukhe’beker,
coming from petty gentry families, were on the verge of hunger and homelessness.548
Yet Vera Bokova argues that there were no “special” repressions in the military, especially
based on political persecution of the discovered conspirators. All the measures taken towards the
abovementioned officers were not politically motivated but common military disciplinary acts
based on personal mischiefs of the persecuted.549 Be that as it may, it does not contradict the
existence of “persecution.” On the contrary, it proves the superiority of personal over political in
the Decembrists-monarch relations. The question is not what Alexander had in mind and how he
executed it. Rather, the officers’ own reception matters here – their sense of individual victimhood.
Not surprisingly, many participants in the Decembrist conspiracies felt that they were
offended by Alexander I on a personal level, either as a monarch and military superior or as a
colleague and friend. The emblematic case was the story of civil servant Gavriil Baten’kov, who
narrated his “free-thinking” friendship with V. Raevsky at the trial:
Upon joining the Cadet Corps, I became friends with Raevsky [...] we spent whole evenings with
him in patriotic dreams, for the terrible era of 1812 was approaching. We were developing free
ideas with each other [...] With him, for the first time, I dared to talk about the tsar, as of a human,
and condemn the actions of the crown prince towards us.
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Raevsky approved Baten’kov’s liberal sense of dignity in the dedicated poem (1817): “Away from
doubt, you must be the same: // Same feelings, alien to baseness, adulation, // And lofty mind, yet
able to discern // Stupidity from talent, and vanity from honor...”550
In 1819 Baten’kov closely worked with the General-Governor of Siberia and famous
liberal statesman M. Speransky, whereto the latter was exiled by Alexander on dubious charges,
and the personal friendship between the two continued until 1826, when Nicholas I purposefully
appointed Speransky for his liberalism to judge the Decembrists. In 1823 Baten’kov joined
Arakcheev’s staff that oversaw the military settlements, the gloomy experience that radicalized his
political views, and he asked for resignation that often meant honorable transfer to another
position, even promotion. Baten’kov was abruptly fired from all his posts, which elicited his
personal indignation combined with political fervor, characteristic of many Decembrists:
Realizing that I would no longer find shelter in Russia, I was severely struck by this despotic
measure; moreover, I was afraid of slander to the sovereign, felt all hatred for the existing order,
began to loudly reprove it and portray myself as a man who was ready to do anything for a
change.551

Another notable case of dishonoring treatment by Alexander was the story of naval officer
and civil servant Baron Vladimir Shteingel’. As adjutant and de facto deputy of the General
Governor of Moscow A. P. Tormasov he helped rebuild the burned city in 1814-1817 and crossed
paths with the corrupt Moscow Police Chief. Due to the intrigues of the latter he was unfavorably
portrayed to Alexander and dismissed from his post. As it usually was with Alexander’s disfavor,
Shteingel’ was continuously denied governmental positions. Personal letters to Alexander and
intercession by prominent statesmen on his behalf did not help. Not owning any serfs “to subsist
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from,” he was barely surviving by working for private persons. Thus in his decision to join the
Northern conspiracy in 1824:
…my insulted ambition also took part. I, like every person, knew my worth, felt my abilities, felt
that I could be useful for the fatherland and for the service in particular; but I saw myself humiliated,
abandoned, without any substantial fault of mine...552

Naval officer, Lieutenant Dmitry Zavalishin, was personally hurt by Alexander’s
mistreatment. First, Zavalishin’s project to establish the international secret “Knightly Order of
Restoration” to fight the world revolutionary conspiracies (!) was rejected by Alexander in 1822
and 1824. “I was extremely upset that they did not understand the loftiness of my feelings and
intentions,” as Zavalishin recalled it. Then he unsuccessfully begged Alexander to respect his
father’s service as Major General by helping with paying the family’s debts and issuing a monthly
allowance to his mother and sister. In a personal letter to the ruler (October 1825) he added his
personal career misfortunes to the previous grievances, demanding royal justice:
I was greatly offended – Sovereign! [...] When returning from the cruise of the frigate Cruiser now,
I was even more offended – I have been serving on it for two years – I always executed two offices
[...] was privy to the Commander's trust and was highly recommended. Now everyone is rewarded
except for one official who badly executed his post and – me? – Honor is the mainstay of a military
officer [...] Pay tribute to the memory of my father – Help our family and do not allow my ruin [...]
Do not send me away from Your person (sic), but allow me to appear before You.

Of special interest is that he addressed Alexander as a friend by you (ty) singular instead
of you in plural as in “your majesty.” He added at the trial: “I loved him as a Sovereign; as a
person with chivalrous feelings. Having the example of my father, with an inflamed soul, I wanted
to serve Him, in outstanding, extraordinary way – I swear that I found these feelings alone in the
depths of my heart.” Disgruntled Zavalishin joined the Decembrist conspiracy very shortly before
the uprising:
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Offended by the refusal to accept my proposals and permission to go to the Colonies – and referring
this not to the Sovereign, but to some ill-wishing persons – I was preparing a celebration for myself
by exposing a conspiracy [...] by which I hoped to prove my shrewdness in proposed measures that
were rejected [...] the reckless vanity was telling me that by sacrificing honor, I was proving my
love for the Fatherland.553

Though he claimed that he joined in order to uncover and denounce the conspiracy, and scholars
still debate his reasons, it is clear that he was a product of the contemporary emotional culture and
his heightened sense of self-worth was hurt.
An outstanding case was that of Captain Alexander Yakubovich – a charismatic officer and
duelist, who was a Romantic hero for “Saint-Petersburg liberals,” even in his appearance. He came
to the capital in 1825 to take care of his wounded head that had a bullet inside and was covered
with the black bandage since 1823. Decembrist Prince Trubetskoy gives us the best brief summary
of his story:
Yakubovich came to the capital from Georgia. He was insulted more than once in the service. His
excellent reputation in the Caucasian corps [...] did not attract the attention of the sovereign to him.
He, moreover, considered himself unjustly transferred with the same rank from the Guards to the
Army; and the circumstances with which he was expelled from the capital and escorted to the
Caucasian corps left a deep impression on him. Yakubovich, if not in his heart, then in words,
harbored a strong hatred of the Sovereign and often, in the military community, expatiated in
conversation about his firm intention to avenge the insults he had suffered.554

Yakubovich was transferred from Guards to Caucasus for his participation in the famous
“quadruple duel” of high aristocrats for the “honor” of a ballerina. He never officially joined the
conspiracy and, seemingly, did not care for politics – he just wanted to eliminate Alexander I, as
Ryleev conveyed his words at the trial:
Gentlemen! I confess: I do not like any secret societies. In my opinion, one determined man is more
useful than all the Carbonars and Masons. I know who I am talking to, and therefore I will not hide.
I am severely insulted by the Tsar! You may have heard. [...] eight years I have been longing for
revenge. – Tearing off the bandage from his head, so that blood appeared, he said: This wound
could have been healed in the Caucasus [...] but I did not want to, and was glad to have the
553
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opportunity to get to the offender with a rotten skull. And finally I am here! And I am sure that He
(sic) will not escape me. Then take the opportunity; do what you want! – Summon your Great
Assembly and play the fool until you are full!

Ryleev tried to admonish him that:
having already made a name for himself in the army, he can be more useful for his fatherland and
satisfy his other passions. To this Yakubovich answered me that he knows only two passions that
drive the world. This is gratitude and revenge that all others are not passions, but petty passions
(strastishki), that he does not let words go down the drain...

Their friend, Alexander Bestuzhev (Marlinsky), who was present at this conversation,
added some nuances to Yakubovich’s speech:
I do not want to belong to any society, he said so as not to dance to someone else's tune – I will do
my own thing and you use it as you want. If I succeed in leading the soldiers after this, then I will
open the banner of freedom, or I will exterminate myself: I am bored with life.555

Yakubovich stated all his misfortunes at the trial except of his passions of revenge.
Notably, he utilized the common trope of “naïve monarchism,” blaming “the boyars”:
I am too educated not to be able to distinguish the guilt of the Then (sic) nobles, from the error of
the Sovereign, while also being a 20 years old Cornet, almost unknown, what an insane pride it
would be to think that the Sovereign was personally pursuing me.

He later admitted to his plans made “in the heat of passions.” The conspirators managed eventually
to dissuade Yakubovich from his passionate enterprise, or at least postpone it. He even became
furious upon hearing about Alexander’s “untimely death” in 1825, as Ryleev described it:
“Yakubovich ran into the room early in the morning wherein I was lying sick, and in great
excitement reproachfully said to me: ‘The Tsar is dead! You snatched Him from me!’”556

Conclusion: Failing Father and Superfluous Sons
The Russian “dialectics of honor” intertwined noblemen’s personal dignity and status, and
positioned them vis-a-vis the ruler and his/her image of power. In other words, Russian honor had
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double direction – towards oneself and the ruler. The Enlightenment’s focus on the individual and
emotional culture of noble feelings led first to the discovery of individuality and then of the
humanity of a tsar. In a sense, we can talk about the “civilization process in reverse.” Nobility had
the same moral-emotional standards of virtue and control of the passions for the ruler. Morality of
noble citizens was mirrored by the morality of a ruler, or vice versa. The Tsar was considered bad
only if he was an immoral unrestrained tyrant and did not care for Russia. The problem arose when
the human body did not fit the “office.” The desacralization of the ruler led to his critique by elites,
reinforced by the post-1789 shift of patriotic attention to citizens and nation. The result was a new
personal honor of a nobleman that merged with collective-national pride and dignity of a
citizen/officer that replaced the priority of king’s glory in the minds and hearts of many Russians,
especially elites and officers. Alexander and his brothers became equal to citizens and officers as
sons and servants of the Fatherland.
Alexander and his emotional “human” reign based on personal connections fleshed out the
tensions between one’s dignity and expectations from the royal colleague-friend. The choice of
serving him became very personal, as Wortman’s study of Alexander’s conservative statesmen
illustrates. For example, the Decembrists’ friend, court poet Vasilii Zhukovsky, found personal
meaning and dignity in identification with the ruler as a friend and a role model. However,
Alexander managed to alienate all his friends from the Unofficial Committee and to unjustly exile
his “right hand” and de-facto Secretary of State, Speransky. The “meek” emperor could be very
ruthless to his friends and subjects without apparent reason or measures of justice.557
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One of the lesser known cases concerns two brothers of the Decembrist V. Raevsky. One
brother, Andrey, wrote with rapture in the Morning Dawn journal: “The blessed a hundredfold is
ruler, // Who is the father of his men; // Their protector, benefactor, // The MONARCH (sic) of
their hearts and feelings! // The people’s love – it is a bliss, // The one the Tsar can always taste!
// To be the virtuous is the means // Of being happy, ever great.” His monarchist enthusiasm had a
sad fate – the arrest of his brother Vladimir on charges of free-thinking led to his early demise in
1822. Another brother, Grigorii, seventeen years old, travelled to see Vladimir, was arrested for
dubious reasons, put in solitary confinement in Shlisselburg Fortress for five years where he lost
sanity, was released to family and died thereafter. All this sorrow led to the early demise of
Raevsky’s father.558
Some scholars suggested that “free-thinking” poet A. Pushkin was contemplating either
suicide or killing Alexander I in 1820 due to the spread rumors of him being flogged in the Secret
Chancellery on the Emperor’s orders. Pushkin expressed such thoughts in an unsent letter to
Alexander I but instead he fought many reckless duels in order to regain his own sense of honor.559
Exiled by Alexander from the capitals to his country estate, which perhaps saved him from coming
to the Senate Square on December 14th, Pushkin was willing to forgive the emperor’s human
fallibility in October 1825: “Hurray, our tsar! So! Let us drink to him. // He is a human too! And
ruled by moment. // He is a slave to rumor, doubt and whims; // Let us forgive his evil persecution:
// He conquered Paris, then he founded Lyceum.”560 This passage was in a poem dedicated to his
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friends, two of whom were to be sent to Siberia. The poem was first published in 1827, the names
of the Decembrists redacted and this specific “dangerous” stanza omitted!
The Decembrist friends were not as forgiving as the poet. The case of Major Mikhail
Spiridov illuminates the role of personal motivation in joining the conspiracy. A grandson of the
conservative thinker Prince Mikhail Shcherbatov, he was very learned in philosophy and political
thought, including moral sentiments. Yet he joined the Southern conspiracy in late 1825 not only
out of political reasons, as his colleagues testified:
Spiridov spoke about the campaign of year 812 (sic), about the labors he had suffered, about the
loss of health and for some kind of reward, promised for this campaign to the soldiers, who fought,
by the sovereign emperor, who had fought, reproached his majesty for not fulfilling such a
promise...561

Notably, Spiridov volunteered to be at the secret team designated to assassinate Alexander I.
In a sense, as some historians argue, Alexander won his battle for the military.562 As
Gribovsky wrote in one of his secret reports, F. Glinka conveyed the following words of his
superior, the Military Governor of Saint-Petersburg A. Miloradovich, after the Semenovsky
“revolt” to the conspirators: “‘I did a service to the fatherland!’ After thinking a bit, in a low tone,
he added: ‘Perhaps to the Emperor’.”563 Indeed, many, if not most, of those who participated in
the pre-1821 societies and were persecuted left the conspiracy, which saved them from Siberian
exile later. The price was yet very heavy. The members of the politically moderate secret societies
of 1816-1821 were radicalized by the emperor’s dishonoring treatment of the nation so as of them
personally. The next wave of the Northern and Southern societies acted in a different mood. The
Southern conspiracy was the most radical one, not least because of having many disgruntled exiled
officers and sons of petty gentry without hope of obtaining any “honors” from the regime. The
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personal and political collided. The split of the nation from the ruler in the minds of many serving
noblemen was final. As Petr Kakhovsky, the least politically savvy conspirator, wrote from prison
to Nicholas I about Alexander:
...he stopped loving us and saw the Carbonari in well-meaning people; he got irritated himself and
armed us against himself. [...] The people have not changed, but His Majesty, subsequently
changing his rules, killed our hopes and the very pride of the people. It hurts for a Russian not to
have a nation and to include everything in one Sovereign.564

As scholars note, 1823 also symbolized an ideological break in the mentality of the
educated society – too many high-ranking officers and civil servants, as well as writers and public
figures, found themselves persecuted and left without means to contribute to the common good.
They found themselves “superfluous.” In 1823 Griboedov and Pushkin were working on novels in
verse, Woe from Witt and Eugene Onegin respectively, that coined the idea of “a superfluous man”
in Russian culture – the non-serving, well educated, bored and melancholic young nobleman.565
Alexander was personally responsible for creating these “hot heads” by dishonoring and alienating
the best minds and hearts of any political alignment.
On December 14th of 1825 there were many young people who joined the conspiracy or
uprising at the last minute. One of them was Pushkin’s friend and classmate, the disgruntled
romantic W. Kiukhel’beker, who joined two months earlier and impulsively tried to shoot the
Grand Duke Mikhail Pavlovich. At the trial he confided:
I became a rebel and a conspirator: first, because of the society and the circumstances into which
Fate (sic) threw me; second, because of grief and persecution, I dare say, partly undeserved, which
poisoned my whole life; – but I have always been a Poet; so let me be allowed to die as a Poet...566
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His friend Ryleev, writing about his love to Alexander in 1812, joined the conspiracy in 1823 and
wrote together with A. Bestuzhev (Marlinsky) a song for soldiers in a radically different tone:
When the blacksmith walks from the smithy, glory!
What is the blacksmith carrying? Here, three knives:
The first knife is for the villains grandees,
And the other knife is for the judges and corrupt,
And make a prayer – the third knife is for the tsar!567
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CHAPTER 5. ACTING ON VIRTUES: SERVING THE FATHERLAND IN SECRET
SOCIETIES
Will I dishonor citizen’s title
In these fateful times
And imitate the effeminate tribe
Of you, degenerate Slavs?
No, I cannot in voluptuousness’ arms,
In shameful idleness, to bear my young age
And languish with a boiling soul
Under the heavy autocracy’s yoke. (1824).568

Different Ways to Serve
The excerpt above from K. Ryleev’s famous A Citizen conveys several radical messages
but one uniting theme – the late 1810s through early 1820s saw the nobility’s resistance of the
general government’s apathy with action based on “noble feelings” and moral virtues, either by
personal deeds or social self-organization. Initially, the post-1815 era brought European and
Russian hopes of the educated elites for enlightenment, national independence and liberal reforms.
As Sergey Turgenev enthusiastically wrote in his diary, while stationed in France with diplomatic
mission, in 1815:
And God knows what else will happen to great Russia. The road to enlightenment is long, and it is
traversed by abysses that sometimes engulf entire states, but I confess, it seems to me that we are
entering a happy era of enlightenment, approaching its goal, towards public freedom, which alone
makes both citizens and states happy.

As usual, his older brother Nikolay was less optimistic while writing to Sergey in 1817:
In 30 years we had Muravev, Fon-Vizin and Novikov lived and acted. – If to believe the words of
those who say that education and freedom are born solely from enlightenment and that good writers
most of all affect education, if to believe these words, then in the last 30 years we should have gone
far ahead both in education and in freedom. But experience does not confirm these words. I do not
know if we have more truly educated and enlightened people now than before. […] Enlightenment
alone will never lead to freedom.569
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N. Turgenev implies here that the fathers’ generation, while being the bearer of enlightenment,
failed to produce tangible results – the political system and serfdom remained the same.
Enlightenment did not bring political or social freedom to Russian citizens.
Following the war, many Russian nobles strove to continue contributing in the peacetime
– to be useful – and that traditionally meant to serve in the government or military. Yet, Russian
elites became alienated from the state and military service, seeing it as meaningless for its focus
on the monarch and nobility’s vanity rather than common good. The Decembrist generation
aspired to serve the nation and people instead.570
Indeed, N. Turgenev, a high rank civil servant in the State Council and Ministry of Finance,
complained in length about his frustrations of serving the corrupt and autocratic system,
specifically the egoism of its functionaries’ and their selfish disregard for the welfare of the
country. The leader of the Decembrist uprising in the south, Sergey Muravev-Apostol, wrote many
letters to his family, expressing his desires to leave the “boring” military service where he served
as a Lieutenant Colonel in 1820.571 But how one could serve the nation in a meaningful way?
The “fathers,” criticized by N. Turgenev, conveyed to their sons not just the importance of
service but also different shapes it could take. Sergey’s father Ivan Muravev-Apostol postulated
in one of his abovementioned Letters from Moscow (1810s):
...I had to confess [...] that every good-minded citizen has three ways to serve society: first with
deed, second with thoughts, third with heart. The defender of the fatherland, the guardian of its
laws, the preacher of the faith – serve with deed. A writer who reveals to his contemporaries and
posterity great truths, strongly and vividly expressed – serves with thoughts […] Finally, a person
who, in a close circle of private life, uses his activities to help his neighbor with his wallet,
compassion, advice – he serves with heart; not so much publicly as the first, yet, with the benefit
570
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for society and with the sweet knowledge that his name will remain in the memory of people who
honor virtue.572

Tellingly, Muravev-Apostol’s focus here is on service of “society” rather than anything/anyone
else. Indeed, one of the “de-estatization” symptoms was the widespread rejection of official
careers, even by nobles with outstanding advancement prospects. However, such rejection of state
service was not a form of escapism but motivated by the intentions of promoting the public good
in other ways. As the recent volume of studies on Russian nobility contends, noble servitors served
the fatherland in alternative ways, such as “enlightened management of one’s estate and peasants
or just moral-intellectual cultivation of one’s self” and “fostering the development of a particular
institution, society, circle, or club.”573 And for some noblemen their service took the form of
belonging to a secret society.
Not surprisingly then, the first quarter of 19th century was an era of unprecedented public
or semi-secret self-organization: private circles, salons, literary and scientific societies, military
cooperatives, Masonic lodges etc. Everyone was in some kind of “conspiratorial” association, even
if only of a playful quality. Vera Bokova counts 160 (!) voluntary associations (excluding lodges)
in the first third of 19th century. It was fashionable and widespread – “spirit of the era.” In a sense,
it was the surrogate of and the beginning of Russian public sphere that officially did not exist in
the modern sense in that period. Only after the ban on Masonic lodges and informal associations
by Alexander I in 1822, any private “societies” automatically transformed into conspiratorial
“organizations.”574
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The vast majority of the private associations, including lodges, shared the common aims
of civic duty, enlightenment, philanthropy, moral virtues and patriotism. The same ideas motivated
the Decembrist secret societies that constituted emotional communities and refuges from the
autocratic emotional regime575 and rested on shared norms of feeling of patriotism, compassion
and honor, which served as major glue, in lieu of conspirators’ diverse and ever changing political
views. This chapter deals less with the societies per se, i.e. their structures and ideological agendas,
but more with the understudied affective circumstances, the emotional motivations for joining
them and the mechanics of feeling that kept them going.
As one scholar noted, “much less attention is given to the early, constructive stages of the
movement, when its members were not yet obsessed with ideas of regicide and immediate
revolution.” The early secret societies concentrated on moral rather than political issues and saw
themselves “as fraternities of free persons who sought to advance enlightenment about the ethical
aspects of social relationships.”576 Indeed, the societies such as the Union of Salvation, founded in
St. Petersburg in 1816, and the Union of Welfare that replaced it in 1817, hoped to cooperate with
Alexander I. They were influenced by the Masonic lodges and concerned with philanthropy,
education, morals and civic-mindedness (grazhdanstvennost’), as it transpires even from the
societies’ names – “Salvation” and “Welfare.”
Yet, while the later secret societies, the Northern and the Southern (1822/3-1825), were
radicalized, their motivational and emotional spirit was rooted in the earlier more moderate quest
for enlightenment and civic-mindedness. The moral virtues remained the basic foundation for the
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conspiracy – they were an obligatory attribute for members and prospective candidates. In this
sense, even the United Slavs society (1823-1825), which scholars consider the most extreme,
included in its statue and fellowship the eighteenth-century tenets of enlightenment and virtue,
what calls into question their so-called “radicalism.”
The common affective denominator of the conspiracy were the emotional ideas of
compassionate patriotism based on the primacy of nation over the ruler, common good and
philanthropy. Patriotism and compassion, grounded in emotional culture of noble sentiments,
served as the initial motivation to join the secret societies and held them together. The interaction
of friends, family members and colleagues, officers and literati, intensified the mutual emotional
attunement and solidified the groups’ readiness for political action. While some conspirators held
vague nationalistic-xenophobic ideas (and compassion for the lower estates did not translate to
advocacy for social equality), the overarching patriotic focus was directed inwards, toward the
nation, as a whole, and its ills.
Senses of private, noble, military and national-civic (dis)honor, as discussed in the previous
chapter, were an additional motive to join the conspiracy, even if at its later stages. The general
code of noble honor prevented the total “secrecy” of the Decembrist societies – the very title of
“conspirator” (zagovorshchik) was derogatory for that era and did not suit the self-image of
educated nobility. Decembrist saw themselves as the “true sons of the Fatherland” and wanted to
be “heard.” Hence, many of their social peers knew about the secret societies, including the
prominent statesmen and generals. Yet noble honor also did not allow the latter to denounce the
conspiracy to the authorities, as the state oath (prisiaga) obliged.
Finally, military (dis)honor served as an important factor driving recruits to join the
societies, especially during the “military purges” of the 1820s. In the south, the hierarchical,
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material and cultural differences, ingrained in military system, created animosity between the army
officers and their colleagues in Guards, as well as common indignation towards their immediate
superiors and general military staff. Further, the Society of United Slavs, based on petty gentry
and subaltern officers, held social grudges based on noble/military dishonor as part of their
political program, tactics of recruitment and interactions vis-à-vis the “elite” Southern Society.
Hence, their grievances focused on social aspects of the nobility’s/military internal discrimination
as well the poor lot of serfs and soldiers, rather than pure political issues of monarchy and
constitutional projects.
Eventually, a Decembrist poet and the leader of the Northern Society, a petty noble, K.
Ryleev, aptly described all three shared sentiments of patriotism, compassion and honor of the
rebel-conspirator, though Decembrists did not succeed in putting aside “private matters”:
Breathing with love to the homeland,
He will endure everything for it –
And let his noble soul
Discard any personal thing.

Let him be a model of honor,
An iron chest for those in need,
And forever a sworn enemy
To shameful injustice’s deed...577

Post-1815 “Spirit of Times”: From Boredom to Secret Societies
The government’s passivity and Alexander’s disregard of national realities together with
his own liberal promises, created the atmosphere of suffocation, boredom and apathy for many
educated nobles in the post-1815 Russia. The post-war Russian nation was more than awakened.
The young enthusiastic officers returned from abroad with new ideas and zeal for reforms. The
officers’ revolts in Southern Europe of 1820’s (Spain, Italy, Portugal and Greece) presented the
models of action. Europe swarmed with Masonic lodges and patriotic secret societies. 1820s
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Russia of Alexander I, in turn, focused on The Holly Alliance outwards and the Bible Society,
repression of universities and military settlements inwards.
Yet, the Napoleonic Wars heightened patriotism centered on nation and elicited more
conscious compassion to the lot of serfs and soldiers, while the wounded honor and disappointment
with Alexander I prevailed. This reshaped emotional culture and historical circumstances created
very specific socio-cultural atmosphere – “Zeitgeist” or “spirit of times.” As Pavel Pestel’ wrote
at the trial:
Moreover, each Age (sic) has its own distinctive feature. The current one is marked by
revolutionary Thoughts. From one end of Europe to the other one can see the same thing
everywhere, from Portugal to Russia [...] The entire America provides the same view. The Spirit
of Transformation makes minds Boil, so to speak, everywhere (fait bouillir les esprits, sic). These
are the reasons, I suppose, which gave rise to revolutionary thoughts and rules and rooted them in
Minds.578

He explains that “Spirit of Transformation” was ubiquitous among Russian nobles in general. The
Russian public “affect” (emotional attunement) of the educated elites and officers was twofold –
boredom and enthusiasm. First, the officers that returned home from abroad could not rest in peace
and idleness – the post-war European spirit of Russian “liberators” was boiling and demanding the
continuation of the action for the national welfare. The pre-war socio-political arrangements were
not good enough anymore – wars changed everything – especially the emotional attunement. Ivan
Yakushkin summarizes this point:
The war of 1812 awakened the Russian people to life and constitutes an important period in their
political existence [...] A whole year's stay in Germany and then a few months in Paris could not
but change the views of at least some thinking Russian youth; in such a great environment, each of
us grew up in some way [...] In 1814, the existence of young people in St. Petersburg was weary.
In the course of two years we had before our eyes the great events that decided the peoples’
destinies, and in some way participated in them; now it was unbearable to look at the empty
Petersburg life and listen to the chatter of the old people, who praised everything old and
condemned any movement forward. We have moved away from them 100 years ahead.579
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Indeed, many Decembrists mention in their letters and memoirs the sense of boredom and
frustration of leading useless and bleak life in the post-war Russia. The officers were also
complaining about the meaninglessness of the garrison life in S.-Petersburg and Moscow, mainly
preoccupied with drills, uniforms and parades.580 In Matvei Muravev-Apostol’s words, “After the
events of 1812, 1813 and 1814, when we returned to St. Petersburg, the garrison life could not
satisfy our desires and replace the previous feelings.”581 The boredom and frustration called for
action.
The frustration with the socio-political stagnation and inability to meaningfully contribute
were felt by civil servants too, as N. Turgenev bitterly wrote in his diary, in 1816:
To abandon everything, to divert attention from the woeful state of the fatherland, to be
convinced of the impossibility of being useful to it – this is what – I think often – I should strive
for. Dedicating yourself to the service is not worth the trouble, because there is little opportunity
to be useful the way I would like. [...] The service occupations here, as far as I foresee, may not
be sufficient pour absorber l'ame et le coeur (sic). What to do? – To be silent and live,
considering yourself a machine. [...] Why is the heart not content with its own well-being? Why
does it prefer the welfare of others to its own?
Why did the Creator of the worlds put into man that divine feeling, which people often talk
about, but rarely feel it as a proper feeling of love for the fatherland? Therefore, a person was
created for something, if he has this kind of feeling. But where is that something?

Five days later Turgenev complained about the passivity of the influential literary society Arzamas
(1815-1818):
Yesterday I was at the meeting of Arzamas. Not a word about the good intentions of this society.
After the meeting, I spoke with Karamzin, Bludov and others about the situation in Russia and
about everything that I am most willing to talk about. They say they love the same what I love. But
I don't believe this love. What you love is what you must desire. And they desire the end, but they
do not desire the means. They postpone everything – for a while [...] The question is: should it be
what is desirable? – It should. Is there now an opportunity to enact something? – There is; for such
in Russia 1462-1874 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2002), 255-56. Yet, this quote also confirms the Russian liberal spirit
of the times, boredom, disenchantment and military suffering from parades and drills.
580
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a government or, better to say, a ruler, Russia would not get for a long time. – So from this it follows
that one must act...582

In addition to such famous literati as A. Pushkin, P. Viazemsky and V. Zhukovsky, Arzamas’
members included the future Decembrist leaders Mikhail Orlov and Nikita Muravev. Notably, just
ten years later, Nikolai Karamzin condemned the Decembrist conspiracy and Dmitrii Bludov, the
Secretary General of the Supreme Criminal Court, signed the death sentence (in absentia) of N.
Turgenev.583
Turgenev’s “that something has to be done” was the second side of the contemporary
public affect. These were times to put the emotional culture of virtue and civic-mindedness to
work. Already in 1804, Andrei Kaisarov in letter to Turgenev’s father Ivan Petrovich, ruminated
on virtue and its employment, praising the father as the most virtuous in his actions:
It is not so complicated (nemudreno) to talk about virtue, we see it and hear it every day now from
the professor's tribune or from the church’s pulpit. This is the kind of matter which eloquence most
of all has a chance to savor; such a matter that has delivered a wreath to more than one author. But
to speak and to do there are two different verbs, not by their ending, but by their action. One talks
about virtue in the odes to his friends, but also confirms what was said with quotations from the
Holy Scriptures, – but as soon as it comes to action, then not me alone, but many retreat.584

In other words, it was not enough to possess a virtue anymore – one also had to act on it. The first
secretary of the Free Society of the Lovers of Literature, Science and Arts (VOLSNKh) (18011826), Vasilii Popugaev, in 1803 caustically reflected on this generation’s republican affects that
never came to fruition:
Now I learn what a human is in the world!
What a poor and wretched creature he is!
Strewn with sorrows and misfortunes his age,
Right reasoning is far away from him!
He loves the truth and science just in words,
And as a patriot he wants the society’s good!

But start to act! – it is a time to get him,
To expose these virtues’ perfection!
Your shrewd Demosthenes fell silent,
Cato of Utica throws his dagger away,
Regretting he was not born in the past ages,
About the present ones he only sighs!
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Franklin and sage Socrates are great in his eyes,
With the Cato of Utica, he stoically dies;
He lives for the fatherland’s benefit only.
He wants to be an exemplary man in this
And he honors usefulness as a sacred duty;
He strives for the truth with Locke and Newton!
He holds for happiness for truth to suffer;
To serve fellow citizens is blessing by him,

In a minute, his heat and fire disappeared –
Where did the striving for all graceful go?
Our sage, our hero was trembling like a leaf,
Not from the danger, from imagination!
He forgot about his eloquence too.
Not good for society – he only wants peace:
He does not care if only he would not be touched,
Whatever someone wants, but he drops out.585

Similar sarcasm is evident in the anonymous manuscript given to F. Glinka for comments
around 1823, which discusses many contemporary phenomena:
2. The spirit of times: Everyone repeats about love for one's neighbor, for the Fatherland, keeping
in his soul Love (sic) for himself –would it be good for me and the rest is God's will! – in this
sense it is the Spirit of the time – But I will say God save form the bad Spirit! – It is time to
smoke it out!
9. Politics: Nowadays, Politics is on everyone's lips, and there is no end to polyphony – You might
think that Boiling Love for the Fatherland, a zealous desire to be in charge of the course of affairs
in the Public Circle is the reason for this – But you look closely, you find out it is wrong.586

N. Turgenev suggested a cure in1816 – enthusiastic action for the benefit of society and common
good:
What do all the desires for change mean? [...] What is the use now for Greeks and Romans that
they were republicans? But do these reasons should induce a person to be always in apathy? Man
is created for society. He is obliged to strive for the good of his neighbors [...] He must always
strive, not sure whether he will achieve his goal, or even being sure of the impossibility of this
achievement. He lives, therefore he must act in favor of the common good. […] But our nature
makes us able to serve the truth not only from the consciousness of our cause, but also from true
enthusiasm. This enthusiasm is a benevolent gift of Providence, and since it comes from a sacred
source [...] using it, we act according to the will of the one who created us [...] So we must always
act, regardless of the consequences of our actions...587

The brief period of 1815-1820 brought the “reformistic enthusiasm” of conservatives and
liberals alike, of constitutional drafts and social projects benefiting peasantry, sponsored by
Alexander I himself, the well-researched theme in scholarship.588 Even the lesser-known Sergey
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Turgenev, while serving in France, wrote in his diary (1815): “Today in the morning I finished my
first sketch of my waste of ink about what must be done in Russia before it will be possible to give
it a constitution.” And then, a year later: “Do not forget to ask brother Alexander Ivanovich what
he thinks about the constitution he (Alexander) is writing on.”589
The membership in numerous “societies” became another way of serving the Fatherland or
just escaping the boredom and civic idleness. In words of A. Pushkin, “At first, all these
conspiracies // Between Lafitte and Clicquot (French wines)// Were only friendly disputes, // And
the rebellious science did not enter // Deeply into the hearts // It was all just boredom, // The
idleness of young minds, // The joys of adult rogues...”590 For our purposes here, the first hubs of
the liberal-civic ideas were the friendly circles of young students in Cadet Corps and Moscow
University. Though they were based on friendship, Romantic idealism, intellectual activities and
spiritual self-fashioning, as well isolated from the socio-political life, these circles actively
pondered the common good and harbored seeds of dissent.591
The Friendly Literary Society (1801) of the alumni and professors of Moscow University,
revolving around Andrei Turgenev, was sincerely preoccupied with moral-civic education and its
propaganda. Its members extensively wrote on and discussed civic patriotism. Notably, Professor
Aleksey Merzliakov, whom Decembrist N. Turgenev (the brother of Andrei) disliked for
conservatism, underlined the importance of such friendly meetings in cultivating civic virtues:
Where and how were Epaminondas, Timoleons, Pericles brought up? Where did they get this allconquering power of love for the fatherland, which was not extinguished amidst the storm, the
misfortune, in exile, on the scaffolds, which, as seems, did not perish even after their death? In
al’ternativy: Aleksandr I, ego spodvizhniki, dekabristy (Moscow: Rossiia Molodaia, 1994), 57-61, V. Fedorov,
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friendly conversations between Socrates and Plato! In those conversations, the subject of which
was the knowledge of man and his morality.

Then Merzliakov stressed, even if not on purpose, the political role of such patriotic gatherings:
…This firmness and courage in expressing our feelings and thoughts will in time give birth to this
generosity in us, this prudent pride, which returns to the thrones the exiled truth and despises the
threats of tyrants, which is not afraid of death [...] So it is, friends! We will be honest citizens. So,
heroes were born in the mother's bowels of courageous Sparta.592

The future Decembrist pathos of republican patriotism is more than clear here. National welfare,
enlightenment and moral-civic virtues were the major aim and attribute of many of the preDecembrist literary-intellectual and military circles.
An interesting case was a secret circle of former Moscow students, called the Brotherhood
of Youth or Choka (1810-1812) that dreamed about establishing a utopian republic, Choka, based
on equality and freedom, presumably, on the island of Sakhalin. Their major inspirations were
Classical republics and, above all, the writings of Rousseau. The majority of these “dreamers”
became Decembrists.593 The Moscow University’s brotherhoods were also instrumental in creation
of the military artels (cooperatives). Professors (many of German origin) taught German Romantic
philosophy and national patriotism of the Napoleonic era to their students, who later self-organized
in officer’s circles of material self-help and self-enlightenment. The most known were the
Semenovsky Regiment Artel (1811-12/1816), organized by the future famous literati P. Chaadaev
and A. Griboedov and the Sacred Artel (1814-1818). The Semenovsky Artel, besides friendly
dinners, also included reading of foreign press, self-study and discussing political issues. This artel
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was closed personally by Alexander, who allegedly said several times: “This is strange! Very
strange! Why did they decide to study?”594
Both Choka and the Sacred Artel were founded by brothers Alexander, Nikolay and
Mikhail, sons of General Nikolay Muravev, the director of the Column-Leaders’ Academy in
Saint-Petersburg. Politics were minimal in the Sacred Artel, its major concern being patriotism
and cultivating of civic virtues.595 One of its members Ivan Burtsov wrote to N. N. Muravev in
1816: “Artel life is all going well […] Our evenings are especially divine. We talk with Misha (M.
N. Muravev) about the immortality of the soul, about the sacred law, virtue, justice, honor, and so
on.” Another member, P. I. Koloshin, sent him the Artel Song the next year: “The voice of sons is
striving now // To you, our dear Fatherland! // Command – and each of us is ready // To do all that
is beneficial to you. // Oh yes, you will be able prosper! // Your greatness is our glory too, // Your
bliss is also our honor, // And your afflictions poison us.”596
Many other letters were written to N. Muravev, who due to the failed prospect of marriage
with the object of his affection, went to serve in Caucasus. All his friends and brothers tried to
persuade him to get back. The most insistent was I. Burtsov. His letters engaged in philosophical
virtual discussion on personal versus common goods. He blamed Muravev in egoism and oldfashioned “knightly honor” that contradicted the precedence of civic duties, while admonishing
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him to return to the capital to serve the nation in a “best way” that included “studying civil
sciences” and “saying truth to the tsar.” The following admonition is the most characteristic:
You reflect on your actions and therefore you know the responsibilities that connect everyone with
the Society (sic) and the homeland. […] Be sure that everyone owes everything to the Society, and
the welfare of the latter depends on everyone’s donations. […] From this it is clear that a person
who wants to be virtuous must certainly set himself the goal of bringing the greatest benefit to
society that he can […] Here, my dear friend, are those indispensable truths, which you know no
less than any member of the Artel; but why do you not intend acting in accordance with them?597

N. Muravev did not return but instead became General Muravev-Karsky for the brazen
defeat of the Ottoman fortress of Kars and participated in suppressing the Polish uprising of 1831.
Mikhail became Muravev-Vilensky (as governor of Belorussia, i.e. Vilna) or Muravev-the Hanger
due to his cruel suppression of the Polish uprising of 1863. However, Artel’s ideas were
symptomatic of the era’s civic discourse and became embedded in the ensuing “official” secret
societies of Union of Salvation and Union of Welfare, founded by a third brother, Alexander.598
The self-organization in officers’ artels, based on shared feelings of civic patriotism and
concentrated on mutual self-education and intellectual growth, was a widespread phenomenon,
especially during the Napoleonic wars and thereafter. Military Masonic lodges were another type
of officers’ gathering, inspired by meeting foreign officer-Masons during the international
campaigns of 1813-1815.599 The first Decembrist societies were organized by the participants of
several Masonic lodges. Characteristically, the famous lodge of the United Friends (Amis Reunis)
included the radical thinker P. Chaadaev, P. Pestel’ and other Decembrists, as well the future
Chief of the Secret Police A. Benkendorf, in 1816. Lodges were in fashion and served conspirators
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as places for finding new members and using the Masonic rituals and statues as templates for
political conspiracy. Though, eventually, Decembrists got disappointed from the ritualisticabstract and passive character of Masonry and left the lodges, as many as 51 persons, brought to
the trial, started their conspiratorial career there.600
The major issue was that Russian Masonry did not have far-reaching intentions of
reforming the external socio-political order, rather it was preoccupied with internal moral selfperfection of an individual. Together with that, its rhetoric of philanthropy, inherent equality of
all men and civic virtues bore the potential of liberal-progressive ideas and was, indeed, borrowed
and incorporated by the first Decembrist societies.601 In this sense, while the Decembrist sons
parted ways with the mystic spiritualism of their fathers, they yet inherited the moral and
sentimental constant of Masonic tradition, as seen in the case of Turgenev family.602 Hence, the
early Decembrist societies intended to work alongside or with the monarch in educating the
masses, curing the social ills and leading the nation into the era of “lights.”
This contemporary Zeitgeist of acting on moral-civic values was so pervasive in the
educated society that the lines between secret society, literary salon, military artel or Masonic
lodge were extremely blurred, especially before their official ban in 1822. In A. Rozen’s words,
“It can be said in the affirmative that all educated people, or those who had a claim to be so,
belonged to a secret society, if not by lists, then by purpose and by their own desire.” Another
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rebel, P. Kakhovsky, who joined the conspiracy only in 1824, wrote in the personal letter to
Nicholas I from his cell:
We were not made up in society, but completely ready only united in it. – The beginning and the
root of the society must be sought in the spirit of times and the situation in which we find ourselves.
I was familiar with a few members of the secret society, and in general I think their number is not
great. But of the large number of my acquaintances, who did not belong to any secret society, very
few were of the opposite opinion than mine. I boldly say that out of a thousand young people there
will not be a hundred people who would not burn with a passion for freedom. And young lads,
burning with pure, strong love for the good of the fatherland, for true enlightenment, become men
(muzhami).603

Even his conservative contemporary F. Vigel’ admitted that “One should suppose that there are
also general moral illnesses in the air: even I myself was constantly drawn to secret societies at
that time.”604
The ubiquitous “affect” of secret societies raises the question of the need and extent of their
“secrecy.” As one scholar points out, “secrecy” does not necessarily imply a covert political agenda
or contrary attitudes.605 Indeed, many private associations, and of course Masonic lodges,
employed some levels of secrecy or mystery, even if in a play like manner, by the virtue of being
“unofficial.” It was fashionable to be romantically mysterious. The Decembrist societies were also
hardly “conspiratorial” – their secrecy was only nominal, based on the political “privy aim
(sokrovennaia tsel’),” known and discussed only by their leaders. Besides that, their “dangerously
political” discussions occurred in the presence of servants, service colleagues and barely-known
“friends of friends.” In Iu. Lotman’s words, Decembrists “talked” all the time and everywhere, for
it was important and honorable for them “to be heard.”
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Also, the recruitment of new members was uncontrolled and rested on private initiative.
Characteristically, a conspirator had to reveal his thoughts on political issues, sometimes as
purposeful provocation, to see if a prospective candidate reciprocated. If not sharing the same
views/feelings, the candidate was left alone but aware of the existence of “free-thinkers.”
Membership in such organizations did not demand the total devotion of an individual’s time and
resources – on the contrary, it was more of a hobby, a means of socializing without abandoning
one’s personal life and career. It resulted in a situation where many nobles and state officials, in
addition to Alexander I, were vaguely aware of their conspiracy. In this sense, the Decembrist
secret societies were not fully “secret,” especially in the first pre-1822 phase.606 Many were
recruited as Prince A. Odoevsky narrated:
…I walked with Renkevich (A. Rynkevich) at the Arena in the summer. He said to me: “There is
a need to start a Masonic Lodge, or some kind of society: it is boring in St. Petersburg.” And I
answered him: “that there is a society and that I belong to it.” I myself was not long ago accepted.
His answer was: “Well, so I am yours.”

Even the conspiratorial meeting, a couple of days before the revolt in S.-Petersburg, betrayed the
secrecy, as G. Baten’kov testified: “In general, they spoke too freely and insolently, but each his
own, loudly and without any caution, although a person constantly entered, serving tea. And it was
impossible to think that this was a meeting of secret society.” A. Rozen described one of such
meetings as having only one actual conspirator (out of 20), the host K. Ryleev, who agitated
newcomers to rebel.607
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That being said, Decembrists believed in the necessity of some sort of “conspiracy” to
realize their civic ideas, as Prince E. Obolensky ruminated in his memoirs:
In the life of every morally developed and educated person, to greater or to a lesser extent, both the
spirit of the time in which he lives and the consciousness of the society’s moral needs among which
he lives, finds its reflection. [...] Why, at that time, was secrecy one of the conditions for moral
action, which had the original goal not to overthrow the existing order of things, but only to improve
the moral of all strata of society through the development – both mental and moral – and the
dissemination of ideas of truth and verity [...]? Why, I repeat, was secrecy one of the necessary
conditions for the action of the Society’s members? I cannot find any other answer, except one – it
was in the spirit of times. But the spirit of times had its own legitimate reason.

According to him, “the reason” was rooted in the evils of the ruling system and social order that
discriminated the majority of Russian people. There was a need for secret societies because the
government was apathetic at best, if not oppressive and the masses were unenlightened to act.
These circumstances enabled/ennobled the conspiracy to be the ones to voice popular discontent
by the chosen few.608

Helping the Monarch: Compassionate Patriotism in Conspiracy
The general emotional community of the Decembrist conspiracy was born on the
battlefields of 1812, as portrayed by Prince S. Trubetskoy:
The attack of Napoleon on Russia in 1812 aroused in Russians love for the Fatherland in the highest
degree [...] Ties made in bivouacs, on the battlefield, when sharing the same labors and dangers,
they happen to be, especially between young people, franker, stronger and livelier. [...] We often
talked among ourselves, about former events, about the glory of the Sovereign, about the honor of
the Russian name, we discussed that having already been useful of our fatherland in wartime, we
should not be useless in peacetime, that each of us, accompanying our Sovereign in the military
labors, must, if possible, assist in the peaceful exploits of His Majesty too...609

The new reincarnation of the late eighteenth-century emotional culture brought the like-minded
officers together and was strengthened by their interaction. Moral enlightenment, patriotism
centered on national common good, philanthropy and concern for the peasants’ lot, as well sense
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of personal/social/national dignity became a common factor to all the secret societies,
notwithstanding their ever-changing political agendas, from 1812 to 1825. This way Iakov
Andreevich narrated the emotional community of the “radical” society of the United Slavs:
...my comrades, probably seeing my feelings […] little by little, revealed the Slavic society and the
benefits generated by it to the fatherland. – And from now on, the feelings that I innocently harbored
in My Soul (sic) grew with greater ardor. […] Love for the fatherland and Freedom; as appropriate
to a person’s state; Compassion for fellow humans, who are in such a disastrous Misfortune because
of nothing else but the Government’s lack of vigilance, to which the people have entrusted
themselves. – Finally, the disposition of my comrades, I valued, forced me to join this society.

Accordingly, the first secret societies did not see much “evil” in self-organizing for the
sake of patriotism and philanthropy, and envisioned themselves as working alongside the
government, helping the monarch. As N. Turgenev wrote in his diary, in June 1817:
Having become convinced of the necessity of secret societies, it should be noted in particular that
those of them, which are based on the rules of morality and patriotism, deserve not persecution, but
the Government’s approval, especially since Governments often cannot enact what societies can.
[...] If the Government does something and enacts, wishing to stop there, then people think that this
is the beginning, the first step towards further enterprises: the passions of each one invent these
enterprises, and each one attributes to them more or less benefit or harm, depending on the nature
of these passions.610

Turgenev, indeed, participated in the first secret society of the Decembrist type, the Order
of Russian Knights (1814-1818/19) together with other Masons such as M. Novikov (a relative of
N. Novikov), M. Orlov, M. Dmitriev-Mamonov and possibly the popular 1812 hero D. Davydov.
The Order followed Masonic ideas in ritual and symbolism but also transformed the Masonic
content into the political. It initially considered helping the monarch in enlightenment and social
reforms, was at times xenophobic and had an inconsistent political program resembling
“aristocratic constitutionalism”.611 The cofounder of the Knights, General M. Orlov, was toying
with the idea of soliciting the official patronage of the monarch, as he proudly stated at the trial:
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It seems to me that I was the first to conceive of creating a secret society in Russia. This was in
1814. [...] On the other hand, I kept in my memory the words of Emperor Alexander, spoken by
him in Paris: “The external enemies have been defeated for a long time, we will fight the internal
enemies.” With these thoughts I returned to Russia.612

This dangerous bravado was actually half true, half calculated – by highlighting Alexander’s own
liberal initiatives, Orlov was also reminding to his investigators that he was the one to sign the
capitulation of Paris in 1814!
Another cofounder of Knights, Count Matvei A. Dmitriev-Mamonov, was an extremely
wealthy son of the Catherine’s “favorite” and a descendant of Tsar Vladimir Monomakh. As an
owner of fifteen thousand serfs in 1812, he donated three million rubles to combat the French
invasion and fought at the head of his own “Cossack regiment,” formed from his peasants. He
wrote the Brief Instructions for Russian Knight that passed the censorship (!) and was published
in 25 copies, as well found in the papers of conservative Mason Nevzorov, a publisher of the
journal Friend of Youth and a close friend of Decembrist fathers M. Muravev and I. Turgenev.613
According the Instructions, a new member had to be asked:
You told us, dear brother, that you love your fatherland and that its welfare and glory are the most
precious objects of your heart. Did you speak the truth? If it is true, then we will offer your
patriotism the outlet for action. If you are content to love your fatherland, as superficial minds and
corrupted hearts do […] then flee from our temples – they are the altars of the beloved to our heart
fatherland! [...] from you is required enthusiastic shedding of the blood of the Order and the
fatherland’s enemies.614

Despite of the conservative-nationalistic overtones of Knights, the government feared
Mamonov, his status of royal blood and wealth, who also built fortifications on his estate. He was
arrested twice in 1823 and 1826, “diagnosed” as mad and confined to his own estate.615 However,
the ground for conspiracy was fertilized and ready. As Mamonov wrote to Orlov, in 1810s:
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It is necessary to be loud against tyranny, against abuses, against the Poles, appeal to posterity, to
the shadows of Shuisky and Pozharsky. It is necessary to establish the law of salvation of the nation,
to put it under the protection of all the brave people of Russia, all the true sons of the fatherland.616

Indeed, Turgenev, Orlov and Novikov joined the first “official” Decembrist Union of
Salvation or the Society of True and Loyal Sons of the Fatherland (1816-1817), which was initiated
by the organizer of Choka and Sacred Artel, A. N. Muravev. Salvation might refer to both civic
concern for the nation and personal Christian/Masonic refinement. Its members were mostly
friends and relatives from the high elites and Guards Regiments: the greater Muravev family,
including brothers Muravev-Apostol and M. Lunin, and their wider social circles. The aims were
characteristic of the era: personal self-perfection, public morals and common good. The
rapprochement between nobles and peasants (not emancipation), and constitutional monarchy,
were the new more radical themes. Yet, its Masonic rhetoric and infrastructure, as well sociopolitical inactivity, brought to its close after just a year of existence.617 The best description of the
spirit of Union of Salvation was left by one of its founders, Trubetskoy:
Some young people, who fought for the Fatherland and their Tsar on the field of honor, wanted to
be a faithful guard of their leader in the field of peace too. They promised each other, in word and
deed, to assist their sovereign in all his designs for the good of their people. There were few of
them, but they were sure [...] that others like them would not want to confine themselves to the
glory of military exploits, but would like to show their zeal and love for the Fatherland not only
by fulfilling the duties assigned to them by the service, but also by dedicating all their means and
abilities to promote the common good in all its forms. Those entering this small society were
required to: 1) strict fulfillment of duties in the service; 2) honest, noble and impeccable behavior
in private life; 3) the reinforcement by the word of all measures and suggestions of the sovereign
for the common good; 4) disclosure of commendable acts and condemnation of the abuse of persons
regarding their offices.

Then he underlined the consequential transformation of Salvation into the next society as based on
disappointment and indignity with Alexander I:
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The society saw that the Sovereign’s actions did not correspond to the love for the people and the
desire to arrange their well-being, which it assumed in him. The doubt that he seeks more of his
personal glory than the good of his subjects has already crept into the members’ hearts. [...] The
society’s members, upset by the Sovereign’s actions and deceived in their great hopes […] could
not, however, part with the idea that, acting with united forces, they could do a lot of good for their
fatherland. The example of the Prussian “Tugendbund” proved that the efforts of people with one
goal were not in vain.618

The secret society that succeeded Salvation was the Union of Welfare or the Society of
Green Book (1817-1821) named by the color of its statue’s cover. Welfare was barely secret, and
in some sense, less radical than Salvation in its political agenda, which probably enabled it to be
the largest society, with more than 200 members, not counting its lesser-known branches and
parallel like-minded military/literary circles. Few members knew its “privy aim” of instituting
some sort of republican government. The Green Book was loosely based on the statues of the
German patriotic society Tugendbund (Union of Virtue), translated by one of the conspirators into
Russian. Several Decembrists even personally knew German colleagues from their foreign
campaigns. The major aspects of the German Union of Virtue that inspired Welfare were assisting
the government, national welfare, moral education and the emancipation of serfs. Welfare’s
“official” aims were enlightenment, philanthropy, justice and public propaganda by acquiring new
members and opening branches – which would create an enlightened public sphere.619 The
Welfare’s statue openly declared:
1. ...The Union of Welfare considers as its holy duty, by spreading among compatriots the true
rules of morality and enlightenment, to support the Government in elevating Russia to a degree of
greatness and prosperity...
2. Having the goal of the good of the fatherland, the Union does not hide it from benevolent fellow
citizens, but in order to avoid expressions of malice and envy, its actions must be carried out in
secret.
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The Union had four official “departments” (otrasli) for activity. The first was philanthropy
as benign treatment of peasants, donations and supervision of orphanages. The second was
concerned with general civic morality:
The Union is thoroughly engaged in disseminating, in all classes of the people, the true rules of
virtue, reminds and explains to everyone their responsibilities regarding faith, neighbor, fatherland,
and existing authorities. [...] It tries to reconcile and harmonize all social estates, ranks and tribes
in the state, and encourages them to strive unanimously towards the goal of the Government: the
common good...

Education of youth meant inculcation of virtues and duties, and suppression of sinful passions with
the stress on home education. The third branch of justice was also connected to morals and
compassion and the last one promoted concern for common wealth and national finances.620
Despite the statue’s self-proclaimed melting pot quality, it denied membership, at least on
paper, to serfs, non-Christians, women and foreigners. The rhetoric on national equality yet is
prevalent in the statue. All the social estates must cooperate each with another and spread the
message “that every social estate and type of service, useful to the state, should be equally
respected by the true sons of the fatherland...” The major criteria of membership were an “honest
life” and the “good name” of a candidate. The “dishonest” person could not be accepted, while “In
general, all people who are depraved, vicious and controlled with low feelings, are removed from
participation in the Union.”621 Further, every member, and especially the ones assigned to the
“education department,” must be a model of moral behavior:
1) To perform both family and community responsibilities in an excellent way. 2) In every place,
according to one’s power, to humiliate the wicked, despise the petty and elevate virtuous people.
3) In all actions, to show the nobleness and highness of soul, characteristic of a virtuous person. 4)
To not waste time in the imaginary pleasures of the big world... 5) To be in a special way adherent
to everything that is national and to prove it with one’s deeds. 6) In managing the subordinates to
be kind-hearted and benevolent, and by an example of an honest life, encourage them to be virtuous.
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The moral norms had to be also spread “by word and writing.” Two items were dedicated to
teaching control of one’s “passions” based on religious values, while many other to:
Show the indissolubility of one's own good with the common and the insignificance of the so-called
personal benefits. [...] To prove to everyone that cruelty with their subordinates is a dishonest thing,
for their fate, even without oppression, deserves not only regret, but also every possible effort to
improve it.

Education and literary production must concentrate on morality and instilling sublime feelings:
With regard to private education, members who participate in it, that is, raising their own or other
people's children, should try to instill in them the rules of virtue and faith; to inflame in them love
for the fatherland and for everything truly good and great [...] in a word, to prepare them for the
life of virtuous people, diligent and useful citizens.

Interestingly, even women had to be educated with the same noble feelings as males: “To
turn the female sex away from vain pleasures and to present them with a new field of action in the
dissemination of lofty feelings, such as: love for the fatherland and for true enlightenment.” Yet
women were traditionally discouraged from public sphere: “...the best and worthiest field of action
for women is raising children as apt to the rules of virtue and faith.”622
Trubetskoy summarized the major nine aspects of the society’s intended activity: 1. To
support the government’s efforts for national welfare, 2. To oppose its harmful measures, 3. To
publicize all the private and servicemen’s “noble deeds,” 4. To fight corrupt civil servants, 5. To
defend the “harmed and innocent,” 6. To disseminate the need for the emancipation of the serfs,
7. To free one’s serfs while in possession of [them], 8. To gain and disseminate knowledge in
socio-political sciences and, lastly: “Spreading a feeling of love for the Fatherland and hatred for
injustice and oppression.” Interestingly, one of the “political” subjects to study was “moral
philosophy in the systems of the German professors,” as F. Glinka testified.623
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As one scholar noted, Welfare’s major aims were not political but rather the education of
moral feelings and patriotism because for its members the transformation of nation would be based
on moral transformation.624 Indeed, Prince E. Obolensky stressed that “the political character,
adopted by the Society, was obeying the moral character adopted in the foundation of the Society.”
In other place he elaborated:
The Union of Welfare [...] satisfied all the noble aspirations of those who sought in life not only
pleasures, but the true, moral benefit of their own and all their neighbors. [...] the goal was: the
moral improvement of each of the members [...] finally, the direction of modern society [...] by the
influence that each member could have, and by his personal education and the moral character that
were assumed in him.625

This was echoed by trial testimony of Ivan Gorstkin:
The real goal of the society, announced to me, was: the union of several of the more educated young
people for unanimous pursuits for the Fatherland’s benefit, which should have started with their
own education and improvement; then the improvement of morals, the spread of enlightenment, so
that each member, giving in his circle an example of piety, meekness, nobleness and strict
fulfillment of the duties assigned to him, could eventually direct everything to the side of justice,
prudence, honor.626

The Union of Welfare disbanded in 1821 due to internal ideological quarrels, its eventual
passivity, denunciation by the spy Gribovsky and the official ban on lodges and secret societies.
Notably, the last, but not least, reason was that the society found itself helpless in face of the
unsanctioned recruitment of random young officers with “immoral” behavior. V. Raevsky, a
member of the Welfare’s branch in Ukraine, wrote that “In February 1821, General Orlov returned
from Moscow and announced to me that the Society of the Union of Public Welfare had been
destroyed, that many young people, immodest and unreliable, were recruited in Moscow.”627 It
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was fashionable to be in such “semi-secret” society – it hosted as relatively conservative persons
so as random young people trying to mingle with the best of military elites for personal reasons or
ambition. Nevertheless, the Union of Welfare just proved the rule – morality, philanthropy,
patriotism and civic-mindedness were the name of the contemporary game.
The desire to serve the fatherland in “meaningful” ways through societies was catching fire
and spreading. On December 31, 1818, N. Turgenev confided in his diary: “Another nasty year in
my life and in the 19th century! Everything is disgusting both around me and throughout Europe.
America is better. [...] Yesterday, lying in bed, I started a society. It seems to me that it can take
place.” On January 3, 1819, he wrote:
Arriving home, I took a guitar lesson, which is of no use to me at all. Immediately I transposed
Zhukovsky's poems onto the voice of God save thi (sic) king; and later I wrote the wrong prospectus
for my society, which could be called a society of the year 19th and XIX century, and its magazine
a Russian (Rossiianin) of XIX century.

The major idea of his proposed journal was “in order to spread sound political ideas among us,”
as he wrote to his brother. Liberal professor A. Kunitsyn agreed to be a member, famous literati
V. Zhukovsky, P. Viazemsky and A. Pushkin were supposed to participate in the journal, while
Turgenev also hoped to enlist the members of Welfare N. Muravev, F. Glinka and spy Gribovsky
(!). Neither the society nor the journal came through eventually, but Turgenev wrote the statue of
his society, which was unmistakably characteristic of the era:
...one cannot but agree that the union of several Russians into one, who loves the fatherland, loves
its glory and its prosperity, true to the rules of honor, true to their duties, that such a union may not
be without benefit for Russia, if an active, disinterested striving for a noble goal will be crowned
with some success though. [...] Those who wish to serve the fatherland in this new field of unselfish
industriousness are invited to form a society.628

Shortly after the disbanding of Welfare in 1821, Decembrist A. V. Semenov wrote an essay
in spirit of the late conspiracy in the album of his father in law, F. P. Lvov, concluding that “The
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true sons of the Fatherland, who are acting for the public common good, are few – but they are
strong in spirit and, therefore, in their efforts are as firm and constant as their unlimited love for
the Fatherland...”629
The 1820s witnessed the radicalization of minds in educated society. The reasons were
many: suppression of Semenovsky mutiny and military reorganization, 1822’s ban, increased
censorship and conservative-religious reorganization of the universities, etc. Many conspirators
left societies, transferred from Guards regiments to the army or retired on different pretexts (even
if temporally), leaving “risky” socio-political life of Moscow and S.-Petersburg behind.630 Yet
there was also a young generation who grew up in the liberal-constitutional atmosphere of 1810s,
were war heroes or dreamed about the same patriotic glory and sacrifice, as well were learned in
political thought. As one scholar aptly comments, 1820s were the era of radicalism, both from the
right and from the left.631 The phase two of the conspiracy began. Some members and political
agendas were new but the fundament of emotional ideas and moral virtues was the same.
The new societies, the Northern in S.-Petersburg (with branch in Moscow) and the
Southern in Ukraine (with branch in S.-Petersburg) (1822-1825) replaced the Union of Welfare
but were politically more radical and more active with clearer goals of serfs emancipation and
change of government (mostly federal republic with a monarch or elected representatives). The
cooperation with the monarch was deemed as unproductive. The general rhetoric, however,
remained the same. A. Yakubovich testified that A. Bestuzhev, while initiating him in late 1825,
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told “about the existence of a society which goal is to introduce new, beneficial changes by virtues,
nobleness, and service to the Fatherland...”632
The most original society was the United Slavs (1823-1825) in Ukraine that envisioned a
federation of democratic republics of Eastern Europe based on social equality. The Slavs stood out
for their heightened enthusiasm and “warlike” spirit coupled with readiness to act in any given
moment. Notably, this society, the only one independently formed from the major conspiracy and
crowned in scholarship as the most radical-revolutionary, yet had the common spirit of morality
and enlightenment. Slavs had to strive to self-enlightenment and moral self-perfection in order to
be the paragon of virtues and fit to prepare the nation/s for political liberties.633 One of the Slavs’
founders (the Borisov brothers), Andrei Borisov, testified that already around 1818 he initiated a
secret circle based on morality and cooperation with the ruler:
Seeing various injustices and oppression in the Empire and having an inflamed imagination
regarding the love for the Fatherland, I set out to form a secret society with the goal of demanding
[...] from the Sovereign positive laws, to which he himself would be subject. [...] The first society
I formed under the name of Friends of Nature, declaring as its purpose improvement of morality
and cleansing of Religion from prejudices.

His brother Petr wrote later the rules for the United Slavs. The first items are, certainly, warlike:
“1) Trust no one but your friends and your weapons. Friends will help you, weapons will protect
you. 2) Do not wish having a slave when you do not want to be a slave yourself.” But the other
items are “from the 18th century”:
6) Let the goddess of enlightenment be your Penates (house god) and pleasures with love reside in
your house. 7) Honor the sciences, arts and crafts. Raise even love for them to enthusiasm... 11)
You will be virtuous, and the virtue of a lifetime will weave a crown of tranquility for your
conscience.
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The same ideological mixture of revolution and Enlightenment starts the Slavs’ Oath:
Joining the United Slavs to rid myself of tyranny and to return freedom, so precious to the human
race, I solemnly swear on this weapon for mutual love, which is a deity for me and from which I
expect the fulfillment of all my desires. I swear to be always virtuous…634

The secret societies constituted emotional communities, which, like many private
associations, were built on friendly-emotional relations. The trial testimonies show that
Decembrists stressed the conspiracy’s mutual influence, friendships, and personal charisma of
some prominent members as having an impact on one’s decision to join and elevating the shared
feelings of patriotism and compassion. Meaning, while conspirators joined due to their civic
sentiments, the common emotional attunement crystalized into the overall group’s norms of
feeling, producing a special bond and motivation to act together for the certain political aims.
From the outset, the cohesiveness of the emotional community rested on the conspirators’
shared virtues and moral nobleness that were the prerequisites for a successful candidate and
uninterrupted membership. As Nikolai Komarov described the Southern Welfare’s (the Southern
society grew from the Welfare’s branch) tactics employed by its leader P. Pestel’:
...the mode of convincing [...] consisted in the following: Instilling that our duty is to strive for the
common benefit in two ways: accelerating the moral education of the mind and feelings, in order
to be able to apply them over time to the general usefulness, for what one must prepare oneself by
carefully reading such authors as Beccaria, Filangeri, Machiavel, Voltaire, Helvetius, Say, Smith
and others in political economy and philosophy, who allegedly discusses the lofty duties of a
human-citizen.

Morals were the major criterion for recruitment. As Trubetskoy described the Union of
Salvation, “The subject of this society was not yet defined; but we tried to get more members [...]
with spiritual qualities and with solid morality...”635 As shown above, the Union of Welfare was
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entirely built on and partially fell on moral virtues. Intriguingly, the next societies continued the
admissions based on the same criteria. The Northern Society’s leader K. Ryleev testified that if
the candidate “passionately loved Russia, if he was ready for any self-sacrifice for its good, if he
was of good behavior, moreover, modest and smart, then the recruiter could accept him
immediately...” His close friend, A. Bestuzhev elaborated:
The rules for admission were as follows. First, to investigate the life of the candidate. All people
devoted to the game, wine and women were excluded without question. The member should not
have been tainted by any vile deed, of known selfishness and firm character...

Curiously, Bestuzhev himself was known as a duelist and lover of wine and women till his
death in military skirmish in Caucasus in 1837, and was seen as frivolous by some conspirators.636
E. Obolensky wrote On Duties of Citizen for the Northern Society’s distribution. It was read by
the leaders and intended as reading for prospective candidates, to check whether it had a moral
impact on them. Even Alexander Gangeblov, who joined the cell of the Southern Society in S.Petersburg, as late as 1825, was acting in the Union of Welfare’s spirit:
...I tried out the way of thinking of young people I knew, tried to turn them away from the fruitless
absent-minded life and instill in them a taste for studies of: history, moral philosophy, national
language and duties of service, in which I always tried to be an example.637

In sum, the emotional culture of moral virtues continued to play the major role in secret
societies, even in the more distant corners of the Russian empire. The founder of United Slavs,
Petr Borisov, wrote to the new member, clerk Pavel Vygodovsky (the runaway peasant Duntsov!),
both being auto-didactics, in June 1825:
We will perfect ourselves in the Sacred rules of Morality (sic), not false Morality, but the true one,
which considers the first duty of a person to prefer public good to everything in the world. [...]
Enlightenment is the most reliable medicine against all Moral Evils. [...] So, to love virtue and truth
is our duty...
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Vygodovsky reciprocated with the same emotional norm:
In whose heart the Temple of Virtue (sic) is placed, he will surely find such joy in it. This happiness,
this friendly love, delighting in noble and lofty feelings, I would not agree to exchange either for
an imaginary mountain kingdom, or for the very paradise of Mohammed filled with delights.638

The major emotional norm that bound all of the Decembrist societies was compassionate
patriotism. Most Decembrists declared patriotism as major motive for joining the conspiracy, or
blamed it for their “downfall,” at the trial. The testimonies are too numerous to be quoted here, but
some of them are exceptionally telling. Trubetskoy, for example, claimed that patriotism was the
primary driver of the conspiracy in general, even if in a repentant tone:
One should not assume that people entering any secret society would be all evil, vicious or of bad
morality; and would have evil and criminal intentions. [...] The pretext for forming secret political
societies is love for the Fatherland. This feeling, which every person is bound to his homeland with,
well understood, makes him act for the benefit of the State [...] This poorly understood feeling of
love for the Fatherland drives the secret political societies. People with an ardent imagination, with
a warm heart, with a fiery soul, with pure and generous feelings, can easily be carried away by zeal
and passion for the common good, without foreseeing the fatal consequences...

Alexander fon-der Brigen underlined his compassionate patriotism as the primary motive to join:
The reasons that prompted me to join the society of the Union of Welfare were: a sincere desire of
good for my country, which I served with honor for 14 years, also on the battlefield; The Union did
not have anything illegal in mind, and I, having enrolled in the branch of philanthropy, had the
duty, whenever possible, to help suffering and mendicant humanity.639

V. Raevsky commented on Welfare’s admission: “I was presented, although with one goal,
but two subjects: love for the fatherland and the common good.” Alexander Kriukov described his
recruitment into Welfare (in the south) by Prince Alexander Bariatinsky. After a brief chat,
Bariatinsky suddenly asked:
“Do you wish Russia well?” “I wish,” I replied, “but what does that mean?” “There are several
people,” he continued, “who, being of the same opinion with you, united for this purpose among
themselves and established the society into which I want to accept you.”

That is how Andrei Borisov described the initiation of the United Slavs:
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I, together with my brother Peter and Pole (sic) Lublinsky established the society of the United
Slavs [...] The reason that prompted us to this was: oppression of the people. To ease their fate, I
decided to sacrifice myself out of patriotism...640

Patriotic feelings also served as “glue” for the conspirators and created “emotional
friendships,” as N. Turgenev wrote in 1818:
Today I received a letter from Mikhail Orlov. I cannot help but love him, me, who loves the
fatherland so much! I must make up my mind to write to him, you (ty, singular) – and so you, a
man (muzh), by devotion to the fatherland and by the heart of its true sons! [...] And so, let this
friendly you, so important and rare for me, be the guarantee of my unchanging feelings for the
fatherland and for the one who loves it more than anything in the world! I would like to talk to
everyone with you, if everyone loved Russia as you love it.

He developed this idea of patriotic “co-feeling” in official letter to Orlov, in January 1819:
At least I ask and I urge you (plural hereafter, vy) to believe me, my feelings, and judge them with
your own. I do not know if your feelings ever talk to you about me. [...] I may not know you
completely. I am not frank in my feelings. Many are deceived in me; many do not know me. But
you must get to know me someday. All of me consists of one idea – boundless love for the
fatherland! Whoever has this feeling to the same extent as I do, he can, although with difficulty,
recognize me [...] Here is to you (singular hereafter), dear friend, my hand and my heart. Always
be my hope. I cannot change, because I feel that if I lost my present feelings, I would die
immediately. I do not see anything in life except this charming ideal called the fatherland. It is my
Religion (sic), my love, my immortality of the soul, my everything!641

Turgenev’s ideas on compassionate patriotism were shared by others. The same year, 1819,
he wrote: “On Wednesday I met Glinka on the street. He told me that it would not be bad to write
a Mémoire (sic) about the Serfdom. I, enlivened though with very weak hope, started writing...”
Four days later he registered his flow of thought and feeling in the revealing “manifest” on
emotional community of patriotism, underlining who fits it and who does not:
I am amazed only how stupid and vile, kind and empty people get ecstatic at one particular
terrible act, while obvious, systematic crimes, the most hateful abuses weigh on the entire space
of Russia. The groan of the people is heard from St. Petersburg to Kamchatka, but it gets lost in
an immeasurable space. [...] And this Karamzin would speak to me: si vous restez froid à ce récit,
alors nous ne pouvons plus discuter! (sic) – He, who ten minutes before that conversation of his,
planted in me an irresistible feeling of disgust for him. – He speaks about the Fatherland in a
language incomprehensible to me – and, to put it simply, he is sometimes a chatterbox, and his
feeling – for one cannot deny him a feeling – is not a simple, true, disinterested feeling! A quel
récit pouvais-je rester froid? He told me about the vile deed of the female servant he had shown
640
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favor to. I certainly did not jump up in horror; but I did not jump too when I heard his vile deed
and his vile reasoning about the common Russian people!
These people push their hearts in a grip in order to squeeze the feeling out of it, and then
ride, as in a merry-go-round, riding on this feeling. [...] Karamzin has a good side; but from
yesterday he will be forever alien to my heart.
About you alone, Mikhail Orlov, I can remember, thinking about the Fatherland. My
thought, timid at the sight of Russia's misery, can rest on you alone. I noticed in you a spark of
true Patriotism. [...] I do not demand affection from anyone, I do not put myself above others: but
know everyone who knows how to love the Fatherland, know that you will never find a heart
more full of this holy love than mine. Maybe this love will forever remain hidden in my heart [...]
but in the last hour of my life I will say to myself: “I loved It (sic)! Loved more than anything in
this world! [...]”
All this is written coldly: can a feeling be hot without hope?642

Notably, Prince S. Volkonsky, vividly describing his decision to join the emotional
community of Welfare in the south, credits Orlov too:
...I entered this wonderful circle of people, and my feelings have long been leaning towards the
truths preached in it. More than ever, I realized then that devotion to the fatherland should lead me
out of the stuffy and colorless routine of a zealot of marching (shagistika) and servile court life.
Living with such a wonderful person as Mikhail Orlov, the circle of people with whom I had daily
interactions, had a strong influence on me, developed in me the feelings of a citizen... From that
time a new life began for me. I entered it with a proud sense of conviction and duty of a citizen,
and with a firm intention to fulfill my duty at all costs solely out of love for the fatherland.643

Vladimir Likharev also portrayed the emotional bonds of patriotism in the Southern Society:
Soon I made an acquaintance with Vasily Davydov. Intelligence, nobleness of character, kindness
of heart – everything attracted me to this person. He raved about the Motherland, I worshiped it,
and we became friends. [...] When we had a chance to meet [...] at the end of our conversation, we
always came to the decision to contribute with all our might to the progress of enlightenment in our
country. [...] The mind of the latter [...] love for the Russian People is what attracted me to him and
why I listened with eagerness to his conversations and cordially shared his opinions. [...] From all
the names mentioned by him, I most often heard the one of Pestel’, pronounced with respect and
with high praises to his extraordinary mind, love for the Fatherland [...] V. Davydov's usual
discussions were [...] about comparing different regimes, of which he gave the full advantage to
the United American States, on which I agreed with him. Sometimes turning to Russia, he was
saying with tears: “When will our Fatherland reach the same level of enlightenment?” And I was
joining my prayers to his for the happiness of the dear Fatherland and its glory.
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What drove him in the first place to the conspiracy was compassion for peasants, whose life he
closely observed, while serving in the military settlements:
I saw that they were oppressed and unhappy. Pity gripped me. I began to write against this
institution with ardor and vehemence. My courage extended to the point that I had the idea to send
a letter to the late Emperor Alexander I and tell how his treacherous servants were deceiving him,
how the interests of his people are being infringed. I remember that the minutes when I was putting
my thoughts on paper were the happiest in my life.

His uncle eventually dissuaded him from sending this letter. Aleksei Usovsky also presented
patriotic compassion as the major reason for joining the United Slavs in 1825:
I could not look without the heartfelt condolences at this disastrous introduction of the peasantry,
humiliating humanity. This fiend of gross ignorance, depriving thousands of people of freedom,
this most precious right of nature, condemns them for their whole life to only calamities [...] These
people [...] are despicable and humiliated as much as possible [...] they do not have neither voice
nor participation in their political existence.644

The Discredited Monarch and Military Dignity: Honor in Conspiracy
Gavriil Baten’kov admitted his reasons entering the Northern Society: “Having entered
into contact with this society through A. Bestuzhev, Ryleev and Trubetskoy, although I shared
with them a fiery feeling of love for the fatherland, my own ambition also interfered with this
feeling.” He was offered a place in the provisional government together with his superior, the
famous statesman M. Speransky, after the intended coup.645 Indeed, as one scholar shrewdly notes,
the secret societies’ tactics, especially those of 1820s’, employed “emotional exploitation” of the
candidates, playing on their patriotism and personal ambition.646 Many “state criminals” of 1826
ascribed their involvement in the conspiracy to personal ambition (chestoliubie). While it certainly
applied to several young and “occasional” members, such revelations can be also seen as a smart
move to escape the charges of political radicalism based on the well-known norms of noble honor
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and cannot be accepted at face value. As Prince A. Odoevsky sarcastically related to the potential
allegations of his ambitions:
And so, what were the motivating reasons for entering society, if it is possible to use the word
entrance? Love of honor (ambition), is not it? – For my years, as much as possible, I had honor!
Greediness, is not it? – I was rich! And besides that, I always lived in moderation and modesty.
What is left for me to answer?

Ambition also could mean an honor of being patriot, as one of the conspirators, A.
Kozhevnikov, who joined the conspiracy in its last moments, described his recruitment by P.
Kakhovsky:
this latter one (Kakhovsky), full of eloquence, convincingly was arguing how great the good of the
free people is; how pleasant it is to be the culprit of general happiness and how humiliating it is not
to strive for the good of the Fatherland. In the expression of feelings – of a duty of honor, the
influence is quick, infectious and inconspicuously attracts the ambitious (honors seeker).647

Trubetskoy faithfully captured the general noble honor components, voiced by many at the
trial as personal excuse:
Others remain in the society in order not to lose the respect which they enjoyed through their
comrades; others, fearing that their estrangement would be considered as timidity, for any
belonging to a secret society entails more or less danger; still others, because they are afraid that
they would not be considered cooled down in those noble feelings that they always tried to show
[...] The reason that such societies are not exposed by the members to the Government is one:
reproach to be branded a traitor to those whom they were formerly comrades, and fear to become
through betrayal, the instrument of the destruction of the latter.648

Besides the role of “respect” and noble feelings in the functionality of clandestine organization,
honor emerges here as the major reason conspiracy lasted roughly for ten years in the first place.
The conspiracy’s tactics of recruitment, in regards to noble honor, remained practically the same
throughout its existence. If the prospective candidate decided not to join, he signed or gave his
“honest word” of non-disclosure, while the member, who wished to sever ties with the secret
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society was expected to keep his mouth shut. As Nikita Muravev testified, special measures were
taken towards “cooled down” colleagues, playing on their sense of self-pride:
So it was ruled that as soon as one notices cooling down in another member, then to notify all the
others, so that no one would tell the latter about the society’s affairs. At the same time, it was
confirmed to all members to remain in the same friendly relations with the cooled down member
and to make him feel that the whole Society, like him due to lack of funds and the inability to
achieve its goal, was slumbering and falling apart. Thus, his self-esteem was not displeased with
anything, he soon found himself completely alien to the society and had no reason to harm it or
inform about it without knowing whether it existed in reality or only by name.649

Such “cooling” attitudes from the secret society colleagues were frequently voiced at the
trial, mainly to prove one’s distancing from the active involvement in the conspiracy and its
“radical” projects. The most common was the case of those, who were suspected as the
possible/active traitors, as it was in case of N. Komarov, who volunteered the information from
his period of being the Welfare’s member to the investigation.650 Komarov was forgiven by
Nicholas I and regarded later as “informer” by the Decembrists. He shot himself in 1853.
The biggest exodus of the conspirators happened after the dissolution of the Union of
Welfare in 1821. These ex-society members were pardoned by Nicholas I (officially, 60 persons)
in 1826.651 Nevertheless, none of them denounced it to the government or mentioned the
conspiracy in the 1822 obligatory signature of not being a member or knowing about any secret
association, including Komarov. On the contrary, most of the “departed” continued the friendly
and collegial contacts with the active conspirators. While, certainly, the instinct of survival was
central, the impact of the noble/officer’s code of honor, which prevented the denouncement of
their more radical friends to the government, was another crucial motive. Denunciation was taboo
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in the noble and officer cultures of honor. One of Decembrists’ peers voiced what was said by
many other in the trial: “The thought of wearing the shameful name of a traitor was the reason that
prompted me to keep silent before the government about the conspiracy I knew about.”652
The bottom line is that, in the first place, the survival of secret societies became possible
due to the nobility’s code of honor and oath of “honest word.” In the already quoted To the Friends
in Kishinev, V. Raevsky reminded to the world outside his prison cell, in 1822:
When will it reach you, dear friends,
This voice of deeply hidden torment,
This sound of an anxious dream?
Against the enemies and slander
I am not asking for your guard:
The enemies, slayed by contempt,

They will dry up themselves like weeds.
But here are the last few words:
Inform Orlov from me
That I endured my harsh fate
with marble patience, nowhere
I have betrayed for this myself...653

Raevsky refers here to the fact that he never betrayed his military and conspiracy’s superior
General Orlov, who put him in charge of their division’s Lancaster schools that brought Raevsky
to trial for teaching radical ideas to soldiers. Orlov did not do much to save his subaltern friend,
but the General and the conspiracy were able to stay in the shadows till 1825.
Ambition and honor as social status did play an important part in conspiracy but with a
different emotional and socio-political twist. The personal indignation and sense of dishonor,
caused by Alexander I’s domestic and international policies and the punitive reshuffling of the
military staff, as it has been discussed in the previous chapters, constituted an important reason for
joining the conspiracy. Such was also the case of Baten’kov, who participated based on his
political-patriotic views and personal career issues, rather than just because of his “ambitions.”
The Russian military was the major arena wherein noble honor as a badge of social status,
officers’ attributes, and personal dignity clashed with official discourses and motivated officers to
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join the secret societies. First, as scholars note, there were various types of officer’s honor based
on one’s regiment prestige what transpired even among Decembrists themselves. The most
prestigious were Peter I’s elite infantry Guards, such as Semenovsky and Preobrazhensky
Regiments, and Chevalier Guards (cavalry), stationed as a rule close to the ruler in the capital.
Thus the Guards were also crucial in Russian coup d’états of the 18th century and basically
“decided” who was going to be on the throne. The “Army” regiments had their own ethos and,
naturally, disliked the elitist guards, based on real-life socio-cultural differences that were further
ingrained in the military hierarchy.654
Interesting evidence of this comes from A. Bariatinsky who was sent by the leader of the
Southern conspiracy, P. Pestel’, to S.-Petersburg in 1823, to “wake up” the North from its
inactivity. The leader of the North, Nikita Muravev “kept saying that the Guards officers only think
about how to have fun at balls and are not at all inclined to be members of the society.” Bariatinsky
reiterated that Muravev could not possibly know all the Guards officers and immediately recruited
himself two new members to make a point, the latter being re-recruited by Muravev, as an act of
honor.655
However, the Guards themselves felt that they were under attack from the regime due to
the growth of new Guards regiments and the formation of the latter from the socially lower army
cadres, as well because of Alexander I’s creation of the military secret police and constant changes
of the Guards’ commanding staff after the Semenovsky’s mutiny. Another “threat” to the Guards’
status were the military settlements as an independent force and a source of cadres, personally
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loyal to Alexander’s favorite Count A. Arakcheev.656 This heavy atmosphere of spying and latent
military repressions were recorded by N. Turgenev in 1820:
Now I wrote a letter to Sergei. One must write carefully. I tell him that it is hard to live here now.
Precisely hard, stuffy. One hears something unpleasant every day. Here ignoramuses from all sides
put obstacles to enlightenment. There espionage intensifies. They demand info from the chiefs on
the officers, and so on, and so on. What is it for? Whom and what are they afraid of? Boston (card
game) is the best opium and acts more faithfully than any other measure. Stuffy, stuffy!

In the same vein, I. Burtsov wrote about the Guards Corps to N. N. Muravev (Karsky):
Petrograd no longer contains anything worthy. The Guards Staff, the famous class of the best
Russian troops, has been completely destroyed. Benkendorff persecutes the worthy: A. Meyendorff
was sent to the fortress for rudeness and put on trial; Vol’khovsky at the palace military prison. I
am ashamed to admit that we served in this Corps, which today does not contain a single
character.657

A case that got widespread negative attention among the Russian military elite was that of
Alexander N. Muravev, the founder of the first Decembrist organizations. In 1818, as Chief of
Guards’ Staff, he was arrested by Alexander I personally for the mistake of his subordinate officers
during the parade. An additional reason for his arrest could be that when the Emperor visited
Muravev’s Masonic lodge a year earlier, Muravev addressed him informally (ty) as another Mason.
Muravev asked to retire and then for leave, both denied as scandalous. He eventually took
unauthorized medical leave, “not for the sake of my elevation, but for the sake of my honor, which
is offended, suffers, and it cannot otherwise be restored, unless they will acquit me in the public
opinion,” as he wrote to his brother (N. Karsky). Nikita Muravev wrote to his mother:
As for the arrest of Alexander Nikolaevich, General Rosen was persuading him and assuring him
that now it was the age of arrests. Alexander answered him: perhaps the age of the knout will come,
but I do not intend to be subjected to it. This is a completely childish punishment, indecent to an
officer.
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Unsurprisingly, Muravev continued his conspiratorial activity until 1819 and some young officers
joined him due to his honorable reputation and misfortunes.658
To serve in the elite units also required considerable amount of wealth because it was an
honorable position to spend money on, not to earn from. An officer was required not only to buy
his own equipment, uniform and medals but also was expected to maintain his subordinates and
pay the debts of the unit under his command. That is why the higher officer rank required more
wealth and there were many cases when officers asked to be transferred to the army because of
their modest means.659 The report of the Chevalier Guards’ commander, Colonel S. Apraksin, to
the Investigation Committee on December 14th, 1826, is telling in this regard. The Committee
gathered the financial information of all the arrestees. By Apraksin’s report, two of his officers,
suspected in conspiracy, owed a lot of money to their subordinates. While Lieutenant I. Annenkov
owed around 25 rubles each to two lower-ranking officers and 350 rubles to a soldier, Colonel I.
Polivanov owed 1000 rubles to one of his soldiers!660
Second, military honor played a special role in Southern conspiracy writ large. Most of its
conspirators served in the 2nd Army that was located in the territories of what is today southwestern Ukraine. The distance from the capital, court and fancy balls also meant the distance from
the royal “cold winter sun” that radiated honors on those who were close. Thus the service in the
General Staff and Guards, comprised of the scions of the best Russian families, was the most
prestigious one. To serve in the “plebeian” Army, on the other hand, was a different story. The
tsar’s honor not only did not “radiate” so far, but it even meant a dishonor, at times implicit for the
658
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generals’ career and more explicit as a punishment for the low-rank officers to be sent to serve in
the distant provinces.
These seemingly “trivial” perks of military service, as promotion and demotion, help
explain the more radical attitudes to the tsar and military establishment of the rebels in the south.
The emperor personally intervened in careers of many officers from notable families, promoting
them while disregarding established military procedure, granting money for costly equipment, and
paying off their debts – which earned him their personal loyalty. Hence, John L. Keep raises the
intriguing question of the political implications of the fact that low-ranking noble officers from
poor families were less likely to be shown royal favor and thus possessed less of a personal
connection, if any, to the ruler.661
At trial some Decembrists, characteristically, denied the most incriminating charges of
knowledge of plans for regicide by stressing their personal connection to Alexander based on
favors he had bestowed on them. Notably, the member of the United Slavs, Captain Andrey
Furman, who was denounced by his colleagues as an avid proponent of eliminating Romanovs,
defended himself precisely in terms of personal loyalty to the royal family based on grants and
honors:
Having the luck to serve in the Life Guards, in the Semenovsky regiment, I repeatedly enjoyed the
most favorable comments from both his Majesty Alexander Pavlovich and Sovereign Nikolai
Pavlovich, the same, when I voluntarily left the service in the Guards, and, leaving to the army, his
Highness Mikhailo Pavlovich granted me money. And in general, having always, as the goal, the
most flattering hopes of the generosity and indulgence from our royal family, – would I dare to
murmur and be not loyal and not loyal and faithful to the Russian throne!! Ungrateful for the
upbringing I have received!! – And to forget myself to the highest crime!662

Due to the fact that promotion or demotion were often signed by the tsar personally, any
downgrade in one’s career was treated as a dishonor from the ruler. Fedor Vadkovsky started his
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career in the Semenovsky Guards and then moved to the Chevalier Guards where he became
known for comprising and singing short satirical stanzas that criticized the emperor and his
brothers. While the critique was not overtly political, tellingly, it radically focused on the royal
family’s human faults. One stanza reads “Where is our tsar? // Our tsar is at the arena!” and implied
that Alexander spent most of his time supervising the military training and managing parades (what
was true). Vadkovsky was demoted from his rank and sent to serve in the army regiment in the
southern Kursk province, in 1822. In 1823 he joined the Southern Society out of personal spite to
Romanovs.663 Another reason was that he was writing letters to Alexander, asking in vain for
mercy for his brother Colonel Ivan Vadkovsky, one of the four unjustly incarcerated
Semenovsky’s officers after its mutiny.664 Vadkovsky complained about his experience in the new
military post while writing in French to the leader of conspiracy, Pestel’, in 1825:
Since the beginning of my exile, I have had to submit to a system too burdensome for my feelings,
known to you. I had to moderate my ardor, button up, I had to cheat, and I did it. [...] they followed
me everywhere, continuously monitored my behavior, wrote down the names of those who visited
me [...] Nevertheless, immediately upon arrival at the regiment in which I serve, I opened the door
in front of all my new comrades; It didn't take me long to realize that I was in the desert. I will not
bother you with details about the vileness of the people around me. It is enough for you to know
that the colonel is… (swearing words, sic) and his opinion is indisputable in the regiment, which,
anyway, consists of people who, in the majority, have neither bread nor honor and live only on a
salary.

In the same letter he depicted his dislike for his fellow officer Colonel Pavel Grabbe for
his moderate political views, who left the conspiracy by then. However, Grabbe himself was
demoted and persecuted by Alexander for the apparent insubordination to his superiors and freethinking earlier in 1822, as part of the “military purge”.665 At the trial F. Vadkovsky repented with
tears on forcing his second brother Alexander into the conspiracy by the means of ambition:
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But finally, praising people with whom I met by joining their Union, telling him that the duty of
every good-minded person is to share the Labor (sic) of those who are care for the good of the
Fatherland, promising him that he himself will find some joy to be in connection with the most
enlightened part of the Russian Youths, thus flattering His pride, adding that love for the Fatherland
– honor – (and all the springs with which I could prick his noble soul) prevent him from wavering...

Tellingly, A. Vadkovsky himself provided another reason for his brief “stunt” as a conspirator:
I will frankly say that free-thinking and liberal thoughts have been born in me since my transfer to
the army from the former Semenovsky regiment. Firstly, that I was not allowed to serve in the same
regiment with my brother, and secondly, that with the same rank I was transferred to the army; and
thirdly, that during the five years that I have been serving in the army, I was not allowed to have
any leave, resignation, or transfer to another regiment [...] All this hardened my young and
inexperienced mind at that time, and I was glad to find some means to get freedom.666

Another interesting case of “southern demotion” was Vladimir Likharev who started his career in
the General Staff of the 1st Army but was exiled to serve in the Southern military settlements due
to some minor altercations with his superiors. Like Vadkovsky he was not happy about it:
Personal troubles were the reason for my immediate expulsion and after that I received a temporary
assignment to the military settlements. I was still in the line of duty when, by order of His Majesty,
I was summoned to St. Petersburg. My dispatch from Mogilev to the military settlements was
considered exile, and there was some truth in this assumption. I saw myself exiled to a pitiful corner
of the earth, cut off from my parents, friends, surrounded by the scum of society; here for the first
time I felt the horror of existence.667

The 2nd Army was full of “elite” exiles, the best example being the leaders of the Southern
society’s Vasil’kov branch, which also incorporated the United Slavs (1825), Sergey MuravevApostol and Mikhail Bestuzhev-Riumin, both transferred from the Semenovsky Regiment.
Notably, they were very bitter about their demotion, as B.-Riumin described to P. Chaadaev (also
a former Semenovsky officer) his boredom and physical hardships in the army, in 1821, imploring:
“For God's sake, write, whether I can hope for a transfer back to the Guards...” V. Bokova points
out the overall boredom and loneliness coupled with “communicative hunger” of many of the
demoted officers in the Southern Society, such as Vadkovsky and Likharev, including its leaders
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P. Pestel and S. Muravev-Apostol. Accordingly, these affects created the thirst for activity and
conspiratorial enthusiasm unseen in the North.668
The other segment of the officers, who were described as the local “schmucks of the
society” (Likharev) and who did not possess “either bread or honor and lived only on salary”
(Vadkovsky), constituted the bulk of the United Slavs. Those were poor gentry’s sons, who often
did not own any serfs and were less educated in comparison to the more fortunate Guards. For
example, several southern rebels claimed at the trial that they did not understand much of political
heated debates of their leaders, just out of lack of knowledge of the “salon language,” of French.
Even A. Gangeblov, serving in Guards Izmailovsky Regiment, described his conversations with
P. Svistunov from the more prestigious Chevalier Guards as such:
...in our conversation, for the most part, I spoke Russian, and he spoke with extreme fluency and
sublime syllable in French, so that I, far from even mediocre knowledge of this language, did not
understand pretty much, but being ashamed to discover my incomprehensibility in front of a dandy
Chevalier Guard (who would hold as a vice the imperfect knowledge of the French language), I
showed agreement...

Unsurprisingly then, the United Slav P. Mazgan detailed how M. Bestuzhev-Riumin, in the middle
of the meeting, “began to speak French with Spiridov, and as I don’t speak this dialect, I do not
know what they said.” An exceptional case was another officer demoted in connection with the
Semenovsky mutiny, Captain A. Tiutchev, who wrote as he spoke, literally with oral
pronunciation.669
Army officers’ inferiority complex and the Guards’ socio-cultural biases towards them can
also explain the disparaging attitudes of the Vasil’kov branch’s leaders to Slavs. Matvei M.Apostol (served in Guards), the intermediary between North and South, wrote to his brother Sergey
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already in 1824, before the discovery of the United Slavs: “You should not accept army officers
who are not suitable for anything at the moment; when the time comes to put them into action,
then you must imperatively move them forward, without asking whether they are happy with it or
not.” B.-Riumin admitted that before 1824 only the demoted officers from Guards were accepted
as full members.670 Slavs, being those “petty” nobles and officers, were closer to soldiers in their
socio-educational background. M.-Apostol and B.-Riumin treated them alike and forbade to
agitate among soldiers or recruit new members from the local officers on the pretext that “soldiers
and officers should be prepared, but they should not know anything; they will be tools and will
execute a coup d’état. You know – what kind of people Russian soldiers and officers are?!” It
looks that the ex-Guards denied the Slavs officers enlightenment and thus “noble feelings,” which
changed with time when the latter succeeded in showing the appropriate patriotic enthusiasm.671
Notably, a sense of social-military dishonor was at the center of the United Slavs’
organization, notwithstanding their radical ideas and warring zeal. Slavs’ official agenda, voiced
at the recruitment and at their meetings, was permeated with general sense of indignation and
usually included three basic offenses: a corrupt and thus unjust legal system, shameful treatment
of the low classes and disrespect of the lower ranks in the military, toward both officers and
soldiers. That being said, Slavs’ rhetoric concerned less the monarchy per se rather the general
mistreatment of both nobility and military as corporate bodies and was much more compassionate
towards peasants and soldiers than in the North. The central object of the grievances was not the
tsar or political regime, rather Slavs’ immediate superiors and military commanding elites in
general.
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A. Borisov even described his very decision to transform his romantic Friends of Nature
into the radical United Slavs in such terms:
Unjust strictness on the part of the Chiefs (sic) and mockery of my patriotic opinions, which I did
not hide, affirming in me a feeling of indignation, finally made me to establish such a society that
would correlate to my innermost intention.

It was also important to him to mention, while answering the standard trial question on one’s
military career: “I was neither fined nor on trial; but displeasures of various kinds at the service
happened almost every day, which the government does not care about; only self-pride suffers
from them.” Mazgan described how Tiutchev enlisted him by just asking “what my opinion of the
authorities is, which treat us cruelly like slaves...”672
Iakov Dragomanov, underlined the abovementioned Slavs’ reasons to self-organize:
...that in our fatherland, Russia, we did not find in many respects the accurate execution of the laws
and saw many deviations from them and even abuse [...] That the peasants were infinitely oppressed
by their owners for selfish reasons [...] were brought to shameful of the mankind begging [...] that
the nobility is oppressed, especially in military service, in which, in addition to the excessive insults
from the authorities, entering the service to defend the throne and the fatherland and, if necessary,
preparing to sacrifice their own life, instead of the 4-year term of service in the lower rank, defined
by the monarch, they serve for six or more years, that, finally, having reached this hard-to-get rank
of an officer, many of them, the worthiest people and who could be a true decoration of the Russian
army, for any regimental commanders’ whims or interest, without any guilt from the side of the
first, are often persecuted and completely removed from service...

Then he, characteristically, described the military service hardships of soldiers, with whom petty
officers shared a similar fate, and his personal misfortunes of a petty nobleman: the one-hundred
years family legal feud with Counts Razumovsky over one thousand serfs (!) and six years’ service
in the same rank instead of official the four. He finished with nobility’s “naïve monarchism” that
if Alexander I “knew” about all those ills, he would have helped and that his recruiters claimed the
“enlightenment” of the ruler as one of their goals.673
Vikentii Shekolla portrayed the same raised issues during the meetings:
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...about the chiefs’ injustice, their impudent and rude treatment [...] they especially blamed the
corps commander, Lieutenant-General Roth, that he allowed himself to scold the officers with the
most vile words, for which, as they were saying, it would be worth raising him on bayonets. They
also talked about the nobility, that it was completely belittled and their rights were completely
neglected...

Shekolla, indeed, carried out the Slavs’ orders and revolted his military company against the
commander, who mistreated his subordinates, and caused the resignation of the latter.674
A. Usovsky (whose mother owned “a house and several peasants”) provided the
instructions of recruitment in the United Slavs in 1825:
To try convincing each of your acquaintances that the nobles’ rights are completely neglected and
violated, and especially of those serving in the military service, to try presenting to each officer
how rudely and even often boldly the top chiefs treat their subordinates, and especially with the
employees in a military settlement, where even they are deprived of the right, granted to the nobles
by the former sovereigns, to leave military service by their own will.

Usovsky himself was bitter at his Colonel V. Tizengauzen and was thinking about retiring or
moving to another regiment. Notably, Tizengauzen, the Southern Society’s member, was asked to
change his attitudes.675 The officers who did not wish to join the conspiracy tried to employ the
same “honorable” solutions, as in case of the Tsar’s/General’s disfavor – to quietly transfer to
another regiment/branch of service or to retire altogether on fictional reasons. This way, the
uncomfortable confrontation would be eluded and the “honest name” would be saved.676
The leaders of the greater Vasil’kov branch, S. Muravev-Apostol and M. BestuzhevRiumin consciously exploited those Slavs’ feelings of military dishonor and inflamed them further.
Notably, B.-Riumin described the Southern Society’s members, while trying to convince Slavs to
join forces with the former, as: “All of them are noble people [...] forgetting honors and wealth,
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have vowed to free Russia from shameful slavery and are ready to die for the good of their
fatherland.” Vladimir Bechasnov testified on this meeting that B.-Riumin:
...began saying that “we have already suffered enough! – That it is a shame to endure oppression.
– That all noble-minded people decided to overthrow the yoke, that everyone is humiliated and
despised too much – and especially the officers. – That nobleness should inspire everyone to fulfill
the great enterprise – the liberation of our miserable fatherland...677

Similar issues were raised by Sergey M.-Apostol:
Sergei Muravev spoke about the need to restore the Constitution (sic) – about oppression and
contempt, which everyone endures, especially officers – about the insensitivity of others –
attributing this to ignorance – and especially about the blessed memory of the Sovereign Emperor,
exposing His Majesty from the worst side, that the Emperor is the first reason to all evil, and
therefore continued “ it is too of a shame that 50 Million would suffer from one person, and carried
his yoke [...]” Vranitsky and Shveikovsky complained more about oppression, injustice and
contempt for the more junior ones – by the Higher Command and in general everyone said that
“soon we will be happy.”678

Notably, the South almost rebelled when the abovementioned Colonel Ivan Povalo-Shveikovsky
(Southern Society) lost his regiment and Colonel Tizengauzen incited his own regiment with a
speech on the subject. Ivan Sukhinov further testified on his private conversations with M.-Apostol
on government:
...at which he, Muravev, murmured: that it badly holds justice, oppresses the innocent; bringing for
this many examples, namely: about the biased disbandment of the former Semenovsky regiment;
that officers by too many and completely in vain are demoted and exiled to Siberia; then about the
burdensome service, exorbitant penalties, the superiors’ rude treatment of subordinate officers [...]
on which he, Sukhinov, agreed with him...679

B-Riumin consciously was agitating and recruiting based on the sense of military
(dis)honor. He presented such cases from each candidate’s immediate military environment and
inquired about the moods and opinions of other officers, serving in the vicinity.680 Mazgan testified
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that in one of the meetings of Slavs B.-Riumin argued for eliminating anyone who would be against
their conspiracy as “dishonorable (beschestnyi)” for not wanting the fatherland’s good and that”
We will be awarded with great awards and those who were in society will be elevated to the degrees
and titles, and, pointing to his epaulettes, said that we will not be in such, but in those of Generals,
and we will all be equal, enjoying freedom...

I. Gorbachevsky also wrote in his memoirs that B.-Riumin was promising “awards” and “honors
and titles” at that meeting, but the Slavs got offended by such implications on their behalf.681
Moreover, the wounded military honor was instrumental in the Southern regicide plans.
M.-Apostol and B.-Riumin intended to specifically use the demoted officers, mostly from Slavs,
to assassinate Alexander I. One regicide plan enlisted five officers who were demoted to the rank
of a soldier.682 One of them, Flegmont Bashmakov, was demoted from colonel due to the
embezzlement of military funds to cover his gambling debt. Many officers-conspirators regularly
visited him out of compassion (he was 50 years old) and testified that he was very bitter at
Alexander for treating him so harshly for relatively minor offences. He did not participate in the
conspiracy but was convicted for his designation to assassinate the emperor.683 Another candidate
Ignatii Rakuza was stripped of his nobility and demoted “for rudeness and impudence against the
authorities.” A. Furman urged him to join the conspiracy to revenge his fate
“You are completely forgotten; no one wants to try for you; tell me, who are you hoping for?” I
answered that my hope is God. “But your hope is bad, objected Furman, you know that you are
innocently demoted; God did not demote you – the Sovereign did!”
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Curiously, both were designated as medically insane at the trial but received harsh punishment
anyway.684
Honor also played a role in incidents of betrayal and denunciation in the 2nd Army. When
Slavs’ Tiutchev discovered the Southern Society, he was sent with a secret mission to gather
intelligence without revealing the United Slavs, which he nonetheless did, and that is how the two
societies united. The first reaction of Slavs was to execute Tiutchev for indiscretion but this was
abandoned. The Slavs also almost killed a non-member, Boguslasky, who “was stupid, chatty and
lewd (razvraten),” when the latter learned on their existence.685
Further, the Southern Society’s members Vadkovsky and Likharev were so emotional
about their military disgrace and enthusiastic to act that they talked “too much” to anyone who
was ready to listen.686 Hence, they both were exploited by secret police spies, who played a pivotal
role in bringing down and incriminating the Southern insurgency. In the above-quoted letter
Vadkovsky also introduced to Pestel’ a certain officer of English origin Ivan (John) Sherwood,
who physically delivered the letter as he was enlisted by Vadkovsky for secret communications
(!). Vadkovsky, admitting Sherwood into the society just after their first conversation,
characterized this new member in terms of the contemporary emotional culture:
By character, he is an Englishman, of unyielding will, imbued with a sense of honor, true to his
word and striving for one goal. Cold-blooded at first glance, he has a rare fervor and devotion while
in close communication. There are no sacrifices for which he would not be ready to achieve his
goal [...] The slightest doubt that you might have in relation to him would offend his sensitivity.

Only one thing Vadkovsky was right about – Sherwood was ready to sacrifice anything “to achieve
his goals.” He submitted his “report” to Alexander I in 1825 and later received the official title of
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Vernyi (Loyal) from Nicholas I. However, officer’s honor forbid any kind of denunciation, even if
justified or legally required, and thus Sherwood-Vernyi was mocked by fellow officers with the
unflattering pun Skvernyi (Nasty) and was treated with scorn.687
Likharev opened up to a writer and botanist Alexander Boshniak, who at that time was a
special councilor and the agent of Count Ivan (de) Vitt, the commander of the Southern military
settlements. Vitt, apparently, was playing a double game – he initiated surveillance in the 2nd Army
on his own behalf, pondering about the conspiracy’s chances of success, offered to join through
Boshniak’s mediation and delayed his report to the tsar. The conspirators did not trust either of
them, which perhaps prompted Vitt to denounce them in late 1825. At trial, Likharev quoted his
conversation with Boshniak before the uprising: “They say that you are a spy, I regard this position
as most worthy of contempt, and if you represent such a person, then I look at you as the last of
the people.”688
The third denouncement of the Southern conspiracy was made not by a spy but a traitor,
Captain Arkady Maiboroda, who was transferred to the south due “ignoble behavior” and served
under Pestel’. He embezzled their regiment’s money and found it convenient to betray the
conspiracy. Major Nikolay Lorer described in his memoirs the treatment Maiboroda got while the
Generals were looking for the Pestel’s radical political work The Russian Justice:
The rest of Pestel's mongrels said that the Generals were very rude to Maiboroda, they even shouted
at him, and that he dined separately from them. God save me from such humiliation, I thought then.
It is better to drink the cup to the bottom, no matter how bitter it may be, with my noble companions,
than to be in his place.689
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Sherwood and Maiboroda continued to scheme, embezzle military funds, and ended their lives in
disgrace, being shunned by the officers wherever they served. Sherwood, after imprisonment for
crimes, died in poverty. Maiboroda committed suicide. Boshniak fared better, as he was from the
educated elites, but he eventually died in mysterious circumstances.
The common attitudes toward the dishonor of being both an officer and a spy found
intriguing summary in the diary of Alexander Turgenev, the elder brother of the Decembrist
Nikolay, who wrote, in 1825, while in Germany:
In the evening I was at the theater: Kotzebue's play Die deutsche Hausfrau (sic) was performed.
Everywhere there is the same false sensibility mixed with the true one; morality is impure and often
disgusting. […] The hero of the play, the general's adjutant and lover of his father's daughter, as
usual, the son of love – and a spy. And no one found it disgusting the character of a spy in a lover
and in a brave, honored officer.690

Conclusion: The Hopes and Fears of the “Brothers Turgenev”
K. Ryleev begged, while finishing his preliminary testimony on the cold night of December
14th: “I ask for one mercy, to spare the young people involved in the society, and to remember that
the spirit of the times is such a force which they were unable to resist.”691 Was the spirit of times
the major reason for joining the conspiracy, or was it a personal choice, or both?
The post-1815 Russian educated society was restless and hopeful of the coming of new era
of socio-political reforms and national unity that was hitherto born on the battlefields. The
neighboring Europe was boiling with national awakening, constitutional revolts and independence
movements. The stage and actors were all set. Yet, Alexander I and his government shattered most
of the “liberalist” hopes and created the atmosphere of boredom and impotence. New ways to serve
and being useful were emerging. Matvei Muravev-Apostol echoed his father’s notions of serving
690
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society by personal virtuous deeds and philanthropy, quoted in the introduction. In 1825 he
amicably admonished his fellow conspirator I. Yakushkin for his idleness and criticized the
“bored” Russian nobility writ large, while inquiring about their mutual friend and known dandy P.
Chaadaev:
Tell me more about Petr Chaadaev. Did the clear Italian sky chase away the boredom with which
he, apparently, suffered so much during his stay in Petersburg before leaving, abroad? I
accompanied him to the ship that was to take him to London. Byron did a lot of evil by introducing
artificial disillusionment into fashion, which cannot fool someone who can think. Some imagine
that they show their depth by boredom – well, let it be so for England; but here, where there is so
much to do, even if you live in a village where it is always possible to at least somewhat alleviate
the fate of a poor peasant, let them better experience these attempts, and then talk about boredom.

Several Decembrists, indeed, tried their hand in alleviating the living conditions of their
serfs and soldiers. Yakushkin, for example, unsuccessfully tried to free his serfs and organized,
together with other Union of Welfare’s members, as well “non-affiliated” nobles, financial help to
the entire Smolensk Province during the severe famine in the region, in 1821, due to the
government’s apathy. Alexander I complained about the Welfare’s members to his statesman:
“These people can raise or lower whoever they want in the general opinion... Last year, during a
poor harvest in the Smolensk province, they were feeding entire districts.”692
Many nobles also joined some kind of closed circle of (semi) liberal character, be it a
literary salon, Masonic lodge or military artel, for more meaningful personal life and public civic
contribution. The future “Decembrists” went further and tried secret societies. Yet, the Unions of
Salvation and Welfare were some sort of aggregate of all existent types of private association in
their general quest for enlightenment and philanthropy. As V. Bokova intriguingly suggests, the
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only difference between Welfare and the non-conspiratorial circles was that it attempted to teach
the entire nation moral and civic virtues, considering itself the only holder of such standards.693
In this sense, Welfare followed the tradition of European Masonic conspiracies, mostly of
J. A. Weishaupt’s Illuminati (“illuminated ones”), well known to the Decembrists. This type of the
“enlightening conspiracy” was a dynamic process: the members’ moral self-perfecting was
followed by population’s moral education as means of transformation of the society from within,
rendering the conspiracy the status of “state inside the state,” and was supposed to end in a
bloodless “natural” change of socio-political structures. Hence, the Decembrist conspiracies,
which followed this logic to great extent, were closing the previous epoch of Enlightenment rather
than opening a new one, as Bokova argues. Some scholars reluctantly admit that exactly the same
scheme of moral transformation from oneself to the whole population, as means of political action,
was also the cornerstone of the “radical” United Slavs’ program.694 It begs the question of the
validity of the scholarly understanding of what “radical” is in that period, for by focusing on civic
neoclassicism and morality, the United Slavs were somewhat “traditional,” if not regressive. That
being said, Slavs also embody the continuity, and thus importance, of the moral imperative for the
Decembrist conspiracy writ large.
Another crucial component of the secret societies, an organic part of the Enlightenment’s
moral culture, were “noble sentiments.” At the trial D. Zavalishin “exposed” the hidden charm and
inner affective mechanism of the Decembrist emotional communities. He wrote the whole treatise
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on the origins and evils of secret societies, ascribing them to the unbridled ambition, unruly
passions and wrong “liberal” education. His reason was to portray himself as someone who was
incapable of being a “conspirator,” based on his “right/true” monarchic patriotism, controlled
passions, altruism and “open noble” character. He summarized:
So in the secret society’s plans, I saw not sublime feelings with which they, deceiving, attracted
the inexperienced, but private ambition, personal gain and the mix of all low feelings. – Could I,
should I have joined them? – No!

One hundred pages of testimony later, he finally admitted the emotional power of the Northern
Society:
These people all were hiding behind the most beautiful disguises, of compassion, of justice, of love for
the fatherland; finding these feelings in myself, I began little by little to excuse their intentions,
attributing the very creation of those [intentions] to noble feelings... And in this way the feeling by
which I thought I was acting, i.e. the intention to expose the society, was gradually weakening.695

Characteristically, noble honor prevented him from denouncing the conspiracy, though he claimed
it was his original plan all along.
Denis Davydov, the famous 1812 hero, inventor of partisan warfare and adventurer, knew
about the Russian Knights but did not inform the government. His “free spirit” bothered Alexander
I and he impeded Davydov’s career for years. Davydov was aware of it and became very bitter.
His sense of honor was hurt – he wanted to serve and contribute, as he wrote to his “more
successful” friend:
If fate has already destined me to be bypassed, then let it be better an intelligent and active person
to bypass, like you, rather than some lazy beast lying in the mud. I swear that I say this from the
bottom of my heart. People of the past century will not understand me, because their thoughts and
feelings fell at the feet of Catherine, Zubov and Gribovsky! The words: Fatherland, public benefit,
sacrifice of ambition and life for her were known only in relation to the authority, from which they
expected a glance, a piece of enamel or several thousand white Negroes (sic). However, I am not
saying that I always want to stay under you, no! May God grant me later that I will be more
bureaucratic (chinovnee) than you, that is, more useful to Russia, because the former is valued by
the latter for me.
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The same personal as well civic bitterness with a hint of the wounded social honor, characteristic
of the United Slavs, appears in his another letter, a couple of months later:
May Mikhail Ideologue (Orlov) forgive me, a boring time has come for our soldier brother! What
do I care about the constitutional debates! I confess to egoism; if I did not possess a saber, and I,
perhaps, would seek the field of freedom, like the other; but, having taken it out once in order to
never let it out of my hand, I know that even under free rule I will be a slave, for I will always be a
soldier! […] I have pity for Orlov with his delusion, harmful to him and useless to society. I told
him and I tell him that with his chatter he only erects obstacles in his service, by which he could be
truly useful to his fatherland! No matter how hefty he is, neither he nor the mad Mamonov can
shake autocracy from Russia.

Yet, the most interesting part here is that both “revealing” letters were written to the Chief
of Staff of the 2-nd Army in the South, P. D. Kiselev, in 1819! It shows both the dissemination of
civic sentiments and openly liberal ideas among the military elites as well the stark lack of secrecy
of the ongoing conspiracy.696 There was even a polemical debate among elites on the value of
conspiratorial actions. Kiselev offered his alternative vision of “meaningful service,” shared by
many contemporaries, in the letter to Orlov (1819-20):
I believe that a citizen, who truly loves his Fatherland and desires to be directly useful, should
strive, to the extent of his circle of action, for the benefit of the job entrusted to him. Let everyone
do this and more people will be happy. [...] I think that my thoughts do not fit the spirit of times;
that Grech (quasi-liberal editor) will not praise me; that a number of Lyceum’s ardent students and
the bulk of Moscow parasites will proclaim me an unworthy extinguisher (liberals' title for
conservatives); others will call me a slave of authorities, but I despise their judgments, and will not
change my thoughts. I will turn to you. [...] Not in words, but in deeds, be useful, leave the gang of
shouters and use your excellent qualities for the real benefit.697

Kiselev referred here to benign treatment of soldiers and promoting reforms from inside the army,
which they were both famous for in the military anyway. Orlov, indeed, forbade the physical
punishments of soldiers and initiated the Lancaster schools of peer-to-peer study, putting Raevsky
in charge. During Raevsky’s trial in 1820s, Kiselev fired Orlov for “weakening the discipline.”
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Yet, Kiselev’s adjutant, I. Burtsov, coming to arrest Raevsky’s papers, managed to steal and burn
the list of conspirators with Orlov’s name on it, with a tacit permission of his superior.
Kiselev was also a personal friend and favorite of Alexander I. His another adjutant and
conspirator N. Basargin related about one of the Emperor’s inspections of the 2nd Army in the
south, in 1820’s. The maneuvers surpassed expectations:
The sovereign was touched and shed tears. Here those who were near him (including myself) could
see and make sure that the sovereigns’ hearts can feel the same as the hearts of ordinary people.
Why do unhappy politics, the habit of ruling, and of all the most vile flattery and servility, distort
the nature of earthly rulers so much that they make them feel ashamed when they involuntarily
follow the urge of their heart? Following the maneuvers, favors and rewards poured in. [...] Yet,
those who most needed the sovereign's mercy were rejected by him. General Kiselev, among other
representatives, asked for mitigation of the demoted officers’ fate. There were up to forty of them
in our army, but this one request was denied to him. No reasoning is needed here!698

Yet General Kiselev with traditional views had more compassion than his royal patron.
And what about brothers Turgenev? In a sense, they represented the diversity of opinions
of educated society. Similar to Davydov and Kiselev, S. Turgenev eventually rejected the idea of
secret societies and envisioned a peaceful path to the nation’s civic “salvation” in 1824:
First rule: do nothing. Not even seeking to spread ideas. They spread even without a society. But
prepare everything in case. For this, secret societies are hardly needed, they are prohibited
everywhere. It is enough if more or less kind, enlightened, firm and patient citizens, with one goal
of salvation in mind, will all one by one prepare to achieve it. [...] To remain faithful to the tsar and
fatherland, even if they pass away without proving it, even then everything is not without dignity.
To live with one great hope is also heroism. Can one call a life, dedicated to the salvation of the
native land, useless?699

Yet Sergei, trying to “save the homeland” through personal “civic heroism” could not save himself.
Upon learning that his brother Nikolay was sentenced to death in absentia, he got mentally unstable
and died at the age of 35 in 1827.
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Another brother, “conservative” Alexander, left Russia in 1825 after being fired from his
post as Head of the Department of Religious Affairs due to intrigues of religious obscurantists. He
started his diary for 1825 with:
Forgive Russia, adored fatherland. Whatever happens to me, in you and outside your borders,
everywhere I am your son, everywhere the Russian heart will beat in me and the life of 25 years
dedicated to your service will be dedicated to you, wherever I am. Let Photius (the Archimandrite)
and Sovereign Alexander go mad and persecute your sons...”700

His attempts to save the conspirators in open conversations with Grand Duke Constantine
Romanov (after meeting with Friedrich W. J. Schelling!), in Carlsbad the same year, accentuate
the lack of secrecy and power of Zeitgeist:
After dinner, I again was walking with the Crown Prince for a long time and again was talking a
lot and about many things: military settlements. I gave him a notebook on military settlements. It
seems he is not disposed towards them. [...] About the Semenovsky story. About M. Orlov and his
Lancaster tables. He praises the Vorontsovsky’s and kept them, and introduced them, and uses them
to this day. Glinka. He was not appointed as an inspector in the Kazan Corps, although the Crown
Prince introduced him to the sovereign [...] I tried to justify Glinka and present him in real light, as
an enthusiast for everything good, who does not interfere in politics. Lunin. N. Muravev. Their
journey to the military settlements. I tried to justify them, especially Muravev.701

And Nikolay Turgenev, leaving the conspiracy and Russia, and disappointed in both, pondered in
1824:
What will those, who after us will undertake the same thing, say, when they do not find their
predecessors in anything? […] Our ancestors, they will say, showed their valor in actions for the
honor and thundering glory of the fatherland, but where are their deeds in favor of the fatherland’s
civil happiness? Is it possible that the nation, who gave birth to so many heroes, showed [...] so
much patriotism, could not have in themselves people, who choosing for their fate to act for the
benefit of their fellow citizens [...] without fear of obstacles [...] igniting the fire of patriotism in
the sublime souls, would strive themselves and lead all the best ones of their time to the sacred,
albeit distant, goal of civil happiness?702
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CHAPTER 6. “HONOR IS HIGHER THAN OATH” – DUEL WITH AUTOCRACY
While we are burning with freedom
While our hearts are alive for honor,
My friend, let us devote to our
homeland
The soul’s wonderful impulses!703

In Warsaw, in 1816, Grand Duke Constantine, the Viceroy of Congress Poland and
Commander-in-Chief of the combined Russian and Polish forces, ordered two Polish officers to
march with soldiers. Their comrades took this as an insult to their officer honor and national pride.
Five officers committed suicide one after another. When Constantine finally apologized in front
of the regiment, the initially drilled two officers stated that the apology satisfied only the
regiment’s honor but was not enough for their personal one. One of them challenged Constantine
to a duel but was arrested instead and tried to commit suicide, which led Constantine to accept the
challenge and to eventually reconciliation instead of combat. During 1815-1819, 49 Polish officers
committed suicide. The suicides were a way of restoring personal and national honor of the
offended officers, because a subordinate was not allowed to challenge his superior, either in the
military or in social hierarchy, and especially not Grand Dukes and the monarch.704
Putting Polish national pride and the fight for independence aside, this incident, seemingly
unrelated to Russian history, represents a mode of the Decembrist uprisings in a nutshell, as
executed based on the similar notions of personal/officer honor and national dignity. The
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symbolical challenge by officers of their commander, who is also a ruler, and physical suicide bore
the elites’ cultural message of their means to express personal indignity and national-political
views.
The nobleman-officer’s honor contained a socio-cultural template of behavior as an outlet
for feelings of dishonor, shame and indignation – a duel. The basic definition of the duel in Russian
culture reads: “A duel is a form of combat between two people that occurs according to established
rules with the goal of restoring honor and removing from the offended party the stain of shame
inflicted by an insult.”705 Yet, there were many more complex layers to dueling based on sociopolitical realities and ever evolving sense of noble-personal dignity all of which transformed the
private affair of honor between two peers into a ritual act with wider socially symbolic meanings.
There is no need to go into the mechanics of Russian dueling here, which have been
thoroughly studied.706 What is most important for this study is duels’ cultural dynamics. If we take
a look into the semiotics of the duel, formulated by Iu. Lotman, Russian nobility’s behavior had
two emotional and somewhat mutually exclusive regulators: fear of punishment and social
disfavor prescribed loyal obedience to the tsar and the state, while the noble honor code based on
a sense of shame (also “fear of shame”) demanded a total rejection of fear to restore one’s dignity.
The bravery and fearlessness that autocracy required for military service also became interiorized
by nobility as an end in of itself. Hence, the dueling aspects that emerged as more important than
the combat itself were expressions of fearlessness and readiness to defend one’s honor at any cost,
which also put the nobility at odds with their expected submissiveness to the state and its laws. In
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the same symbolic way, the blood shed during the fight, no matter of whom, usually was enough
to redeem honor, even if it was just a scratch. The Russian duel, metaphorically speaking, was
about a principle rather than consequences.707
The Russian duel gained prominence due to the malfunctioning of the legal system and
underdeveloped legal consciousness. Thus “Dueling became an extralegal means of maintaining
personal integrity and defending, as well as defining, personal space,” as Irina Reyfman
formulated. Yet it was also a corporate attribute of nobility and their way to express themselves.
Hence the Russian duel of honor embodied three aspects: it signified the absolute value of the
nobility’s honor and their corporate identity as equals, while simultaneously empowering the
individual’s rights for self-dignity and self-defense, thus positioning the nobleman outside the
reach of state and ruler.708
As previous chapters have explored, the emotional ideas of compassionate patriotism and
honor were evolving since the late 18th century and solidified in the early1820s, shifting the focus
from ruler to nobleman and nation. Dueling organically fit to the nobility’s new vision of honor as
internal by claiming the right to defend one’s dignity as personal or corporate rather than conferred
and taken by the monarch. The disappointment with Alexander I’s policies and general civilmilitary stagnation elicited widespread personal-military-national indignation. Dueling became
one of the few unofficially acceptable ways for noblemen and officers to let emotional “steam”
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out. It is not surprising then that scholarship identifies the early 19th century, and especially the
post-1815 era, as the most intense period of Russian dueling.709
While civil dueling was often based on audacious and reckless challenging on minute
pretext, as a way of self-liberation from society, and literally life, military duels bore socio-political
charge. A widespread and understudied phenomenon is that of officers disobeying their superiors,
based on personal-nobleman’s honor, and even challenging them to a duel. The military mutinies,
often involving the regiment’s entire officer corps and at times directed at Grand Dukes, were quite
ominous. The nobles and officers demanded, if implicitly, equality, both as social estate and
citizens, with the royal family, who already were partially desacralized and humanized in the
beginning of the century. Many Decembrists were duelists, many were behind the military minirebellions, and two of them challenged Grand Dukes Constantine and Nicholas as their superior
commanders.710
On the other hand, contemporary emotional education was also based on the civic language
of virtues, duties and self-sacrifice for the common welfare. Republican patriotism and
neoclassical self-sacrifice, aimed at fighting the tyranny/tyrant, were a considerable part of the
Decembrist cultural and emotional repertoires. The moods of self-sacrifice were also widespread
due to the recent experience of the Napoleonic wars and national self-abnegating heroism. The
classical anti-tyranny template gained Sentimentalist focus on the individual and his/her dignity
by engendering the phenomenon of honor suicide that often was an act of personal and political
protest. Suicide of honor was also a part of dueling tradition, when combat was denied or the
challenge was impossible due to the offender’s superior status.
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Both civic self-sacrifice and suicide of honor were tightly linked to the Decembrist plans
of regicide of Alexander I. Since the 18th century, if a ruler failed to express or to live up to the
standards of patriotism, he lost his/her legitimacy and redistribution of power followed through
coup d’état, as occurred with Peter III and later Paul I.711 Decembrists felt, as did many
contemporaries, that Alexander I betrayed the national patriotism. The Decembrists were also the
first to contemplate the modern political assassination not as a part of dynastic/aristocratic coup
but as a prelude to the political overthrow of the ruling system. There were many regicide plans,
collective and personal. While the majority of them were conceived either as neoclassical
“tyrannicide” or personal duels, overall the Decembrist mode of regicide signified suicide mission.
Similarly to the secret societies, “revolution” became one of the radical ways to “serve the
fatherland” for Decembrists in the early 1820s.712 While moral sentiments of patriotism and
compassion, nurtured by the Decembrist emotional communities, are self-evident in motivation
for their uprising, the mode of rebellion was mainly engendered by the cultural-emotional norm of
honor. First, honor played an important role in the revolt’s preparation and execution through oath
of allegiance. The interregnum period between Alexander I’s death and Nicholas I’s accession
involved the nation’s oath to their brother Constantine, the news of the abdication of the latter, and
the following vacuum of power. Due to sacrality and honor of oath, the insurgents used the
upcoming re-oath to Nicholas to rebel the troops, officers and soldiers alike, in favor of
Constantine.
Yet the Decembrists’ ultimate goal was establishing constitutional government and
abolition of serfdom, in which they saw themselves as representing the nation against the ruler and
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his state.713 The nobleman’s personal protest of honor of “the enlightened true son of the
fatherland” went well with civic sacrifice and national pride. Nobility was the nation, in their own
eyes. In other words, while starting to embrace and incorporate all the citizens into a nation, the
educated elites customarily saw themselves as its first servants by the virtue of their social power
and leading role in state service. They were the epitome of the politically conscious Citizen,
offended by the existing order, and they demanded personal satisfaction in national terms.
The Decembrist emotional repertoire prescribed action based on the available cultural
templates of behavior and feeling. Duel was the prominent option, also encompassing patriotic
rhetoric of republican self-sacrifice and suicide of honor. The Decembrists’ officially chosen
model of action of “military revolution” emerged as insufficiently military and barely a revolution.
Both uprisings, on December 14th, 1825, in St. Petersburg and on January 3rd, 1826, in Ukraine,
operated in the sacrificial-suicidal dueling mode of rebellion, which entailed combat passivity,
minimum violence, noble behavior towards the enemy, and ultimately resulted in tragic failure.
But they knew this before the revolt: a duel was about a principle.

Dueling as Ritualized Protest
From its outset, the duel emerged in European culture as a means of both defense of one’s
honor in extralegal ways and as a social signifier-barrier based on the emerging cult of “civility”
and nobility’s entrenchment as an elite formation. Russia originally did not utilize duels as a means
of resolving conflicts of honor because of the absence of the western idea of chivalry and point
d’honneur. Since Russian honor was neither corporal nor personal before Catherine’s
emancipation of nobility. The duel came from the West with foreign officers in Russian service as
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early as the 17th century and was very slowly developing into the 18th century. Russian rulers
vehemently opposed dueling from its inception, though their policies bore contradictory fruits.
Peter I tried to create confident and dignified nobility for the sake of a more efficient state service
but also issued severe decrees against dueling (1702, 1706, 1716, 1720) as a preemptive measure
even before it took roots in Russia. The punishment was death, including the hanging the ones who
were killed while dueling by their feet. Catherine II reacted more moderately in her Nakaz of 1767
and in the Manifesto on Duels, in 1787, by issuing court-trialing and dismissal from service as
punishment. Yet anti-dueling legislation was rarely applied and thus was ineffective in Russia.
Paradoxically, the severity and inefficiency of the legislation engendered the duel as an act of
defiance as well as of self-defense. Further, Catherine’s milder duel provisions aligned with her
decrees of empowering nobility and linked dueling to the emerging vision of noble honor as more
corporate and yet more individual. Hence, dueling was growing in Russia due to the nobility’s
beliefs in the incompetence of the Russian legal system, coupled with the monarch’s arbitrariness,
to safeguard their physical and moral inviolability.714
Tellingly, neither Paul I nor Alexander I issued manifestos on dueling. The reign of Paul I
brought about the breaking point in the Russian culture of dueling. Paul sent mixed messages to
his subjects: he supported dueling of honor and tried to initiate combats himself, and yet he
severely punished officers-duelists, while his reign hosted the smallest number of duels. The
reason was the superiority of his own honor as a ruler, being the only one to award or strip a noble
from dignity. By stressing the honor code but denying it to others, Paul empowered and enraged
the nobility, especially officers, who began clinging to their corporate and personal dignity, as well
as to the “royal” right to duel. Hence, Alexander I’s reign witnessed the boom of dueling for several
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reasons: his tacit approval of dueling, the suppressed anger and the postponed duels from Paul I’s
era, the impact of the war campaigns abroad that increased dueling among Russian officers and
against the foreign ones, and dandyism. Notably, dueling peaked in the second conservative phase
of Alexander’s reign, which was strict and suffocating but not strict enough to suppress the
phenomenon.715 Dueling became connected to the nobility’s and officer corps’ vision of honor as
internal and absolute – no one could or was allowed to diminish it, even the ruler. Russian honor
became an expression of corporate identity so as of individual’s rights for self-dignity and selfdefense, thus positioning the nobleman against the state and ruler.716
Yet, the contemporaneous attitudes towards dueling were mixed and mostly negative.
Nobility agreed that honor should be defended but the means of dueling were not fit for this
purpose. The late eighteenth-century elites, including such enlighteners as D. Fonvizin, N.
Novikov, and A. Radishchev, criticized duels as being of foreign origin and based on satirized
Francophilia, Western self-critique in translated instructional literature, and Russian longing for
firm laws.717 In 1781 Moscow Monthly Issue offered a translated extract from English, “On
Combats” that ridiculed dueling in a quasi-historical account of its European tradition interpolated
with sarcastic anecdotes. A More serious and “scientific” critique of dueling was Joseph von
Sonnenfels’ Initial Foundations of Police or Safety (blagochiniia), translated from German in
1787. This famous work of the Austrian jurist discussed in length the moral-legal incompatibility
of dueling with contemporary civil society and political systems writ large.718
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Conversely, the chapter “On Combats” in The Military Man’s Advices to His Son (1787),
of Baron D’Anglesy, approved of dueling as a defense of honor and advised duelists to be
composed and noble during and after combat. Yet, while Decembrist father A. Bestuzhev
admittedly relied on D’Anglesy and cited him extensively in his Rules of Military Education
(1807), he denounced dueling, especially that of officers. For Bestuzhev, dueling was incompatible
with the “true honor” of a noble citizen-officer, whose life (and honor) belonged to the country
and its ruler:
Having said everything that belongs to the noble title of a warrior, how he should use his weapons,
one must make it felt that they would not be used in any other case, as to defend only the truth and
one's fatherland; so that they (officers) know to value true honor, without confusing it with vanity,
arrogance, insolence [...] so that when defending their honor they would remember this generous
response of the Roman who received the challenge: “Tomorrow we go into battle with the enemy
– the action will determine which of us has more courage and who is the best citizen; you remember,
my friend, that our life belongs not to us, but to our fatherland.”

The same vehement rejection of officers’ dueling was featured in G. Gerakov’s Advice to
Young Officers (1809), the instructor of the 1st Cadet Corps, who also claimed to borrow from
D’Anglesy but plagiarized from Bestuzhev.719 The prominent periodical Herald of Europe
featured a lengthy “Ode on Combats” in 1809, which condemned dueling as barbaric and violent
but also underlined its rootedness in unruly passions of pride, vanity, rancor, ire etc. It is tempting
to assume that the author’s initials “G---v” belonged to Gerakov. The denouncement of duels was
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widespread and appeared as in obscure periodical A Friend of Youth (1810) so as in Engalychev’s
Dictionary of the Virtues and Vices of 1824.720 Yet, the Russian legal system, incapable to defend
personal dignity and not trusted as such by nobility due to the widespread corruption, as well as
public disapproval of duels, created the opposite effect – the duel became an act of defiance:
personal, generational and political.
Alexander I’s reign, especially its second half, witnessed the high intensity of elites’ leisure
such as carousing, gambling, and dandyism, which became the nobility’s means for selfemancipation from the confines of court etiquette, military discipline and societal conventions.
Even emotional expressiveness was connected to freedom. Romanticism exacerbated this
“individual rebellion” as an attribute of the emotional, mysterious, and tragic outsider. Yet, a
nobleman coveted the ultimate personal freedom – the right to decide whether to live or die. Hence,
there was also a phenomenon of “professional duelists,” i.e bretteurs (French concept), who dueled
frequently and with gusto, looking for any minor excuse to provoke others. Many Decembrists
were duelists and several recklessly fought over relatively minor offences, as Irina Reyfman notes.
Such bretteurs were K. Ryleev, A. Bestuzhev (Marlinsky), W. Kiukhel’beker, M. Lunin, and A.
Yakubovich. In the context of Russian culture, such “deviant” behavior, explicitly or not, signified
a challenge to the society and state.721
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Interestingly, we know of at least two instances in which fathers prompted theirs sons to
duel. N. N. Muravev (Karsky) slapped an officer for a petty offense at a ball and his father General
N. N. Muravev initially encouraged him to duel but then also made him apologize, worrying not
for his son’s health but future military career. Graver was the case of Constantine Chernov, who
died at the duel for his sister’s honor. His father had not only ordered the duel, but also intended
to fight the offender himself if all his four sons were killed one after another.722 Yet, Nikolay
Bestuzhev wrote to his younger brother Alexander (Marlinsky) in 1810s:
So, for example, you already start thinking about duels, you find true honor in provoking others or
in others’ provocation of you, you think that reverence for yourself cannot otherwise be established
but only in bullying. I think that common sense must guide us in all the cases...723

Nikolay’s admonitions did not help – Alexander became a famous bretteur, who commemorated
Russian duel culture in his many novels under the alias Marlinsky. Yet, his novels reflected general
Decembrist attitudes towards a duel, which were very ambiguous and reminiscent of the nobility’s
dilemma over how to defend one’s dignity without murdering a peer. Everyone agreed that the act
itself was wrong but the motive of exercising the right to defend one’s honor was right.724 Here is
the approximate table on the Decembrists’ dueling situations that involved a challenge, a duel, or
participating as a “second” (seconds were in charge of the ritual) in someone’s combat.
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Table 6.1 Decembrists’ Dueling
DUELIST
K. Ryleev725

RIVAL
Prince K. Ia. Shakhovskoy
Fon Dezin

A. Bestuzhev (Marlinsky)726

Leib-Guards officer
??? At the ball
Engineer Staff officer
Fon Dezin

M. Lunin727

F. Uvarov (his future son in law)
Belavin
Alexey Orlov (Decembrist M.
Orlov’s brother)
Grand Duke Constantine
Grand Duke Nicholas
V. V. Sheremetev
A. Griboedov

V. Norov (see below)
A. Yakubovich728

W. Kiukhel’beker729
A. N. Muravev730
C. Chernov (see below)
I. Annenkov731

A. Pushkin
I. Pushchin (Decembrist)
Henri Rzhevussky
Figner
V. Novosil’tsev (killed, 1825)
V. Lanskoy (killed, 1820)

725

TYPE OF ACTION
Duel
Challenge (denied)
Second in Chernov’s duel
Duel
Duel
Duel
Challenge (denied)
Second in Ryleev’s duel
Duel
Duel
Duel
Challenge (denied)
Challenge (denied)
Challenge
Duel (as seconds of V. V.
Sheremetev and A. P.
Zavadovsky)
Duel
Duel
Challenge
Challenge
Duel (killed, 1825)
Duel
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Table 6.1 Decembrists’ Dueling (Cont.)
DUELIST
Prince E. Obolensky732
Prince S. Volkonsky733
Ia. V. Petrulin
Count M. Dmitriev-Mamonov735
I. Burtsov (see below)
734

RIVAL
Svin’in (killed)
Gazhitsky (Volhynian Governor
V. Gizhitsky)
K. A. Naryshkin
Karl Merlini
Prince Golitsyn

TYPE OF ACTION
Duel
Duel
Challenge
Duel (killed, 1818)
Challenge (denied)
Second in Kiselev’s duel with
Mordvinov

Duels of honor were also a prominent feature of military life but in this highly ritualistic
and militant environment they acquired more obvious rebellious and political undertones than in
case of civil dueling. First, the very character of combat training, war experience, officers’ ethos
of heightened honor and readiness for self-sacrifice encapsulated everything the duel entailed.736
Secondly, military honor entailed personal flamboyant heroism, forged on the battlefields, making
this kind of glory unattainable for civilians and for the non-serving nobility. Hence, officer’s honor
also had a peculiar Romantic aspect of extravagant self-realization by breaking the official
standards of behavior, which made this type of honor potentially dissenting. All of these traits
found their expression in military dueling of the bretteur type, called in Russian gusarstvo (from
Hussar). More prone to duels were the Guards with their highest prestige, glory and noble
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sensitivity (less so in the Engineer Corps and Navy). Paradoxically, the Army and the most distant
Russian garrisons hosted all the punished by demotion duelists, becoming a hub of duelists too.737
Decembrist S. Volkonsky was critical of such “hussar culture” in Chevalier Guards:
Although the Chevalier Guards Regiment, in which I served, was famous for officer corps’
personnel, but in the general sense of moral life I cannot say anything good. In all my comrades,
not excluding the squadron commanders, there was a lot of civil delicacy, which the French call
point d'honneur (sic), but hardly anyone would have withstood in many respects the analysis of
their own conscience. There was no religiosity in anyone, I will say even there was atheism in many
of them.

Yet he stressed corporate military honor and that all the officers were united “as soon as it was
about any matter related to the honor of the regiment and uniform, or about the protection of the
officer who was offended by the superiors.” Indeed, officers regarded an insult to one officer as
dishonorable to his comrades and sometimes the entire regiment, be the offender their friend or
even a superior.738
The third and the most crucial aspect of military dueling was tied to corporate norms of
officers’ honor as rooted in specific power dynamics of military service. As Vera Bokova argues,
there was an ongoing reform of the Russian military initiated by Paul I, continued by Alexander I
and finalized by Nicholas I. The Emperors wanted to substitute the Russian model of “army of
personalities” with the Prussian “military machine.” The Russian military functioned on private
initiative, compliance to orders as a conscious “choice,” and personal relations between the
superiors and their subordinates. Many officers, especially in the elite units, were not
professionally fit for their duties, even when very nominal, and concentrated on civil (svetskie)
types of leisure, such as balls, cards, arts and literature. The subordination structure was loose,
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because officers, being a part of the same social estate, enjoyed noble attitudes and familiarity with
their superiors. Being an officer, in general, was prestigious and kind of a social club, especially
in the Guards. Hence, the Russian military blurred lines between the private and official spheres.
Officers did initiate self-professionalization by taking special classes/tutors, visiting lectures,
studying with friends and even organizing military learned societies in Alexander’s reign. Yet, the
Prussian model required total focus on military life and affairs, as well as subordination and
discipline. Paul and his sons tried to realize this model by tightening discipline, drilling and parades
(paradomaniia), stricter supervision of officers, and physical violence towards the soldiers.
Unsurprisingly, officers, especially from the new generation, did not like the rude treatment from
their superiors, or the everyday violence towards their soldiers. The Russian post-1812 selfdignified officer wanted to be a “person” (lichnost’) and then an officer, rather than vice versa,
honor and nobleness being his beacons.739 The tensions were inescapable.
As Colonel Alexander Bulatov, who participated in the uprising, wrote to Grand Duke
Michael (but addressing Nicholas I) from under arrest:
Service should be required to the fullest extent and without any condescension, but so that the
uniform does not bind him (officer) in the pleasures he desires in his free time; at the front, an
officer must be in good order; outside of service, let him seek pleasure in good houses, dance, play
with noble people at a noble theater and do everything that is only befitting a noble man in uniform
and without a uniform.

The general feeling of the Commanding Staff was that the army was spoiled, subordination was
inefficient, and officers were insolent “free-thinkers,” as Deputy Chief of General Staff A.
Zakrevsky wrote to his Chief Prince P. Volkonsky on the Semenovsky regiment’s mutiny in 1820:
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Every Guards officer (starting from the last lieutenant) considers himself entitled to talk about any
order of his superiors, to condemn it and, having made his conclusions about it, to carry them
around the city with his own notes.740

John Keep points to another crucial aspect. The contemporary restress of nation over the
monarch and traditional structures of power created a new order of values in the military. While
basic respect for hierarchy of rank remained, the major criterion for a “good superior” was now
personal merit rather than seniority, aristocratic pedigree, wealth, or the ruler’s distinctions. “Merit
was assessed according to ethical criteria. Those who exercised power were expected to be
responsible and virtuous, in their private as well as in their public lives.” Officers’ ethical behavior
meant being brave, truthful, honest, and even learned, while stoicism and comradely loyalty
mattered the most. Keep’s major point is that the contemporary officers’ critical attitudes to their
superiors, the monarch writ large, were not political but moral, while “This credo may strike a
modern social critic as naïve, but in the Russia of 1800 it was revolutionary.”741
Yet, these new moral standards towards peers as well as superiors were political in their
essence or led to political consequences. As in the case with the new standards of the human
monarch, who had to be virtuous, the military high commanders were judged and treated by their
officers based on the same equalizing scale of honor and patriotism. The officers expected the
same treatment in return, as Bulatov wrote to Romanovs:
The regimental commander is the same subject to his sovereign, like every officer, but as the chief
he must supervise strictly not only the officers’ front duties, but also his behavior, his domestic life,
actions, character and all his movements, just like his children. [...] But in any case, the chief must
remember that the officer is the same servant to his sovereign and that he is just as noble as he is;
not to arrogate to oneself the right to scold an officer and do him insolence; any insolence will hurt
the officer’s noble feelings, and he, according to his love of honor, unable to endure, will stand up
for himself not for service issues but for his honor, for I believe that everyone should value their
honor more than anything in the world, and the officer who values his honor, he will be fearless
and firm defender of the sovereign and the fatherland during the war...
740
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Decembrist S. Volkonsky similarly detailed:
Fulfilling unswervingly all the duties of the service, and thus protecting ourselves from official
punishments, we were very sensitive about the service and the undeserved outbursts of the chiefs.
We suffered them when there was no personal resentment in them, but not only each personally,
the entire corps of officers, knew how to voice resistance against the undeserved insolences.

Another conspirator A. Rozen also underlined the 1812 experience in this transformation:
It is a strange, incomprehensible thing that generals, chiefs, even the well-educated ones, have the
habit of imputing to themselves a rule to treat their subordinates rudely and insolently [...] I don’t
know how military chiefs treated officers before 1812; it seems in a patriarchal way, and the
subordinates responded with filial obedience. After 1812, there were other expectations, other
claims.742

In 1822 even Zakrevsky wrote to P. Kiselev, the Chief of the 2nd Army Staff that:
if we have a lot of debauched young people in the troops and discipline has been lost, then no one
is to blame for this more than the commanders of the troops, who do not serve as it is appropriate
for a noble person with feelings, and some behave in an inappropriate way to their rank.743

These developments in the military milieu created the entire culture of officers’
insubordination and protest as a defense of their honor, either personal or collective, as exercised
by Decembrists and their friends so as by their colleagues and relatives.744 By military law,
challenging one’s commander was defined as mutiny. The “peaceful” ways to get rid of a “rude”
commander usually involved the communal effort of officers, who could ask for medical leave,
transfer to another unit as a group, or to retire altogether. In such cases, military authorities
replaced the commander or lightly punished him. In special circumstances, one officer was chosen
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by a draw to dishonor the commander and to “take the fall” for the regiment’s honor by being
severely punished, which included the stripping of his nobility and eternal hard labor in Siberia.745
The cases of protesting Grand Dukes Constantine and Nicholas, who held high military
posts, are especially revealing. The earliest event of officer mutiny was recorded by Major-General
Pavel I. Pushchin, a member of Union of Welfare. In 1812, the Semenovsky Guards’ officers
demanded that their superior, K. A. Kridner, “so that he never dares to speak insolently to officers”
and then petitioned to Grand Duke Constantine, the regiment’s “Chief,” “that the officers, unable
to endure the commander's rude treatment any longer, petition for him to be restrained.”
Constantine reminded them about patriotism and loyalty but in vain. Alexander I wanted to punish
the officers but Constantine disagreed and Kridner was forced to resign. This was an outstanding
case of royal mercy, especially in wartime, but Alexander did not forget the incident, as shown
during the Semenovsky mutiny in 1820.746
A less successful mutiny against Constantine occurred in Warsaw, in 1821, where he was
the Commander-in-Chief of the military forces, which he tormented with ruthless discipline and
arbitrary punishments. The Lithuanian Guards’ officers, led by N. N. Pushchin and P. A. Gabbe,
petitioned their colonel and then Constantine to transfer two new officers who were behaving
immorally. Constantine arrested Pushchin, but all the officers asked to be arrested too and
Constantine had to release him. A year later Pushchin disobeyed the order to flog his favorite
soldier and when Constantine accused him of insubordination, he tore his uniform and was put
under arrest again. The officers unsuccessfully tried to resign and Pushchin was demoted to serve
as a soldier, after his confiscated correspondence with Gabbe showed their critique of the royal
family. Gabbe was Constanitne’s personal protégée, but he and another officer Verigin were also
745
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demoted to soldiers, after a year of imprisonment. Three punished officers were a part of the
regiment’s Friendly Society of self-education and friends of the Decembrists. In 1822, Gabbe
wrote to his close friend, writer P. Viazemsky: “Maybe soon you will see in the orders that our
regiment is disbanded: some will be sent to the fortresses, some will be discharged into the army,
and some will be demoted to soldiers. In any case, we decided to remain honest people...”747
Grand Duke Nicholas was infamous for his harsh attitudes and disrespect of officers as the
Guards’ brigade commander. The most famous mutiny against him occurred in the Izmailovsky
Regiment, in 1820. When Nicholas gave an order to drill officers as though they were soldiers,
they started the process of resignation and Nicholas had to apologize.748 Another notable case was
that of Finland Guards, as told by its officer A. Rozen, who was liked by Nicholas for his mastery
of front and military drills. Once Nicholas got mad at the regiment’s performance, swore at the
officers and then said: “Everything in the Finland uniform are all pigs! You hear me, you are all
pigs!” The entire officer corps decided to resign but their commander managed to get Nicholas to
“slightly apologize.” Within two weeks, the regiment erred again, and two officers almost fought
a duel because of it. Nicholas was still angry and reproached the officers with: “Gentlemen
officers, engage in service, not philosophy: I hate philosophers: I will drive all philosophers into
consumption (disease)!”749
Mikhail Pushchin (the brother of the Decembrist) recollected being offended by Nicholas
many times while serving in the Pioneer-Cavalry Guards, from 1822-1824. During unsuccessful
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maneuvers in 1822, Nicholas said to Pushchin’s superior: “here is your vaunted officer, who turns
out to be rubbish.” Pushchin replied: “If the Grand Duke really said this, then I will not stay for a
single day, because I serve not the Grand Duke, but the sovereign himself and fatherland” and took
medical leave. Nicholas appeased him but later put him under arrest for a week for meeting him
on the street in civil attire instead of uniform and then for two weeks for leaving his guarding
post.750 Pushchin, not being a conspirator, was present at the “revolutionary” meetings on the eve
of the uprising.
When someone, be it a fellow subaltern officer or the regiment’s commander, behaved in
dishonorable way, such person, regardless of their rank, could be asked for satisfaction in a duel.
Certainly military dueling was a complicated issue, especially with a superior. Peter III favored
dueling, even that of a subject dueling with a ruler, based on his admiration of all things Prussian,
and Frederick the Great’s allowance of military duels with superiors. The first recorded challenge
of a superior by an officer occurred in the Cavalier Guards Regiment, already in the 1770s. The
officer was denied the duel and tried in martial court. Catherine’s Manifesto on Duels (1787)
specifically warned against this type of challenge:
30. The prohibition of the subordinate by word, writing or letter to challenge his Chief or
Commander for a fight is confirmed.
31. The prohibition of the Chief or Commander, having been challenged by word, writing or letter,
to go into a fight is confirmed.751

Yet, dueling situations with superiors were ubiquitous in the army.752 Why did they
happen? The major requirement of any type of duel was the equality of the rivals, who could be
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only male nobles, while the ultimate aim was to restore balance by reconfirming the noble honor
of the offended. However, the military was (and is), by definition, built on inequality due to its
hierarchical system. Hence, a subaltern officer could not even “offend” a superior for it was not
considered as a challenge to one’s honor but “mutiny,” as in the case of socially inferior non-noble
offenders or women. Yet, inequality by rank contradicted the equality of officers as noblemen.
Challenging a superior meant demanding equality of honor and denying him the patriarchal right
to abuse and punish, especially physically, as was promised to the nobility by Catherine’s
decrees.753
The complexity of military subordination, officers’ honor and dueling is best portrayed in
the Odessky Regiment’s case. The Regiment’s officers drew up a plan to remove their hated
commander and selected a challenger by lottery. This chosen individual provoked the commander
in front of the entire division to cause a situation of offense, beat his superior with his fists and
was exiled to Siberia. The higher commander Mordvinov, knowing of the officers’ mutiny, recused
himself from the case and was fired by his superior Kiselev. Mordvinov challenged Kiselev to a
duel and was killed, the conspirators I. Burtsov and N. Basargin (Kiselev’s adjutants) being their
mutual “second” and organizer, respectively. While A. Pushkin and others praised Mordvinov’s
behavior, Alexander I praised Kiselev (his personal friend) and left this duel without
consequences.754
Another revealing example occurred with Volkonsky in Germany, in 1813. Volkonsky
witnessed his beloved superior, General Vintsengerode (Ferdinand von Wintzingerode), of
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German origin, mistakenly slap a guilty Russian officer dressed as a soldier. Volkonsky became
highly upset that the “Russian uniform,” be it of an officer or a soldier, had been violated by a
German and started crying! The General noticed this and asked what upset him. Volkonsky
responded that it was wrong to slap a soldier, but especially an officer. The General immediately
called that officer, apologized, and then offered a duel for satisfaction. The ending was very telling:
But, unfortunately, this officer did not understand the noble deed of the chief and, to my shame,
replied: “General! This is not what I am asking of you, but that, on occasion, you do not forget me
with a nomination (for awards).” At this point I blushed for my compatriot, and inside myself I
could not help but tell myself that this scoundrel did not deserve my compassion.

In sum, Volkonsky was dishonored by his superior’s slapping of another officer, based on both
national and corporate identities, provoked the General to offer a duel, and felt dishonored again
after the offended refused the challenge and asked for awards instead.755
What about dueling with the “royal commanders”? First, the Romanovs managed to
“humanize” themselves in their noble subjects’ minds, by personal example, with dueling too. Paul
I issued an official challenge to the European monarchs that appeared in European gazettes in
1801. His intentions were benign – he proposed to end the ongoing wars with royal combats,
national ministers being the “seconds.” His son Alexander I considered dueling with Austrian
Chancellor Klemens von Metternich at the Congress Vienna of 1814.756 Alexander I was also
lenient on dueling and matters of honor were dear to him, as S. Volkonsky pointed out:
...during the reign of Alexander Pavlovich duels, when the full rules of generally accepted
conditions were observed, were not persecuted by the Sovereign [...] The duel was perceived by
the Sovereign as a bitter necessity in social circumstances. Persecution, as for murder, was not
recognized by him, by his noble principles, as correct. This measure of punishment will not stop
the offended.757
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Grand Duke Constantine was even known to encourage military dueling. Once, N. N.
Novosil’tsev, the governor of Congress Poland and personal friend of Alexander I, declined the
challenge of the Duke’s adjutant. Constantine ordered Novosil’tsev to duel and appointed himself
as his adjutant’s second. On another occasion when the Volynsky Guards’ officers managed to
cancel a duel between their commander and one of the officers, the Duke allegedly sent his own
duel pistols and said: “Military honor does not allow jokes: when someone has called someone to
a duel and the challenge was accepted, then they should shoot each another and not put up.
Therefore, N and N must do shooting or retire.”758
Unsurprisingly, Constantine and Nicholas were challenged themselves to a duel by their
officers for the same principle of noble-military equality!759 In 1813-1814 Constantine publicly
insulted one Chevalier-Guards’ colonel by tipping a hat from his head diverging from the official
uniform. The Colonel and all his officers, including the Division Commander, asked to resign, and
Alexander I urged Constantine to apologize. Constantine defiantly offered satisfaction to anyone
interested in front of the regiment. The future conspirator M. Lunin was the only one to exclaim:
“Nobody can refuse such an honor!” Constantine appreciated his courage but jokingly refused.
After that Lunin enjoyed his friendship and patronage, and Constantine took him to serve in
Warsaw. Rozen tells another story:
The personal honor and honor of the regiment were persistently maintained in my time. When the
Grand Duke Constantine Pavlovich, at the moment of the obstinacy of his youth, at the regimental
training, with a raised sword, ran into Lieutenant Koshkul’ to chop him down, the latter fended off,
deflected the blow, knocked the sword out of the prince's hand and said: “Do not be so pleased to
get excited.”
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Constantine thanked Koshkul’ for saving his honor, for royalty was not supposed to beat its own
officers.760
The most “fateful” story occurred in the 2nd Guards Brigade, during its inspection in 1822.
Grand Duke Nicholas rudely reprimanded V. Norov, his childhood friend (!), in front of the entire
brigade. Norov’s colleagues petitioned their commander for Nicholas to duel with Norov. When
Nicholas refused to give satisfaction, Norov and twenty officers asked to be transferred to the
Army. The transfer was eventually granted but only after the following episode. The Guards’
soldiers openly regretted that Semenovsky’s mutineers did not lynch high commanders and vocally
insulted them and the Tsar. When Nicholas’ adjutant (and late conspirator) A. Kavelin reacted by
slapping those soldiers, his colleagues-conspirators Norov and P. Semenov attacked him for how
he dared to “slap their soldiers on the cheeks in the street.” The officers’ reactions here are
intriguing, because soldiers were not nobles and could be beaten but a slap was also a noble
challenge when soldiers were not allowed to duel. In a sense, the behavior of all three officers
implied that soldiers were “noble.” Nicholas remembered the challenge to Norov at the trial of
1826 and punished him very harshly.761
The case of Decembrist brothers Matvei and Sergey Muravev-Apostol underlines the role
of military dueling and attitudes towards soldiers. Matvei, visiting his brother Sergey, the
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commander of the Chernigovsky Regiment’s battalion, witnessed new recruits mercilessly beaten
with sticks. As a high ranking officer, Matvey ordered A. Kuz’min, who was in charge of training
and his future comrade-rebel, to stop such treatment and reprimanded him. Immediately after that,
he came to Sergey and said that he was expecting a challenge from Kuz’min. Sergey offered to be
his second. Kuz’min never gave a challenge but the next time they met he apologized to Matvei
and thanked him for teaching humane treatment of soldiers.762 Soldiers here have dignity but not
noble honor to defend themselves. This revealing episode underscores the military honor culture.
Matvei not only assumed that he offended a subaltern officer, but also expected the officer to
defend his honor and Sergey wished to be a second in a duel against his own subordinate, instead
of arresting or punishing him. The entire system of military command and law did not matter in
the light of noble honor.
Dueling even played a part in organizational aspects of secret societies. The Instructions
of the Order of Russian Knights envisioned some of the conspirators challenging corrupt officials
to duels. Dueling was also prescribed as a punishment for the Order’s own deviant members.763 A.
Bestuzhev mentioned that the candidate for the Northern Society had to be not only of moral
behavior but also:
of a strong character, if possible brave (in war or in a duel) and even of good health, so that he
could serve the Society without cowardice, and not betray it when he gets caught [...] and as the
first condition to offer selflessness – that he would sacrifice everything to the fatherland...

F. Glinka gave an interesting characteristic of Bestuzhev at the trial:
Alexander Bestuzhev, a man with a romantic head [...] He was meeting me most often on the streets.
I was walking while deeply in my thoughts, and he with knightly way of walk and, meeting, was
telling me: “To fight! To fight!” I always replied: “It is enough of knighthood! Live more
peacefully!” And afterwards it was almost always heard that there was a duel somewhere, and he
was a second or a participant.
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Some scholars, indeed, see them as symbolizing two stages of the Decembrist conspiracy – the
more moderate Glinka from the Union of Welfare and the enthusiastically militant Bestuzhev who
was on the Senate Square on December 14th.764
There also was a shift in Decembrist attitudes towards dueling. In the 1820s, when the
conspiracy matured, “reckless dueling” looked silly and meaningless in light of the societies’
agenda of enlightenment and philanthropy. The initial “spark” remained but was transformed and
redirected towards new aims: social protest and civic self-sacrifice.765 Although Decembrists did
not fight “political duels” among themselves or with their perceived state enemies, some of their
duels acquired political tones. One such duel had a great socio-political resonance. Decembrist
Constantine Chernov, from the petty nobility, challenged high aristocrat Vladimir Novosil’tsev,
who was betrothed to Chernov’s sister. Novolsil’tsev intentionally stalled the marriage on his
mother’s urging that the Chernovs were not socially fit to the Novosil’tsevs. Two Decembrist
bretteurs, K. Ryleev (Chernov’s distant cousin) and A. Bestuzhev, were Chernov’s second and
adviser, respectively. The duel of pistols was extremely severe with very short distance between
the combatants, and both were killed. Many conspirators came to pay last respects to Chernov on
his deathbed. Chernov served in the rebellious Semenovsky Regiment and Novosil’tsev was aidde-camp of Alexander I. Notably, the duel took place in September 1825, three months before the
Decembrist uprising. Chernov’s funeral was attended by an unprecedented number of mourners
and became the “Russian first public manifestation” of political protest.766
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Baten’kov, who was invited to the funeral, testified at the trial that A. Bestuzhev “was
saying with a joyful air that it was in vain to think that we did not have a common opinion yet, and
generally presented (the funeral) in the form of a democratic triumph.” And Obolensky wrote that:
It is difficult to say how many people accompanied the coffin to the Smolensk cemetery. Everyone
who thought and felt, united here in a silent procession and silently expressed compassion for the
one who expressed a common idea, consciously and unconsciously realized by everyone, the idea
of defending the weak against the strong, the modest against the arrogant.767

At the funeral, Kiukhel’beker read a poem written by Ryleev that ominously began with “We
swear on honor and Chernov – // Enmity and scorn to the timeservers. // The trembling slaves of
Tsars, // The tyrants, ready to oppress us.”768
Some scholars argue that the duels of Ryleev and of Chernov, who was petty nobles,
represented “social defiance” of the gentry asserting noble equality of honor with the arrogant
aristocracy. It is certainly true, but the personal dignity and political subtext of defying
“authorities” per se played a more important role in Decembrist duels. Unnoticed in scholarship is
the trial testimony of A. M. Miklashevsky, a personal friend of “aristocrat” Novosil’tsev, which
shows that he dissuaded the latter from joining the conspiracy in the early 1820s!769 In sum, the
Decembrist uprising had already happened many times before in micro formats of rebellious
dueling, military mutinies and even challenging Nicholas I. The stage for a principal political duel
was set.
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Civic Sacrifice, Suicidal Regicide, and Honor of Oath
As scholars have suggested, the “Decembrist type” was built on the behavioral script of a
“heroic personality” that merged republican self-sacrifice with individual romantic rebellion.770
The public sphere of literature, be it children’s manuals, history books, or poetry, provided ample
examples from Greco-Roman history of heroic civic deeds either in defending the country or
fighting “tyrants.” Classical models enabled the cultivation of the noble self in terms of personal
dignity, patriotism, and noble death. They taught the Decembrist generation that honor, coupled
with historical fame, was superior to death, especially in the case of a national-heroic or civicpolitical sacrifice. It was virtuous, honorable, and romantic to die as a hero on the stage of
History.771
The cult of heroic civic sacrifice was, for example, a common theme of Andrey Turgenev’s
politically neutral Friendly Literary Society (1801). Alexander Voeikov gave several speeches at
the society’s meetings infused with the republican language of self-sacrifice and promotion of the
overthrow of tyrants. His speech On Heroism openly glorified death examples of the ancients such
as Socrates and Leonid. In his speech, dedicated to Peter III’s reign, Voeikov praised the ruler’s
achievements but ended it with this address:
Look at the young Russians who gathered here, animated by a fiery love to the Fatherland! And if
a bloody sacrifice is needed for its happiness, here are our hearts! They are not afraid of daggers!
They are proud of such death. The scaffold itself is the throne of glory, when we must die on it for
the Fatherland!772
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Decembrist father A. Bestuzhev even defined patriotism the same way: “Love to the
Fatherland is the noblest feeling. It makes us love our Fatherland more than ourselves: for a true
citizen will never refuse to sacrifice to it his property, his best benefits, his blood and his life.” He
also underlined the role of emotional power of patriotism, leading to civic sacrifice:
...we need to lay the foundation for these salvific, strong and resolute passions of patriotism and
the desire to glorify ourselves with magnanimous deeds. […] Through a strong passion, of course,
an object becomes so crucial for us that our life becomes painful and unbearable to us, if we do not
have it. Such passions alone are able to make us despise dangers, torment, death itself and direct us
to the most daring enterprises.773

Conversations on Physical and Moral Subjects (1800) of the Moscow University Professor M.
Bakkarevich that were performed as dialogues by students ended with a peculiar short poem:
Blossom, holy fatherland,
Dear and precious to its sons!
We all idolize you
And for your benefit
We are ready to sacrifice ourselves.
Oh! death is nothing when the shackles
And shame threaten your sons!
This way ancient Codrus died,
This is how Leonidas perished,
As an example to Heroes and friends.

The union of kinship and blood ties
Are not as sacred to our hearts
So as sacred the rule of your love.
Father will leave his lovely children
And son will forget his parent
In a hurry to serve the fatherland;
He will die – but his posterity
Will honor the hero as a demigod.
[followed by a chorus of the first stanza]774

Patriotic self-sacrifice as an ethical-emotional norm was more than obvious in the military
sphere, but for officers it was also connected to personal/regiment’s honor. Fear and cowardice
were unaccepted in military milieu, sense of shame playing an important role here. This is why
denial of duel was also dishonorable for its implicit fear of death.775 The Napoleonic wars also
changed Russian national attitudes towards life and death – self-sacrifice of the whole generation
romanticized and elevated death to a symbol of historically meaningful heroism. The readiness to
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die for the nation (rather than for the ruler) became an ethical model of feeling and behavior. Yet,
the post-1815 society wanted to live and act. Idleness was considered a moral-social death. Duels
were paradoxically based on the will to live to the fullest, to rebel, and to die romantically. Active
freedom of life was mirrored in active freedom of death. As Lotman poetically summarized:
The face of the era was also reflected in the image of death. Death gave freedom. Death was sought
in the Caucasian war, which seemed endless, and in a duel. At the point of a dueling pistol, a man
was freed from the imperial power and from the Petersburg bureaucracy. The ability to see your
enemy face to face and point your pistol at him gave only a moment of freedom.776

In this sense, the literary-military culture of self-sacrifice was also connected to a
phenomenon of civic-political suicide. Suicide was publically discussed in novels, instructional
literature, and periodicals in Russia of the late 18th – early 19th century. The educated elites’
attitudes reflected the emerging consciousness of the “autonomous self” and new processes of selffashioning, based on both the Enlightenment’s thrust for the rational individual and Sensibility’s
stress of one’s emotional inner world. The consequent rising sense of personal honor engendered
the new phenomenon of “suicide of honor” as defense of noble dignity, self-sovereignty, and
virtues. The contemporary judgement of suicide was ambiguous in regard to its morality, as it was
with dueling. Enlightenment thinkers, promoting man’s moral autonomy, had to accept the
individual’s rational choice of suicide as defying God’s and ruler/state’s power. Sentimentalists
were more conflicted about it. Personal feelings and especially the sense of moral violation, as
leading to a tragic self-immolation, created the genre’s staple of a sentimentally-virtuous
hero/heroine. Yet the same moral sentiments stressed the virtuous life and social duty over one’s
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personal grievances or fits of passion leading to self-murder. Moral autonomy clashed with moral
duty, but the two were reconciled in the political suicide of honor.777
Political suicide drew its inspiration from the same cultural models of Classicism that
reigned in Russian literature at that period. The republican concept of political freedom embraced
the heroic death and civic self-sacrifice as a means of resistance and offered standards to emulate.
Most prominent in Russia, as in Europe, became the cult of Cato of Utica, who killed himself to
save his personal and civic dignity from Caesar’s tyranny. Even the 1st Cadet Corps had his cult
and greater fascination with Classical heroes-citizens, while one of its students, S. Glinka, once
thought of committing honor suicide based on Cato’s example.778
The topic of civic suicide as defiance of despotism frequented Alexander Sumarokov’s
famous court plays and other theatrical plots in the second half of 18th century. Iakov Kniazhnin
and Alexander Radishchev both used the political suicide model of Cato in their writings.
Kniazhnin’s tragedy Vadim of Novgorod that glorified the ancient Russian republican patriotism
and political suicide was written in ominous 1789 and Catherine II ordered it to be burned.
Radishchev, who was persecuted and imprisoned for his radical writings, embodied the political
suicide of honor, by not only praising it as a dignified expression of civic freedom but also literally
by killing himself, apparently, for the same reason.779 Radishchev’s story and works were widely
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known to educated elites. Notably, S. Glinka was a close friend of Kniazhnin and of A.
Radishchev’s son. Although Kniazhnin’s play was more of underground item, several rebels
admitted on reading his Vadim at the trial. Decembrists used the story of Vadim as a symbol of
ancient Russian liberty and patriotism in their writings: Ryleev wrote a poem Vadim and Raevsky
mentioned him in the poems.780
Hence, honor suicide mirrored the dueling as a political move so as a fatal restoration of
honor if dueling was denied or failed to satisfy. The most common motive for an honor-restoring
suicide was an offender’s refusal to accept a challenge or the sheer impossibility of challenging,
as in the case of the Polish officers and Grand Duke Constantine. In other words, “offense”
transformed into “dishonor” by not letting the duel happen and thus denying noble equality.
Women, for example, were not allowed to duel, leaving them with a choice of suicide as the only
way to “restore” personal/familial/social honor. Needless to say that for men dueling was a
“suicide mission” and many duels were fought out of an unconscious desire to die.781
There was yet another course of action as a sign of protest, besides dying – letting the
“tyrant” die instead. The idea of overthrow and/or assassination of the tyrant evolved through the
18th century into a moral imperative as prescribed in contemporary theatre plays and other types
of literature.782 The impact of Classical republican patriotism was paramount here. While modern
scholars identify the Decembrist secret societies as the cradle of Russian political terrorism in
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terms of the “individual terror” of regicide, terror per se was alien to the Decembrists because of
their rejection of the Jacobin Terror of the 1790s. Their mode of thinking and action more
resembled the eighteenth-century idea of killing the tyrant by “a true son of fatherland.” The
Decembrist major mode of regicide followed the Classical script of tyrant-fighter (tiranoborets)
versus tyrant, in which the stress was not on the assassination’s object but rather on the assassin
and his self-sacrifice for the common good. The assassin, by definition, had to act on a “personal
initiative,” be external to secret societies and die thereafter in order to save the movement from the
shame and dishonor of political murder.783 Regicide was an honorable sacrifice of an individual to
prevent the dishonor of the “revolution.”
Simultaneously, Decembrists did not see Alexander I as all-powerful tyrant but as a human
colleague and an incompetent superior officer. Such a person could be challenged to a duel, but
challenging the “superior” was a problem. Yet, gusarstvo or bretteur behavior, i.e. “living on the
edge” and testing the personal as well social boundaries, offered the “moral extremism” of dying
for an idea or higher principle that easily acquired political overtones.784 Hence, while some
Decembrist assassination plans looked like a personal duel and others appeared as purely political
regicide, all of them entailed republican self-sacrifice and a suicide mission of honor.
The earlier plans were based on Classical models. The first regicide, proposed by M. Lunin
in 1816, entailed a party of masked assassins murdering Alexander I on the Tsarskoe Selo road.
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The use of masks was not functional to hide identity but symbolic, comprising, together with the
dagger, the attributes of Classical tragedy. A new touch was that Alexander had to die not because
he was a tyrant but as a symbol of autocracy in general. Rejected by many, even radical Pestel’,
Lunin retorted that Pestel’ “proposes to write the Encyclopedia first, and then proceed to the
Revolution.” Notably, Lunin already envisioned a suicide mission before, when he unsuccessfully
petitioned to pose as a truce envoy to Napoleon in order to kill him with the dagger that he always
had under his pillow.785 The Classical model also defined the “Moscow conspiracy” of 1817,
where Nikita and Artamon Muravevs (cousins) considered killing Alexander in the Kremlin during
a ball, most probably with a dagger that was easier to conceal than firearms.786
Symbolically, the most telling plan of regicide was devised by Yakushkin in 1817 after the
Union of Welfare learned of Alexander I’s upcoming plans regarding Poland. When A. N.
Muravev offered to cast lots over who was going to assassinate Alexander I, Yakushkin retorted
that:
they were too late, for I decided to sacrifice myself without any lot and would not yield this honor
to anyone. […] Upon the arrival of Emperor Alexander, I decided to go with two pistols to the
Assumption Cathedral and, when the tsar would go to the palace, to shoot him with one pistol, and
myself with the other. In such an act, I saw not murder, but only a duel to the death of both.787

While Yakushkin rejected “political assassination” per se, his plan also contradicted all dueling
rules. His plan was an alloy of both Decembrist cultural templates of the Classical model and the
duel variant. Yakushkin was also suffering from unrequited love and was considering challenging
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another marriage candidate of his lover, Naryshkin, to a duel. Hence regicide for him was a kind
of political duel to let personal emotions out.788
The idea of regicide evolved with the years and “moved” to the more radical Southern
conspiracy, which was less invested in the Northern Guards’ views of personal honor and Classical
imagery. The visibility of the assassins’ self-sacrifice in killing the tyrant was not required
anymore, the regicide had to be of the “military revolution type” executed by anonymous officers.
In 1823 Pestel’ suggested une cohorte perdue (the doomed squad) of 12 officers dressed as soldiers
that would eliminate the entire Romanov family. Notably, this plan was yet about suicide – the
assassins had to be from outside the secret societies and if they survived they were supposed to be
killed by the rebels. There were similar plans by the Vasil’kov Branch and the United Slavs, two
so-called “White Church’s conspiracies” (Belotserkovskie zagovory). Belaia Tserkov’s village was
a place where Alexander I made inspections of the 2nd Army. In several variations, officers
dressed as soldiers had to kill the Emperor either at the front or during the night.789
The Southern regicide plans also involved the “wounded” military honor. The demoted and
bitter F. Vadkovsky contemplated of committing regicide with his blowgun during Alexander’s
regular walks in S.-Petersburg or with a dagger in the Winter Palace’s White Hall at a ball.790 V.
Norov was part of the so-called 1823 “Bobruisk plan” that envisioned officers dressed as soldiers
at the Bobruisk Fortress abducting Alexander with the possibility of a lethal outcome. Norov,
serving at Bobruisk, admitted that he was bitter at his demotion from the Guards due to his
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challenging Grand Duke Nicholas. When Alexander I and Nicholas arrived at the fortress, Norov
managed to obtain royal forgiveness from both. Tellingly, when he personally guarded Alexander
at night, he did not act.791
S. Muravev-Apostol and Mikhail Bestuzhev-Riumin intended to specifically use the
demoted officers, mostly from the United Slavs, in their regicide plans, whom they preferred to
hold outside the conspiracy until 1824. One of the Southern conspiracy’s new members, a demoted
officer from the Guards, I. Zhukov, allegedly said to B.-Riumin:
I know that the death of the sovereign is necessary for success of our enterprise, but if the lot fell
on me to be among the conspirators (the rest were called revolutionaries), then afterwards I would
have taken my own life.

Curiously, but also consistently with the Decembrist ideas of honor, Pestel’ and B.-Riumin
differentiated between “revolutionaries,” as having noble aims and feelings, and outside
“conspirators” who had to be exploited and tainted by murder.792 The essence and the mood of the
secret societies’ uneasy pondering on regicide were faithfully captured, as usual, by Pushkin:
The friend of Mars, Bacchus and Venus,
Lunin was boldly suggesting here
His resolute measures
And inspiringly muttered.

Pushkin was reading his Noels,
Melancholic Yakushkin,
Seemingly was baring in silence
His regicidal dagger.793

The last regicide plans concerned Taganrog, a town in Southern Ukraine, where Alexander
I was visiting in 1825.794 However, Alexander became ill and suddenly died on November 19,
ruining all the plans (including an intended uprising in 1826) of both conspiracies in the North and
in the South. Alexander was childless as was Constantine, who married Polish noblewoman of no
royal blood and signed his abdication in favor of Nicholas, in 1823. Yet this manifesto was kept
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secret. While it is not clear what Nicholas knew of this or whether Constantine was keen to abdicate
and not forced to do so, a dangerous period of interregnum followed. On November 25, even before
learning of Alexander’s death, Nicholas assembled his trustees to tell them that he knew about the
manifesto and was considering ascending the throne if the Emperor died. However, St.
Petersburg’s General-Governor M. A. Miloradovich rejected this plan by arguing that Alexander’s
testament did not suffice for the oath of allegiance and that Constantine had to issue an official
manifesto of abdication. Nicholas convened the State Council, presented Alexander’s will, and
again claimed his rights to the throne but Miloradovich and Admiral N. S. Mordvinov disagreed.
Nicholas, the state administration, and the troops had to swear loyalty to Constantine. A political
vacuum and confusion among high elites followed – Nicholas swore to Constantine but behaved
as a new emperor, while the latter was stalling his official abdication far away in Warsaw.795
The Decembrists in the capital learned about Alexander’s will but after taking an oath to
Constantine they decided to officially disband (!) and continue with “deep conspiracy” for a couple
of years trying to get the highest positions in the military. As A. Bestuzhev testified, combining
political with personal, characteristically of noble conspirators:
After various considerations, it was decided that every business should be postponed for at least 2.
Years (sic), and then depends on what the circumstances will show. My hopes were revived. I love
Grand Duke Constantine Pavlovich from an early age. I served in his regiment, and hoped to
become, as they say, an important person.796

Strangely or not, the military liked Constantine more than other brothers. Like them, he was a
crude “soldier” (soldafon), who cared about parades and drills, commanded with arbitrariness and
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was prone to rage, but he also was “a wild card” – a bretteur-like person, ready to duel or for risky
adventures. He was somewhat of a romantic rebel himself (as his admirer A. Bestuzhev).
During the interregnum period Constantine behaved in idiosyncratic way. Apparently, he
was not happy about Nicholas rushing to the throne and refused to come to the capital in person
for his official abdication but instead sent “insolent” letters from Warsaw that arrived two days
before the uprising. The result was that for a period of two weeks Russian citizens were “free” of
oath. A common rumor was that “The Russian crown is offered up like tea nowadays, and no one
wants it.” The situation was out of royal control and Decembrists decided to act. They were not
even aware that the arrests of Pestel’ and other conspirators in the South were already taking place
after three denunciation reports.797 Many rebels later blamed the interregnum period as the major
cause for their fateful decision to rise up. Prince S. Trubetskoy, who kept the conspiracy appraised
of all the “state secrets” due to his rank and connections at the court, explained:
This state of affairs, which lasted more than two weeks, was most favorable for the establishment
in Russia of a government consistent with the degree of enlightenment of the century. If the highest
Dignitaries of the State were animated by true love to the Fatherland, then it would be easy for
them to do this and protect Russia from the upheavals that would threaten her in the future. [...]
But, however, no one raised his voice in these days, in which a strong echo would have responded
to it. Was it a lack of spirit? Was there a lack of love to the fatherland? Did the concern for one’s
own benefits shut their mouths?

Or, in the words of G. Baten’kov:
Meanwhile, a rare case in history presented itself. Russia became free from the oath given to the
autocracy and lasted continuously for 64 years, embodied by the reigning persons and their heirs
[...] It seemed legitimate to look for something in the fatherland’s favor.

The confusion was so profound that V. Shteingel’ wrote a special manifesto “to the people”
that was not approved by the Decembrist leaders. It started with the description of how both Grand
Dukes essentially rejected the throne and then proclaimed: “So they do not want to. They do not
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know how to be the fathers of the people; but we have not completely orphaned: we have been left
with a mother in Elizabeth. Viva! Elizabeth the Second and the Fatherland!”798 Shteingel’ was
quite serious about elevating Alexander I’s wife Elizabeth Alekseevna. The rhetoric here is very
telling of patrimonial and desacralizing critique of the Dukes as well as of openness to the female
ruler, based on the historical precedents.
There was another crucial aspect of interregnum period – oath of allegiance was sacred and
based on honor. Peter I initiated servicemen’s swearing personal oath of loyalty to the emperor
(not the state or nation) in 1716. During the 18th century the oath became intrinsically connected
to nobility’s honor. Once sworn, nobles could not betray their oath – their social and military word
of honor. Breaking an oath was also a sin and criminal offense of treason.799 Ryleev underlined
that after the rumors of Constantine’s abdication “All unanimously said that once having sworn
an oath it would be low to swear an oath to another Emperor.” Baten'kov went a bit further: “it
all seemed to me shameful to swear allegiance to another sovereign based on one declaration of
the manifesto from him that they treat us as a flock of sheep and drive us whenever they want from
one oath to another.”800
Decembrists decided not to swear to Nicholas, but while jumping on “historical
opportunity,” his candidacy was also personally unpleasant. Many conspirators, who served in the
Izmailovsky Guards under Nicholas’ personal auspices as the regiment’s “Chief,” had personal
frictions with him, as for example, P. Mukhanov and A. Gangeblov, the latter put under arrest by
Nicholas for a minor appearance defect. A. Kapnist, a son of the famous writer and a member of
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the Union of Welfare, left the Izmailovsky regiment due to Nicholas’ persecutions, who once was
about to reproach him but Kapnist retorted: “Your highness, do not touch me, I am ticklish” (means
sensitive in honor matters).801 Nicholas’s confrontations with A. Rozen and M. Pushchin were
discussed above. Of note is that the Izmailovsky Regiment even had its own secret circle outside
the conspiracy.802
Nicholas was infamous in the military, in general. D. Iskritsky, out of the political charges,
readily admitted only to talking: “about the exactingness of then Grand Duke, Emperor Nicholas
Pavlovich, and Sovereign, Grand Duke Michael Pavlovich, mostly about his Imperial Majesty,
whom I was describing as both stingy and vindictive.” Even civil servant G. Baten'kov declared:
“Against the person of the current sovereign, I had prejudice according to the opinions of young
officers, who considered His Majesty to be very partial to the front, strict for all the petty things
and of a vengeful temper.” And A. M. Muravev confirmed:
The rude treatment of the Grand Duke Nicholas made him hated among the soldiers, since he
happened to beat them with his own hands. He also enraged the officers with his insolence and
vindictive character. His upbringing was very careless.803

P. Kakhovsky wrote to Nicholas later from the prison:
You were the Grand Duke, we could not judge You otherwise than by your outward appearance:
Your visible occupations were the front, while soldiers and we were afraid to have a colonel on the
Throne. [...] So, Sire, we were equally afraid of all His Heirs – the reason for this should be known
to You; I will only report to You that even the most devotees to Your Majesty do not justify Your
passion for the front. [...] You have hurt yourself in general opinion by doing this. It is difficult to
calm down the offended love of honor...804
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Hence, during the fateful two weeks of interregnum, when the conspirators met daily to
discuss the plans and tactics of the uprising, they chose the “defense” of the first oath to
Constantine as their major strategy of military revolt. The focus was on honor and sacrality of oath.
It was not a secret that the Guards as a whole did not like Nicholas for his dishonorable treatment
of officers, while soldiers preferred Constantine, who was in favor of reducing the years of service.
Constantine was also the nominal commander and chief of most Guards regiments at this point.
The certainty of support grew from gathering intelligence on the military moods in seven Guards
regiments, Navy Guards and Artillery, and the conspirators undertook an emotional propaganda
campaign concerning the oath to Constantine among officers and soldiers.805 If so, the entire plan
of uprising was built on three personal-emotional aspects: honor of oath, affection to Constantine
and hatred to Nicholas.
Preparations for the rebellion were facilitated by the fact that General-Governor
Miloradovich, a friend of some conspirators, was the de-facto sole legal and military authority in
the capital. Miloradovich not only precluded Nicholas’ accession and compelled everyone swear
an oath to Constantine, but he also ignored Nicholas’s orders to start arrests two days before the
rebellion! A. Bestuzhev testified that “Yakubovich said that when he told Count Miloradovich that
he would not swear to anyone until Constantine Pavlovich personally came to abdicate – he took
his hand and said: believe me, you are not the only one who thinks so.”806
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Two plans of revolt were discussed in the last days. One, proposed by Trubetskoy, entailed
“peaceful military demonstration” of the troops to demand a constitutional system from the
government but was rejected. Ryleev’s plan of “military revolution” initially received approval: to
prevent the military and the Senate from swearing the oath to Nicholas, to establish the Provisional
Revolutionary Government and call the General People’s Assembly (sobor), to capture the Winter
Palace and the Peter and Paul Fortress, to kill Nicholas and to exile the royal family, and to
proclaim a manifesto on reforms including abolishment of monarchy and serfdom. Prince
Trubetskoy was chosen as “Dictator,” i.e. the military commander, due to his highest rank of
Colonel of General Staff. Yet the last basic plan was relatively modest: a bloodless manifestation
without shooting due to the belief that other regiments would join and soldiers would not fire upon
their brothers.807
Nicholas was on alert too. He gave orders to closely watch the soldiers without letting them
talk among themselves and promised awards to loyal officers. While receiving letters from
Constantine, who was refusing to cooperate, on December 12th, along with the reports on the
Southern conspiracy, he decided to ascend before it was too late and designated December 14th as
the day of the oath. The date was kept secret but the rebels learned about it from their friend M.
Speransky who drafted the accession manifesto. Yet Alexander made the Senate, Holy Synod and
State Council swear allegiance on the night of 13th while ordering Guards Staff to do the same with
their troops, quietly and quickly, before the official ceremony. This meant that the rebels lost
support in the military as well as in the Senate, which was supposed to proclaim their revolutionary
manifesto.808 In a sense, Nicholas already won the “oath battle” and thus the entire upcoming fight.
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Due to the oath’s sacrality and attached noble honor, few would join the insurgents. Politics
mattered less. As one conspirator, Semenovsky Regiment’s Colonel, and commander of the Navy
Guards (Gvardeiskii Ekipazh), Major-General Shipov, confided in Trubetskoy, he was not going
to mutiny his troops because he already “gave his word” to Nicholas to assist with the oath.809
The last straw that drove both Nicholas and his opponents act in a haste and tipped the
scale to more direct confrontation was one denunciation. On December 12th, Iakov Rostovtsev, a
new conspirator and adjutant of the Guards Staff came to Nicholas and warned him about the
upcoming rebellion. When asked to name the future rebels, he refused out of his sense of honor.
He informed the conspirators of his intentions, as based on “true patriotism,” beforehand, and even
provided a written copy of his conversation with Nicholas after. He was slapped but not harmed
further. During the revolt he was beaten fiercely by soldiers. He was later in charge of Alexander
II’s 1861 project of serf emancipation.810 His actions put the future “Decembrists” in front of two
choices: to rebel or to await Siberia and potential capital punishment. In a sense, he was a “second”
who delivered the challenge. The “duel with autocracy,” and with Nicholas personally, was on.

“And Still It Is Necessary”: The Last Duel
On December 12th, twenty three year-old poet Prince A. Odoevsky declared: “We are going
to die, oh, how gloriously we are going to die!” Ryleev later testified that many conspirators
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proclaimed similar things on the eve of the uprising.811 Prince E. Obolensky also said “that we
must die together” and later wrote:
I will not talk about the possibility of success: hardly any of us could be convinced of this! [...] but,
with all the improbability of success, everyone felt that an obligation to the Society to fulfill his
given word – he was obliged to fulfill his purpose, and with these feelings, these convictions in the
irresistible need to act, everyone joined the ranks.812

There were also exaltation and hopes of the conspirators but they were ephemeral. A. Rozen tried
to talk “sense” into the conspirators on the eve of the uprising by exposing the difficulties to mutiny
troops. Yet Prince Obolensky and Bulatov said with a grin: ‘Alas you cannot do rehearsals!’” And
then:
“Yes, there are few prospects for success, and still it is necessary, still it is necessary to start; the
start and example will bear fruit.” Even now I hear the sounds and intonation – still it is necessary,
Kondratii Fiodorovich Ryleev told me. […] consequently, they deliberately doomed themselves to
the sacrifice, they revealed the courage that fights without any hope of success.813

However, by sacrificing themselves, the rebels were also about to sacrifice their soldiers,
who were not aware of the “true” political agenda behind the uprising. They were sacrificed “for
their own good,” as the conspiracy’s political agenda included the improvement of soldiers’ lots
by the abolition of corporal punishment and reducing the years of service. Yet the means used to
incite soldiers were quite similar to those of persuading the non-conspirators – adherence to the
oath. Paradoxically, this tactic stressed loyalty to the throne rather than its elimination, as A.
Bestuzhev testified:
How can one move the Russian soldier, if not by faith, if not by attachment to the Tsar? And so it
was decided on the day of the oath for all the front co-members to speak against the oath in their
regiments, to shout that Constantine Pavlovich was either forced or deceived...814
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Ryleev also decided “to sacrifice (prinesti v zhertvu)” Nicholas by assassination to avoid the
possibility of civil war.815 Even Nicholas saw himself as committing self-sacrifice for the nation
by accession: “The fate is terrible, and I dare to think even now, after 10 years, that my sacrifice
was in a moral, in a just sense, much more difficult. [...] I presaged that, obeying the will of my
brother, I was going to doom, but it was impossible otherwise...”816
For Trubetskoy, the civic duel of the 14th and of honorable self-sacrifice were inescapable:
They have long doomed themselves to serve the Fatherland and despised the fear of dishonor and
shameful death. [...] Members of the society who decided to fulfill what they considered their
duty, to which they doomed themselves when entering the society, were not afraid of shame.
They did not have in mind any personal gains for themselves, did not think about wealth, about
honors, about power. [...] In a word, the members of the secret society of the Union of Welfare
decided to sacrifice life, honor, property, and all the advantages that they enjoyed, all that they
had, without any retribution to the Fatherland.817

He exposes here the duality of honor dynamics. To rebel was to actually lose one’s honor because
it went against the oath, the person of the ruler, the state, superiors, and friends. It also went against
a respectable nobleman’s behavior. Hence many rebels used the rhetoric of sacrificing their
private/nobleman’s honor for the civic honor of nation, something that many of them maybe did
not even clearly realize. Yet, the only familiar mode of behavior to noblemen was that of the duel,
which defined how both the rebels and the government acted during the rebellion.
The principal tactic of the uprising on December 14th in St. Petersburg was mutinying as
many Guards regiments as possible for the sake of refusing a new oath to Nicholas. Confusion
regarding the new oath was widespread. B. Bodisko testified that on the eve of the 14th, when the
Navy Guards met to discuss the matters of the oath, some officers shared that Admiral N. S.
Mordvinov had related to them “that he will defend a just cause to the last drop of his blood and
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that the gentlemen officers should be ashamed, if they were not to follow his example.”818 On the
morning of the14th, Bodisko came to his superior for advice on what to do about the oath and the
latter replied: “How to advise here, in this case everyone is responsible for themselves.” The same
morning, non-conspirator Alexander Fok, who decided to refuse a new oath to Nicholas, his later
superior in the Izamilovsky Regiment, left a letter to his father, read by other officers, “that maybe
he will not see him again but so that he would not be upset, for if he falls it would be for the
fatherland.”819
On the morning of 14th, Guards Commanders were supposed to bring their regiments to the
oath. Murmurs of dissent and disturbances were ubiquitous, notwithstanding conspiracy, but
violence was minimal and honor codes were in play. Officers of the Cavalry Artillery handed in
their swords to be arrested in order not to fight the rebels, who were “defending the oath.” While
arrested, they escaped and tried to mutiny soldiers with no success.820 As was anticipated,
Nicholas’s personal Izmailovsky Regiment mutinied. Nil Kozhevnikov circulated a note that some
officers decided to die but not take a new oath and several officers began agitating among soldiers.
Kozhevnikov, indeed, kept a large pistol in his room and he claimed at the trial that it was prepared
for a suicide. Yet the officers failed to disrupt the process of swearing and did not take further
action.821 The Chevalier Guards, who had the most conspirators in their midst, relatively to other
regiments, were also the most passive.822
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The Moscow Regiment was the first to take their place at the Senate Square as an act of
uprising. Alexander Bestuzhev, adjutant of Prince Alexander of Württemberg, joined his brother
Mikhail, who was the Regiment’s officer, to agitate for Constantine, presenting himself as his
adjutant (due to his fancy uniform). Soldiers complied and together with other officers, in all
around 700 men, left the barracks area but returned for the banner and fought for it against the
loyal soldiers. The Regiment could not leave a banner behind, because it was a token of their
corporate honor – without it they would be just “mutineers.” When the Regiment’s Colonel P. K.
Khvoshchinsky (a conspirator in the past!), Commander P. A. Frederiks, and Brigadier V. N.
Shenshin tried to stop the insurgents and defend the banner, they were attacked by Prince D.
Shchepin-Rostovsky, armed with a saber, sword, dagger, and pistol. He cut all three of them with
his saber multiple times, leaving them heavily wounded, and also wounded the soldiers who
defended the banner, one of them mistakenly (he joined the rebels while bleeding). Notably, the
Bestuzhev brothers behaved differently. Mikhail compelled officer Kornilov to let his soldiers join
the mutineers by just showing him a pistol and Alexander pointed a gun at Frederiks but apparently
did not fire. M. Bestuzhev testified later that “he had no other weapon with him besides a sword
and a pistol in the sleeve of his greatcoat, given to me by my brother, for my own protection; or,
if necessary, to shoot myself.”823
This episode was one of the rare acts of violence during the uprising, but S.-Rostovsky was
not a conspirator and ardently believed that he was defending the oath and his own honor – a fact
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that even the Investigating Committee believed later. His peculiar figure combined the common
notions of honor and readiness for self-sacrifice. He described his violence as a mode of dueling:
I then regarded them not as chiefs, but as criminals, and while striking them I was thinking of acting
for my Sovereign [...] and acted to defend myself, for both Generals rushed at me. The proof is that
General Neidgart, who did not take his sword out, I did not touch.

Eventually, he led the soldiers shouting “Hurrah Constantine,” but when they added “and
Constitution,” mistakenly believing it was a name of Constantine’s wife, he angrily said to A.
Bestuzhev: “to hell with the Constitution.” He narrated the conversation with the rebels a day
earlier when they asked him to defend the oath in these terms:
... I was told that in order to fulfill their duty, they would do everything – no matter what the risk.
In this case, I agreed with them and promised to act for myself when Al. Bestuzhev asked me about
the confirmation of my intention, because I did not see a way to choose another path after swearing
an oath to Constantine Pavlovich! without violating honor and nobleness [...] because death seemed
to me almost inevitable [...] for the performance of my office I considered it necessary to sacrifice
myself, it was always my way of thinking [...] And I was only required to go for my Sovereign, of
whom I was a bodyguard and always believed that my service, even to the fatherland, was to protect
the person and all the benefits of the Sovereign Emperor!824

In the Navy Guards, the officers and soldiers disrupted the reading of the manifesto of
Nicholas’s accession by General Shipov (a conspirator in the past). Although the Navy Guards had
their own secret circle, loosely connected to the major conspiracy, A. Beliaev underlined the fact
that they were sincerely against the new oath as contradicting their sense of honor and conscience.
When Shipov sarcastically addressed the hesitant officers with “It is impossible, gentlemen, for
the Sovereign to let know about his abdication to every regiment [...] standing somewhere in the
boondocks!,” F. Vishenvsky, a non-conspirator, retorted in insulted tone: “You, General, forget
that we are his Guards, that is, his bodyguards, and therefore we have the right to expect the
dismissal from the oath given to him only from himself!” As Beliaev summarized, “At that
moment, without even thinking about the coup, it seemed extremely offensive and humiliating to
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us such an unceremonious treatment of our duty, our conscience and such disregard for our selfdependence.” Shipov responded by arresting Vishnevsky and other officers, which they did not
resist, while other handed their sabers off, refusing to make an arrest. Then N. Bestuzhev and W.
Kiukhel’beker arrived shouting that the Moscow Regiment had already rebelled, and shots were
heard. Navy officers and soldiers enthusiastically freed the arrested and all (1100 men) rushed to
the Senate Square. Fatefully, they forgot in a hurry to take the ammunition and four canons with
them.825
The Grenadiers swore the oath but A. Kozhevnikov got drunk and unsuccessfully tried to
incite soldiers, as he attested to his zeal:
Love, devotion and an oath to serve faithfully, to the last drop of blood [...] Constantine Pavlovich,
inflicted a deep wound on my heart, having learned that in such a short time, without having yet enough
time to mourn the loss of […] Alexander, we were losing yet another sovereign, towards whom I was
already burning with zeal. Overwhelmed by passions as a man, to my shame, I could not always be
abstinent. [...] having inflamed my imagination with a strong drink [...] I saw the nearby officers; I
asked them loudly: “For what and to whom do we swear? Where is Constantine Pavlovich?”

He was ordered to stop rambling and was put under arrest. However, two other Grenadier officers,
A. Sutgof and N. Panov, succeeded in mutinying and bringing two companies to the rebels (1100
men).826 A peculiar case was that of the Finland Regiment, which was sent to fight the insurgents.
A. Rozen, who joined the conspiracy on the eve of the uprising, stopped his platoon in the middle
of the bridge, preventing most of the regiment from advancing. There he stayed with 800 men
waiting to join the rebels’ attack, which never happened.827
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Eventually, the arrangement of forces reflected personal/honorable commitments. The
troops who were on the Senate Square had Grand Dukes Michael in the present and Constantine
in the past as their Chiefs. Nicholas’s regiments remained largely loyal. In sum, the rebels had
three incomplete regiments on the Senate Square: half of the Moscow Regiment, almost the full
Navy Guards and two companies of Grenadiers; 30 nobles, 24 officers, 6 civilians, and around
3000 soldiers. The ratio of Decembrist troops to the royalists ultimately became 1 to 4.828
The Russian duel was all about expressing fearlessness and readiness to defend one’s honor
at any cost, the focus being on principles rather than consequences – what really mattered was the
challenge. And that is exactly what rebels did – challenged the autocracy and Nicholas I
personally. The “standing revolution” began. The dueling mode, i.e. minimal violence and
honorable confrontation, characterized the uprising from the onset of the sacrificial mood through
the standing passive “protest” to the bloody end of defeat. At no point did the rebels try to attack,
which also drastically undermined their chances of success. It was decided not to shoot first under
any circumstances and then only at dignitaries who could impact soldiers’ morale.829 The right to
start the duel with a first shot was given to the royal adversaries.830 Notably, Nicholas and the loyal
troops also behaved, or intended to, in an honorable duel-like manner, which disoriented the rebels
even more.
When the Moscow Regiment first arrived at the Square in the morning, there were no other
forces, rebellious or governmental. Yet they did not consider marching straight to the Winter
Palace and taking hold of the government and of Nicholas, who was desperately trying to find
loyal troops at that moment. An even more incredible case was that of the Grenadiers. Panov,
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leading one company, apparently thought that the palace was already taken and freely entered its
yard where Nicholas was trying to assemble the forces. The palace guards thought that the
Grenadiers were joining them. Panov, realizing that he was in the “enemy’s” headquarters, led his
people out instead of storming the palace. Some ego-accounts, including one of Nicholas himself,
mention that when Panov’s troops were leaving the yard Nicholas politely asked them: “where are
you going? if you are for me, so to the right, if not, so to the left!” The rebels went “to the left,”
which was indeed their intended direction.831 Nicholas essentially sent them to their “dueling
position,” not least because he also had not taken his position yet. He also was bitter after oath
disturbances and claimed in his memoirs that when he met Izmailovsky, he gallantly suggested
that “if there are among them the ones who want to go against me, then I do not prevent them and
allow to join the rebels.” Of course, “A loud cheer was the answer to me.”832
The most powerful man in S.-Petersburg, military Governor Miloradovich, played an
ambivalent role on that day. He knew conspirators personally, knew about the conspiracy, made
no arrests, and talked to his confidant A. Yakubovich on the eve of the uprising! Following
Nicholas’s orders, he went to bring the Cavalry Guards but they intentionally were stalling, so he
went to the rebels, on his own initiative, to talk them out of their plans – or alternatively to check
their firmness. Maybe he was too confident in his power and personal connections.833 However,
his “friends” were not there. He was asked to leave several times but he stubbornly stayed agitating
soldiers. The provoked officers thought it was too dangerous to let him talk, because he was an
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1812 hero and idolized by soldiers. P. Kakhovsky shot him and E. Obolensky pierced him with a
soldier’s bayonet. Miloradovich died from his wounds later that day.834
Kakhovsky did not stop there. When Colonel Stiurler came and begged his Grenadiers to
surrender, Kakhovsky shot and mortally wounded him too, saying to A. Odoevsky “that he had
two deaths on his soul, that he was disgusted with butchering, and throwing the pistol, he told me
that ‘It is enough for me!’” In a characteristic way, even a petty noble and a retired subaltern officer
was “disgusted” from his own dishonorable actions. He acknowledged intentionally killing
Miloradovich and Stiurler but insisted he had hit an additional officer in an honorable way: “I hit
the officer, not from behind, but in the face, he did not fall [...] it was a moment – I came to my
senses, I felt sorry for him and I took him to the square.”835
There were other government attempts of persuading the rebels to disband. Two Generals
and two Metropolitans failed in their mission. None of the above were hurt. W. Kiukhel’beker
tried to fire his pistol at General A. L. Voinov, who was sent to negotiate, but was stopped by
Kakhovsky. M. Bodisko testified that Voinov was warned by some rebels but replied “Let them
shoot, I am doing my duty and I’m not afraid of death.” And then added: “This had a particularly
strong effect on people and opened their eyes that they were with the mutineers.”836 This testimony
was not corroborated by other sources and the General was portrayed as a coward, but the notion
that patriotic honor of adversaries transferred the title of “villain” onto the rebels, making them
unlawful mutineers, is indicative here.
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Another fate awaited private initiatives. When Grand Duke Michael tried to talk to sailors,
Kiukhel’beker tried to fire a pistol at him, but it failed. Odoevsky had purposefully damaged the
pistol beforehand and Kakhovsky took it from him after the attempt. In another version, sailors
prevented him from shooting. Kiukhel’beker claimed that he knew that the pistol was damaged,
and that Michael said to him after his capture: “I do not have a pretension for you! In all your
simplicity you are high, chivalrous...”837
Nicholas also feared for his life and already on December 11th asked for personal guards
with a captain next to his door. That night it was Mikhail Bestuzhev who guarded his bedroom.
When soldiers accidentally made a noise in the middle of the night, a scared Nicholas opened the
door and inquired as to what had happened. After Bestuzhev’s explanation, he yet could not forgive
him this fear and later betrayal at the trial. On December 13th it was Prince A. Odoevsky who stood
guard inside the palace where the royal family resided and did not act on this regicide
opportunity.838 There were also three (self-) appointed candidates to assassinate Nicholas. All
three, being bretteur-like persons and two known for their military prowess, did not act on their
intentions.839 Cowardice, obviously, was out of equation here, rather honor was the factor that
weighed in.
Two days before the uprising, P. Kakhovsky apparently said to N. Bestuzhev: “One cannot
do anything with these philanthropists; one just need to slaughter here, and that is all; otherwise,
if they disagree, then I will be the first to go and denounce everything upon myself.” Kakhkovsky
claimed that he said instead: “Politicians, politicians – but one need to fight (rubit’sia).”
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Kakhovsky got one thing right – he was an exception; he was not a “philanthropist” like the rest
of the conspirators. And yet noble honor was not alien to him – both Generals he killed had actively
tried to end the uprising, they were not innocent bystanders. Yet Kakhovsky’s sense of honor was
also what prevented him from killing Nicholas. Ryleev, the leader of the Northern Society, came
up with the idea of assassins who would be external to the conspiracy and would sacrifice
themselves without tainting the “noble revolutionaries” with regicide. He saw Kakhovsky as “the
dagger” of the tyrant-fighter, for the latter was poor, lived at Ryleev’s expense (food and housing),
and was not an official member of the secret society. It is very likely that Ryleev thought of
Kakhovsky as not honorable and claimed that the latter volunteered for regicide. Kakhovsky
provided his version:
I spoke with Ryleev: about the duties of a Citizen, about selflessness and, among other words, said:
that for the good of the fatherland, I would be ready to sacrifice my father as well – I felt that way.
From this he concluded that I was capable of killing the Emperor...840

When A. Bestuzhev said that “Ryleev imagines that there will be people who will not only
dare to sacrifice themselves for the society’s goal, but also will sacrifice the very honor for it,”
Kakhovsky's answer was “that if killing the Tsar is a crime [...] then it is better not to start it [...]
if he (Ryleev) perceives me as a dagger, then please tell him not to prick...” A. Bestuzhev peculiarly
testified that Kakhovsky refused to commit regicide not because of the evilness of such an act or
expected punishment, but rather for “ill fame” and the dishonor associated with it. The veracity of
Bestuzhev’s statement is strengthened by the fact that withdrawal from regicide because of honor,
rather than from moral/political reasons, was clearly more indicting. Kakhovsky admitted that he
would even take a shot at Nicholas if he got close to the rebels on December 14th, but would never
kill him from around the corner as Ryleev wanted him to.841
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Ryleev was unsuccessfully teasing Kakhovsky with the heroism of his second “sacrificial
candidate,” Yakubovich, “who, without further consideration, believes in the honor of people and
is ready to sacrifice himself in every possible way.” Yakubovich originally came to St. Petersburg
with a plan of assassinating Alexander I out of personal vendetta of dishonorable military demotion
and was not a member of conspiracy. After Alexander’s death, Ryleev counted on him as a
potential assassin of Nicholas as well. On December 14th, Yakubovich surprised everyone. He was
not with the rebels, instead he fearlessly traveled multiple times between the insurgents and loyal
troops, becoming a kind of mediator. He spoke to Nicholas without attempting on his life, while
having a hidden pistol with him, acquired royal forgiveness, and advised the rebels that the new
emperor feared them. Nicholas believed he was gathering information and sent him along with
others to Siberia. Yet, both Decembrists and scholars pondered his dubious behavior during the
revolt.842
Yakubovich’s true intensions (and emotions) remain a mystery. It is quite clear, on the
other hand, that he behaved like a bretteur by showing off his suicidal bravery and challenging not
just his opponents but the situation itself. As for regicide, the answer was there all along –
Yakubovich did not want to kill Nicholas because he did not have any personal pretensions towards
him and politics were not on his mind. He also was granted his coveted transfer back to the Guards.
One of the conspirators quoted Yakubovich on the eve of the rebellion, when the assassination of
Nicholas was discussed:
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“...however, Sirs, I confess to you that I am not able to take this upon myself; I cannot do this
because I have a good heart. I wanted to do this against whom I breathed vengeance, but I cannot
be a cold-blooded killer because I have a good heart.”843

Meaning, to commit regicide one needs passionate zeal and personal/political stakes, otherwise it
is just murder, and such an act is dishonorable.
There was another self-proclaimed assassin, Alexander Bulatov, who learned about the
conspiracy from Ryleev, with whom he studied in the 1st Cadet Corps, a month before the uprising.
The plan was that he would sway the Grenadiers, where he used to serve and had become a
legendary commander during the wars. On the eve of the uprising, he became friends with
Yakubovich, both being famous for their military bravery and Romantic-theatrical behavior. On
the 14th, Bulatov stood for a while next to Nicholas hiding two pistols and a dagger but could not
act. He swore to kill Nicholas again when hearing about the casualties on the Senate Square and
taking the oath the next day but instead gave himself up to the authorities.844
During the standout at the Senate Square, the Cavalry Guards, led by Alexei Orlov, a
personal friend of Nicholas and brother of the conspirator Mikhail, attacked the rebels five times.
Yet, they were rebutted with the least possible casualties, because the insurgents were shooting
above heads or aiming at horses.845
The leaders of the uprising, Ryleev and Trubetskoy, did not show up. Ryleev was looking
for Trubetskoy, who was hiding in the General Staff offices, and canvassing the military barracks
trying to bring more soldiers. Trubetskoy later claimed that he tried to prevent the bloodshed, as
he was a “military dictator” who was supposed to lead the attack on the government forces. There
843
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was no clear chain of command at the Square and rebels did not want to attack. They were waiting
for darkness because they learned from their subordinates that “government soldiers” would join
them during the night. There was secret communication between soldiers on both sides throughout
the entire day. Notably, the government soldiers were ashamed to disobey their commanders in
daylight! Nicholas and his generals realized the dangers in dragging the affair into the night. As
Nicholas I wrote in his memoirs about this moment: “I saw that either I should take it upon myself
to shed the blood of some and save almost certainly everything; or, having spared myself,
resolutely sacrifice the State.” I. O. Sukhozanet, a commander of artillery, was sent to nobly ask
the rebels to leave before giving the orders to fire on them. The rebels refused. A soldier at the
canon also refused. The officer, Il’ia Bakunin (a relative of the future anarchist) fired instead of
him.846 N. Bestuzhev described what happened next as a duel-like scene of self-sacrifice:
From the first shot, seven people near me fell: I did not hear a single sigh, did not notice a single
convulsive movement – the buckshot struck so cruelly at this distance. Perfect silence reigned
between the living and the dead. The second and third shots knocked down a bunch of soldiers and
rabble, which gathered in droves around our place. I stood in exactly the same position, looked
sadly into the eyes of death and waited for the fatal blow; at that moment existence was so bitter
that death seemed to me to be the well-being.847

The physical duel was over. Other shots were fired and carnage ensued. The attempts to reorganize
soldiers failed due to the high casualties and physical attacks by the government forces. Many
civilians were killed. During the night, the authorities secretly dropped bodies under the ice in the
Neva River, including the wounded. Miraculously, none of the “Decembrists” were even
wounded.848
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Moscow, hearing some rumors, was boiling with anxieties and hopes. Many educated
noles, unconnected to the conspiracy, were anticipating some kind of socio-political change. The
Northern Society’s Moscow branch was in disarray and hesitantly contemplated rising up, but on
December 18th Moscow was sworn to Nicholas I and arrests began, curtailing these plans. Yet,
Moscow conspirators envisioned, if only briefly, their actions according to the same cultural code
of honor and self-sacrifice. The tone was set by the letter from St. Petersburg of I. Pushchin: “When
you receive this letter, everything will be decided. […] The occasion is convenient; if we do
nothing, we deserve in all might the name of scoundrels. […] Farewell, sigh for us, if... Success is
in the hands of God!!” Indeed, M. Orlov, after quoting this letter verbatim at the trial, commented:
“They went to it, having neither the means nor the hope of success, solely because they were
ashamed of not getting their work done...” Hence the Moscow conspirators’ first impulse was to
rebel out of honor and solidarity, “having fulfilled their duties to the end both to the Secret Society
and to their comrades,” as I. Yakushkin wrote. P. Mukhanov, coming from the capital, shared
details of the uprising. He claimed that it would be dishonorable to let their friends rot in prison
and called to assassinate Nicholas I immediately (with a small pistol hidden in the sword’s handle),
volunteering himself for such role. This plan was rejected and that was the end of the “Moscow
conspiracy.”849
Another uprising happened in the 2nd Army, the headquarters of the Southern Society. The
South learned about Alexander I’s demise before St. Petersburg and the uprising was scheduled
for January 1st of 1826. Alexander I received the spies’ reports on the Southern conspiracy on his
deathbed and military authorities initiated first arrests in early December. The December 13th arrest
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of the conspiracy’s radical leader, Colonel Pavel Pestel’, who readily volunteered names and
information, and the passivity of his comrades, disabled two branches of Tul’chin and later of
Kamenka. The last word was left to the Vasil’kov Board, which included the United Slavs. Its
leader, Sergey Muravev-Apostol, learned of the events of 14th only on December 25th. The first
thing he did was to ask the Polish Secret Society to kill Grand Duke Constantine in Warsaw, which
they refused.850 That is to say, the Guards’ concerns with the honor of the oath did not bother the
South at all and were not part of any plans. Yet, the upcoming uprising of the Chernigovsky
Regiment led by M.-Apostol, while differing from the revolt in the capital, followed the same
emotional-behavioral codes of officers’ honor and patriotic sacrifice.
First, M.-Apostol, joined by his brother Matvei and after learning that his superior, the
Chernigovsky commander G. I. Gebel’, was looking for him with two police officers, decided to
rise up the military. However, his two cousins, Colonels Alexander and Artamon Z. Muravevs,
refused to cooperate. Ivan Gorbachevsky described the peculiar conversation that happened when
the Muravevs learned about their issued arrest:
– Everything is over! – Matvei Muravev cried out. – We are dead, a terrible fate awaits us; are not
we better off dead? Order dinner and champagne to be served, – he continued, turning to Artamon
Muravev, – let us drink and shoot ourselves merrily.
– Would not it be too early? – S. Muravev said with some chagrin.
– We will die at the right time, – Matvei objected, – think, brother, that we are the four main
members, and that by our death we can conceal the lesser-known ones from the government;
searches.

A disappointed M.-Apostol and his brother Matvei stayed at the house of a fellow officerconspirator, where they were accidentally found by Gebel’ and policemen.851 When Gebel’ took
their pistols while they were asleep, and declared their arrest, the brothers gallantly invited him to
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a tea which he gladly accepted. The brothers were waiting for the Chernigovsky’s subaltern
officers-conspirators, who arrived in the morning. What happened next was the single most violent
episode in the Southern revolt. After a brief confrontation, the coming officers started mercilessly
beating Gebel’ and piercing him with bayonets and swords, probably on S M.-Apostol’s orders. S.
M.-Apostol joined them. After the attack, a half-dead Gebel’ was taken away by one of the soldiers.
He had thirteen cold weapon wounds, a broken head, and lost half of his fingers, but he ultimately
survived. S. M.-Apostol suffered from feelings of guilt thereafter.852
Neither Decembrists and their contemporaries nor scholars could fully decide on the
reasons for such an uncharacteristic violent outburst. The answer might lie in the Army’s sense of
military honor, as explored in this study. Four subaltern officers from the United Slavs that arrived
were met with Gebel’s angry rebukes on their unauthorized (by him) absence from their military
posts and duties. Moreover, Gebel’ was hated by many for his rude behavior and lack of nobleness,
both moral and actual, because his father had just received nobility through service.853 Matvei M.Apostol described what happened at the trial this way:
Kuz’min came up to me, I was lying on the bed behind the partition and taking my hand asked me
what to do, to which I answered him, to go where they would take us. I will make a remark here
that Kuz’min had wanted to take revenge on Lieutenant Colonel Gebel’ for a long time, I do not
know, for some rudeness [...] I myself went out and saw that Shchepilov and Kuz’min were chasing
after Lieutenant Colonel Gebel’; I stopped Shchepilov by the hand and asked him to withdraw, he
answered me soon “you do not know him; he is the lowest person...”
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Matvei claimed that the whole uprising happened because of Gebel’s rudeness.854 Gebel’s
swearing and threatening of the officers produced intense indignation on their side that resulted in
an emotional outburst of violence. Even more so, he could be only beaten, not challenged for a
duel, for his nobility was in question by both his actions and pedigree. Notably, the police officer
got on his knees begging for mercy and S. M.-Apostol let him go, which was a “noble mistake,”
for this officer was the first to inform on uprising, before it even started, giving the military in the
region time to prepare for warfare.
This single episode enabled the uprising of the Chernigovsky Regiment, the decision
resting on the shoulders of one man – Colonel Sergey Muravev-Apostol. Noble honor was
involved here directly and in two ways: Sergey could not betray the trust of his officers who
committed such acts and officially “rebelled” to free him from the arrest, but he also felt that it
would be dishonorable to give up his own conspiracy and its members, especially in light of the
honorable self-sacrifice in St. Petersburg. He was also a seasoned combat officer who fought in
the Napoleonic Wars and had few illusions about the possible outcome, making his mission
suicidal and sacrificial from the onset.855
From then on, S. M.-Apostol tried to behave in an honorable way towards his adversaries
and to keep his soldiers from looting and violence, though not always succeeding. When he came
with one company of soldiers to the small town of Vasil’kov, the Chernigovsky’s headquarters, to
reunite with the Regiment, Major S. Trukhin tried to stop him. Being known for his immoral
behavior and tyranny of subordinates, Trukhin was beaten by his own soldiers. M.-Apostol stopped
them and put him under arrest. Two police officers who came to Vasil’kov were also arrested with
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no harm.856 Then M.-Apostol made the local priest read his Catechesis, written by the Colonel in
simple spiritual-religious terms, to appeal to soldiers’ piousness and incite republican patriotism.
Many officers claimed later that it did not provide the intended effect on soldiers. But after reading
the Catechesis, M.-Apostol addressed his troops:
...our cause is so great and noble that it should not be tainted by any coercion, and therefore whoever
of you, both officers and privates, feels incapable of such an undertaking, let him immediately leave
the ranks, he can stay in the city without fear if only his conscience will allow him to be calm...

Everyone cheered and no one left. However, the next day one company of soldiers and their officer
refused to follow and were peacefully let go. All the arrestees, such as police officers and those
loyal to the government, being practically the “enemy,” were released with no harm and used this
lenience to inform the government forces of rebels’ location and movement. Several officers from
the Chernigovsky Regiment who did not want to participate were discharged by M.-Apostol. This
demonstrates that the revolt itself was a kind of emotional community based on shared noble
feelings of patriotism and a certain willingness for honorable sacrifice. Anyone who did not share
the same feelings was forgiven, because the “right emotions” could not be enforced, as M.-Apostol
said to the leaving soldiers: “if you feel unable to share our labors, I am not forcing you to follow
the regiment: it depends on your will.”857
Around this time, the third brother, Ippolit Muravev-Apostol, joined the rebels in
Vasil’kov. Being only 20 years old, he had just graduated with distinction as an officer, a splendid
career ahead of him. He was sent to his first post in Tul’chin from St. Petersburg on December
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13th. But he also carried with him letters from the Northern conspiracy which he burned upon
learning of the failed revolt. Sergey and Matvei begged him to leave but he refused by saying:
Maybe your enterprise will succeed, but if I was deceived in my hopes, I will not survive the
second failure and I swear on my honor to fall dead at a fatal place. These words touched
everyone.
– I swear they will not take me alive! – Lieutenant Kuz’min cried out with fervor. – I said long
ago: “Freedom or death!”
Ippolit Muravev threw himself on his neck: they hugged, exchanged pistols, and both fulfilled their
oath.858

The uprising was betrayed by many conspirators, especially the other regiments’
commanders. Most United Slavs were arrested while waiting for instructions, being dispersed in
various distant regiments. That left the Chernigovsky Regiment completely alone. M.-Apostol was
advised to travel through villages so that the government forces would not use cavalry and artillery
against his forces in more populated areas. M.-Apostol decided to proceed in the open. On January
3rd, 1826, he led around 1000 men through the open steppe when was confronted with three cavalry
squadrons and two canons that started fire. M.-Apostol forbid firing back, relying on the
conspirators in the enemy’s lines, who were already been arrested, and led his troops, in a suicidal
manner, directly into cannons that killed and wounded several rebels. M.-Apostol fell head
wounded and soldiers, upon seeing this, started running away. Only 500 hussars, in the end,
attacked and chased the remnants; they did not harm anyone. And, when one sergeant started
scolding the rebelling officers, a hussar officer slapped him. Young Ippolit, being wounded and
thinking that Sergey was killed, shot himself in the head. Kuz’min, from the United Slavs,
concealed his own wounds so that no one would find a pistol hidden in his sleeve. He theatrically
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shot himself in front of his comrades while under arrest. The soldiers, guarding the rebels, started
running away out of fear but were persuaded by the arrestees to stay.859
Suicide of honor, following the self-sacrificial mood and duel-like mode of uprising,
constituted another important code of the rebels’ behavior. The guiding motives were mostly noble
honor and shame of the failed rebellion, because the failed revolutionaries become criminals and
traitors. Ivan Sukhinov escaped after the Chernigovsky defeat and hid in a peasant’s household.
When almost discovered by a search party, he shot himself in the mouth twice, but the pistol
misfired. He killed himself later in Siberia. Matvei M.-Apostol testified that he had been
contemplating suicide since 1823. He considered it twice during the uprising and tried to die from
starvation in prison. His brother Sergey managed to dissuade him from this plan, just before his
own execution, in the last letter:
Running my mind past my delusions, I remember with horror your tendency to commit suicide, I
remember with horror that I never rebelled against it, as I was obliged to do in my opinion, and
even increased it by talking. [...] Dear friend Matiusha! Since I parted with you, I have pondered a
lot about suicide, and all my meditations [...] and the comforting reading of the Gospel convinced
me that never, in any case, a person has no right to encroach on his life.860

In the capital, many arrestees experienced complicated mental breakdowns, being torn
between their nobleman/officer status and monarchical loyalty as well as their commitment to the
“revolutionary cause” and “fallen” colleagues. A notable case was that of A. Bulatov who came to
the palace to surrender in full uniform with medals on December 15th, while being hugged and
kissed by Nicholas I and his brother Michael. Bulatov, not being even a conspirator or a rebel, was
ashamed of his regicidal feelings (!) and asked for the royal pardon of Yakubovich and the
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Grenadiers, who were mutinied with his name, in exchange for him being shot. When these
demands were not met, he threatened to kill himself, started fasting, and broke his skull by hitting
the wall just before the official trial started.861
Izmailovsky’s Captain I. Bogdanovich, apparently not a conspirator, obstructed the oath
swearing on December 14th, believing it was a ruse. He shot himself on the morning of the 15th,
probably out of shame for his misbehavior. His colleague N. Kozhevnikov was contemplating
suicide for the same reasons, on the same day. It seems that the mutinous acts against the oath to
Nicholas I in the Izmailovsky Regiment were especially shameful because of Nicholas being its
personal Chief.862 In prison, P. Svistunov tried to commit suicide twice: first he swallowed glass
but was rescued by the casemate doctor and he later jumped in the river while on a supervised
walk, but was saved by his guard. N. Zaikin was afraid that he would reveal where he buried
Pestel’s political project, Russian Justice, which he eventually did, but tried first to break his head
hitting the wall. I. Annenkov tried to hang himself with a towel in prison.863
There were other ways to commit suicide based on self-sacrifice. Such were, for example,
the last minute regicide plans of Nicholas I. In addition to the abovementioned Moscow
conspiracy’s suggestion of Mukhanov, at least two other conspirators contemplated killing
Nicholas out of personal and national honor. In the south, A. Podzhio volunteered going to St.
Petersburg to assassinate the new Emperor because of the arrests of his comrades, one of whom,
V. Likharev, was married to Podzhio’s wife’s pregnant sister, but was arrested. In the capital, naval
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officer V. Divov proposed regicide to his colleagues while already under arrest.864 One could also
sacrifice himself by taking full blame for the conspiracies and uprisings. To give just the most
telling examples:
K. Ryleev: Sovereign! Have mercy on the comrades of my crime. I am guiltier than all of them
[...] They will not say this because of their friendship to me and out of nobleness [...] Execute me
alone...
S. Muravev-Apostol: “The most influence on all the mutiny of the Chernigovsky regiment, and I
can add, the only influence, was Mine (sic).”
A. Yakubovich: Our goal was the good of the fatherland; we failed – we fell; but a sacrifice is
needed to eliminate the future daredevils. I am young, I look good, I am known in the army for my
bravery; so let them shoot me in the square, near the monument to Peter the Great.865

Other forms of behavior, as defined by emotional norms of honor, were non-resistance to
arrest, voluntary surrender, and the very few attempts at escape. Several rebels and accomplices
handed themselves to the authorities immediately after the uprising or shortly thereafter. None
tried to resist arrest. The violent defender of the oath, Shchepin-Rostovsky, ordered his soldiers to
surrender and handed his saber off while surrounded by government forces. He stressed at the trial
that he was scolded and insulted during the arrest multiple times but did not react with
“insolences.” While A. Sutgof and M. Kiukhel’beker handed their swords to the government
officers on the square, the brother of the latter, W. Kiukhel’beker, left the capital with his servant
dressed as peasants. He managed to reach Warsaw wherein he was apprehended without resistance.
His classmate I. Pushchin was presented with a passport from their Lyceum friend A. Gorchakov,
the future Minister of Foreign Affairs, but rejected it out of honor.866
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On the morning of December 15th, A. Bestuzhev, dressed in his best parade uniform,
entered the palace with such aplomb that it took time for the officers to realize who he was and
politely arrest him, while he was commanding his own convoy. His brother Mikhail obtained
clothes and a wig from a friend working in the theatre but after three days of evading arrest he
decided it was “low.” Yet, he also wanted to come with the full uniform and sent the actor to steal
it from Bestuzhevs’ own house, while taking care not to be arrested on the street as a criminal. He
succeeded in surrendering “with honor.” The third brother, naval officer Nikolay, tried to run away,
dressed as a sailor, but was recognized and caught by his own subordinates.867
There were many more opportunities to escape in the south, it being a loosely administered
area and close to the borders. N. Basargin, in the headquarters of the 2nd Army, could have easily
escaped and even had a false passport but he burned it and decided to share the fate of his comrades.
I. Sukhinov, from the United Slavs, escaped straight from the “battlefield” of the Chernigovsky
Uprising and got as far as Kishinev in modern Moldavia. He intended to cross the border twice,
but conscience and honor led him to surrender to the authorities.868 In distant Warsaw, when
Nicholas I demanded to send M. Lunin for trial, Grand Duke Constantine initially refused to
comply and apparently gave Lunin a month to escape, by letting him go hunting in nearby Prussia.
But Lunin returned out of honor after hunting and was sent to St. Petersburg after Nicholas’s
second demand.869 It was time to pay for challenging the autocracy.

In Lieu of Conclusion: Duel Must Go on
Alexander Turgenev wrote in his travel diary on December 29 while in Europe:
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In the evening I learned about the bloodshed in St. Petersburg. Who is to blame? Was it not respect
for the oath, and therefore for the given word, that armed them? Will anyone, who is indifferent to
this sacred act, or who sacrifices his life and more to his duty, find mercy for himself before a heartknower (i.e. God)?

The next day he wrote: “I saw the Seine covered with snow ice [...] Neva! What is the matter with
you? Are not your shores covered with new victims?”870
Tellingly, the relatively conservative brother of conspirator Nikolay immediately thought
of oath issues as a cause for rebellion, without knowing the details. The oath played a complex
role in the uprising in St. Petersburg. It was a revolutionary tool but also something of a reality.
While the Northern Society’s leaders actively manipulated the feelings of civic-military honor of
nearby stationed regiments, many of the conspiracy’s members and especially the “accidental”
officers-rebels of the 14th really felt that way and believed in the righteousness of such protest.871
Notably, honor of oath was more important to the sensitive Guards, who shared some power with
the government in the capital and its environs. It was a different story for the Army – those officers,
stationed on the periphery of Imperial power, were more upset with their immediate commanders
(“boyars”). They did not have access to the monarch, who “exiled” them, and thus did not care
about him in the same vein as the Guards did. The Southern regicide plans, being more rationalistic
and brutal than in the North, illustrate this point.
As it has been already established in scholarship, there was a tangible difference between
the conspiracy as such and the uprisings. Only a tiny fraction of conspirators rebelled in both
places. Also, the conspiracy itself was renovated. The secret societies’ second wave of 1823-1825
featured mostly new adepts – out of 121 officially and harshly punished rebels, 73 joined the
conspiracy at this period. These were younger, more radical and enthusiastic romantics than the
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Union of Welfare’s seasoned Colonels and political theoreticians of a liberal bent. But there was
also a social difference. Many of the new members in the North, and especially in the South, were
from the petty gentry and of low origin. Also, they were mostly from the “military periphery”, i.e.
from the second-rate Guards regiments or from the Army, including those who were demoted from
the prestigious units.872 Half or more of those who were on the Senate Square or actively obstructed
the new oath were not full members of the secret societies. By modern estimates, 40 participators
on the Senate Square and 15 in Ukraine were not in the conspiracy.873 This count excludes “the
last moment conspirators” such as Kakhovsky, Yakubovich, W. Kiukhel’beker and Bulatov, to
name a few. Yet, it does not mean that the revolutionary attempt was made by “strangers.” As the
present study has ventured to show, the general emotional culture of noble-moral sentiments
encompassed much of the elites, and the “accidental rebels” were never accidental. Their trial
testimonies and later ego-documents clearly show that they did share the same emotional ideas of
the Decembrist type and that they joined the uprisings to risk their careers and lives for the common
good.
The emotional communities of the secret society appropriated the emerging emotional
culture of compassionate patriotism and personal-civic honor, and intensified (or radicalized) those
sentiments. Yet their mode of action was based on the old available templates of noble behavior –
the duel and the adjacent heroic self-sacrifice, and suicide of honor. It is doubtful that the rebels
could execute revolution in any other fashion. Their mode of relatively “peaceful protest” through
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the military, especially in St. Petersburg, was already new for Russia but was carried out through
the existing format they knew.
The uprising of December 14th featured 6 out of 14 Decembrist duelists (from the table
above) and the rebellion in Ukraine was led by the two Muravev-Apostol brothers who had been
ready to duel with Kuz’min, the prominent member of the United Slavs, in the past. Meaning,
duelists were maybe more sensitive to offense and readier to risk their lives.874 Indeed, like in civil
life, friends-conspirators were facing each another for combat on the Senate Square. The duelist I.
Annenkov was in the Chevalier Guards squadron, with 4 other conspirators, ready to attack the
rebels and was even guarding the palace the following days when his comrades were put under
initial arrest. The ex-conspirators, from the times of Union of Welfare, facing the rebels were: 3
Guards Regiments’ commanders, 5 Colonels, 3 General Staff adjutants, adjutant of Alexander I, 2
adjutants of Grand Duke Michael, and 3 personal adjutants of Nicholas I, who were with him on
December 14th!875
Dueling was already political for Decembrists before the uprisings and an obviously more
heroic action of protest than a political debate. Yet, as a political tool it worked only with
Constantine, who was ready to admit equality with nobility by accepting a challenge from Lunin.
Nicholas denied the duel to Norov as a symbol of denying the nobility’s right to negotiation of
autocratic power and reassured this on the 14th. One scholar suggests that the 14th was an
expression of the Decembrist defiant challenge of the bretteur type.876 Yet it was a more “serious”
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military type of duel based on new political ideas and emotional norms, as well as having national
welfare as its goal.
Lotman also pointed out that Decembrists were preoccupied more with the tragedy of
victory bought with blood rather than with the bretteur’s cult of the victor. Hence the rebels came
to the Square in a tragic and sacrificial mood, envisioning revolt as a symbolic martyrdom through
suicide of honor.877 Not everyone, of course, saw such sacrifice in the same civic terms. Petr
Beliaev experienced it in religious fashion:
...this feat was hard for me; the struggle of feelings was hard, but the duty, as I understood it then,
to sacrifice to the Fatherland the very happiness of the mother and family – my most sacred
affections – finally won! I remembered the words of the Savior: “He who does not leave his mother,
sisters, and possessions, for my sake (I meant by this my duty), is not worthy of Me,” – this is how
sincerely all fanatics, both religious and political, can be mistaken...878

Beliaev sincerely repented his “sins” at the trial and told the investigators everything he knew
about the conspiracy, turning to religion and deep spirituality for the rest of his life.
The question of the Decembrists’ incriminating and self-harming “sincerity” have bothered
scholars ever since. Vernadsky provides an intriguing insight:
On the morning of December 14, 1825, the members of the secret society had a moral foundation
for their rebellion; by noon, this ground had disappeared. In the morning they were, in their own
eyes, heroes and martyrs for freedom, like the ancient Romans; in the evening, in their own eyes,
they were only rebels and villains.

Meaning, Decembrists were invested in or at least torn over the morality and sacrality of the oath.
That is why they were repentant at the trial and volunteered all the information – they were morally
broken without the self-righteousness of the oath. Honor played here a double role. They openly
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described all the conspiracies’ ideas and plans as an act of honor but made every effort to conceal
other members for the same reasons.879
Indeed, the duel with autocracy did not end on the battlefield but continued during the halfyear trial, especially between the arrestees and Nicholas I, who personally supervised the
procedures and engaged in talking to the rebels during the questioning. Unfortunately, due to
reasons of space, it is impossible to give a full picture of the role and meanings of honor during
the trial here. It will suffice to mention a couple of major points. First, all of the accused (including
those who were exonerated/forgiven) claimed, as one, that honor prevented them from informing
the government about the conspiracy and/or uprising plans. Then many initially tried to withhold
information about the other members of the conspiracy or persons who knew about it, for the same
openly stated reasons. Eventually, most cracked, but a few remained firm and the true number of
persons, involved with or aware of the conspiracy, is higher, as known to us from other
contemporary sources and memoirs. Modern scholar Il’in identifies around sixty uncovered
“conspirators,” and the actual number of all involved might be greater.880
Secondly, many Decembrists refused “to bow” to the Investigating Committee or to
Nicholas himself by behaving honorably and accusing the investigators of dishonorable treatment,
even if implicitly. The Investigation and Supreme Court deliberately pressed on notions of honor,
nobleness, and loyalty to the oath to procure confessions, while also trying to establish the opposite
– the ignobility of the “state criminals.” They argued with the rebels on what honor and the role of
the oath were.881 Even the Decembrists’ infamous “openness” about the conspiracy was based, to
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a certain extent, on notions of self-dignity. They were proud of themselves and did not want to
play “conspiratorial” games but to instead tell the truth and underline their patriotism and selfsacrifice as major motives. In sum, a modern reader finds an entire complex discourse of patriotism
and honor deeply interwoven in the trial proceedings.
To give one encompassing example, the discourse on honor and oath featured General
Chernyshev’s questioning of Basargin:
...I will answer with all frankness in relation to myself but will keep silent only about what concerns
others, considering it dishonorable. – “You, sir, have no idea of honor,” – he (Chernyshev) objected,
twirling his mustache and with the same stern look, – “whoever betrays his oath and rebels against
the legitimate authority cannot speak of honor.” There was nothing to answer.882

The answer was given, eventually, by the non-conspirator Alexander N. Raevsky, who was briefly
arrested due to his family and friendly connections to the Southern conspirators. His reply to
Nicholas I on why he did not inform the government as bound by oath became legendary:
“Sovereign! Honor is more valuable than an oath: having violated the first, a person cannot exist,
while without the second he can do.”883 Meaning that one’s personal, noble, military, and civic
honor was more important than the honor of oath to the monarch – something that most
Decembrists could attest to. In the words of Ryleev, which he carved on the prison’s plate: “Prison
is my honor rather than reproach, // I am in it for a rightful cause. // Should I be embarrassed of
these very chains, // When I wear them for my homeland?”884
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CONCLUSION: “IT’S ALL ABOUT LOVE” AND OTHER PARADOXES

The “Failed Revolution” of Nobleness
The first chapter opened with Ivan Muravev-Apostol’s 1814 letter to Gavrila Derzhavin.
Notably, Derzhavin embodied the Russian nobility’s complex heritage at the turn of the 19th
century: he was a court poet of Catherine II, the Russian first Minister of Justice of Alexander I,
and patron of rebellious poet Alexander Pushkin.885 Muravev-Apostol wrote to Derzhavin about
his intentions to inculcate his sons, Sergey, Matvei, and Ippolit, with the noble sentiments of
patriotism so that they would be “worthy to be Russians, worthy to die for Russia.”886 Curiously,
the rebels intended father Ivan, a prominent writer and diplomat, himself to lead the provisional
government together with liberal statesmen N. Mordvinov and M. Speransky, on the eve of
December 14.887 His sons acted on patriotism as they felt and understood it by leading the uprising
in the south. Matvei described their fate:
The naked bodies of those who were killed, including our brother Ippolit, lay on the floor. His face
was not disfigured by a pistol shot [...] the expression on his face was proud, calm. I helped my
wounded brother Sergei to kneel; we looked at our Ippolit, prayed to God and gave the last kiss to
our murdered brother. They put me in a sled with my wounded brother. On the way, we consoled
ourselves with the thought that even in Siberia, or wherever we would be thrown, we would be
inseparable together.888

Matvei got one thing wrong – Sergey was not going to Siberia with him. He was secretly hanged
together with his friend and protégé, Bestuzhev-Riumin, as well as Ryleev, Pestel’, and Kakhovsky
on July 13, 1826. Bestuzhev-Riumin sobbed and had difficulty walking to the scaffold, for he was
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only 25 years old and did not want to die, but “Apostol Sergey” supported and consoled him all
the way. Three of five rebels fell during the execution because of the poor quality of the ropes,
broke their bodies, and had to be hanged twice. Ryleev is alleged to have said that in Russia they
cannot even hang people properly.889
Sons felt that they failed their fathers, as Sergey wrote to his own in one of his last letters
from prison:
I need, dear father, that you (vy) would assure me of your forgiveness [...] Let me also ask you to
keep the ring in memory of me [...] This ring was given to me by Matvei and never left me for five
years. Let it remind you of your son, whom you were once proud of, my dear and kind father, the
son, who caused you a lot of grief, for which he begs for your forgiveness on his knees [...] I kiss
your hands.890

The Decembrists did not satisfy anyone: neither themselves nor their contemporaries or modern
scholars. Sergey M.-Apostol was posthumously blamed by some conspirators and later some
historians as indecisive, meek, and too “noble.” His fellow rebels criticized his poorly-conceived
military tactics and dismissal of the United Slavs’ forces. Characteristically, I. Gorbachevsky, of
the United Slavs, wrote bitterly of S. M.-Apostol to M. Bestuzhev while in Siberia:
Muravev-Apostol contracted the St Petersburg slowness and the opportunity was missed [...] He
was walking and walking until the canister hit his forehead, and it all ended with a rope and Siberia.
What good is after this in moderation, in composure, in dislike for the shedding of blood. In
slowness, in cold reason, in some kind of calculation?891

Notably, Gorbachevsky blames Sergey here for failing to display revolutionary emotional
enthusiasm. M.-Apostol’s behavior even created some kind of cognitive dissonance among the
interrogators. Officer Ushakov, who happened to be traveling through Vasil’kov, was captured by
the rebels but was immediately released by M.-Apostol – which made the trial committee question
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Ushakov’s loyalties. Ushakov immediately reported the rebels to his superiors and took part in an
attack on them as a member of a Hussar squadron. Yet he was arrested, questioned and
reprimanded later because he publicly defended the rebels’ honor in front of other officers when
they called them “scoundrels and traitors.”892
The famous historian of the Decembrist movement, M. Nechkina, wrote about Sergey,

tinged with Marxist-Soviet language that “His personal nobleness and unselfish intentions are
undeniable, but both together do not make a revolution. [...] As a person, he is impeccably pure;
as a revolutionary, he is bad.”893 On the other hand, whereas Soviet scholarship criticized the
Decembrists as “noble revolutionaries,” that is to say, not “professional” and “radical” enough,
Russian liberals blamed the rebels for being “radicals” and for undertaking the uprisings in the
first place. According to the “liberal” camp, the Decembrists squandered Russia’s chances for a
peaceful and gradual transformation of its political system by the nobility, i.e. liberal elites, who
had the political power to do so, being as they were the only Russian corporate estate with
privileges and some kind of “civil rights,” granted by Catherine II. The Decembrists repudiated
Alexander I’s liberal reforms in the 1820s and drove Nicholas I to the oppressive autocracy with
their revolt. Hence, “It is painful to call them ‘guilty’ of failure; but they bear that historical
burden,” as one scholar commented.894
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Yet, while this critique has its rightful place, its focus on political motivation and execution
of the rebellions misses some key factors. Sergey M.-Apostol, his noble feelings, and hence the
two uprisings writ large, are somewhat misunderstood by harsh critics. One of the possible answers
lies in the question of Decembrists’ motivation which grew from their cultural mentality, emotions,
and ideas
Michael Confino argued that “their rebellion was first and foremost an existential one, a
rebellion of men of action, not of thinkers. […] essentially it was more psychological than
ideological. The Decembrists were rebels, as Albert Camus conceived this notion, not
revolutionaries.” Bokova further argued that the uprising itself was executed on sheer Romantic
emotions, impulses, and exalted enthusiasm.895 Yet the “existential rebels” were motivated by
cultural norms of thought and feeling of their era. The Decembrist revolts were mythologized in
Russian history, unlike any of the palace coups, due to their “moral passion,” which combined
morality with civic patriotism, nobleness and honor. The noble rebels were part of the Russian
elites’ culture, which educated moral individuals and citizens with proper feelings, and emphasized
morals over politics. Hence, moral self-sacrifice, grounded in political Western theories and local
national psychology (read: emotional culture), was the most viable option for the nobility’s
protest.896
The Decembrists were not “childish dreamers,” who were merely “constantly talking.”
Most of them were experienced brave officers who fought in real wars or in duels – they knew
what “danger” meant and they were “men of action,” even if they saw themselves as romantic
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heroes in a spectacle of classic tragedy on the stage of history.897 Certainly they did not have the
personal experience of making revolution or even a coup d’état but they understood how “military
revolution” worked. The understanding of cultural-emotional motivation also helps uncover why
Decembrists “chose” (even if unconsciously) to execute their rebellions the way they did.
As a recent collective study of revolutions argues, rebels usually have “revolutionary
scripts,” i.e. the templates of action of other rebellions, at their disposal, which can be utilized and
tailored for the borrowers’ needs.898 Russia held a longstanding tradition of palace coups, carried
out by the elite Guards regiments and ending in violent overthrows of reigning monarchs
substituting them with other royal candidates. Such coups tended to end in the premature death of
the overthrown “tyrant,” as in the case of Paul I, the father of Alexander I. The Decembrists were
well aware of the circumstances of this coup, some of their fathers and trial investigators having
been its main participants.899 Yet they resented this template of action of “ignoble” coups that
served only the conspirators’ private interests of power by replacing one tyrant with another. Also,
the idea of the secret murder of the ruler, especially during the night, disgusted them.900
The scholarship is ambiguous on the resemblance of the Decembrist revolts to the palace
coups. A majority agrees that while the events of 1825 in St Petersburg resembled the coups by
form, the Decembrist ideological content significantly differed. The only similarity between the
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two was the Guards’ initiative, that is, of the military elites, to put a better candidate on the throne.
While the Decembrists did not really want to elevate Constantine, many of them were professed
monarchists and toyed with the idea of crowning various candidates from the royal family. Yet,
the Decembrist uprisings had real political programs: the idea of a republican government instead
of a monarchy, a civic worldview, and the national welfare in mind.901 There were other significant
differences as well. Decembrists saw themselves as Classical heroes sacrificing themselves for the
patria and its citizens, based on the neoclassical literary culture of the era.
One scholar aptly summarized the Decembrists’ own rhetoric of the “Classical model” of
the revolt in St Petersburg as based on “tyranny-fighting” (tyranoborchestvo) and consciously
opposed to the tradition of palace coups: 1. The uprising and potential regicide had to occur in
broad daylight for transparency instead of at night, 2. Tyrant-fighters had to sacrifice themselves
unlike “conspirators” who had to survive in the shadows. 3. The necessity of establishing the rule
of law, while the coups broke it. 4. The aims of the Decembrists were moral and noble in a civicpolitical sense, while those of the coups were personal gain and power.902 To give a voice to the
“noble revolutionaries” themselves, Baron Shteingel’ summarized:
So this accession to the throne also became stained with blood. The reign of Alexander became
delineated by two eternal terms – the impunity of the allowed abominable atrocity, and the
merciless punishment of a forced, noble revolt; transparent and based on complete selflessness.903
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Mariia Volkonskaia, the wife of Prince S. Volkonsky, who joined him in Siberia, expressed the
same idea:
I do not dare to recount the history of the events of this era: they are still too close to us and
inaccessible for me; others will do it, and posterity will pronounce judgment on this impulse of
pure and selfless patriotism. Until now, the history of Russia has presented examples of only palace
conspiracies, the participants of which were gaining personal benefit for themselves.904

That being said, the present study rejects even the notion that the Decembrist uprising in
St. Petersburg resembled the coups in form. The rebels on the Senate Square were from the second
rate Guards regiments, not the traditional coup makers of the Semenovsky and Preobrazhensky
Guards, and included civil servants in their ranks. The name of Grand Duke Constantine was a
political decoy, even if the feelings of dishonor of swearing the oath the second time were real.
But above all, no attempt on royal life was made and no force was used to actually take the throne.
The French Revolution supplied another “revolutionary script,” but the Decembrists
attempted to distance themselves from the French precedent as much as possible, due to its
unbridled mass violence. They denounced political mass terror and deep conspiracy as
inappropriate means of political struggle. They tried to offset the potential of a violent sociopolitical overthrow of the system, as had happened in France, with the old idea of revolution that
more closely meant restoration/transformation of the old regime, as in the case of England’s
Glorious Revolution, which was even considered to be a “noble” vis-à-vis mutiny (bunt). The term
revolution in that period also implied a regenerative process executed by “great men” and thus
acquired positive-romantic connotations. Curiously, as some scholars argue, the Decembrists
evaded calling their first secret organization by its name, the Union of Salvation, at the trial, as it
could be associated with the notorious Jacobin Committee of Public Safety. On the other hand, the
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next society’s name, the Union of Welfare, was widely welcomed as alluding to the American
Revolution’s republican, and hence benign, “pursuit of happiness.”905
Trying to dissociate their movement from Jacobin terror and evade civil war, the
Decembrists’ eventual “script” was consciously modeled on that of the European military
revolutions of the 1820s. This meant a military revolt of the few with minimum involvement of
the masses, minimum bloodshed and with the goal of political and constitutional reforms.906 The
form of the Decembrist uprising was an attempt to emulate the European military revolution,
especially the revolt in Ukraine, which joined the last “horseback-mounted epics” where officers
led their men from provincial towns in the hopes of reaching the capital and overturning the old
order, as phrased by Richard Stites.907
However, the Russian uprisings did not use the military force to establish constitutional
order. The Decembrist revolts used the Russian nobility’s mode to express dissent. Since the
nobility’s mentality intertwined morals and noble sentiments of civic patriotism with honor, the
only way to protest in “a noble way” was through dueling. The Decembrists capitalized on the
available cultural modes of action and created a “dueling situation” as an implement of resistance
to the autocracy. Eventually, the Decembrist revolt was more of “a moral protest” and civic selfsacrifice of noblemen-citizens rather than a palace coup or social/political/military revolution. As
A. M. Muravev, the younger brother of the Northern Society ideologue Nikita, wrote, after
describing Rostovtsev’s betrayal, in his memoirs about December 14:
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But already long ago the members of the Secret Society sacrificed their lives to their fatherland in
their hearts. In the expectation of certain death, it was meant to only take a solemn stand against
the autocracy and point out to the nation that for ten years without interruption we had only one
thought, one desire – the freedom of the country! [...] The act of protest has been completed. The
echo of this protest is still heard.908

The so-called “failure” of the Decembrists also rested on duality of their worldview. The
Decembrists experienced “psychological ambiguity” and cognitive dissonance. Moral and civic
virtues engendered their ideas to drastically change the existing socio-political order but also
required them to shed their own identity as noblemen, royal subjects, loyal servants of the monarch
and state, and law-abiding citizens. The most entrenched component in their mentality was actually
monarchical loyalty, which prevented them from regicide, active combat and usurpation of power,
and conditioned their behavior during the interrogations. Many of the Decembrists, especially in
the north, were professed monarchists of various degrees, something that left them psychologically
torn before the uprisings, during their trial and even during their exile in Siberia. In a sense, the
noble rebels possessed a “naïve monarchism,” not less than their soldiers and peasants. In Russia
everyone was always waiting for the “just Tsar” to come and save Mother Russia from her internal
and external foes and ills. The Decembrists and nobility writ large were not an exception.909
Historians largely agree that the conspirators were never keen about assassinating either
Alexander I or Nicholas I and probably would not carry out their regicide plans. The rebels openly
stated it at the trial, partly to mitigate their culpability, but also in their later memoirs, which lends
some sincerity to such statements.910 One of the rebels’ psychological difficulties was that they
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personally knew many of their enemies and the judges, including members of the royal
household.911 Alexander and Nicholas were not the all-powerful despots of the 18th century but
rather seen by the nobility as equal mortals, the first Citizens, colleagues and friends (as a patron
was to his client). A friend could be challenged to a duel, and Nicholas I remembered the personal
challenge and offence to the rebels when being personally in charge of the interrogation and
sentencing.
More complex were the attitudes of the Decembrists towards Alexander I. The failure of
Alexander as a friend did not create deep-seated hatred toward him. They were angry at him as a
colleague (sosluzhivets) but they did not hate him. They wept at his early demise and depicted him
in their memoirs as a friend, a tragic hero similar to them. Sergey Volkonsky wrote to Pavel D.
Kiselev after hearing about Alexander’s death on December 4, 1825: “I shed tears more than once
– both about the Tsar and about the Fatherland. The sadness was true...”912 Alexander Turgenev,
who left Russia because he fell out of Alexander I’s favor, expressed the general sentiment of
many educated noblemen and Decembrists in his diary:
Russia! And your hope is gone! I forget his policy – I remember and love the person. The heart did
not stop believing in him, loving him, never ceasing to hope. The hopes are with him in the grave.
The soul strives to Russia, adored Russia! Maybe Russia is with him! You (Russia) will not forget
him. We lived in peace. He took away from himself the glory of being your benefactor, the people
are in slavery! But he did not take away from us the hope of being your restorer! [...] Now death
also reconciles the liberals with Alexander-the man [...] I have discovered in myself some kind of
tenderness for the sovereign, which I did not know in his time. Now that eternity has come for him,
I have become not a judge of him; but a tender friend, forgiving the weaknesses in him, who placed
on the scales the very intention of good. If he left 14 million still in slavery, then at least let him
take Russia's gratitude for three exemplary provinces.913
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Indeed, the humanization of the ruler was now firmly set in the mentality of the
contemporaries. An illustrative case was that of Nikolay Bobrishchev-Pushkin, one of the more
conservative conspirators and a very devout person. During the trial he gave longwinded
testimonies infused with Christian rhetoric and Sentimentalist overtones, and lamented for several
pages on atheism and deism in the Southern conspiracy. He stated religion as his reason for joining
the rebels – to fight atheism and make sure political upheaval would rest on the “true morality” of
Christian faith. To prove his “purely altruistic” intentions he adjoined to his testimony a poem
written by him at the Moscow University Boarding School and published in Messenger of Europe.
The poem “Immortality,” written from memory (approaching 110 lines!), is full of the spiritualsentimentalist pathos characteristic of much of the contemporary literature, and focuses on earthly
vanity and virtues. However, the cultural embeddedness of the idea that the ruler is equal to others
in his/her mortality is vividly present in the closing lines of the poem: “A strong possessor of the
throne. // A peaceful citizen of valleys // [...] All bear tribute to the death. // The greatness, poverty,
and titles, // Power, impotence, ignorance, and rank // Will find one end inside the grave...”914 In a
sense, humanization of the ruler was ubiquitous and thus “radical.”
One can argue that “the parting of ways” between the educated elites and the government
in Nicholas I’s reign, as proposed by Nicholas Riasanovsky915, already was in progress during
Alexander I’s reign, as seen in the elites’ psychological separation of the monarch and the state
from the nation. The rebels even openly lamented this rift at the trial and begged Nicholas I to
become a “father” again. Alexander Yakubovich blamed the divide between the ruler, the state,
and the people as fomenting rebellion in the letter to Nicholas I from his prison cell:
Opinion is the first power of the Sovereigns, it unites and moves the State, serves as a guard against
vices to all citizens, but it does not exist in Russia, and the government tries, as deliberately, to
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destroy the embryos of common opinion, and as a consequence of this, we see a division in concepts
between the Sovereign and the State, which should be united. […] There are no malcontents, or
Carbonari, in human nature and in the order of things. The government creates them: [...] without
delving into the spirit of the times, without giving a useful direction to the ebullient passions of
youth, it generates these pernicious ideas, which, like a moral epidemic spreading throughout the
state, infect everyone's imagination, and before they achieve the common benefits, thousands of
the best citizens will be exterminated and the most virtuous Sovereigns will become fierce tyrants;
and then the separation of the throne from the people will become final, and woe to the fatherland
where this separation will take place!916

Petr Kakhovsky begged Nicholas I to be a good father and a good citizen to close this divide:
I hope His Majesty will forgive me the courage of expression, I cannot speak otherwise, than as I
feel, I do not hide my feelings, and why should the son of the fatherland hide the truth from his
father [...] Happy is the subject, who heard from his Monarch: “I am myself the first citizen of the
Fatherland.” God grant that we have the fatherland in conjunction with the Sovereign. I, wishing
the welfare of my dear homeland, bless my fate, having an opportunity to pour out my feelings and
thoughts before my Monarch, who promises to be the father of the fatherland. [...] Sovereign! I do
not know how, cannot and do not want to flatter; since yesterday evening I have fallen in love with
You (sic) as a person, and with all my heart I wish to love in You my Monarch, Father of the
fatherland. [...] But the Sovereign? What am I? 50 million are waiting for your goodness, waiting
for their happiness from you. [...] I noticed how You said: “Who can say that I am not Russian?!”
– Yes, Sovereign, You are Russian! Love your people, and the people will idolize their father in
You.917

Yet, Nicholas I was already irrevocably a human and thus morally obliged to his subjects:
Good Sovereign! I saw tears of compassion in Your eyes. You are a human, You will understand
me! Is it possible to allow a person, like all of us, to play with the fate of fifty million people at his
own whim? [...] Sovereign! Become a private person in our State and ask yourself: what would you
do in our place, when a person like You could treat Yourself at will, as a thing.918

This Decembrists’ duality of consciousness, torn between monarchical loyalty and civic opposition
was best expressed in A. Bulatov’s signatures of his letters to Nicholas I: “Of Your Imperial
Highness, loyal at his heart, criminal Bulatov.”
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The Conspiracy of His Majesty, Education, and Family
On December 14th, a delegation from the 1st Infantry and the Naval Cadet Corps came to
the rebels at Senate Square, asking their permission to join, which was not granted.919 In December
1825, after hearing about the dramatic events in the capital, the Moscow circle of young archivists
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (arkhivnye iunoshi), who had studied Romantic philosophy
together (known as Liubomudry, i.e. the Society of Philosophy), started taking horse-riding and
fencing classes to prepare themselves to join the Southern Conspiracy, if it came to take
Moscow.920
To what extent was there discontent in Russian educated society? Many historians tend to
belittle the Decembrist uprising by arguing, as many of the rebels’ contemporaries did, that it was
“a mutiny of a hundred ensigns.” And yet, the same “liberal ideas” and “noble feelings” animated
much larger and diverse sectors of the Russian Empire. The emotional ideas of the Decembrists
were not a craze of a few – they were a part of the spirit of times and were shared in slightly
different forms across the educated elites.
The most recent scholarship counts no less than thirteen (!) major Decembrist secret
societies.921 The picture becomes even more complicated when taking into account the liberal likeminded army cooperatives (arteli), private circles of officers, students and literati, and different
boards of the Union of Welfare across the empire; the Orenburg secret society and the Society of
the Military Friends in the Lithuanian Corps that reneged on their oath to Nicholas I (1825); the
attempted uprising in the Bobruisk fortress (1826) and the alleged conspiracy in the army in
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Caucasus. The Polish secret societies that were in negotiations with the Southern Decembrists is
another telling story.922 All of these “conspiracies” were investigated by the trial committee, but
already in January 1826 it started to dismiss inquiries into all the private names and allegations
that came across, especially in regards to the Union of Welfare. Many suspects were also pardoned
by Nicholas I, because he did not want to create the public impression that half of the educated
elites murmured, this way or another, against the autocracy.923 As the Russian poet Alexander
Pushkin famously said to Nicholas I, had it been possible, he too would have been at Senate Square,
because the majority of his friends were there.
Moreover, as some conspirators implied at the trial and some modern historians have since
argued, Alexander I was the major “conspirator.” Not only did he inspire the Decembrist secret
societies and general liberal ideas, but he prolonged the conspiracy, knowing about it since 1821,
and initiated his own one by keeping Constantine’s forced abdication a secret.924 As Decembrist
Rozen wrote in his memoirs:
The Commission sought out the most important persons from the statesmen. It inquired did
Speransky, Mordvinov, Ermolov, P. D. Kiselev, Menshikov and others belong to the society? If it
suspected them by their way of thinking, then by the same reason, it undoubtedly should recognize
as the first and the main member the Emperor himself, Alexander I.925
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What was “radical” then about the Decembrists and what distinguished them from the rest
of the nobility? Not much really, except two major items of indictment which entailed maximum
punishment: participation in a military uprising and/or in hatching a regicide plot. Both items of
guilt did not really happen; the majority of conspirators did not rebel and the persons who
committed murders and violence were from outside the conspiracy. The Decembrists were tried
and punished mostly for their intentions – that is, their words, thoughts, and feelings.
In the terms of the present study, the rebels were part of the noble emotional culture. It has
been acknowledged in scholarship that the rebels shared general liberal ideas with many of their
noble contemporaries. The Decembrists’ morality and good intentions were acknowledged by all,
including their fiercest adversaries.926 The ideological dividing line between the common mass of
nobility and the future rebels was still fairly blurred before and during 1812-1815, while the gulf
between them started growing only around the 1820s, thus creating different emotional
communities. As B. Rosenwein argues, there are various emotional communities (including a
community of one person) at any given time, and they are not static but dynamic. Such
communities are like bigger and smaller circles that sometimes intersect and are “tied together by
fundamental assumptions, values and goals, feeling rules, and accepted modes of expression”,
while also “other sets of emotional norms coexist with those that are dominant”.927 That is to say,
the Russian emotional culture of moral virtues, patriotism, and honor intersected with the
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Decembrist emotional groups. They both shared the moral education and nobleness of service duty,
the basic patriotic ardor of the war experience, and love for the fatherland, noble honor, and royal
favors/disfavors.
Yet the rebels did not feel the same loyalty towards the monarch and ruling system – civicmindedness (grazhdanstvennost’) and national welfare became more important to them. In a sense,
the Decembrist story was about the shifting of priorities. Meaning, the major difference from their
contemporaries lay in the Decembrist “secret” emotional communities that reshaped and
intensified the common “noble feelings” up to challenging the established order not just in words
but in actions. Eventually, as Mikhail Lunin sarcastically summarized upon hearing about the death
of a familiar statesman: “What a contrast in our destinies! For one – the scaffold and history, for
the other – the chair in the [State] Council and the address-calendar.”928
Education was another important factor in inspiring political liberalism and emotional
dissent. Faddei Bulgarin, an editor and writer who personally knew many Decembrists, was also
the informant to the Third Police Department. He wrote in his report about the “Lyceum spirit” in
1826 that a Lyceum student was insolent, insubordinate, writing acrimonious poems and:
“Moreover, he must talk about constitutions, chambers, elections, parliaments, appear to be
unbelieving in Christian dogmas and, above all, appear as a philanthropist and a Russian
patriot.”929 The emphasis is original.
Two major aspects of education are important for understanding either Decembrism or
dissent in general. First, the state/ruler’s program of “official” education tends to bear unexpected
fruits after it is digested by its students. One of the paradoxes of the late 18th century transpired in
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the Russian rulers’ devotion to building an empire that required the formation of modern
Europeanized and enlightened elites for efficient and loyal service of autocracy. The autocracy
attempted to educate the noble subject in being both “a servant” and “a son of the fatherland.”
However, the noble elites channeled this new education into individual self-fashioning (sometimes
free-thinking) and eventually carved out their own vision of their role, aims of service, the good
of the nation, and the dignity of a citizen. In other words, the monarch and the state lost their
monopoly and hold over education.930
Secondly, as Martin Malia showed with the example of liberal thinker Alexander Herzen’s
intellectual development, the quest of the former to find his own individuality and personal
freedom in the Romantic philosophy of Idealism led Herzen to seek to free other individuals as
well, which brought him to realism and Socialism. Herzen, who said that “Decembrists woke me
up,” embodied the educated aristocrat, personally offended by the regime, who took the
indignation into political struggle, becoming the voice of Russian opposition to Nicholas I.931
Notably, in this last sense, he was not that much different than the Decembrists, whose political
fervor was based on personal honor and insult among other components.
In terms of the present study, the official emotional culture of the late 18th century
prescribed self-control of “dangerous passions” and channeling the “benign” moral virtues of
philanthropy, patriotism and honor into active and loyal service to the monarch and the state. Yet,
“the true sons of the fatherland” and “good citizens” began looking for “a good ruler” and for “the
common good.” The nobility’s self-exploration and moral improvement led to the same
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expectations from the monarch, to the discovery of other human beings in serfdom and poverty,
and ultimately of the nation. Some noble scions, like the Decembrists, could not stay civically idle
and tried to act on these inherited Enlightenment virtues.
The same paradox of transgression of the official values into an alternative worldview is
also evident in home education. In a well-known study of the Bakunin family during the reign of
Nicholas I, the father Alexander Bakunin, a personal friend of several Decembrists and a
suppressor of their rebellion, propagated the enlightenment and active service of the fatherland, as
prescribed and sponsored by the state, in his own family, on his estate, and at his post as the
provincial official. Bakunin’s son and his friends, like Herzen, were avid followers of the Romantic
Idealist philosophy, learning it as students at Moscow University and discussing it with the
Bakunin family circle. Yet, the “sons” translated this officially approved school of thought
cultivated by father Alexander into their own socio-political ideas. Several of these young people
became liberal or radical thinkers, while son Mikhail Bakunin became the father of Russian
anarchism.932
In this sense, the Decembrists already embodied this educational transformation from the
state project into an individual’s intellectual agency before the ensuing generation of Herzen and
Bakunin. The Decembrists inherited the Enlightenment thought and Sentimentalist culture in
general, and in the form of “moral sentiments,” from their fathers. Yet they filled the existent
cultural discourse with alternative meanings and rearranged the old ones.933 As N. Turgenev
pondered about the “fathers’” actions in 1817:
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...Despotic states [...] present few examples of patriotism, but for that this patriotism happens to be
the most powerful, which, perhaps, would have surprised even the republics; the fire of love for the
fatherland burns only in the hearts of some, but burns with divine power. Now I was reading
Muravev's thoughts. Everything is deep, full of mind and feeling. A smart man. Lovely soul. But
what did this man leave behind? But what could he leave, what could he do in a state like Russia
today!934

The Decembrists’ relations with their fathers were, of course, complex. The rebels, being
embittered at times with their elders’ reactionary views, always respected them and their opinions,
as seen in all of the Decembrists’ writings. A. Bulatov even claimed that his immediate reason for
joining the uprising of December 14 was his father’s service misfortunes. He blessed Ryleev for
his recruitment that brought Bulatov to the trial where he had an opportunity to exonerate his
father, who was offended and persecuted by Alexander I because of A. Arakcheev. Notably, when
his father was scolding the latter in a conversation, Bulatov proposed to kill them both, as he
proudly related while under arrest.935
On the other hand, most “Decembrist fathers” would not have ever approved their sons’
actions. Ivan Pestel’ wrote to his son Pavel in 1820s:
They say here that there are malefactors in the Second Army. Although I do not believe anything
of this, it is nevertheless my duty as a father, friend and patriot to warn you about this so that you
are careful in your connections. These people are dangerous, and every honest person should
beware of them.

This also means that father Pestel’ vaguely knew about the conspiracy, as did many among the
elites, and yet his son Pavel was the leader of those “malefactors in the 2nd Army.” Pestel’s mother
also wrote him a letter, saying: “How sad I would be if I found out that one of my sons could have
been among the so-called liberals, who are in general, and in particular in our country, are the same
as the firebrands.”936
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The relations with and the impact of mothers and wives on Decembrists requires a separate
detailed study. As we can see in the previous example, mothers did not necessarily share the
political aspirations of their sons. A famous case was that of the mother of Sergey Volkonsky,
Princess Alexandra, who could be found at the Winter Palace’s balls when her son was languishing
in the fortress awaiting his sentencing. She attended the coronation of Nicholas I and received the
Order of St. Catherine on the same day when Sergey, in chains, began his way to Siberia. She often
noted to her friends that Sergey was dead to her.937
On the other hand, Ekaterina F. Muraveva, the wife of writer Mikhail N. Muravev and
mother of two Decembrists, was known as a person with liberal inclinations and was even blamed
by some for the cultivation of her sons’ radicalism. Anna Semenovna Muravev-Apostol, mother
of three Decembrists, educated Sergey and Matvei in Paris and withheld the existence of serfdom
from them. When they were returning to Russia, the children were excited to see a Russian Cossack
on the border and ran to hug him. Anna supposedly said to them: “I am very glad that your long
stay abroad did not cool your feelings for your homeland, but get ready, children, I must tell you
terrible news: you will find what you do not know: in Russia you will find (peasants, sic.)
slaves!”938 Poet Alexander Odoevsky confronted his investigators on the topic of his upbringing
with stressing his moral education by his mother:
I was brought up at home, by my Mother, who did not let me out of her sight until her death, which
happened in the 820th year (sic). Her vigilant concern for my upbringing; 18 years of her life,
completely dedicated to it – all this can give some idea of the rules that have been instilled in me.
I say this in response to the Sir Military Governor-General, Pavel Vasil’evich Kutuzov, who, in the
questions he asked me, said that French false wisdom (lzhemudrie) most probably led me astray.
Nothing like this has happened to me; for it can be said that my Mother was my constant and almost
the only mentor in morality. May my madness on December 14th not bring her dishonor!

Andrey Rozen also described the conversation with his wife on the eve of the uprising:
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The sleepiness has passed; I discussed with my wife the duties of a Christian, a citizen, about the
impending dangers, about which we have been incessantly talking in these last days; I could
completely open up to her –her Mind (sic) and heart understood everything. Finally, with prayer,
we surrendered ourselves to the will of God. The hour of separation has come.939

It was very rare that the Decembrists informed their spouses on the conspiracy and
especially on the uprising. However, most of the rebels’ wives (12 out 18, and two brides of French
extraction) followed their husbands to Siberia, to share their tragic fate while leaving their little
children behind. Some wives did not go, some did not receive royal permission and some were
asked not to by their husbands. As some scholars note, their choice to follow was culturally
constructed on the same grounds of Classical literature of heroism and self-sacrifice that their
husbands read, and there were examples of aristocratic women following their exiled spouses in
Russian history and literature.940
While the romantic relations and attitudes of Decembrists deserve their separate study, it
seems that they projected their “love” onto the fatherland. The civic feeling of love to the fatherland
was supposed to prevail over the private love to a woman as the same contemporary culture of
neoclassical civic virtues prescribed.941 Indeed, it seems that the major feeling that inspired
Decembrists was love rather than hatred – love to the fatherland, to people as nation, and to liberty.
As one scholar pointed out, even their regicide plans were based on love to the patria rather than
on hatred to Alexander I.942 The Decembrists’ complex relationship with him was based on a drama
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of a “friend,” who betrayed them. Vladimir Likharev ingenuously expressed the Decembrist
“romantic affair” at the trial:
I swear by everything that I have in the world, dear and sacred, as a baby that my wife still carries
under her heart – I have never had any other concern than about the welfare of the Motherland. [...]
All my actions had a goal, which I am not afraid to express before God and people – love for the
motherland. Should I die for loving her? I am twenty-two years old and the story of my life is in
front of you.943

The Decembrists’ Moral Shadows
Many in the Decembrists’ generation considered such rebellious love to the fatherland as
wrong. Richard Wortman has shown that the Nicholas I’s ascension to the throne after the
repression of the Decembrist uprising, especially his coronation, was cheered by the population,
including the military, with expressions of pathos (umilenie), enthusiasm (vostorg), love for the
tsar, and love for the fatherland.944 Patriotism was back to its original form of love and loyalty to
autocracy. Many scholars suggested that the rebellions did not provide a general shock in society
or change the socio-cultural structures and the contemporary worldview. The reign of Nicholas I
was strict and suffocating and some blame/d Decembrists.945 Yet the rebel Alexander Podzhio
blamed the contemporary elites in his memoirs: “Nicholas was nothing more, nothing less, than a
brigadier [...] You took the modest brigadier commander into your arms and elevated him to the
throne...”946
It seems that after the tragic events of the 1825/26 the contemporaries, at least, had the
reason to ask themselves what patriotism was. The divide between the tsar and the Fatherland was
already present in the contemporary culture as embodied by the rebellion. After his accession in
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1825, Nicholas I’s imperial manifestoes attributed the failure of the Decembrist uprising to the
distinctive spirit of the Russian people, who remained loyal to their tsars. The “people” (narod)
became for the first time an active participant at a royal coronation, that of Nicholas I in 1826.
Nicholas I’s “scenario of power” included people and tried to bind the nation to monarchy again
based on filial love and obligations between the father and his children.947 It also means that
Nicholas I did not choose his scenario of power but rather was forced by the Decembrists and their
national rhetoric. Nicholas I received many letters, in the form of essays or reports, from the
Decembrists during their trial which portrayed the national ills. The summary of their ideas from
the testimonies, composed for him personally, was always on his desk to consult. As Decembrist
Andrey Rozen commented in his memoirs:
In vain they repeated and wrote a lot that the uprising of December 14 set Russia back up half a
century and would not allow the government to carry out its good intentions as soon as possible.
[...] A new sovereign, in a few months, learned all the Russian conditions better than his
predecessors had succeeded in dozens of years. Time will soon erase the name of the mutineers and
loyal subjects of December 14, and will unite all citizens for the welfare and for the common good.
[...] At the slightest violation of the grave silence and discipline, he (Nicholas) had the habit of
repeating: “ce sont mes amis du quatorze! (These are my friends of the Fourteenth)”948

Fedor Glinka elaborated in detail on how his branch of the Union of Welfare, assigned to
fighting social-judicial injustice, indeed managed to help many low-estate and falsely accused
persons, expose corruption, and donate to the poor. Then he bitterly noted to the investigators:
But no matter how attractive this lively, heartfelt activity may seem, which had the appearance of
a kind of moral chivalry through peaceful war against evil and the defense of good, as I now see, it
can also be considered a kind of delusion...

But what struck him most was the question of one of the Committee’s members (V. V. Levashov):
“And who gave you the right?” Eventually, all five members that helped him, and left the
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conspiracy before 1822, were acquitted or not even questioned and became prominent figures in
Nicholas I’s reign.949 As Vera Bokova noted, the Union of Welfare’s goals to educate the entire
nation in moral and civic virtues was ironically mirrored in the post-1826 official instructions to
the Secret Police by its chief, A. Benkendorf, was who not only in the same social circles as the
conspirators, but was also their investigator and thus familiar with their innermost ideas.950
Official patriotism, loyal to the throne, was flourishing. Ivan Snegirev, a professor at
Moscow University gave a speech on patriotism in 1827, wherein he openly criticized the uprising
and even quoted Nicholas I’s manifesto of December 1825. His patriotic focus was on the monarch
and Orthodoxy with strong religious overtones. He alluded to the Decembrists by saying:
But let us separate the true love for the fatherland from the false one; it does not consist in a blind
exaggeration of everything of its own; so it is equally impossible to call the complaints of those,
who under the guise of love for the fatherland, criticize everything that is domestic, find abuse in
everything as bursts of patriotism? Let these hypocritical zealots and biased judges know that the
good son of the fatherland, even if he finds imperfections in it, discovers them not with malicious
joy, not with reproachful disclosure, but with a spirit of meekness, with that reverent respect with
which we look at the weaknesses of our parents and friends.951

Nicholas I also personally supervised the Cadet Corps. “Chapter Two: On Moral Education” of
The Charter for the Military Training Institutions (1830), approved by him, officially focused on
instilling moral sentiments and yet omitted patriotism and the fatherland altogether:
No. 18 Moral feelings: Feelings, which one should try to instill in the souls of the pupils so that
they are inseparable from them throughout their entire life are the fear of God, piety, a sense of
duty, boundless devotion to the Sovereign, obedience to the authorities, tender respect for parents,
respect for elders, gratitude and love for one's neighbor.952
949
F. Glinka, VD, vol. 20, 120-21. These persons were: Major-General, P. Koshkul’ (the one who challenged Grand
Duke Constantine), A. Kavelin, Nicholas’ friend and adjutant was instrumental in suppressing the uprising; A.
Mirkovich served under Kavelin when he became General-Governor of St. Petersburg; N. Godein was Nicholas’
adjutant; Senator A. Bashutskii.
950
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951
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sluchaiu vospominaniia dnia osnovaniia Moskovskogo universiteta i sovershivshegosia v Moskve koronovaniia
gosudaria imperatora Nikolaia I, proiznesennaia v sobranii chlenov Universiteta 12 ianvaria 1827 goda […]
(Moscow, 1827), 14; See also K. S. R., O liubvi k gosudariu i otechestvu i o blagodenstvii narodnom (St. Petersburg:
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Conversely, Decembrist Wilhelm Kiukhel’beker dedicated a poem to the former student of
the 1st Cadet Corps, Kondratii Ryleev, while incarcerated in the fortress, in 1827. It presents the
literal shadow of Ryleev reminding all of them why they have suffered:
[...] I bring hello to my friend
From the area without tyrants
Where the world and light are eternal,
Where there is no storm, no fog.
Blessed and glorious is my lot:
Freedom for the Russian people

I sang with a mighty voice
I sang and died for freedom!
A lucky man, I captured
Love for the dear land with blood!
And you – I know – were burning
With pure love to motherland.953

Noble honor as a corporate cultural code was also in decline, although the duel of honor,
as defense of one’s private dignity so as an act of resisting the pressure of state and autocracy,
persisted into the reign of Nicholas I. While the post-1825 era has usually been seen as
symptomatic of dueling’s decline, even by contemporaries such as Herzen, Tolstoy, and
Dostoevsky, this was not the case, as scholars argue. Dueling continued apace albeit in a different
guise. First, it expanded into Russian student fraternities as adopted from German student culture
and included masculinity as a cause for fighting. Then the so-called raznochintsy (people of
various low ranks), especially journalists, reluctantly adopted dueling, despite harshly criticizing
it, but took the noble honor and ritual out, substituting them with personal-literary-political
offences. Duels became more numerous but less harmful. Yet, Herzen, Tolstoy and Dostoevsky
precisely worried about the vanishing “nobleness” related to dueling. Alexander III also worried
and desperately tried to revive officer honor by issuing a controversial decree that implicitly
legalized the duel as part of the officers’ own peer-courts, in 1894.954 It was too late – the noble
honor code was waning as was its social estate and practically died with 1917.
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V. Kiukhel’beker, “Ten’ Ryleeva” in Izbrannye sotsial’no-politicheskie i filosofskie proizvedeniia dekabristov, vol.
3, 146-47.
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On general post-1825 dueling culture see Irina Reyfman, Ritualized Violence Russian Style: The Duel in Russian
Culture and Literature (Stanford, Calif: Stanford Univ. Press, 2000), 85-93. On student dueling see A. Vostrikov,
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As Ute Frevert argues, sense of noble honor is a “lost feeling,” which perished together
with the social institution of nobility.955 And yet Victor Zolotov, commander-in-chief of the
Russian National Guard (created in 2016) and personal friend to the president, challenged Alexei
Navalny, the leader of the political opposition, to a duel in an official video address in 2018.956
The problem of the Early Modern period, that rulers, as governments, decide what “common good”
is, continues into modern times.957
In 1922 Sergey M. Volkonsky, the grandson of Decembrist Sergey, wrote that the
Decembrists were welcomed by many in the new generations: by the conservative, nationalist
Slavophiles, the liberal Westernizers, the radicals of the 1870s, and the revolutionaries of 1917.
The Decembrists were closer to the critically-minded liberals from the “westernized” nobility,
such as Herzen, who started publishing the rebels’ memoirs abroad. Yet they were also friends
with the Slavophile families of Samarins, Khomiakovs, and Aksakovs, because “Both of them
were burning with love for their homeland, a love that cannot be found today, a love so strong that
differences of beliefs burned out in it.” Volkonsky means here love toward the Russian people and
nation. The revolutionaries of 1917 were very keen to adopt the Decembrists for their own reasons,
too, portraying them as their predecessors, but aristocrat Volkonsky denied them any similarity to
his “grandparents.” He writes that immediately after 1917 “the revolutionaries” (he does not use
any other appellation) confiscated his personal possessions for the “common use,” including the
family’s archive. Then: “I was asked where it would be more pleasant for me to have my things:
at the Museum of the Revolution or at the Rumyantsov [museum]? I replied that I do not possess

Kniga o russkoi dueli (St. Petersburg: Izd. Ivana Limbakha, 1998), 71-4; On student dueling as based on masculinity
norms see Friedman, Masculinity, Autocracy and the Russian University, esp. 65-8.
955
Ute Frevert, Emotions in History – Lost and Found (Budapest – New York: CEU Press, 2011).
956
See, for example, https://www.bbc.com/russian/news-45899280 (last accessed on 6/20/201).
957
Oleg Kharkhordin, Main Concepts of Russian Politics (Lanham, Md: Univ. Press of America, 2005), 19.
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my own things, and it is not in my habit to dispose of those of strangers...” But his harshest critique
Volkonsky saves for the earlier radical youth of Nihilists and Populists and finishes it with:
There was too much bile in them, a lot of anger, too little, or perhaps there was no love at all. [...]
In their very populism there was less love for the people than hatred for those classes, who were
not the people.

Then Volkonsky contrasts them with the Decembrists:
These were people in whom there was not a drop of hatred – only love. These were people who
wanted nothing for themselves – everything for others. These were people in whom there was not
the slightest self-interest – only sacrifice. That is why it is beneficial to remember the
Decembrists.958

We can agree or disagree with this statement, yet emotions play an important role in
political decisions and actions. Feelings of dissent can vary from protest to protest but they also
can inspire each another. Joseph Brodsky, who was expelled from the Soviet Union for being
“unfit” to live in the Soviet society and finished his life in the United States, underlined the
Decembrist generation’s emotional heritage:
[…] Oh, wordplay. Calendars
stick to the heart a little, all the time
and death away from homeland
It comes. So, thanks to God,

Well, now the years are over,
then also the ones you lived,
so that our feelings sometimes
we could name with your words.

that for a cry in the crowd
of the past years, past passion
the song about you fell silent
a third of a century ago.
But is it

The poets of the Pushkin era,
The favorites of the woeful capital,
here are your secular gifts,
you guys are dead, but lucky ones.

about that you cared, while loving,
about that you were concerned, while hating?
Oh no, you remembered yourselves
and realized too late what would happen [...]

You were leaving overseas,
you were forgetting about duels,
you were feeling so much in vain
that you died as best as you could.959

958
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